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V. ITOTES ON YORUBA ORTHOGRAPHY. 
1. The mid-tone. In the texts (pp. 1-317), the tone on 
every syllable is marked, "including the mid-tone", according to 
Convention iii and the reccomc-endation thereon s Report of the Yoruba 
Orthography Committee, Ministry of Education, Ibadan, 1969, pago 6; 
also pp. 2-3. 
2. Double Vowels and relevant Tone marks. The use of the tildh, 
in the old orthography is now generally discontinued. Tn its place, 
double vowels are used with the appropriate tone marks, acute or grave. 
(Report, page 5, section 11; also R. C. libraham, Dictionary, pp. sf" 
It is necessary to call attention hero to two issues in this regards 
a) Is Madura to be written as ! lAd 
ra 
or as Al__ d=? 
hany people write it as Uadura without any tone marks. However, 
as spoken, the lengthening seems to fall on the u. But since the 
prefix alä is formed from the first vowel of 
ädtirä with the grave tone, 
it seems natural to-double the a-. This is the form used by R. C.. tbraha. 
ill his famous Dictionary. . *lternatively, the single vowel may be marke4 
with a double accent, thus Al ura. 
b) However, the tilde in the old orthography answered 
not only for tones but also for elision (the compression or supprossicn 
of\ particular vowels or diphthongs). lrn"mtan or lam 
imötan is from 
Imo-aunt-tan ý(to 
know but not to know fully). Should this word be 
written as Am m tan, the negative particle beck lost and a wrong 
root-word is suggested -3motan. Similarly, 
lidawwo comes from a da- and 
iwd The vowel before theT7econd word is elided. 
, If wo write ida 
the original root-word; iwY, is made to become äw IdQw is patently 
batter. But this is what was previously abbreviated in speech to 
idaw .A similar problem is found with bo iwhich comes from 
EgbB-iýsi(the roots of trees). To write Erb oýi the roots fo i) misleads 
. Another example is maderikän when written as mä , darik an 
(ma-ä ri-kan). 
Once again, the double accent seems to be a bettor device, oven 
in spite of the print©r's need for now accents! 
....;, .. jr 
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IFA AND CHRISTIV ITY AM0"' x TT! E YORUBA: A STUDY IN SYMBIOSIS 
AND IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF YORUBA CHRISTOLOGY, 1890-1940 
Rev. E. 4. Adeolu Adegbola. 
SYNOPSIS 
Problem 
The problem taken up in this thesis is posed by the discovery 
that when a Yoruba convert backslides from Christianity, he does 
not revert to a cult of Ölodümäre whom Prof. Idowu has presented 
as the theos of )(örübs be z? f. 'Rather, he returns to some costa 
mobioloeical practices and devices directed towards the amelior3- 
tion of the human situation. This study examines both the cultic 
prict'_ces and beliefs to which backsliders revert and the adapta- 
tions of Christianity made by those who remain in the Christian 
fold, 
Methods 
The study is based on field-study and interviews supplemented 
with research iii ii')raries and archives. 
The treatment involves an evaluation of methods for studying 
religion and for comparing religions. A historical and word 
sýudy leads to the discovery of two concepts of religion. The 
first, described as the Oro-concept, concentrates on established 
practices by which indivi3 als and communities are enabled to 
face the centradictionsR, 
`dilemmas and tensions of life. The other, denoted as the Isin-conceýt, devotes itself to belief :n 
God and the worship of Him. Yoruba traditional religion belongs 
primarily to the first category. The Christianity brought by 
; 7. us ope: zn ºiai ssionaries belongs to the second. There has been 
an Interaction between the twc concepts. It is found that an 
appropriate start. ng-poin` for the study of popular religion is 
the human condition and situation (Ch. I). 
Over against the ethnological assumptions of a static time 
frame which underly other Yörubä studies (Farrow, Parrinder, Lucas, 
Idowu, et al. ), a historical , study of traditional religion is intro- 
duced. Following the example of the anthropologist Evans-Pr'' :. hard 
and the historian Terence Ranger, developments in reli? ion are 
related to socio--political changes and vice versa (Ch. 11/1-3). 
Ifä is shown to be the core and summation of Yoruba relicion 
(Ch. II 1+--5) " in analysis of the structure of Ifä mytha and ritu-: le 
provides us with a typology of religion. Its components are: divi"ýa. 
tion, medicine, prayer, ritu"nl and morality. These elements are 
shown to be indicative of particular cosmological views. They also 
fulfil in every case some recomnisxble human needs. For this reason, 
they are described as "pragmatic tools of existentialism" (Ch. II/6) 
The study also includes .a critical description of the intro- 
duction Df Christianity into Yorubalwn3 and of the attempts at 
indigenization by the ; kladur , their immediate predecessors an I 
others (Chso III-VI). - 
The elern nts of primal religion are found to be ilentifi ble 
even in the personal religious life of the early missionxics 
IV/1b). The sale elements are also found under new forms in the 
Christianity of the Y rub (within both the longer established c'iur- 
ches of missionary on=; in and the so-called independent churches 
of local origin. The historical changes and 3eveloomencs which 
introduced the new forms took place primarily during the berici 1890-1940, yhich is the second half-century of Christianity =+mong* 
the Yoruba (Ch. VI). 
Conclusion. 
The concluding chapter further develops the typology of religion 
and establishes the relation in religion between, on the one hand, 
God and man, and cn thoother society and the individual. It indica"r 
tes that the need still remains in the Yörübä situation for the 
process of religious chsnae, and of the indiRenization of Christia- 
nity in particular, to become in a more dynamic way both an expres- 
sion and a facilitation of outhentic chzn, e in all aspects of 
society (Ch. VII). ' 
PREFACE V 
In his Foreword to E. (. Darrinder's 'Nest African Relis7ion 
(1949), Edwin Smith expressed the hope that "some day Dr. "F rrinder, 
or someone else equally competent, will follow un this study of 
the pagan religion with a study of the actual religion of those 
Africans who in various degrees of reality have accepted Christia- 
nity'. Such Christians, he quickly added with his characteristic 
insight, could hprdly he exuected ku have made '? a complete break 
with the past, however much they profess to do so". That was 
written in September 1947. 
Two years later, Dr. Parrinder himself undertook a study of 
'the actuality of relig'ion' which concentrated ion one particul-)r 
town in order to obt na detailed and factual study'. The town 
chosen was the Ycý, rüba City of Ibadan. Religion in An African City 
(1153), which reported the study, treated the three re igions 
largely in isolation from one another. Excent in its careful 
study of polygamy and of the history of the Reformed , gboni T'ri- 
ternity, the report did n, t develop a framework for examinin7 the 
historical efforts to relate the new relip*ion to the cl j. It 
has generally be, o"n assumed both by scholars of the YFrüba situation 
and by Yoruba Christians themselves that evangelization would have 
some effect on the peuole. But the opposite question, of what 
effect the indigenous religion could have on the life and thought 
of the Christian communities, received little attention. 0. C sthuizen 
and J. D. Y. Peel among others, havd observed that the Älädüra 
expression of Christianity is an adaptation of the Yoruba tr itional 
religion; but nD detailed study has been made to justify this ob-" 
servation. In other African settings, comnar! ble studies of the 
interaction of traditional religion and Christianity are beinr' made. 
A few outstanding ones are S. G. Williamson's Akan Religion and the 
Christian pith (1965), B. A. Pauw's Reliaior in a Tswana Kinmdcm 
(1960) Marshal Murphree's Christianity and the Shona , '. 
Anderson's Churches at the 3rassroot: A study in C)n? o-Brazzaville 
(1968), end S. C. 0. Ilogu's Christianity and Ibo Culture 19? . 
- 
Unlike some of these studies, the present work systema c"lly shJ"as 
how the full lineaments cf a traditional reli, 7ion, Ifa in this case, 
are reproduced in various versions of Christianity among the Yoruba. 
In the report of the Seventh International African Seminar 
held in 1965 on Christianity in Tropical Africa (C. 0. G. Baeta(e, 1. ), 
1968), it was stated that in India, China an Japan, "e^rly Catho"- 
lic enieavours....... . ieliberitely-. veloped the policy of adaptinc* 
Christianity to the indigenous religions". It was also noted thýit 
developments in harts of Latin America had led to a fusion of traits 
of . frican religions with Christian belief and practice to tho s iri"- 
tual satisfaction of the neonle concerned. In contrast, there seo^: s 
to gave been a deliber-ito policy in Africa not to inc-rporzte any- 
thing from the local religious systems into Christian religious 
life and thought. This study shows that the incorporation takes 
place all the same amonc the Yoruba thrcu4h iel_iberite thDumh unof- 
ficial alantation, as well as throuih unconscio»s assimilation. 
The treatment adopted in this presentation is deliberately in 
disciplin-ry as required by the nature of our enquiry. An inter- 
disciolinary ap-)ruach 'sere can be a pointer to a methodology f 
Religious Studies relevant to those transitional anal fcrmativd lays in the roruba C`urch. In each chapter, the aoprcich of one disci- 
pline is )reduminant, but sometimes two disciplines overlap in a 
single chapter. Chapter One is a critical review of Comnarative Peli- 
gion, with emphasis on questions of methodological importance. Chap- 
ter Two is a study in the History of Religions, first concentrating 
on an examination of the interaction between religious history and 
socio-political history, and then taking a more leci. te"1 anthrcoc- 
logical approach to the study of the religion under examination. 
Chapters Three and Four are an exercise in the study of Church History. 
Chapter Five makea a foray into Historical Theology, concertriting 
on the Christolory of a few indiviiuals in the Yoruba Church. In 
Chanter Six, there is a return to the History of Religiors in a 
form of phenomenology of Religion, examining in the process some 
pastor81 issues in church life. 
... /2 
vi 
In a sense, I have been reflecting in much of this work on 
the relirious life of Christians among whom I grew uoo and to whom 
I have ministere-l as a pastor. This personal encounter with Vie 
spiritual in'i bsycholof*ical lile"nmas of Christians who were con- 
verted to C`-vristianity from traditional Yoruba relicrion has bacn 
rut in the historical context of the written experiences and comments 
of a number of leaders of certain religious movementi between 
1890 and 1940. 
I have interviewed a number of people concerning their : wn 
experiences as well a :k of traditional reli, -ion an I cult are. 
My cousin, Jacob Akinlgye, has been a great help to me in makin: - 
contacts with many whom I interviewed. He also accomoaniel me on 
some of the visits. I am greatly obliged to the Rev. E. A. Lij 
of Ondo, a grandson of the late Rev. E. M. Lijadu, for making 
available to me manuscripts of his grandfather's records which h, ve 
since been lodged in the National Archives in Ibadan. He 
h. s : ls_) 
put me in touch with a number of his relations, particularly 
his 
aunt Mrs. Franklin who is a 3: u-zhter of the Rev. "E. M. Lijz'u. 
Among others who gave me assistance, special mention must be m-, de 
of the Rev. 0.4gilade and other leaders of the , thiooian National , 
Church in Ibadat and., Ile-Ifp, of officers of the runm1l 4. ivia, wq 
in Lagos and Qkun-Öwa, as also of Mrs. Beyioku, Mr. Ladipo Osigh 
and Patriarch D. 0. 
part of the research was done in missionary archives in London. 
To Miss Keen, the archivist of the Church Missionary Society, and 
to the Rev. Paul Ellinv-wcrth of the Methodist Missionary Society, 
my thanks ire lue. 
I am particularly indebted to Prof. Kenneth Grayston and the 
Rev. F. B. uelbcurn for their encouragement and gracious friendship. 
But for the academic 'uidance and supervision of Mr. Velbourn, 
the conceptual framework of this study would have been weaker. 
Although I am not unaware of how his more psycho-analytical approach 
could lead to new insi? 'its into the areas under investigation, I 
have decided to restrict myself to the more familiar levels of dyna- 
mism and functionalism. Ui the same, my debt to him is immense. 
Rev. Or. john Kent was kind enough to read an earlier draft of the 
charters on Church History and offered ve-y valuable advice. Rev. 
Dr. Halter Davis of the University of Ibalan also read at short 
notice a number of other chapters before the final typing and advised 
me on my literary style. 
For financial assistance, my thanks are due to the Theolot, ical 
Education Fund of the Wcrl'i Council of Churches and to the Commission 
on Ecumenical Mission and Relations of the Presbyterian Church in 
the U. S. A. I am obliged to the Institute of Church and Society 
in Iba lan for prodding me with n base as a Research Ass : ci ate dnnrir 
the neriol of my field study. None of these bodies in any way dic- 
tated the direction of my work and cannot be hell responsible for 
any religious or pastoral implications of the analysis, I have to 
thank also the typists at the Institute of Church and Society 
who typed earlier drafts of the manuscript. 
'gills Hall, Bristol, provided me with a home away from home 
during the academic session of 1970-71. To Mr. W. Sloane, the 
Warden, and to other members of the Senior Common Room, my thcn'cs 
are due for their friendship and fellowship. Finally, my wife Sola 
deserves every praise and gratitude for her moral support 911 along 
and for bearing alone our family responsibilities during my 
frequent absences"from home. 
Institute of Church and Society, 
Ibadan, E. A. Adeolu Adegbola. 
September, 1976. 
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I. CGI, j; '-,. TIV; RELIGION 
"As a theologian, I see a task before us which consists in raising a 
question about the relations of the 'great Religions' to each other 
in another form than is customary when they are set alongside each 
other as a specie of one genus, that genus being 'faith' usually 
in the meaning of world view. Do they indeed represent alternative 
solutions to the same problem, or are they, in their historical 
beginnings at least, answers to different questions, cures for 
different evils? Is it perhaps true that the Judaeo-Christian 
movement is fundamentally directed toward the reconstruction of human 
faith as fidelity-trust in universal community, while Islam, though 
not irrelevant to the trust-fidelity-treason--distrust pattern of 
life, is directed primarily toward something else, and Buddhism to 
still another human dile=a. At all events, I question that the easy 
use of the word 'faith' in contrasting the 'faiths of mankind' with 
each other does justice either to the uniqueness of Christianity or 
to the meaningfulness of other orientations of men in the universe, 
other forms of monotheim or monism". 
H. R. Niebuhr in Sydney Hook's symposium 
Religious Experience and Truth, New York, 
New York University Press, 1961, p. 102. 
Z;: Z " f! f 
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I. COMPARATIVE RELIGION 
1. ASSTThPTIODI. i B HIND THE COMPARISON OTC' RELIGIONS 
In the study of a traditional religion such as that of the 
Yoruba, there is always the temptation, which must be resisted, 
to transfer without question the criteria of adherence, belief 
and practice familiar in another religion which is regarded as a 
developed or World Religion. 
Because our undertaking in this thesis is to explore the 
interaction between Christianity as a world religion on the one 
hand and what has come to be described as Traditional Religion 
among the Yoruba on the other, it will be especially useful at 
this stage to give some careful attention to the whole question 
of definitions in Comparative religion. 
Anthropologists are at last pleading for that objectivity in 
the study of religions which was absent and impossible in the 
colonial era. At that time, anthropological studies had to be 
sponsored and financed by colonial governments whose ultimate purpose 
was to govern and control, 
(') 
and who needed to justify that control. 
The pejorative use of the terra "primitive" to describe the religious 
systems of African peoples then being brought under the protection, 
trusteeship or colonial government of European imperial powars was 
plain evidence of this lack of objectivity. 
Until recently, iuropean scholars of African Traditional ^eliCions 
have found great difficulty in divesting themselves of the racial 
assumptions which accompanied colonial rule established in Africa 
in the nineteenth century and early twentieth century. Even now, 
there are still Europeans who find it hard to set aside such 
1. Godfrey Lienhardt, in the Second Malinowski Lecture, in 1961. 
Kathleen Gough, "Anthropology: Child of Imperialism" in Monthly 
Review, Vol. 19, No. 11. A sharp but detailed criticism of the 
assumptions and colonial ideology of Malinowrski has been made in a 
paper presented to the IXth International Congress of Anthropological 
Science Chicago, August-September, 1973 by O. F. Onoge of the 
University of Ibadan. "The Counterrevolutionary Tradition in African 
Studies: The Case of Applied Anthropology", The Nigerian Journal of 
Economic and Soc l Studies, Vol. 15, No. 3, November 1973, PP. 325-345. 
Lucy ! Sair appears to be roplying to this paper in her "Anthropology, 
and Colonial Policy, " African affairs: Journal of the Royal African Society, Vol. 74/295, April 1975, pp. 191-195. 
I 
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assumptions which usage has established and which biological, 
psychological and even theological arguments have in the past been 
called to support. 'Je agree with Mary Douglas(2): it is not so 
much that the term "primitive" needs to be dropped, but that a 
clear and rigorous redefinition of the term needs to be pursued. 
Missionaries, of course, did not need and never attempted to hide 
the fact that their study of other peoples' religions was to enable 
them to discover appropriate methods of evangelisation and 
proselytization. It is here primarily that lack of objectivity 
has greatly affected the method of studying and of analysing 
traditional religions. 
For any objective study of the religion of a people, what is 
important is not the definition of terms used by the scholar, but 
the definitions as held and understood by the people themselves. 
The view held by the scholar himself, either according to his own 
religious belief or by academic conviction, will in all probability 
assert itself at one point or another. But the primary task of the 
scholar dealing with another culture is to discover and describe 
as accurately as possible the views held by the people themselvesi 
This has not always happened; and the descriptions of Yoruba 
religion which are available cannot be said to have been uninfluenced 
by the understanding of religion inherited from an alien culture. 
Dr. Parrinder wrote in 1961, "It may be quite misleading to 
transfer ideas and categories from European to African theology"Cý " 
Since then, so much haw been written about African religion and 
theology that has transgressed this canon of research and formulation 
that it appears the time has come for the subjunctive to be changed 
to an indicative. It is definitely misleading to transfer concepts 
2. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger, Pelican 1970, pp. 112f. 
3. E. G. Parrinder, T1e3t African ; ielizion, revised edition, 1961, p. 23. 
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and categories from European theological formulations to 
African theology. Also, to - assume that the 
analytic system which has been used in sounding the depths of a 
European religious expcrience would apply without modification to an 
African religion is wrong. It is necessary therefore to look at 
some illustrations which show the practical impropriety of taking 
concepts and definitions from one religious system and applying 
them indiscriminately to the study of another religious system. 
(a) Evolutions. ry assumptions 
The use of such terns as animism, magic, petic hism, or even 
"primitive" in reference to the religion of the Yoruba and of other 
West African peoples has been rightly criticised(4). The use of 
these terms came into prominence during the period of the search 
for the origins of religion by an earlier generation of historians 
of religion. In that search, an evolutionary scale was constructed, 
and subsequent studies have placed various religions at different 
points on that scale, 
According to the value-judgement in the evolutionary interpro- 
tation of history, the religions of primitive people had failed to 
evolve and were therefore at the bottom of the evolutionary scale. 
It was also believed that religions having the notion of God were at 
the top of the evolutionary ladder. In this context, it has been 
felt that to say or to accept that African traditional roligions 
have no notion of God would be to asset or admit that African 
religions were in truth primitive, based not only on pre-logical 
conceptions but also on unevolved notions which have to be swept away 
by the tide of evolutionary development which the European colonisers 
were thought to represent. Therefore it was undertaken to explain 
that the God-idea was present in African religions to the same extent 
as it was present in European religions. So, categories from the 
4. G. Parrinder, "Jest African "Religion, Eqworth Press, London, 
pp. 7-12; African Traditional Reli 'on. Hutchinson London, 
1954 and 1962, pp. 15f, E. B. Idowu, (1967) pp. 1-4,202-4. 
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historical theology of the Christian faith were used to prove it. 
(5) 
This was done, first by missionaries, who had a sympathetic under- 
standing of African-religions and therefore knew that these religions 
were not as primitive as other scholars had made them to appear. 
It was undertaken also by native scholars who believed that the 
description of the religions as primitive was a gross mis-representation. 
Thus, in the rejection, so rightly made by scholars of Yoruba 
religion, of term-- passed down by the evolutionists, there has been 
an unconscious acceptance of the evolutionary scale which they 
laboured to reject. Surely, Parrinder reverted to the same scale 
when finally in his first book which we have quoted above he 
described West African Religion as "Polytheism". Each time, the 
argument ended with a "not there, but here", a use of the same 
evolutionary scale which they originally attempted to reject. It is 
time that the evolutionary scale be formally rejected in the study of 
traditional religious systems in Africa. This can be done without 
closing the door on the concepts of development' and change. Change is 
not necessarily lineal, and development can be dialectical. 
Once it had been satisfactorily established that terms 
originating from evolutionary theories of religion do not accurately 
describe Yoruba religion, the next step should have been to investigate 
immediately what other theories of religion might apply. But this 
was not done. Some of the alternative categories and methods which 
have been used will be briefly examined here to see how suitable they 
are and whether it is juati : ýi & l, -to use thcr in a study of Yoruba 
traditional religion, for example. 
(b) No tabula rasa mind. 
Indeed, no anthropoloüist'or theologian comes to the study of 
another religion with a tabula rasa mind,. He has his own modal of 
reality which influences his perception.. He brings into his investigation 
a theory which influences his collection and interpretation of data. 
He allows himself an openness of mind. which enables the data to modify his 
theory. This is the dialectical procoss by which a scientific investiga- 
tion is being done. The works of those who have protested against the 
cf. J. B. Danquah, The Akan Doctrine of God, Lutteraorth Press, 
London, 1944; E. B. Idovra, op. cit.; J. S. Ilbiti, Concerts of God 
in Africa, SPCK, London, 1970. 
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use of evolutionary theories for the study of African religions are, as is to 
be expected, found to have been based on other theories irhich are not always 
eyplicity stated. It is bettor that this be aclrnoi, rledged and that each 
scholar be expected to statu clearly at one stage or another what theories 
he is applying to his study of other people's religion. Of course, tha most 
expedient procedure is first to study the religion in question as objectively 
as possible. Then ire can discuss trhat>> in the light of the study, is the 
people's own explanation and interpretation of what they are doing with 
aspects of their life which we have chosen to describe as 'relirious'-. 
This last phrase implies that it is still an open question as to which 
aspect of the life of a people we may suitably describe as 'religious*: 
Put in another way, it is the question of whether any part of the life of 
the community should be excluded from being regarded as part of religion. 
'Iho decides what is covered by the religious factor in human life and 
experience and what is not? Any philosopher, anthropologist or theologian 
who undertakes to decide this on the basis of his discipline has to make 
clear whether his theory, deduced from whatever consideration, can 
legitimately have universal application. The only way to determine this 
will necessarily mean a resort to anthropological empiricism in crhich 
one first puts such a theory to Vie test within the life of the co=, iunity 
concerned. 
Professor ivans-Pritchard has observed that it is premature at this 
stage to propose any general theory of African religious systems. 
Before this can be done, wo have first to make a number of systematic 
studies of 'primitive' philosophies. "When that has been done, a 
classification can be made which possibly may lead to some general 
conclusions". 
(6) 
This of course raises the fundamental problem in the scientific 
study of religions: Tlhat is religion? And particularly, what do we 
mean by religion in the case of each of the two systems before us in 
this thesis? To an anthropologist, a theologian, or a philosopher 
discussing religion, the word may mean different things.. It is 
now evident that even to different scholars within the same discipline, 
different definitions may be assuaod... Similarly, adherents 
of an 'ethnic religion' which is an integral part of a distinct 
national or tribal culture would understand the idea of religion 
6. E. E. Evans-Pritchard, I1um ^oligion, O. U. P., 1956, pp. 314f.., 
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differently from adherents of a world religion. thro, Yoruba words, 
R 
Oro and sin, will now, be examined with a discussion of the 
theoretical issues which are related.. 
(2) OitO: RELIGION AS CUNTOP"ZAItY RITUALS 
(a) Asa and Örö 
One of the first : larks of adherence to the Christian religion, 
is baptism. St. Paul's question to the Christians of Ephesus 
(Acts 19: 1-7) "Did you receive the Holy Spirit when you believed? " 
has influenced doctrines of church confirmation and is tied up now 
with the debate on the validity of infant baptism and its relation 
to adult baptism. As such, in different church circles, confirmation 
has become another criter of adherence, especially when it is 
considered as an extension and complement of the baptismal rite. 
In contrast, the criterion of an initiation rite cannot be used 
to determine an adherent of Yoruba religion. Everybody belongs. 
The religion is inextricably bound up with the culture, traditions 
and way of life of the people as a community. Initiation is into 
particular cults or to specific roles in the traditional ritual 
system. 
What we now variously describe as traditional religion, paganism, 
or Yoruba Heathenism was just the way of life of the people, embracing 
every aspect of their life, requiring the participation of all as the 
occasion might specify. It was custom, äff The phrase "country 
fashion" was used frequently by the early Yoruba Christians and the 
missionaries who worked among them. 
(7) 
It was used to represent 
custom, tribal ceremonies and therefore sometimes local traditional 
ritual systems and the practices related thereto.. When the phrase 
was used by the native Christians, the adjective of locality 
emphasised the particularity of the custom being peculiarly 'our own' 
7. See, for example, Hiss Tucker, Abookuta or sunrise within the 
Tropics: An Outline and Progress of the Yoruba Njssion, I+021dorn, 
1853, PP. 132,135,143, and Anna Hinderer, op. cit. pp. 38,139" 
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way of life, our way of seeing and doing things. : sa- we, or 
Aa 11e wa located the custom as being of our land, our country, our 
fatherland. Of course, in the usage by missionaries, the adjectival 
noun 'country' connoted the countryside and therefore piirnitivity, 
the original meaning of 'pagan'. 
However, 'fashion' or 'custom' was too general and too broad in 
reference to the ritual system which the missionaries saw und 
described as religion. , 4a stood for casual fashion and custom the 
observance or non-observance of which carried no threat to life and 
security. For the custom which carried such a threat, the word used 
was Q. Oro was traditional obsorvanao and behaviour made compulsory 
by the exgencies of life, the procedure of which was laid dovrn 
variously according to the way of life of each household, clan or 
tribe. Each kinship and kingship had rites, routines and ceremonies 
which had to be gone through in connection with the joys, 
uncertainties and tensions of life. 
There were and still are customary forms of personal behaviour 
and group ceremonies associated with childbirth, puberty and marriage. 
The naming of children and the passing out of nuptial or post-natal 
confinement have their respective ceremonies. Similar customary 
rites accompany the burying of the dead and the ending of the 
confinement of widows or the confinement of orphans. Tho arrival and 
departure of the annual ecasons with the agricultural opportunities 
and risks associated with them have their appropriate rituals. 
Even professional skills and the hazards associated with their 
accompanying popularity, or with the use of dangerous instruments, 
are matched with rites and ceremonies peculiar and appropriate to each. 
With these latter, ritual observance crossed the boundaries of Clane 
and kinship groups. The wider community or kingship becomes involved 
in concern and in the relevant ritual observance to ensure social 
security. 
g_ - 
With the aid of symbolic actions, Oro ceremonies seek to overcome 
the distinctions, separations and ambiguities of the cosmic or social 
life. By means of the ritualization of similarities, paradoxes and 
contradictions, people attempt to ensure for themselves the 
fertility of the earth and of womanhood, the cure and healing of 
personal and social illnesses, the success of hunting expeditions and 
agricultural undertakin s. In addition to these 'instrumental' 
types of rites and processes, there are expressive ritual items 
which indicate the danger points of life or call due attention 
to other levels of existence and the right ordering of human sociity. 
(b) Social securit! r and continuity 
Towards a further clarification of the issues involved in this 
question, we take a look ;? ere at two elements of social life which 
are generally treated as religion for the African situation and not 
u-wally for the Lluropean. The two chosen are secret societies and 
ancestor-cults. 
The Ögboni cult in Yorubaland has performed a judicial role in 
Yoruba society although it has initiation rites and other. ra- 
religious oiementsc8) I3 it to be treated as a judicial, religious 
or political institution? ! look at a comparable social phenomonon 
in contemporary English society may make the issue clearor. 
There was a broadcast interview between a radio interviewer and 
the United Kingdom Conservative Minister for Home affairs over to 
exr^,. lsion in 1971 of Rudi Dutschke, the Gorman revolutionary stud nt 
leader who had been permitted by the previous Labour Government to 
stay in : gland. Whenever it became necessary for the Minister to 
8. This view has boon variously reiterated by different social 
anthropologists, notable among whom are W. Bascom, "The 
sociological role of the Yoruba Cult-group", r'tenoirs of the 
I. merican AnthropoloL-ical Association. LXIII, 1944, pp. 75f. 
Peter P-Iorton-William 
, "The Yoruba Ogboni Cult in Oyo", Africa., XP. X/4,1960, pp. 362f. 
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defend the expulsion order or to justify his refusal to answer 
any particular questions in the interview, the Minister constantly 
used some such phrase as "If we are going to have an effective 
security service in this country...... " The interviewer was sharp in 
his prob_'nZa. 3very other statement made by the Minister was 
questioned by the interviewer. What was left completely unchallenged 
was the assumption of the need for an effective security service. 
Both interviewer and interviewee seemed to have agreed about that 
need. The implication for personal freedom, of course, was the main 
contention which led to that interview as it had led to a number of 
student protests and demonstrations during the previous weeks. 
The security service is the British politically-necessitated 
secret society, created by Government itself, maintained by 
government funds and permitted by the law of the land to function 
secretly. It has its own rituals and symbols and pass-words; the 
plain-clothes policeman carrying a card, the telephone tapping, the 
mail censorship, the secret informer usually described as a friend 
of the police, the deviously conducted conversation over an innocent 
cup of tea or mud; of beer, the secret session in chambers when it 
comes to giving evidence in a court of law. All these have their 
parallels in the rituals and processes of the 'secret societies' 
of traditional communities. Fortunately for Rudi Dutschke, he was 
able to go to another country in 1971. 
If there had not been the possibility of 'expelling' Rudi 
Dutschke from , Eland to another country or to life imprisonnont, 
the Government would have had to put up with his presence. 
British society would have had to live with the social tension of Gh, 
presence of a revolutionary in its midst until the Government was 
ready to arrange his secret murder. That is exactly the role of 
secret societies in a traditional context. One can sympathise with 
the need to shroud the staging of the exodus of such a person with sor1e 
"ritual" process which is represented amcng the Yoruba by Oro or the 
rr Ile EElul: u or the meeting in the Oi bbni house 
. 
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Is the security service to be treated as religion or politics? 
No anthropologist, sociologist or theologian has so far treated it as 
religion in the study of European or American society. Perhaps they 
should. But what determined that the Orboni Society among; the 
Egba of 
Yorubaland should be treated as religion? The answer to that questicn 
would be important for the definition of religion whether among the 
Yoruba or among the English. 
The question of whether or not ancestor-cults are to be treated as 
relies on can also be illuuinated by looking at another aspect of 
English culture. The len, -th of the debate in the Church of England 
on prayer for the dead, running continuously at least from the 
sixteenth century to the discussions in 1971 of Alternative Services, 
I, II, and III, shows the difficulty of ridding men of an existential 
concern about the dead, a respectful attitude towards the departed, 
or at least the unremitting effort to keep their memory fresh. 
A Martian visitor obsessed by the inwardness of his own religion 
dedicated only to the worship of God might regard the funerary practices 
in English parishes as a perverted form of religion. 
(9) 
Such practices 
involve not only the usual burial service but also the laying of 
wreaths on the grave both on anniversaries of the death and also on 
occasions calling to mind the role of the dead person in the continuin 
experience of those who are alive. It involves also the unveiling of 
a tablet in nmaory of the departed, the erecting of a statu: of the 
dead, and 'Remembrance Sundays'. It is possible that the Martian 
visitor would regard these practices in the way anthropologists and 
missionary students of traditional religion treat s iuilar practices 
in traditional societies today. He might treat then as ancestor-cults 
which undermine the integrity of the worship of one God who alone 
deserves to be worshipped,. The fact that the understanding Englishman 
would consider this as an exorcise in wrong interpretation raises 
questions about an anthropological study of ancestor-cults.. 
9. cf. Horace Miner, "The Bodily Ritual of the Nacirema", 
Ai erican Anthrorolo}ist, 58, (1966); pp. 503-7. 
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The question which anthropologists have raised in this connection 
has been whether the ancestor is worshipped or not.. It whould also 
have included the further question as to whether or not funerary 
customs and traditional practices involving the rer2embrance, of the dead 
are to be treated as religion. The problem lies in the fact that 
religion has been definad in theistic terms for the Europoan situation 
but in socio-functional terms for the African. Questions which are 
relevant under the first definition sound incongrous when transferred 
to the other. 
There is no doubt that from a pastoral point of view, the attitude 
of superiority of European missionaries in this regard has ruined 
great opportunities for aeangingful pastoral care of the bereaved. 
The question could have been sympathetically asked as to the purpose 
of Yoruba mortuary custorio, the place they have in the psycholo[; ical 
needs of bereaved individuals, and the sociolocical role they play in 
the life of the whole tribe, othnic group, or clan. 
What is clear in the examination of these two illustrations is 
that in traditional societies, all aspects of life are consciously 
treated as religious, all life as religion. No interpretation other 
than a religious one is over considered. Life is taken together in 
one single bundle. Existence as it is given, life as it is 
experienced, and hunan relationships in society are all taken to, -other 
as being indivisibly intertwined. Even man is hardly seen as distinct 
from nature. In traditional religions, the whole of life is shrouded 
in a single mystery, and the mystery is accounted for by reference to 
the unseen, uncontrollable, trans-human reality behind human existence 
and experience. In traditional societies religion is fundamentally 
social, but at the sage time personal and experiential. It is because 
of this social emphasis that religion is all pervasive in ouch 
societies. 
For these reasons, in dealing with a traditional society, it has 
been accepted to include the totality of the people's life under the 
category of "religion". Hotrever, in dealing with an industrial society, 
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it is now the established practice to take account of only a narrow 
area of life and confine ourselves to such aa area described as the 
church. The fact is that the people! themselves so regard themselves 
and their "religion". Traditional societies hardly ever separate a 
part of their existence to be defined as religion, whereas technolo- 
gical societies, by the very fact of being teciological, have 
separated their lives into technical and religious, sacred and 
secular, or holy and profane, 
The fact that Christianity has been adopted first by societies 
which have subsequently become technological raises further 
complications. Christianity has been treated as being a historical 
religion in a special sense. It has gone through a massive historical 
Reformation, and has at the sane time become identified with a 
particular type of culture which surely is no longer primal. 
Furthermore, it contributed to easing the change-ovor from a pre-- 
technological to a technological-pattern of society, and has itself 
been affected in the process. 
'Fe must realise that what we are doing in Comparative Religion, 
when that comparison involves pro-technological and technological 
societies, is forcing upon the former a life distinction which they 
have not attempted to male themselves. The contribution of ivans- 
Pritchard to this type of comparative study has been to point the 
fray towards a total anthropology in the case of both societies, 
whether our primary interest lies in the people's religion or 
politics or law or economics or the bringing up of children.. 
(10 
Before the coming of Islam and then of Christianity, the Yoruba 
did not have any need to distinguish between one religion and another. 
d 
I: oit'ior was it necessary to designate one area of life as religion 
or to separate it from the rest of life. There was, therefore, no 
10, Robin Horton has reminded us that if religious ideas are our 
primary interest, the range of beliefs to be considered should 
include a comparison of the systems of thought dominant in each 
society. See Africa, XXZVII/1 - 2, January -- April, 1967, 
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Yoruba word for religion. Oro' cane closest to being such a word. 
In the phrase Oro ile era (Our household or kinship custom), Lo is that 
which must be done or observed with the knowledge that failure to do 
it would result in personal or social calamity. Later on, Oro came to 
be associated with a particular cult in which the bull-roarer is used, 
and the bull-roarer itself is called Oro. 
(11) 
But in a general way, 
Oro is a common noun standing for the behaviour, practices and systems 
by which a person or a comi_iunity of people express their understanding 
of the forces which seem to control human destiny and by which such 
people ensure for themselves a feeling and experience of safety, 
security, solidarity and continuity. 
(c) Ethnic and primal 
In fact, this "type" of religious situation is found not only in 
Africa, as among the Yoruba and other tribes, but also outside africa. 
It is found, for example, also in the South-East Asian countries of 
Thailand and the -Lhillipinos, and in the Pacific Islands. The history 
of most other countries also shows clear indications of its previous 
existence among them before the advent of the 'scientific attitud ;' 
and the growth of industrial 'secularization'. We do not yet hive 
generally acceptable term to denote what has variously been described 
as Heathenism, iaganism, : ulinism, Primitive Religion or even 
Traditional aeligion as it is frequently referred to in this study. 
All religions have and arc based on their own traditions and the 
traditions of the culture in which they are set. 
11. "The bull-roarer whereby Oro makes his voice heard is o perforatod 
bamboo etc. through which a string passes: when the bamboo is 
swung round, a sound is emitted, varying in pitch with the speed 
of rotation". U. C. Abraham, Dictionary of Modern Yoruba, London 
1958, p. 484. 
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We hold that a "I-raditional religion" can be both ethnic and 
primal. When it has to be considered in comparison with a "world 
religion". its ethnicity affords the type of comparison or interaction 
which has been generally described as either culture-contact or 
acculturation.. ''? hen ethnicity is thus brought to the fore, we give 
attention primarily to the cultural content or attachments of the 
religions under consideration and assess the impact of one set of 
cultural attachments on the other.. 
(12) 
On the primal level, however, attention is paid to the archety'al 
elements in the traditional religion which may be discovered in other 
forms in other religions. The understanding is that there are factors 
in human nature to which all religions respond and there are some basic 
archetypal forms of religious expression present in all religions and 
closely related to the nature and existential needs of man. 
(13) 
The primal nature of religion is primary, the ethnic expression 
or cultural attachment is secondary. Even a world religion, which 
starts from the basis of beliefs and doctrinal teachings capable of 
being universalised, soon gathers cultural attachments from any 
distinct tribe or language group in which it may find itself* 
(14) 
That is what is implied when the Church of England is described as 
"the Conservative Party at prayer". This phrase, which was origin"1a11y 
12. The application of evolutionary concept to the study of the religion 
of sfrican people, the effort to identify such religion in terms of 
one or the other of the "Elementary Forms of Religion" and the 
missionary exposition of comparative religion in terms of, say, 
a "Christian 1pproach to the Animist" 
(Harris and Parririder, 
Edinburgh House Press, 1960), all fall under this category. It has 
been an exploration of "African Worlds" on a cultural level, 
at least of a 'peculiar' Weltanschuung. 
13. C. P. Groves, in his Fernley Hartley Lecture in 1934 interpreted 
the word 'primitive' in his title in this sense. Jesus Christ -and 
Primitive Need: :L Missionary Study in the Christian Messoge, 
Epworth Press, London, 1934. The sub-title is significant. It is 
a study of the Christian Message with illustrations drawn from 
the missionary land of six Continents, e. g. see p. 136. 
14., The value of the distinction we have made in these paragraphs 
becomes evident whenever an attempt is made to study in depth the 
religious be-ing of a people. See the study of Kieran Christianity 
in Russia from the tenth to the thrteenth centuries, G. P. 
Fedotov, The Russian :. Poli, inus Mind- Harper & Row, New York, 
1946 (1960 edition), e. g. pp. 3-20. 
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used in a jocular vein, can be understood in a serious anthropological 
sense. The same Christianity, it must be noted, has similarly taken 
a different ethnic clothing among the Greeks or the Russians, or the 
Kerala Christians in South India. When "the Conservative Party at 
prayer" moved from England to North America, the religion took over 
new ethnic forms in U. S. A. and in Canada, yet the original "Anglican" 
form is still discernible. The same is true of the Russian Orthodox 
Church in America or still of the Anglican Church moving to Southern 
Nigeria. The different layers are what we now need to be aware of. 
Even in a world religion, it will not be sufficient to start with the 
historical doctrinal beliefs which are capable of being universalized 
and which qualify the religion to be classed as a world religion. 
Cognizance must be given to the primal substratum. 
The whole thing may be illustrated with the picture of soil and 
sub-soils or jellies of different colours and flavours which are 
poured on top of one another. If the colours and flavours are 
capable of seeping through to the lower levels, they might form 
streaks perpendicularly apart from the basic horizontal layers. They 
might also spread each flavour throughout the different strata -while 
still keeping the original flavour peculiar to each colour. 
.ý_6 5 _. _. _. _ _ __ 
2 
1 
The Methodist Church in Nigeria may be illustrated as in the 
accompanying sketch where the figures represent different factors 
as follows: 
1. The primal religious elements common to all men everywhere. 
2. The historic Christianity of the New Testament up to the 
16th century, 
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3. The ethnic expression of this Christianity, new called the 
Church of bland, 
4. The Wesleyan flo thodist Church which grew out of the Church 
of England after the death of John Veeley. 
5. The Wesleyan and later Mothodist Church in Nigeria which 
resulted from the visit of Thomas Birch Freeman with the 
work of succeeding missionaries and of Nigerian ministers, 
and as influenced by the presence of local Anglicans, 
Baptists, "Loman Catholics and kohovah's Witnesses etc. 
The sixth factor has been put in for full measure, standing for 
the United African Methodist Church (U. A. M. C. ) which broke away from 
the Yoruba Wesleyan Methodists from 1917 onwards. And the process 
goes on. For some other Yoruba Christians, there are other layers 
designated variously by the names, 4The Eternal Order of Cherubim and 
Seraphim', 'The Christ Apostolic Church', 'The Church of the Lord 
Zladura) 
, or the like. Yet it must be pointed out that it cannot 
be taken for granted that layer 5 (where the present writer finds a 
and 
religious homeLocation) is in 1976 free from unacknowledged 
influences wielded by the other layers on top. 
What is maintained in this regard in the present study is that in 
(comparing 
Ifa15ý and "La,, er 5 Christianity" among the Yoruba for any 
period, but specifically for the period 1890 - 1940, the nature of 
Ifä as a primal religion makes it fair and just that the presence and 
perennial influence of Layer 1 in the Layer 1-6 complex should be 
consciously and methodologically acknowledged. 
It should be clear from our discussion so far that an adequate 
understanding of Yoruba traditional religion will grow not only out of 
an ontological or essentialist definition of religion, but also out of 
an intuitional and functional definition. The classical definition of 
religion as "belief in spiritual beings" can be taken as essentialist 
and ontological. The ontological definition may identify the Ultimate 
Reality either in terms of a God or gods, of spirits and spiritual beings, 
15. Imo, which is on,? of the religions under examination in this thesis, 
is defined in chapter III section 4a ]below. 
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or dynamism and life-force. In contrast, Paul Tillich's definition of 
religion in terms of Ultimate Concern can be adopted to open a widor 
window towards an understanding of Yoruba religion* 
(16) 
By ultimate 
concern here, we do not mean an objective reality of the concern but 
our emphasis is first laid on the fact that religion grows out of 
human concern. 
For people in traditional societies, religion is the people's 
concern for life, on the understanding that life has many ramifications 
and variations and is sustained separately and corporatoly by various 
forces, seen and unseen, physical and psychical, personal and social, 
human and divine, transcendent and immanent, temporal and eternal. 
Both theology and phonomenology - the classical religious studios 
disciplines - err in concentrating attention either on objects of 
belief or on religious practices and practitioners. : i'ven when Durkheim 
has added to belief and practice the fact of a congregation or church, 
the fundamental element is still left out. 
(17) 
Paul Tillichts calling 
attention to "ultimate concern" and the efforts of contemporary 
theologians-to give detailed consideration to themes like the 
theology of Hope or of Liberation may help to correct the past and 
emphasise theology's true vocation. 
Most definitions of religion, whether comprehensive enough or not, 
rest on a recognition of the centrality of religious experience, 
(is) 
16. Paul Tillich, The Neer Being, Scribner's, New York, 1955, pp. -152»160. 
Theology of Cu e, U.. . P., Now York, 1964, pp. 3-9,40-51. 
Systematic `l^heology, Vol. 1 Chicago, 1951, pp. 211f. J. Milton 
Yinger, Religion. Society and the Individual, UlacNillan, 
1957, pp. Off. 
17. Mile Durkheim - The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, 
Allen & Unwin, London 1913, p. 47. 
18. We agree on the whole with the caveats laid down by Prof. Idosni 
on pp. -73-4 of his work on a definition of African Traditional 
Religion, especially with the point (d) on p. 74f. We are 
impressed that following the caveats, his proposed definition on 
page 75 begins with 'Religion results from man's awareness of, 
and spontaneous reaction to ..... ". That is the point wo are 
making here. And Fra further suggest that the study of Yoruba 
Traditional Religion has not hitherto taken this starting-point 
into due consideration. 
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While it may not be readily admitted that religion is equivalent to 
religious experience, it can nevertheless be accepted that religious 
experience is the core of religion. 
To understand traditional religion among the Yoruba, one has to 
see man in his environment, man in the centre of his universe, with 
different objects of the environment impinging upon him and giving him 
a series of experiences. An experience becomes a religious 
experience insofar as it constitutes, both for the time being and 
in relation to other experiences, a concern, a cause for anxiety, 
a stimulant towards a search for meaning. 
(19) 
A religious experience 
or feeling becomes an ultimate concern when the intensity of that 
particular experience gives it a greater importance over and against 
other experiences and feelings. One concern by itself can be taken 
as an ultimate concern, and similarly a series of concerns can jointly 
constitute an ultimate concern. This is the matrix, we believe, from 
which Yoruba traditional religion arose. However, in addition, a 
community religion is made up of similar concerns or series of 
concerns arising from the experiences of a community and their 
reaction to their community experience. 
For an individual person, the experience which constitutes the 
ultimate concern may be an experience of the cosmos, universe or 
natural world in which the individual lives, or essentially the impact 
of God's action on the person. It includes also the person's own 
awareness and understanding of himself within his environment. 
The third important element in the experience of an individual arises 
out of social relationships, in face-to-face contacts and in joint 
undertakings and aspirations. A fourth element needs to be added; 
which is an understanding of a second order, based upon a person's 
reaction to his own interpretations of the universe, and to the 
belief systems to which such interpretations give rise. 
19. E. G. Selwyn (ed. ), Essays Catholic and Critical, SPCK, London, 
1926. Alfred Idivrard Taylor's contribution, pp. 29-82 on "The 
Vindication of -Religion" approached the issue from three angles: 
From Nature to God, Prom Man to God, and From God to God. It is 
significant that thounh he treated Religious Experience under the 
third aspect, ho could assert: "religious experience uea-'Is not 
some isolated group 049 bizarre experiences but the spacial way in 
which the w', ol;; of life is experienced by the 'religious' rian" 
- Yin. ý; er, on. cit. pp. 1617. 
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Durkheim resolvod the conflict between the empirical and a- 
priorist theories by the hypothesis of "collective representations" 
(20) 
This latter is in the final analysis the accumulated experience of social 
groups. Whether accumulated or not, the fact still remains that it is 
an experience, whether it be of an individual or of a group. To under- 
stand religion in this sense is to depart from a pre-occupation with 
ontological classifications and description of rituals, and to proceed 
rather to an analysis of personal and social experience which constitutes 
the source and context of religious behaviour. 
Our investigation has led us to the conclusion that in popular 
religion, the starting point should always be from the human condition 
and situation. Then an effort may be made to show how the people have 
attempted to deal with their situation through the manipulation of, or 
the reconciliation of themselves to, cosmological powers or forces, 
and how they have come to understand 'or to respond to' signals of 
divine initiative for their well-being, 
3% SN: RLLIGION AS THE SERVICL OF GOD 
(a) The concept of Isin: 
We have noted that Oro was the term first used for all ritual 
processes and patterns among the Yoruba. It was only later on that 
selected elements of "native customary behaviour" came to be 
-\ described as Isin ile ßrä the worship system or the religion of our land. 
Before then, there was no distinguishing Yoruba expression for religion 
as a system. The word, IsLn, which ultimately came to be used by 
Christians as the Yoruba word for religion, was first used for 'service' 
and then for 'worship'. As an abstract or collective noun, it has been 
formed from the Yoruba very "to serve", . sin. The noun was 
deliberately 
coined for specific church use and came into wide circulation when the 
Bible was translated into Yoruba. Then it became useful when Christian 
20. E, Durkheim, 02. ct. pp. 15-16. 
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preachers had to make the distinction in their sermons between 
Christianity as a religion and other ritual systems. 
The Yoruba verb from which the substantive Isin is derived 
stands for 'to give service as the interest on a loan', to work for 
another as an acknowledgment of one's obligation, to be of help to 
someone as a young man works on his father's farm or as a young 
woman works in her mother's trade while leaving to the father or mother 
the authority to administer the 
(21) 
proceeds. But, of course, when 
the young person comes of ago, he ceases to work on his father's farm. 
He makes his own farm and takes of the produce of his ot; n farm to look 
after the father. The filial responsibility of caring for the 
father in his old age is not described by the Yoruba word sin. It is 
the earlier responsibility, required by the father's authority and the 
responding service. -ziaing out of the son's obedience and submission, 
that is so described. 
The working definition of religion used by the missionaries to 
Yorubaland and by the Yoruba converts to Christianity was "the service 
of God. " 
(22) 
This definition is theological, rather than anthropological, 
sociological or philosophical. The difference between the theological _ 
and these other definitions needs to be noted. The main differences is 
that it assumes and builds upon the fact of God. In this particular 
definition, the worth-ship of God becomes a fundamental principle, 
21, It is interesting to note the very precise use of the verb -sin 
in the Yoruba translation of the Old Testament wherever the LYX 
has the verbal forms of latreia as distinct from ? eitourgi' 
and cognate words. The noun ssin has been used regularly for 
latre' , and the other substantive leitourgia was rendered as 
Ise' isin, the work of serving. This latter rendering has 
apparently been encouraged by the Greek circumlocution 
leitourgein ten leitourgian found in such passages as Num. 
8: 22; 16: 9; 18: 21; 23; II Chron. 11: 14. Irin as the Yoruba word 
for religion may therefore be taken as a distinguishing 
vocabulary marking the influence of Yoruba converts to 
Christianity on their mother tongue. 
2-2. Thin was the prevailing definition of religion in the Old 
Testament. The notable passages are Exodus 20: 5,23; 24-5; 
Joshua 22: 27; 24: 14-24; Dan. 3: 14,17,18,28. 
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almost an ideological principla. 
(23) 
It has generally been assumed that the methods and approached 
which have been developed in the study of Christian theology will be 
applicable to the study of traditional religions. The fact that 
these may of be suitable for the latter purpose because of the 
differences between.. Christianity and other religions has not been 
seriously faced by theologians. Yet, when it is remembered that it 
is primarily out of the scientific study of Christianity in particular 
that a relevant academic discipline has grown up which is rightly 
called theology, it may begin to dawn on us that the assumption must 
no longer go unchallenged. 
(b) Theo-logos 
As an academic discipline, theology is the subject in which 
attention is concentrated on the study of God-centred or God-dominated 
religions. But not all religions are God-centred and God-oriented. 
Christianity is definitely concerned about God. So also are 
Judaism and Islam. These are God-centred religions. The stories in 
the Bible are all stories about God. The role played by particular 
individuals and personalities in both the Old Testament and the New 
Testament become significant only in so far as they cooperate with 
or are antagonistic to the purpose and workings of God which arc the 
main focus of the stories of the Bible. Hence biblical scholars 
have debated the justification for including the book of Esther in 
the canon of the Old Testament. A central objection is that the book 
23. There are other definitions-of religion expressed or assumed in the 
Bible. One is the soul's natural longing for God as implied in various 
Psalms, e. g. "Out of the depths, I cry unto Thee, 0 Lord" 
(Ps. 130), 
"As the hart anteth after the waterbrooks, so panteth my soul after 
Thee, 0 God" 
M. 
42). Augustine's "Thou has made us for Thyself, and 
pur souls know no rest in themselves until they find rest in Thee" 
belongs to the same tradition. John Baillie, among others, has put 
this in philosophical terms, in his "Our Knowledge of God" O. U. P. 1939, 
pp. 3-42. 
In the New Testament, we meet definitions corrective of this and the 
previous one. Pauls suggestion that man's "reasonable service" is to 
offer his soul and body as a living sacrifice unto God (Rom. 12: 1) can 
be identified as a corrective of the notion that God demands man's 
service. Also, over and against the individualistic definition of 
religion as the soul searching for fellowship with God and finding 
personal satisfaction in gazing on God, St. James offers his societary 
definition which finds "pure and genuine religion" (TäV) in caring for 
the afflicted in their suffering and keeping oneself uncorrupted by the 
world. (1: 27)i Thus, th.: Bible itself has been critical of our 
prevailing definitions. 
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has no reference to God at all, at least not on the surface. In the 
biblical events concerning the destiny of man, it is God Himself who 
takes the initiative. The gifts which He bestows on man are given 
I- as acts of absolute grace, not depending on man's deserts or 
initiative in praying and in doing good moral and religious works. 
f This is quite different from other religions. 
The note struck by St. Paul in his speech on the Areopagus, 
that God made all mankind of one blood to seek after Him if possibly 
they might feel after Him and find Him, has been taken by exegetes 
as being out of tune with the general tone of the Bible and more in 
consonance with the tenor of a natural theology typifying a non- 
biblical interpretation of religion. 
(24) 
The special distinction 
and uniqueness of Christianity in this regard, it has been pointed 
out, is that from first to last Christianity is a religion of God 
seeking man and not of man seeking; God. 
25) Right from the Abrahamic 
and Mosaic contributions to Judaism to which Christianity is closely 
related in origin, up to and beyond the Incarnation rhich became the 
climactic event of this category, the story has been a series in 
crescendo of the doings of God, creating r, ian, seekingrg'. °, redeemint, and 
bringing him into glory. This is quite different from other religions, 
it has been pointed out. Most of the religions of the vrorld, apart 
from the theistic ones, are man-dominated religions in which even God 
plays an instrumental role. This can be accepted without any vglue-- 
.C 
24. Acts 17: 23£. For a full discussion of the sermon, see O. J. 
. 
6hri t in Xadnrn Athens, Mowbray, London 1966. The discon-bir_itit, "r 
argument, 2iowever, has been forcefully given of late. Iýi; ý: --rrtF 
'ý. the redefinition or popularization of this approach can 
noted in Bishop Gore (Charles Gore, Belief in God, John Hurray, 
London, 1921) ; Karl Barth's monograph "No" in reply to Emil Br nrie: -, 
(1916) ; English translation in E. Brunner, Natural Theolo, r, 
comprising " "Nature and Grace" by Emil Brunner and the reply "No" by 
Karl Barth, translated by Peter Praenkel etc., Geoffrey Dliss, 
London, 1946. Hendrick Kraemer, The Christian Ifessame in a non- 
Christian Ilorld, London 1938. 
This last reference was a preparatory volume for the International 
Missionary Council's conference in Taznbaram, outside Madras, India, 
1938. Two Yoruba Church leaders attended the conference: Rt. Rev. 
I. B. Akinyele (Anglican) and Rev. 11.0. Dada (I. 1etliodist). For them, 
the discussion of this theme in Tambaram and afterwards grad over- 
shadowed by the passing reference to theissue of polygamy by some 
missionary societies as tho missiological issue for Africa. It Was 
in Ghana that the issue was later picked up at a conference on 
"Christianity and African Culture", Tay, 1955. 
25, cf. H. I'ackintosh, Divine Initiative, S. C. N. Press, London, 1921. 
See Idovru, African Traditional Reli. mion: A Definition, S. C. 11. Pr. --ss, London, 1973, pp. 5 f. 
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judgement such as arose out of social evolutionary theories of a 
previous generation. 
Apart from its starting-point in God, a second characteristic 
of theology is its concentration on beliefs. Until recently, all 
theological disciplines were devoted to a study of beliefs. 
Theology as a whole, and especially systematic theology has 
developed as a subject in which beliefs are analysed and studied, 
beliefs about God, man, sin, salvation, the Church and its 
sacraments and orders, death, life after death, heaven and hell, final 
judgement, and human destiny. Even Evangelical Christianity with its 
deep recognition and rediscovery of the central place of experience in 
personal religion has contributed its own concepts and beliefs to be 
held and therefore studied: repentance, faith, redemption, 
regeneration, assurance and sanctification. 
That is, the protestant correction that faith is trust not 
beliefs has not changed the theological method. The study of beliefs 
has continued without let, Schleiermacher notwithstanding. But sie have 
to recognize that Yoruba traditional religion does not concentrate 
on beliefs. Therefore a comparative study of beliefs would not get 
us to the root of the matter. 
There is also a third characteristic of the theological method 
which is germane to our discussion. It is that Christian Theology 
has been over t yetis too much dominated by Greek metaphysical ideas, 
Even the Jewish approach to religion would not be at home with the 
Greek approach. The Old Testament assumes the existence of God; 
whereas theology sets out to find God at the end of an ardent. The 
Bible speaks of the nature of God mainly in terms of his relationship 
with man, but the dominant theological app3: oach describes the nature 
of God in terms of metaphysics and ontology. Part of the cause of 
the wide gap between church preaching and academic theology is due 
to this, that preachers Sunday after Sunday have to make their start 
from the Bible which is dominated by the Jewish personalistic approach, 
whereas theologians deal mainly tirith metaphysical concepts. 
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Soy we have these three main characteristics of theology as an 
academic discipline and as a method of studying religion. With the 
increasing awareness of the existence of other religions, scholars 
started to feel quietly at first but insistently all the time that 
the I theological' method cannot legitimately be used for the 
scientific study of all religions. According to W. Robertson Smith, 
(26) 
even Semitic religion is studied better from its rituals, religious 
actions and experience of personal relationship with God by election, 
than from its beliefs. Soon afterwards, with the knowledge of other 
religions brought along by the Comparative Study of Religions, the 
'anomaly' of Buddhism, especially Hinayana Buddhism, became evident. 
This religion not only does not concentrate on God, but it practically 
has no idea of God. Of course, theologians have soon made sure that 
Buddhism could be said to have in it substitutes for the God-idea. 
On the nhole, it has to be admitted that the 'theological' method, as 
described above, is not altogether suitable for the ±udy of religions 
like the Yoruba in which the idea of God is not the dominant 
referent, in which the main emphasis is not articulated beliefs, 
and in which the cultural world-view is basically different from the 
Greek. 
(c) Monotheism 
The concept of monotheism/polytheism which has become an outstandin:; 
feature in the aiscussion of Liest African Religion since Parrinder's 
use of it as a group title is a case in point. The question is whether 
the concept of monotheism or polytheism ought to have been used at all. 
There is no doubt that the question about monotheism is important 
in the academic study of religions and very relevant to the work of 
Christian Missions. But we must face the possibility that the question 
is not properly raised and that the answer may be unduly prejudiced 
26.17, Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites, A. & C. Black, 
London, 1894, pp. 16-20. 
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unless we first of all make sure that the situation we are dealing with 
is not one of religious pluralism rather than of polytheism. On the 
aurface, polytheism means the worship of many gods. But used loosely 
it often implies simply the recognition and toleration of many religions 
in one cultural situation. In other words, there is the possibility 
that religious pluralism may get misinterpreted as a case of theological 
polytheism. 
There is a sense in which traditional reliCions have been studied 
too much in terms of assumptions carried over from the knowledge of 
world religions. Fixed attitudes of mind on the part of scholars, 
who brought from their experience of post-medieval gestern Europe 
the maxim, cuius rerio cius religio, led to the expectation that in 
one nation there would be only one religion. The ruler in an area 
was almost considered to be under an obligation to lay down both what 
should be the religion of the people and what the organizational and 
worship patterns of their religious life should be. From the late 
Middle Ages to the early years following the Reformation and thy; 
spread of its influence in Europe, monotheism grevr in this context of 
the political principle of cuius regio eins religio. 
ýý7ý 
The missionary movement of the nineteenth century pushed the idea of 
Christendom to a universal level, and the discovery of the religions 
of the Orient brought with it the emergence of the concept of 
World 
Religions. It '. L; . _y easy, 
in spite of denominationalism, to cokic 
from all these to the scientific study of the religious factor 
in 
the life of any people in the twentieth century and expect to find one 
single religion or cult among; one people. Yet, except where a 
'iZhad 
or an Act of Uniformity or an Inquisition or some other form of 
coercion has forced such uniformity, African societies do not 
lend 
support to this assumption. 
2-7. peace of tlu. gsburg, 1555. See F. L. Cross (ed. ) Oxford Dictionary 
of the Christian Church. of. D. L. Edcrards, 'teion and ChantrA, 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1969, pp. 59-60. See F. B. VIclbourn's 
discussion on five ideal typos of religious society in Baeta 
(1968) pp. 133f. 
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The existence of sub-cultures within cultures and of sub-groups 
within larger Groups adds to this complexity, for it is possible even 
for a sub-croup or a sub-culture to exhibit its own religion. Thus, 
several religions can be found within one subculture. It depends 
on what constitutes the subculture, whether it is ethnic relation, 
residence, profession or recreation. We do not necessarily find only 
one religion in a group or sub-group unless that soup originated 
in response to a religious' vision, as in the Aiyetoro Community in. 
South Uestern Nigeria. 
(28) 
The existence of denominations and sects 
in Protestantism and of semi-autonomus Orders and Communities in Roman 
Catholicism is an indication that a religious sub-culture is not a 
guarantee against the rise of splinter sub-cultures with distinctive 
religious emphases, practices and cults of their own. Discussions on 
polytheism have not previously recognised the distinction between the 
worship of many gods by one person or one group and the simultaneous 
presence of many cults within one cultural situation. We hold that 
this distinction is essential. It is possible to argue that there 
r 
are many Yoruba religions or cults - Obatla, 
San ro, O n, , Oyu, 
ff . _, r Osün; Eegun, Oro, A mo, etc. This can be done in spite of Ifa uiiich 
we believe carne to be the sum-total of Yoruba religion in that it 
seems to have incorporated all the other religions of the Yoruba by 
a process of absorption or osmosis, thus becoming so to speak the 
central Yoruba religion. This does nct make Ifa a polytheism for in 
each cult there is belief in the same God, Olörün. Also, thröu h 
conquest, political stragegy, migration and inter-marriage, etc., the 
paramount cult of one area has become accepted in another area or 
even in many other areas of Yorubaland in a spirit of ethnic and 
religious brotherhood. - 
28. cf. E. H. Duckworth, "A Visit to the Apostlos and the Town of 
Aiyetoroi", Nigeria Magazine, XXXVI, 1951, P. 387. 
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For this reason, each religion has to be examined in itself. 
Even when this is done, it may be found that there arte many religions 
but in each there is belief in only one God, although each has a 
peculiar system of rites and relationships. The fact that different 
peoples adhering to different religious systems accept and respect 
others who may be worshipping under a different system still does not 
make them polytheists. Thus, it is not legitimate to speak here of 
polytheism though we may speak of religious pluralism. 
When Parrinder did his illuminating study entitled Religion in An 
African City, what he intended to call attention to, as the contents 
of the book showed, was the phenomenon of religion as manifested in Islam, 
Christianity and what has come to be described as Traditional Religion. 
A visitor from Mars today coming without a knowledge of Nigerian history 
but concerned with the issue of monotheism might put Ibadan down as a 
polytheistic city. He could reach this conclusion on the strength 
of the evidence adduced in Religion in an African City, especially if 
he took it that it was the same individual who embraced Traditional 
Religion, Islam and Christianity at the same time. \7hat Parrindor noted, 
and what wo need to take into consideration here, however, was a 
situation of religious pluralism (a phenomenon which is being 
recognised more and more today) in Ibadän, involving two world religions 
and what was described as a local traditional religion. But is 
religious pluralism a new phenomenon? 
The student of the history of religion has become familiar with the 
struggle of the Jews of the Old Testament against polytheism and their 
zeal to maintain the worship of Yahweh alone amcng their people. But, 
in fact, among the Jews, the contest was not concerning cults arising 
out of the indigenous culture within Israel itself as it happens to be 
among the Yorub,. Rather, it was between Israel and the neighbouring 
peoples. It was a question of whether they gave allegiance to Yah: leh 
their own God alone or Gave allegiance also to the gods of the 
surrounding nations. It is significant for our argument that tho Jews " 
did not say at first that the gods of the- nations did not exist. 
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Rather, they said those , ere the gods of the other nations, and it was 
not right for Jews to leave their own God and worship the gods of 
other nations, or to worship these foreign gods side by side With their 
own. 
The period of the Early Church was dominated by numerous mystery 
religions. They might have had the element of "mystery" in common. 
But those who studied them were aware of dealing not simply with one 
religion but with several different religions. 
In his Lectures on the Religion of the Semites, to which reference 
has been made, Robertson Smith (1889) long ago pointed out the risk of 
studying the religion of "primitives" with ideas brought over from 
European formal and institutionalised religions. But his observation 
was made to concern beliefs and creeds in contradistinction from 
rituals. For the same reasons as he adduced, the whole question of 
religious pluralism needs to be raised in so far as it affects the 
issues of monotheism and polytheism. 
Bext, the philosophical discussion o. C the issue of monotheism 
versus polytheism is by nature different from a discussion of th:: :' r_ý 
issue in anthropology and comparative religion. In other v; ords, a 
distinction has to be recognised between the idea of God and the fact 
of God, between God as a concept imagined and God as a real living, 
personal, active Being. For the latter, a further distinction has to 
be made between God in Himself and the manifestations of God. 
When Professor Idocru describes the Yoruba position as that of 
"diffused monotheism", it is not clear in which respect of the above 
distinctions he meant it to be understood, whether in the realm of 
thought or in the realm of existence. 
On the level of existence, is there only one God for the whole 
universe, or many? This is the important question. When the question 
is put to a Yoruba, the answer is clearly on the side of monothoisn . 
There is only one Olorun Oloc re for the : hole world, and he has no 
UNIVERSITY 
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equal. The implicit problem is clearly put by old Yoruba villoro 
women who look out into the sky in the morning, saying- 1616hý! Triroj 
vie can see only your face, but we don'g know where your eyes are". 
The distinction between face and eyes is what we have stated in 
terms of existence and manifestations. The relevance of the 
revelation in Jesus Christ becomes a universal critique of religions 
at this point. 
Once a people are recognised as believing that there is only one 
God, 
(29) 
then the question which is properly raised is not that of 
monotheism, for that is already a decided issue, but that of 
monolatry. The question must be, do they worship the only one God or 
do they feel otherwise led to determine the pattern of their religious 
practice? It is the question of cults and cultism that must be raised. 
It is a question of how many cults have arisen out of the world-view 
and the general culture of the people. 
Furthermore, in so far as many aspects of traditional religion doä1 
with nature, the study of religion is closely analogous to the study 
of science today. The two realms of religion and of science as study 
of nature may have been separated in modern society. 
They were not separated in traditional societies. The 
difficulty of keeping nature as an integral entity for study and 
manipulation is the same in every generation. To man in traditional 
Yoruba society, the recognition of a distinction between the life of 
vegetation, the fact of lightning and of particular epidemic diseases 
is expressed in patterns of human behaviour associated with Obätälä, 




scientists, physicists, and raecdical specialists. Not everybody is a 
physicist or microbiologist. Yet everybody needs to accept the 
conclusions of physicists or microbiologists as the case may be , -ihcn 
the need arises. 
29. G. Parrinder (1961), 2, p. cit., pp. 13ff. E. L. Idöwä (1962) pp. 32ff. 
African Traditional Religion: A Definition, S. C. M. Press, 1973, pp. 149: 
165. Pettazoni has put forth a theory that the idea of 'only one 
Rod' as distinct from the idea of 'a Supreme God' belongs only to a 
civilized culture and as the result of religious revolution. If 17e 
accept this, two possible conclusions can be drawn here. It must be 
that we do not know the Yoruba in their tprimitive' stage, and we 
have not discovered the story of the revolution in religion which 
brought about Yoruba monotheism. Or, Pottazoni may be wrong in 
his use of "civilized". Sec Lossa & Vogt, Reader in Colmar tine 
Religion, Ilarpcr & Row, P?. Y., 1965, pp. 34ff, for Pettazoni on 
"The Formation of Nonothci^m". 
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What anthropologists and scholaxs of corzparativc religion vrittc 
about polytheists in traditional socioties has to be put in terms of 
poly-scientists in comtemporary societies* The absurdity mi3ht 
then be evident. It mirht then also become patently clear that 
adjectives like vague, diffused, or primitive do not necessarily 
apply where wo have ascribed them to man in traditional societies. 
So, in the light of science as the ttudy of nature, it can be 
argued that there is a sense in which we can speak of Yoruba Religion 
in the singular. In all the religious system to which we have 
referred above and in others as well, there is belief in only one 
God, but with different systems of religious cultus. We can speak 
of one Yoruba religion and all the different cults referred to above 
as branches, "systems" or "denominations" of the same religion. 
This is the same sense in which Dr. Parrinder persuaded us to 
speak of "African Religion" in the singular with the different 
varieties of it all over the continent as denominators or denomin: ttionis 
of the same; That is, all the different systems belong to one si" ie 
typo of religion which happens to stand in contra-distinction to 
. 7orld Religions. African Religion in all the different countries 
of the continent has in this sense some characteristics in common. 
Though this same religion may exhibit different features under 
different cultural forms, yet there is only one religion. In this 
case, again, it is not legitimate to speak of a polytheism. Rath=r, 
this latter argument suggests religious polymorphism. 
It is necessary to add that there is the possibility that at nn 
early stage Dr. Parrinder was conscious-of the inadequacy of the t(: _'-TI 
used and that he was meaning to rodofino polytheism in the particular 
sense in which it tight be applicable to a study of the religion of 
the Yoruba and other West African peoples. Soon after suggcetin to 
term tpolythosimt, he wrote that polythesim can be taken to include a 
30. cf. Austin Fairer in "Faith and Speculation" (1967), discussi: r, 
the notion of God as anima, mundi: "God can be Universal Lind only 
by ttanscending that multiplicity Which tho Univexac is" (p. 175); quoted by C. S. Duthie in Maurice Wiles (od. ) 
Providence, SPC? {, 1969. 
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number of different facets of religion "as we shall see below". 
Fie note, however, that the subject was not raised again so that the 
term was never redefined in the book. What is noticeable is that the 
description which followed in the book indeed went beyond what might 
be narrowly defined as polytheism. Polymorphic might have been a 
better description. But this term could not have been used without a 
definition undertaking to describe and explain the significance of 
polymorphism in the study of any, and especially of traditional, 
religion. 
The academic need to find a way through the forest of cults and 
rituals by discovering broad lines of religious belief and practice 
to be named as "African Religion" is appreciated. But the empirical 
reality of religious multiformity and pluralism ought to be acknowledged. 
Meanwhile, we would agree with Dr Parrinder's conclusion in a 
later book: "It cannot be said that Africans are simply animists, 
believing in personal spirits and polytheistic pantheons. Nor are 
they merely animatiste, thinking of uncoordinated energies. A few 
writers would even cal]. them monotheists, since all powers are 
subject to the Supreme Being. But this again would oversimplify 
the picture". 
(31) 
In a later paper Parrinder observed: "It may be 
that some African writers are too concerned with fitting religion into 
a framework of monotheism and would do better to recognize that 
religion can operate in different ways according to need" 
(underlining mine). 
(32) 
Our hesitation to accept the appropriateness of the monotheist/ 
polytheism category for the study of traditional religion applies 
also to such concepts as transcendence and immanence. These are 
ideas inherited from Greek philosophy. They are not necessarily 
applicable to African Traditional Religion. Neither are they in fact 
justifiably applicable to Biblical Religion. Biblical Religion does 
31. op. cit., 1962 p. 26 
32. "Monotheism and Pantheism in Africa", Journal of Religion in Africa, 
E. J. Brill, Leiden, Vol. 3,1970, pp. 81-88. 
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not deal in concepts, rather it deals in relationships, confrontation, 
and experience. In the Bible, attributes are not even applied to God 
as abstract nouns, rather they come in the concreteness of names, 
praise names and practical actions to be recounted in story and song. 
The oft-quoted passage from the closing paragraphs of Albert 
Schweitzer's I8he Quest of the Historical Jesus (1910) expresses the 
spirit of Biblical religion more accurately and more adequately than 
concepts like transcendence, immanence, omnipresence or ominiscience 
borrowed from Greek philosophy. 
"He comes to us as One unknown, without a name; as of old, by 
the lakeside. He came to those men who knew Him not. 
He speaks to us the same word: 'Follow thou meP and sets 
us to the tasks which He has to fulfil for our time. He 
commands, And to those who obey Him, whether they be wise 
or simple, He will reveal Himself in the toils, the conflicts, 
the sufferings which they shall pass through in His follow- 
ship, and, as an ineffable mystery, they shall learn in 
their own experience Who He is. " 
The publication of William James' V. erieties of Religious 
Experience at the beginning of this century marked the start of a now 
era, the significance of which is not yet fully realized, especially 
in its implications for comparative religion. The recognition that 
there is a multifocality in religion and religious experience should 
have led by now to a disciplined acceptance of multifocality itself 
as a method in the comparative study of religious systems. But this 
has not yet happened and is long overdue. Let us examine, for an 
illustration of this point, the prevalent assumption of the 
universality of worship as a religious response. 
(d) Worship 
Dr. Parrinder has produced evidence concerning the presence in 
West Africa of belief in God which is not accompanied by worship of 
Him, or at least that the worship of God has not been seen to be the 
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central element in such religious systems. Of the ten or more tribes 
and people whom he studied, only the Ashanti stand out as having built 
temples or shrines, erected altars and established a priesthood for 
the Supreme Being. The others, including the Yoruba, afford no 
substantial evidence of a God-cult. 
(33) 
Professor E. B. I 
% 
dowu has 
looked for evidence to prove that the Yoruba worship Ol 
dümäxe. 
The evidence cited does not prove the case. His chapter on the issue 
is by far the shortest and weakest in the whole book. 
(34) 
The fact 
remains that there are, among the Yoruba, many cultic centres and 
shrines dedicated to the _ (possibly taken as other gods and 0 
goddesses or as spirits of the natural world)" These shrines are 
Ss\\ 
places where the Orisa are supposed to be living or at least accessible 
and where devotees can make contact with them. But no s. *cb shrine, 
tomplo.. or-cultic centre has been found for OlodtLma! re. 
(35ý 
If there had 
ever been a direct cultic worship of Olodumare, then it, must have 
disappeared beyond -trace. Any one who insists that there was at one 
time such a cult ought to face the question why it disappeared 
leaving behind no evidence of its previous existence. 
(36) 
But, in any 
case, why is God not worshipped when it can be proved that the people 
believe in Him? This is a question which deserves to be raised, and 
it will be helpful to look into it in relation to the issue of 
polytheism which has been discussed above. 
33. G. Parrinder (1949)p PP. 13-23f, 1961 edition. { 
34. See F. D. Idowu (1962), pp. 140-143 for the very short c: i. apter. 
35. of. C. R. Gaba, "The Idea of the Supreme King among the '. n' lo 
people of Ghana", Journal of Religion in africa, 2/1, pp. 64-79. 
36. of. J. 0' Connell, "The Withdrawal of the High God in West African 
Religion. An essay in Interpretation", in Man, May 1962, No. 109, 
for comments on the disappearance of the cult. The argument is 
vitiated by his use of the term deus absconditus on which I1omu 
has to concentrate in his reply in Idowu 1973, pp. 63f. 
Robin Horton in his critical "High God: A Comment on Father 
OtConnell's Paper", Man, September 1962, No. 219, came to the 
significant concluding observation that it is the religious outloo1 
and study methodologies of social anthropologists and- comparative ! 
religionists which account for the errors in interpretation in thel 
discussion of monotheism in the history of religions. 
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As the modern scholar looks at Yoruba traditional religion, he 
finds that the Orisa are "worshipped" even though Olorun Himself is not 
worshipped. To worship many gods is polytheism, the argument goes. 
Those who find God in nature as such, that is, in the collectivity 
of the natural world, as distinct from those who divinise different 
aspects of nature itself, may be monotheists of a type. But those 
who find God in natural objects or who divinise natural objects or 
natural phenomena ultimately have many Gods and are therefore 
polytheists. Thus polytheism is the theoretical term chosen to 
describe such religions which include belief in spiritual beings of 
various kinds, and in which the trouble has not been taken to formulate 
carefully the ontological relationship between these beings and the 
Supreme Being. 
In polytheism, the worshippers personalize and divinise different 
bits of the natural world, like stones, hills, forests, rivers, 
animals, dead ancestors, So the -theoretical explanation Toes. 
The nature divinities, of course, are anthropomorphised elements of 
nature. Only the Supreme Being. God the Almi! *hty. 0lorun Olod urrare. 
is not deducible from nature because He is the Creator and in Him 
all the, parts of nature subsist. 
Traditionally, it is believed among the Yoruba that the nature 
divinities are designed to serve the ends of man. 
(37) 
But the Yoruba 
also believe that there are rebellious nature-divinities and spirits, 
who have shown rebellion against God and His purpose for man. It is 
these that in traditional religion are worshipped, placated, bribed, 
soothed or sometimes compelled to work for the interest of man. Is it 
correct then to use the same word '`: lorshipt both for this and for what 
is offered to God? The discussion of whether God is worshipped or not 
in traditional religion, or what kind of worship is offered to idols, 
images, god and bad spirits, etc, has not yet taken place on the level 
37. Idöwu, (1962), pp. 57-106. 
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of a clear enough definition of 'worship' itself. Only in the 
discussion of so-called ancestor-worship has some effort been made 
to,, clarify the meaning and definition of worship by utilising the 
distinctions which have been made under similar conditions in Roman 
Catholic theology. Worship, interpreted as the communal adoration or 
ee±Ö lirg, of the worth-ship of God, is a theological interpretation which 
has not always been the dominant religious motive. 
08) 
Having discovered that there are those who do not emphasis the 
worship of God though they show knowledge of and belief in God, the 
question has to be asked as to what else they do with their Goa idea, 
and what is their main attitude to the God in whom they claim to 
believe. As it happens, we already know that God is not only 
worshipped and adored. He is also sought out, trusted when His 
purpose is not altogether manifest, and obeyed when his guidance and 
directives are clearly known. He can be cajoled and soothed if 
"the wrath of God" is part of the religious belief. Believers can seek 
communion with Him, seek to be His medium should it be felt that He 
would like to communicate with others through an intermediary, seek to 
be like Him either simply by character imitation or by complete 
metamorphosis, or seek mystical identification with Him. Communal 
worship does not exhaust the possibilities of what people do with the 
God they believe in, neither is it necessarily the first option 
recognised by all religious systems. Worship is only one of the 
possible attitudes maz can adopt towards God. In the Bible itself 
both the prophets of the Old Testament and Jesus of Nazareth Himself 
adopted a very critical viert of ciorship as an expression of a Godward 
relationship. While they did not altogether rule out the need for 
worship, they surely condemned many forms of worship. They made 
declarations about What attitudes and actions might be more justifiably 
considered to be "vzhat the Lord requires of thee" (Micah 6: 6-8; 
I Sam. 15: 22-23a; Isa. 1: 10-17; Amos 5: 21-24; Hosea 6: 6). 
3U. A. M. Fairbairn, Studies in Religion and Theology, 1910, pp. 264-282. 
Fox ,, discussion of the normative role of worship in reliion, 
see H. II. Farmer, Religion tnd Revelgtion, chs. 2 amd 3. 
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They Cave expositions of what might be regarded as hither concepts 
of worship (John 4: 19-26). Notwithstanding, historitins of religion 
have been so disposed to look for theistic definitions and 
qualifications with an attendant worship, that the absence of it in 
some religions simply leaves them puzzled. 
Since worship is not the only possible expression of devotion 
towards God, the study of a traditional religion must necessitate 
an investigation into what other forms of behaviour and attitude 
the adherents might have conceived to be the appropriate expression 
of their relationship to God as they understand Him. We have found 
through this study that Yoruba treatment and regard for Öln is 
ti M 
expressed in trust, not in cultic worship. It is Faith-regard. 
The history of faith-regard which is not accompanied by worship has 
not yet been uritten. 
(39) 
We would like to tokce D. M. Baillie's 
definitive study of faith is a distinct factor in religious life, 
experience and. practice asa welcome contribution to the study of 
v^. riety in types of religious experience. 
(40) 
But before the 
significance of it can be fully realized, it is necessary first -bo 
reappraise and appreciate in an objective way the elementary forms 
of tradition^. 1 religion, the Oro. -concept, which have often been 
dismissed as crude, primitive, or unscientific. 
4, SIXIMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
Between Oro` and Isin as two Yoruba words roughly representing 
the English word "religion", there is a basic difference of approach 
to the idea of religion. Oro stands for the typical viewpoint 
of Yoruba traditional religion. It is customary rituals both 
expressive and performed in the interest of the human situation. 
39. This is the problem which Allistair Kee undertook to review in 
his The Tray of Transcendence, Pelican, 1971, pp. 193-196. 
See also the discussion under S. S. Farrow in chap. II below. 
40. D. M. Baillie, Faith in God and its Christian Consummation, 
Faber & Faber, London, first published in 1927, but was 
reissued in 1960 with a long appreciative foruward by John 
NcTntyre of Edinburgh. 
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Isin connotes the typical position of Christian missionaries to 
Torubaland. It is the service of God, a viewpoint which is an 
inheritance from the, history of Christian theology. This difference 
between the Yoruba conception of religion and the missionary vier 
created a great deal of conflict in the mind of many Yoruba converts 
to Christianity. They were converted to 'the worship of God', and 
it was their delight to worship Him. But they were told that this 
also required an abandonment of. "the ways of our fathers" and the 
traditional lineage observances which secured the well-being of the 
individual or community. Missionary justification for this rejection 
was that kinship customary rites were devil-worship or spirit-worship. 
Many Yoruba Christians rightly perceived that it was the solidarity 
of society which was at stale. 
The first point to note in conclusion is that different religions 
imply different definitions of religion, othertivise they would not be 
different religions. Even in the O religion there may be differences 
of interpretation and definition, which make for cults, sects and 
(41 
denominations. 
Secondly, the concept of religion in a traditional society is 
necessarily different from that in a complex technological society. 
In the former, the t scale of char t is low; in the latter, there is an 
accelerated 'increase of scale, 
c41) 
Thirdly, in a situation of religious pluralism, a tension is 
created between different modes of definitions; and an interaction r. ga r 
take place, leading to a conflict or to the assimilation of one re1iýionn 
by another. Since our study examines the interaction of the traditional 
ritual system and of Christianity among the Yoruba, these conclusions 
are vital and will be recalled at various points below: 
41. cf. R. R. Wilson - "A Typology of Sects in a dynamic and comparative 
perspective" in Roland Robertson (od. ) Sociology of Religion, 
Penguin, 1969, PP. 361-383. 
42. This distinction is treated by Elizabeth Noth{m ; Religion and 
Society, Randon House, New York, 1954, PP. 9-10,20-16. 
The concept of tscale of change' has been proposed and carefully 
analysed by Godfrey and Monica Wilson, The Analysis of Social 
Chan. ^e, Cambrid6m, 1945. 
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II. THE STUDY OF YORUBA RELIGION. 
"In the first place, Tae shall not expect to understand religion, 
if we confine ourselves to considering belief in spiritual beings, 
however the formula may be refined. There may be contexts of 
inquiry in r, hhich c'ae should want to line up all extant beliefs in 
other beings, nombies, ancestors, demons, fairies, the lot. But 
following Robertson Smith we should not suppose that in cataloguing 
the full population of the universe we have necessarily caught the 
essentials of religion". 
Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger, (1966) , p. 
40. 
"Anthropological investigations, studies in religious history, 
the 'higher criticism' of sacred writings, work in comparative 
religion, and sociological study of social structures have all 
demonstrated that we cannot understand a religion scientifically 
without relating it to society and culture.... Avoid any assump- 
tion that religion is always to be regarded as the independent 
variable 'causing' certain developments in society and culture, 
or that it is wholly a dependent variable, reflecting its social 
environment. I do assume that religion is a natural expression 
of man as an individual and as a member of society ... But religious 
forces, once set in motion, become part of a complex system of 
interaction. 
J. Milton 'linger, The Scientific Study of Religion, 
Collier-4ulacm illan, 1970, pp. 203,222. 
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II. THE STUDY OF YORUBA RELIGION 
I-\ i 1. THE YORUBA PEOPLE 
The Yoruba people whose religious beliefs, practices and 
institutions form the subject of this stur' do not need an extensive 
introduction here since so much ethnographical and historical 
material is already available about them. 
(1) 
Nevertheless, it will 
be helpful to summarise here a few particulars about the making of 
the people, their relationship with their neighbours, and their 
position in contemporary Nigerian society. The relationship between 
the social and religious history of the people, and particularly the 
influence of their socio-political history on the historical develop- 
ment of their religion, will be discussed later on. 
Historians are nor; virtually agreed that the area of land 
roughly from the Niger delta on the west coast of Africa to longitude 
lo east, and from the sea coast up to latitude 9° north was by the 
2 
beginning of the fifteenth century the Yoruba-Aja country. The 
(1) William Bascom's compact The Yoruba of Southwestern NiL-eria, 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston Inc. , New Yolk, 1999, has a recorunended 
reading list of sor:: e forty books and papers on pages 116-118. The 
follo: 'ring are selected to illustrate the variety of aspects of the 
life of the Yoruba which have been studied and published. J, F. Ade 
Ajayi & Robert S. Smith, Yoruba Warfare in the Nineteenth Century, 
Cambridge University Press, 1964. Carroll, Yoniba Reli[. ous 
Carving, Geoffrey Chapman, London, 1967. G. B. A. Coker, I! 'amil Proper 
Amon`; the Yoruba, S fete and Yiax%7cll, London, 1956. A. B. Ellis, 
The Yoruba-Speaking Peoples of the Slave-Coast of `lest Africa, Chapnan 
and Hall, London, 1894. Samuel Johnson, The History of the Yorubas, 
Routledte and Kegan Paul, 1920. G. J. Ojo, Yoruba Culture, University 
of London Press, London. E. B. Idovau, Olodumaare: God in Yoruba Belief. 
Loniaan, Green & Co., London, 1962. J. F. A. Ajayi, Christinn r: issions in 
Nigeria, 1841-1891, London, 1965. 
(2) See I. A. Akinjogbin, Dahomey and Its Noi bours, C. U. P., 1967, 
pp. 8ff. A. F. C. Ryder, Benin and the »uropeans, 105-1897, Lon ans 
1969, pp. h-, 7,12,3J+ff. There is a strong tradition which supports 
C. K. Meek's contention, "The famous 15th century kingdom of Benin 
arose out of the exploits of one of the children of 0duduwa. " C. K. 
Meek, LaT: and Authority in a Ni an Tribe, OUP., 1937, p. 5. 
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Yoruba were- on the eastern section of this area, and the A ja 
occupied the rzestern section. 7hether they have been there all the 
time or have moved in from somevlhere else by migration is not yet 
certain. However, from the time they started to come together, 
probably earlier than the fourteenth century, they began to orgmiis e 
themselves in kinCdorts. There were major and minor kingdorls in 
each section. The main Yoruba kingdoms known as such from the 
eighteenth century numbered at least twelve. They TJere Benin, Ekiti, 
Ondo, Ijesa, Ife, Oyo, Saki, 0,. +u, Ijebu, Vgba, Egbado, and Ketu. 
There were many smaller ones dotted all over the area which includod 
parts of modern Dahomey and Togo. With slight alterations, affecting 
chiefly Benin and Ketu, these same groups form the major Yoruba 
section today. 
The Yoruba and The NoiLhbours 
In so far as the figures of the controversial 1963 census in 
Nigeria can be trusted, the Yoruba, concentrated as they are today 
in the south-western part of the country, number some ten million 
people. But there are also many more Yoruba outside the well hiorrn 
Yoruba States of Nigeria. Tho conquest of some 'ýoruba towns by the 
Fulani fron the North in a series of jihad during the last centurfj has 
excised part of the Yoruba people into what is now kno. an as the R-, ara 
State of Nigeria with its capital in Ilorin, traditionally and nw 
still predominantly a Yoruba town. 
(3) 
The arbitrary drawing of the 
international boundaries at the Berlin Conference of 1885 has 
similarly cut off the Yoruba-speaking peoples who now form a part of 
Dahomey and Togo. According to Yoruba nrths of origin, the people of 
Ketu now in Dahomey . 7ere descended from Alaketü who was himself one of 
the seven sons of Odudu'7a, the founding father of the Yoruba people. 
(3) R. L. J. Lander, Journals of an edition to Explore the Course 
and Termination of the NiFor, Vol. 1, London 1832, pp. 189-190. 
_12_ 
Farther inland, it Nigeria, the Edo people of Benin share in 
common ancestry : -rit; h the Yoruba people. And further crest of the 
country beyond Dahomey and Togo, the Ga in Ghana tell stories of 
origin which trace their ancestry back to Ile-Iie, the Yoruba city 
_" /ý 
whence seven sons of Oduduwa vent into dispersion. Because of the 
Slave Trade of the nineteenth century, the Yoruba now form substantial 
sub-groups in Brazil and Cuba. 
(4) 
After many years of anthropological 
study of the Yoruba and other groups in the Americas and the Pacific 
Islands, Prof. William Bascom has dravan the conclusion that "no 
African group has had greater influence on New World culture than 
the Yoruba" . 
(5) 
One of the earliest large-scale ethnographical studies of West 
African peoples was undertaken by Sir. A. B. Ellis. In two separate 
volumes of his work, he dealt extensively with the Twi and the Ere 
of the then Slave Coast (now Ghana). Then he devoted a third volume 
to the Yoruba and included in it some comparative observations on 
the social sind religious life of the peoples studied. 
(6) 
He came 
to the conclusion at that time that thn three groups represented 
(7) 
"three stages of progress... and the Yoruba is the highest". 
Wor: cing within the framework of the evolutionary theory which 
was in vogue in his day, he drew attention to many facts which led 
him to the conclusion that the evolution of hypos had boon carried 
(Lb) William Bascom, 
pp. 14-20. 
(5) William, Bascom, 
(6) The Teri-s peakin 
The EE"ve-S eakin Peo. 
1894+ . 
"The Yoruba in Cuba". Ni; reria Magazine, No. 37, 
The Yoruba of Southwestern Nigeria, 1969, p. 1 
Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa (1887), 
ples ... (1890)p The Yoruba-Speaking Peop es ... 
(7) A. B. Ellis, 1894, pp. 275f. 
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further among the Yoruba than among the other ; '; o groups studied. 
(8 
Within Nigeria itself, the Yoruba form one of the three largest 
and politically si[pificant groups. The traditional urban life of' the 
Yoruba distinguishes them from other tribes and has had demons, trtited 
advantjies in the administrative adjustments 'necessary for the 
transition from tribal life to nation-hood and from local to natiox ' 
political administration. Thus, Yorubaland. was the last part of 
Nigeria to come under British Protectorate as recently as 1914. 
(9) 
From the time soon after the coming of the British to Nigeria in the 
middle of the nineteenth centurl, the Yoruba have on the one hand 
formed the vanguard of the army of indigenous 'agents' of European 
civilisation as civil servants, railway workers, and teachersi et. 
On the other hand., they have led the movement towards nationalism 
and the demand for political self-government. Thus it was that the 
Yoruba area became the first of the three regions into which 
Nigeria was then divided to be granted internal self-government in 
1958 as a prelude to the eventual national Independence which 
ultimately care to the country as a whole in 196O, 
(10). 
The Name "Yoruba" 
The Yoruba have not al.. ays been known by this name which 
became current only during the last decades of the nineteenth 
century. The story of how the people came to be so called is too 
complicated to justify Peel's assertion that it was the Church 
(8) 22 cit. passim, pp. 288-93. 
(9) For the treaty with the British Governor-General F. J. D. Lugard, 
"placing the E. gba Kingdor, _ unreservedly under the Government of 
the 
Protectorate of Nigeria", see A. K. Ajisafe, History of Abeokuta, 
Richard Clay f: Sons Ltd. Suffolk, 1924, pp. 238-240. 
(10) P. C. Lloyd, Africa in Social Change, Penguin, London, 1967, 
p. 137,143.4 10, Passurn. 
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Missionary Society which first brought the name into common use 
for all the people. 
(11) 
Such a suinnary interpretation hides the 
long political process of local imperial tactics, intertribal 
conflicts and eventual British diplomacy which ultimately welded 
together peoples who, though they claimed to be of the same 
ancestry in the remote past, yet had developed diverse cultural 
traditions through the passage of time. 
The common language which is now generally 1 otvn by the same 
term Yoruba gras standardized. through the translation of the Yoruba 
Bible, and became more and more adopted by the different groups as 
the Bible in that language became increasingly used. The principal 
translator of the Bible into Yoruba was the Rev. (later Bishop) 
Samuel Adjai (sic) Croyrther. It took him and his colleagues some 
seventeen years to complete, the first instalment being published 
in 1850, 
(12) 
Bishop Crowther was an Oyo-Yoruba, having been born in the 
village of Osoogtzn near Tseyi. n, some twenty miles east from modere. 
I It Oyo. 
Soon after his first instalment of a Yoruba text of the 
Bible, he published a Yoruba grammar and vocabulary. This became 
the basis of an extensive Dictionary which enjoyed great popularity 
(13) 
over the years. With the Yoruba Bible and the Vocabulary of 
the Yoruba Language, Crowwthor greatly influenced the spread of 
the Qyo version of the eider language spoken in different 
dialects by the Oyo, Ekiti, Ijebu, Egba, Egbaclo and Others. 
eiII 
The difficulty experienced by many people up to the 1930s in reading 
the Yoruba Biblo and other publications in tho language was duo 
(11) J. D. Y. Pool, AladuraA Religious Movement Among tho Yoruba, 
O. U. P., 1968, P. 19. 
(12) The Epistle to the Romans in Yoruba care out in 1850, and 
was followed by Luke, Acts, James and Peter in 1851. The book of 
Matheur in Yoruba came out in 1853 and was republished separately in 
1871 and 1920. Other Epistles including Phillipia. ns through Revelation 
came into circulation in 1862: Then the whole Bible published under 
the title of "Bibeli Mimo eyi ni ore Olorun ti Testarnenti Lailai ati 
ti Titun" ; ras put in circulation in 1897. Copies of the different te: cts 
are preserved in the British Museum and in t 1w archives of the British 
and Foreipz Bible Society in London. 
(13) Samuel Crowther, A VocabulartT of the Yoruba Lane ade Seelcys, 
London, 1852,287 pages. 
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primarily to the divergence between the local dialects used normally 
at home, in friendly conversations or in local trading transactions, 
and the Oyo Yoruba version which was used in the Bible and in other 
1l 
Yoruba books and which thus became more and more standardized. 
This version was at first the lancua ; of Church and School, of 
Christian religion and the education i-hich came with it. It led to 
ultimate adoption of a cormnon language instead of many different 
dialects and thus contributed more than anything else to the creation 
of the people as one cultural group. 
Going back to the time when variations of language were the norm, 
there existed also local variability in cultural beliefs and 
practices. But the combined contributions of increased and improved 
communication and transportation, political unification following 
the tribal . gars together with the development of a single language - 
in short, an increase in the scale of society - have helped to produce 
a common cultural pattern of traditional religion, morality and 
outlook. At the same time, however, it is still necessary to look 
for variations in religious practices which may have boon preserved 
from the earlier days. Though they are one people and speak the 
same language in different dialects, each group has preserved until 
today its distinctive religious traditions and practices. 
2. PRF9IOUS STUDIES OF YORUBL RELIGION 
The stage has now been reached when it becones necessary to 
consider systematically previous studies of Yoruba traditional relirri. on 
and to evaluate them in the licht of both the academic context within 
which their authors worked and the practical objectives entertained 
by each. Without this, the storks of previous scholars wwuld be quoted 
only indiscriminately and the endeavour to see Yoruba religion in 
relation to Christianity might be vitiated. 
1` 
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S 
From the time when some Portuguese sailors first called at 
Lagos in l72 
() 
to the middle of the nineteenth century when 
Christian missionary activities started to bring the Yoruba more 
into the modorn world, groat interest has been shown in the 
religious beliefs and rituals of the Yoruba. Nevertheless, it was 
not until the end of last century that the first careful study of 
the subject was undertaken. The different writers and scholars who 
have written on this subject from 1890 onwards can be divided into 
three categories. 
First, there were administrators who with practical political 
objectives marle a study of the people whom their governments sought 
to colonize. Then there were travellers and oxplorers whose prirary 
motive was curiosity or sensational journalism. Such writers, 
on the whole, wrote before the scientific Study of religion became 
properly ostablishe d on either the historical or anthropological 
levels, not to speak of the more recent emphases on sociological or 
psychological levels. The works of writers in this group have 
unfortunately provided the illustrative materials used not only 
in James Frazer's The Golden Bough but even also in Hasting's 
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. In this group of writers are 
Col, (later Sir) L . B. Ellis, R. E. Donnett, and the traveller 
Mary Kingsloy. 
The second group of pioneer unters on Yoruba religion consists 
of early anthropologists like the Gorman Loo Frobenius, P. I. Ltiaury 
Talbot and C. K. Neok -rho, because they belonged. to a later generation, 
viere able to take into consideration some of the new insidits into 
the history of religion. There was, however, only one predominant 
theory in the field, that inherited fror., the classical study of early 
Greek Religion; and this -ras applied extensively and indiscriminately 
(3)+) Quinn=Young and White, A History for Vi! yýrian Schools, 
Teachers' Book 2, Evens Brothers Ltd., London 1961- odition, p. 35. 
Akhý 
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to the study of the Yoruba. 
(15) 
Members of the third group are the moat important for our 
purpose. They were either European or African missionaries whose 
objective was to make a comparison between traditional religion and 
Christianity, though the earliest of them wrote their treatises even 
before comparative religion became a science. Before then, the 
"investigation into concepts of deity and observation of rituals" 
(16) 
among the Yoruba was done only as a part of the general study of the 
customs, traditions and culture of the people. The first 'comparative 
religion' study in the Yoruba situation knovrn to us was that of E. E. 
Lijadu published in 1897. He «rote in the Yoruba language and quoted 
_i 
extensively fron Ifa myths. Lijadu was followed by James Johnson who 
later became bishop and. whose work was published in 1899. By way 
of anticipation, it can be stated at this point that the works of 
these and other early Yoruba authors on Yoruba religion have not 
been von enou& credit though they have been used extensively by 
somo modern writers. 
S. S. Farrow ; chose thesis was published in 1926, knew of these 
two, as he included them in his bibliography, though he listed 
Lijadu only by his later edition of 1901. It is significant for 
our purpose that James Johnson entitled his work Yoiiba Heathenism, 
with an edition translated into Yoruba under the title Isin Orisa 
Bibo ni Ile Yoruba. Farrow's title was Faith, Fancies, and Fetich: 
Yoruba Pag, anisra, ar. d he took cognisance of the simultaneous existense 
of "Paganism, Moharmledanism and Christianity" in West Africa. 
Among a class of theological students at 47asioy College, Ibadan, 
in the early '40s, the idea was current that by Faith, Farrow meant 
(15) Leo Frobenius, it must be acknowledged, brought a greater 
open-mindedness and objectivity into his study. Strangely enough, 
it was for this very reason that the German universities refused to 
accept his :, ork for a doctorate degree. Materials for a Frobenius 
Centenary Exhibition mounted by the German Embassies in Africa in 
1973 celebrated the fact that in spite of this, Frobenius ultimately 
became an academic institution by himself in Germany. 
(16) parrindl3r 191+9, p. 1. 
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Christianity; by Fancies, he meant Islam; and by Fetich, he meant 
traditional religion. We now consider this view to be wrong for 
two reasons. First, the subtitle "Yoruba Paganism" seems to refer 
to the main title, Faith, Fancies and Fetich, as a whole. 
Secondly, and more important, Farrov-r himself wrote: "the two latter 
(Christianity and Islam) are foreign introductions, and do not come 
within the scope of this treatise, which deals only with the first, 
the indigenous religion of the Yoruba tribes. " 
(17) 
We take it 
therefore that, for Farrow, Yoruba traditional religion is an amalgam 
of Faith, Fancies and Fetich, apparently in descending order, but 
all simultaneously existing within the same religious system. 
'Enough recognition has not been given to this insight.. 
Yoruba traditional religion certainly has a strong element of 
"Faith" in God together with "faith in life", a faith which sustains 
life itself. At the same time, it has many "Fancies", in the form 
of various moderate or wild speculations as to the cosmological 
nature of the universe: many superstitions, some of which instil 
fear and are therefore crippling; and many others which have been 
used as the basis for genuine human relationships, political action 
and social control. Then there is, at the same time, the evidence 
of "Fetich" as a series of manipulative actions, objects and devices 
which are meant to control the forces of nature and the multifarious 
spiritual influences to which man is believed to be subjected. 
It has been strongly argued that the terms Fetich and Fetichism 
be drop;: ed from anthropological usage about the Yoruba, 
(18) 
The 
suggestion has been based mainly on a justifiable attempt to call 
attention to the existence of genuine faith in God and the knowledge 
of God in tribal Africa; and to show that the religious life of African 
peoples cannot be said to consist only in Fetichism as has previously 
been thouit. But ifihe argument is extended to the suggestion that 
(17) S. S. Farrow, Faith, Fancies and Fetish, SPCK, London, 1926, p. 4. 
(18) E. S. Waterhouse, The Darm of Relirion, Ly; rorth Press, London, 
1936, pp, 61f. Parrinder, 19)+9, ;. )p, 8-10. Idov. u, 1962, pp. 64--67. 
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there is no Fetichism in 11frican or Yoruba religious life, the 
evidence simply refutes this. Faith, superstition, and fetichism 
in the sense of charms are intricately bound together in the Yoruba 
religious situation. Many forms of Folk Christianity embody the 
same mixture. 
Edwin Smith(19) has in his ovm way pointed to three phases of 
African religious practice, namely: theism, spiritism, and dynamism. 
He is saying the same thing as Farrov,, through in different accents; 
Farrow, in evaluative, and Edwin Smith in essentialist, accents. 
Also, Edwin Siaith has apparently arranged his own analysis in a 
detem ned descending order. The fact that he has even described 
dynamism as "the lowest level of religion" supports this descending 
evolutionary analysis. It is in the third or highest level of belief 
that ve find theistic ideas. However, the three are always found 
together. It is these three together, and not any one of them in 
isolation, which in the African context are to be designated as 
traditional religion. This means, of course, that religion as an 
identifiable category restricted primarily to the theistic is a 
categorization r'hich is generally not gnade by the Yoruba or other Africans. 
Until 1949 rohen Parrinder's Blest African I eli .. on gras published, 
the study of Yoruba traditional religion involves little more than 
cataloguing the rites and festivals found among the people, and of 
the supposed gods or goddesses believed to be in association with the 
Supreme Being. Dr. Parrinder's work was the first attempt to bring 
some systematization into the study of these rites and the divinities 
associated cith them. His book quickly became a textbook for the 
study of traditional religions in West Africa. T lis was inevitable 
since no one before him had taught West African religion in any 
University. It was he t, ho wrorced out a course which he taut in 
(19) F. '". Smith (ed), African Ideas of God, Edinburgh House Press, 
1950, pp. 15-30. 
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the University College of Tbadan (now ]mown as the University of 
Ibad n) under the academic patronage of the University of London. 
Archdeacon Lucas, 
(20) 
who wrote about the same time, was much 
preoccupied -. vith the effort to resurrect and rehabilitate the 
diffusionist theory which traced the origin of religious beliefs 
and practices in West tifrica to Egypt. As for anthropological and. 
comparative religious emphases, he adopted a general position which 
has already been discredited. 
(21) 
Professor E. Bolaji Idoau, whose thesis was supervised by 
Professor Parrinder, concentrated only on the idea of God. Assuming 
the same definition of religion as Parrinder' s but riorll: i_ng more from 
within a monotheistic position, his Olodumare: God in Yoruba Belief 
(1962) reduced the plethora of divinities, cults and religious 
beliefs to a single system deriving from the 'Supreme Being' 
i x. _%. 
(22) 
5 .S reo, 0 oduma on the vhole, the field from 194.9 was held 
chiefly by Professor Parrinder. 
What theory of religion did Parrinder bring into the ,,, riting 
of his West African Religion? We su_r"; Gewt that it was the theistic 
theory of religion based on Tylor's celebrated definition: 
"belief in spiritual beings and the practices related thereto"., 
From this basis, Parrinder deals primarily with belief in spiritual 
beings, classified into four categories: (a) a Supreme God described 
as supreme because of the recogiition of the existence of other `eels; 
(b) the chief divinities, usually non-hunan divinities often 
associated with natural forces; (e) divinized ancestors of the clan; 
and (d) what others have called fetiches, but which Parrinder 
(20) J. 0. Lucas, The Re]j4on of the Yorubas, Lagos, 19)43. 
(21) For a small but competent publication expressing- o neral support 
for Lucas' philological position, see Modupe Oduyoyo, The Vocab, r 
of Yoruba Religious Discourse, Daystor Press, Ibadan, 1972. 
(22) The term 'Supreme God' , frequently used in this connection, is 
ambiguous as it gives the impression, in the context of the discussion 
o£ polytheism, that the one so called supreme ras one of the other 
divinities. The term 'Supreme Being' is someho,, ': °reer of this anbiýuit'ý. 
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preferred to terra charms and amulets. 
(23) 
Even this last category 
becomes an item rithin the general concept of divinity, since it is 
held that the charms are practised "with a profound belief in a 
spiritual universe". 
(21ý) 
Thus Parrinder's classification became a 
victim of his monolithic theory of religion. 
Parrindor himself noted that the classification "represents 
well 1a om distinctions used by polytheists". 
(25) 
It is fundamentally 
an intellectualist and theological classification suitably devised 
for a polytheistic system. The concept of polytheism itself has no 
other than a theistic reference both etymologically end philosophically. 
The inadequacy of this theistic or theological frame of reference 
became evident in the study itself, particularly when it eras soon 
discovered and had to be pointed out early in the book that, in so 
far as the concept of the Supreme God was concerned, the Yoruba system 
(26) 
represented a "belief cnthout worship. " 
This theory has hold the field all along. It dominated the 
study of the History of Religion and demonstrated the debt of that 
ai cipline to the study of the Classics. Dr. Ed-:,, in Smith, who wrote 
the Forerord to Parrinder's West African ReliZion, drew attention 
extensively to the parallels between the religious beliefs of ''rest 
Africa and those of Rome, Greece and Tgrpt. 
(27) 
parrinder himself 
alluded to this in a few places. 
(28) 
As Ulli Beier has written, 
"The comparison with the Greek pantheon is particularly misleading, 
because *7e, know little about the Greek Zods as magic forces and our 
image of them has been formed by a Greek literature that has reduced 
(23) op. cit. 1961 edition, p. 11. 
(24) ibid. p.. 157. 
(25) ibid. p. 12. 
(26) ibid. pp. 19-25, and passim. 
(27) ibid. pp. xi-xiii. 
(28) ibid. pp. 11,126. 
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the original symbols to Tiere dramatis personae". 
(29) 
With or :, ithout the comparison lth Greek gods and goddesses, 
the Orisa_ are already taken to be personalised forces to whoff, placatory 
rituals are offered and into chose communion crorshippers enter 
through rites and ceremonies. Many of the cercnionics are now fast 
disappearing and in a number of cases the details of particular 
ceremonies are no longer extant because worshippers have rejected 
the explanations usually given to justify the ceremonies. So far, 
not much attempt has been made tovards developing a systematic 
arrangement of the orisa based on the mythological geneaology of the 
4 
gods or on a ritual calendar of festivals and ceremonies connected 
with them. 
(30) 
Judith Gleason, UUZi Beier and others have called attention to, 
and have started an exploration into, a line of interpretation v. Ti. ch 
regards the Ori not as 'divinitiest or gods and goddesses but 
rather as characterization of natural forces and human attributas. 
"They are like immense magnifying mirrors in which we behold ourselves 
as potentialities. Properly speaking, 
orisa ought not to be called 
i 
gods :t all. They are forces, living attributes, revelations, 
dramatizations of a complicated religious idea for which we in our- 
land (i. e. Europe and Lmerica) have no real equivalent". 
(31 
This insight has not yet influenced any academic study of the 0a. 
Thus, fron Boren and Ellis up to Parrinder and Ido-m, oath tor 
based his description mainly on the definition of religion as beliaf 
in spiritual beings. The writers thus sought to identify ghat spi. rl_t-u. il 
beings were evident in the myths and religious observances of the 
people. The climax us reached with Parrinder classifying such 
(29) Ulli Beier, The Return of the Gods: The Sacred Art of Susanne : ion-er, 
ppa 34_35.1 an deeply grateful to Prof. Chief Ulli Beier who ., Ird. o 
available to me and permitted nie to quote from his manuscript since 
published by Cambridg;: University Press, 1975. 
(30) Judith Gleason, 1971; and Ulli Beier, A Year of Sacred Fest-i. vs. ls 
in one Yoruba To-m, Lagos, 1960, may be taken as the first steps to ; ards 
such a less speculative approach to the study of the Yoruba oris cults. 
(31) J. Gleason, 2p. cit. pp. 112-113. Ulli Beier, ? 
_etvrrnof 
the Gods, 
pp. 30f. ý. o_ -- 
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spiritual be: ings into the groups outlined above, and Idowu 
contending strongly for the supreme position of Olodumare among 
all the rest#(32) 
A useful assessment of the development in the study of Yoruba 
religion during the past quarter of c century can be made by examining 
carefully at what different points Parrinder has revised his various 
conclusions during the first decade after 1,049. His earliest book 
on the subject was published in that year, and his revisions started 
in 1961. Other books and articles on the subject were published until 
1971. On the whole, we see Parrind, er certainly struggling during these 
two decades with the theory of religion as "belief in spiritual 
beings" , but at the same time being confronted with material which does 
not fit into the theory; especially at a time when other scholars, 
particularly in the area of social anthropolo y, were casting serious 
doubt on the theory itself. 
(33) 
It is true that in this first edition in 1949, Parriiider updated 
the study of Yoruba tra. ]3. tional relit? on and brought it within the 
theoretical framework of the history of religion. But the past 
twenty-five years have seen an advance in the study of the history of 
religion, anthropology, and in the comparative study of religion. 
In the light of this, the following critical points can not: be made. 
(32) This is further discussed by Idornu, 1973, pp. 137-202. 
(33) Attention is called particularly to the theoretical approaches 
represented by S. F. Idadel's '1upe 'Relit on, Routledge and Keepn Paul, 
London 195+; At, Fortes Oedipus and Job in West African Religion, 
Cambridge, 1959; and Robin Horton's "Tne Kalahari. r"'orld-Vier: An 
Outline and Interpretation", Africa, : acxii 13,1962, pp. 197-220. 
Fora ; -ider survey of the cork of social anthropologists and others in 
this field during the period under review, see Adrian Fdr. ards C. S. Sp., 
"The Study of Religion in West Africa 1959-69", Religion- Journal of 
Reon and Relions, Vol. 111 , 1971. 
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Firstly, Parrinder did not stop to define religion or the 
scope of the reli dous. With Lucas (1948) and Parrinder (194-9) , tin 
influence of "coup restive religion" started to be felt more strongly. 
From this point, the cateEOry of relies on, as an area for phenomonologicr 1 
concentration and specialization : ras ii; troduced into Yoruba studies. 
But vrhat does t nean to study"y, ost African Toli, . on"? 
Pa. rrinder 
used the phrase but did not stop to define hat is relies ous. 
(34) 
ThL.. t is, the question needs to be asked; v; hat do ire mean by 
religion? 'What and how much ground sloes it cover? is its 
place in society? Is it co-extensive Frith culture or the pcople's 
world-view or does it go beyond thera? Is it distinguishable 
from magic? Are magic and religion parts of each other? 
When Parrind. er -rritcs "Religion is a fundamental, perhaps the 
most important, influence in the life of most rlest lzfricans"'(35) 
what does he mean by religion? He could mean a god-oriented 
outlook vrith associated behaviour. But does this exhaust the 
possibilities or cover all the levels of experience which might be 
described as 'religious'? Some of those questions have been 
discussed above, but they are reiterated here to emphasise that 
those who started to use the concept in the title of their works 
some quarter of a century ago should have stopped to examine and 
define it. 
Secondly, the il ti. vo position of religious belief and ritue. i 
practices in 1Vest African religion was not indicated. Thirdly, t1 he 
question of "categories" in traditional religions demands c, very 
careful examination. In this respect, it should be noted that 
Parrinder himself subsequently raised the question of the theoretical 
basis of the religious belief, suggesting that ontologically it 
(34) Seo Robert D. Baird, Category Formation And the Histoxy of 
Raiigi. ons, Mouton, The Hague, 1971, pp. 2ff. 
(35) op. cit. 1961, pp. 2f. 
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consists of , that Placide Tempels had earlier described as vital force 
or dynamism. 
Dynamism is a metaphysical or ontological concept which provides 
an altarnative to the Greek concept of being -rhich has all along been 
the basis for Christian theology. This theory is objective without 
unduly positing animatisri or even P. soul. It explains nature-gods, 
magic, taboo, totemism, etc. without the evolutionary preoccupation 
of previous generations which sail mana, dynamism, animatism, animism, 
etc. as more or less histor4. cal stagy: ) 0 
36) 
Later, Parrinder himself 
pleaded for it. 
(37) 
He introduced the concept of dynamism in a 
later revision of his "Test African Religion without actually ling 
out its implications for the whole book. 
(38) 
Fourthly, we might ask : thethor in any particular situation we 
are dealing crith one religion or with several religions. This is 
especially inportant among the Yoruba. The typology of religion 
can be illuminated by the typology of sects. The question arises 
whether Ifa, Öbatala, Sumo, etc., are to be treated as 
different religious systems or as subsidiary aspects of one sir. cae 
religious system. This -v. -as not done. 
(36) E. F. Evans Pritchard., Theories of Primitive Relic. on, O. U. F., 
1965, pp. 31ff. - 
(37) In his article on "Monotheism and Pantheism in Africa", 
Parrinder traced the advocacy for the concept of Dynamism by Tempols, 
Kagame, F. W. Smith, Lienhardt aLd L. V. Thai z of Dakar. He concluded: 
"I wish that more attention had been to my use of Tempels during, 
the last twenty years, because solutions to the problems of diversity 
may lie in that philosophy of posers" (1970, P. 87). 
(38) For Parrinder's ovm advocacy of the concept of Dynamism, see 
West African Religion, 194.9, pp. 16f; West African Psychol , 1951, 
, pp. 8f.; Reli 
ion in Africa , 1969, pp. fö, "Monotheism and Pantheism" 
1970, pp. 81-88. 
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Leaving the Parrinder school, we must now look back in time to 
the description of Yoruba religion in the much earlier classic 
history of the Yoruba by Samuel Johnson. 
(39) 
rY Y Here we note a 
socio-historical emphasis which is scarcely evident in the other 
descriptions. However, Samuel Johnson wrote mainly of the Oyo people 
to whom the name Yoruba previously applied. 
(40) 
The question which 
arises as to when and hor: the different religious ideas and 
observances became generally widespread among other Yoruba people 
has not yet been faced. No doubt, `, here has been a local diffusi_onisrl 
of religious ideas and observances spreading from Ile Ife, and Oyo. 
The first factor making this possible was the migration of Odudu, ä 
children as accepted by all Yoruba, including Edo and Dahomeans. 'T'his 
will be discussed in the section below. Then then: ,. as the 
wholesale movement of peoples necessitated by the many Yoruba wars 
which dominated the nineteenth century, with consequent inter-marriage. 
1 
Afolabi Ojo's treatment stands in a class by itself. He is 
a geographer with special interest in Human Geography and has 
from this position written a book on Yoruba Culture. Religious 
beliefs and practices of tho people are therefore put in the 
setting of the people's agricultural methods and observances. 
Thus, according to Ojo, the traditional religion of the Yoruba 
had its sigiificance mainly in the agricultural and other 
vocational life of the people. The Nature-Myth theory upon ;: hich 
(39) Samuel Johnson's History of the Yorubas was the first definitive 
written history of, the people. An introduction written by his 
brother, Dr. 0. Johnson, tells the curious circumstances which almost 
prevented its publication. : apparently, it contained too much 
evidence against the view then being popularised that those under 
colonial rule were people who had no history'. 
(40) Samuel Johnson generalized the history of the Oyo group 
for the history of all the Yoruba, though in his case he could 
possibly claim that he vns trritin ; of the Oyo pcc: ople and those who 
came under their rule. Scholars of Yoruba religion, on the contrarf, 
have generalized the religious history of the Ife for the whole of 
all the people later called Yoruba. It is time that this 
indiscriminate writing of social or religious history should be 
replaced by a more "scientific study of religion". 
(41) : ifolabi Ojo, Yoruba Culture, University of London Press, 1966. 
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he depended has its functional and dynaraistic dimensions. In this 
context, it has been easy to treat the "spiritual beings" as 
"nature divinities". 
What is common to these different groups of descriptions, 
however, is their dependence on a putative definition of religion. 
One methodological conclusion which has to be repeated here and 
which comes to confirm the total anthropological iiiethod advocated 
by E. E. Evans-Pritchard is that the history of religion ought 
always to be studied in relation to the history of the people themselvesý42) 
We might even say that the religion neither of a person nor of a 
community can be properly understood vithout an adequate consideration 
of the history of that person or of that community. All the available 
evidence goes to strengthen the case for our contention that 
though the metaphysical or ontological context is important, the 
socio historical has considerable significance, and the experiential 
is basic. These must constantly be looked for in an objective study 
of any religion. 
3, A HISTORICAL SUJDY OF YORUBA RELIGION 
-s' (a) Ile-Ife Legends of Origin 
The legends of Yoruba origin present conflicting accounts of 
the sources, ethnic relationships, and original homesteads of the 
Yoruba people. One set of ijths based on the holy city of Ile-Ife 
credits the place with being not only the cradle of the Yoruba fror, 
where th© Yoruba people dispersed to the- different parts where . 
they are 
now represented, but the cradle also of life, azid of all the nations of the 
world. 
(43) 
A Yoruba aphorism refers to Ile-Ife as the place from where 
licht comes into the iihole world; 
(4-2) E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion. O. U. P,, 1956, pp. 314fß 
Theories of Primitive Re15. f-ion, O. U. P., 1965, pp. 111f. A number of 
Eans-Pritchard's students 
and followers have developed and expounded 
this methodology in greater detail. E. G. John Beattie, Other Cu7. tures: 
2ii. ms, Methods and Chievements in Social lnthro olo ., Routledge Paperback, 19 , first published 
1961) , pp. 1+9- , 
67f. 
(4-3) William Bascom, a. cit., 1969, pp. 5, llf. 
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not only ab initio, but as a daily occurence with the rising 
sun. 
(44) 
The Ife legends are the better lmown of the We or three 
main varieties of stories of origin, and the Yoruba: . ultural 
excellence which has impressed the world of art since the early 
years of this century belongs to the Ife tradition. 
(45) 
The Ife 
bronzes and pottery, which are found in museums in Europe and 
. America and which continue to reward archaeological excavations 
still in process around Ile-Ife, are the pride of the Yoruba and 
a revelation of their history and cultural background. 
Oduduna m rths . The spread of the Yoruba people to the 
different parts of south-western Nigerian and of Dahomey has been 
explained in the r. Tyths by accounts of the local migration of 
Oduducýä's seven children. What the people were called at that 
time, or what they called themselves, history does not tell us. 
But they were not then called Yoruba, Under different 
circumstances, they called themselves "the sons of Udüduwa" or 
ýmý 17 'eniat ('people', 'those rho are chosen'), or 'oluku mi' (fir friends). 
Various versions of the Yoruba creation story exist. They all 
assume a direct traffic between heaven and earth, so that Yoruba 
creation stories all speak of a creation by agency. From the 
stories narrated by different alders and cult leaders, E. Aladernomi 
(44)ý Ile-Ifaý is about fifty, miles from Ibadan, the capital of 
the Oyö State of the Federation of Nigeria. 
rf 
(45) Radiocarbon datings together with oral tradition have plaood 
the growth of Ife art in a flourishing continuity from the tenth to 
the fourteenth centuries. See Frank VTillet, Lfrican Art, Thames and 
Hudson, London 1971. In S. O. Biobake (od. ), Sources of Yoruba Histo , 
O. U. P. 1973, PP. 111-175, an authoritative discussion of archaeological 
work on Yoruba art in wood and petal is undertaken by three experts in 
the field: Frank Willet, Dennis Williams and Fr. Kelvin F. Carroll. 
Well-r:: produced plates of specimens of Ife bronzes can be found in 
William Fagg, The Art of , 'estorn nfrica, Fontana Unesco Art Books 1967. 
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Kenyo has made a composite version combining an Oduduvia story, an 
Orisa story, and a bird (hen or a dove) story. 
(46) 
These elements 
could very well have been the nuclei of three different independent 
creation-stories, 
Two particular trail _tions are outstanding though they have 
frequently been conflated into one. Of the two, one gives prominencr. 
to 0üudura as the first max.. The other gives pride of place to 
"% /I- \ 
Orunmila. In either case, the first man came down from heaven with 
0batala, the agent of Oloduare (God Almighty) in the creation of 
man and other living creatures. It is significant that the 
.-'/ le tradition which accorded Obatula a permanent sojourn on the earth 
has not attributed to hire fatherhood of real sons and daughters who 
lived like men among men. ¶Thonever vie asked. the question ho were 
the children of Ob talc, the reply always r. s two all, because it i 
was he who moulded every human being' . In contrast, tradition sl-*; s 
that both Odttduwwa and O la were not personified forces, but re-al 
human earth-d-aellcrs having extensive stories told about their 
human experiences, with children who themselves wore human and 
not divine boinss. 
The Oduduztia version is part of a mythological chart:: r of tribes 
TN ' 
and clan-heads. Odd was a kind of crown prince in hoaven. He 
was sent to carve a 'kingdom' for himself out of the watery 
waste which was then the earth. He had sixteen divinities or 
personified heavenly beings (ýoriia) with him as his companions and 
servants. As already suggested above, it was one of the 
öisa 
, rho 
effected the creation of the earth. A variant story has it that 
w\ %ti 
Oduduwa contrived to do this by carrying some laterite and some 
(1ý6) F. Alademgini Kenyo, Origin of the Pro enitor of the Yoruba Price, 
Lagos, 1950, p. 9. c'. 
ý7il. liam Bascom, M. cit., 19 . 100 
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pieces of iron from heaven together with a hen. On descent, he 
placed the iron pieces on the water and put the laterite on the 
pieces of iron. Solid earth was made by the hen scratching the 
laterite thus spreading it. Ile-Ife is literally "the place of 
i 
the spreading", and it is still today the name of the sacred to: -/n 
whoro the spreading which effected the creation of the earth took 
(47) 
place. Thus was the creation of Ife accounted for. 
The creation of ml does not need to be accounted for separately 
in this version as a retinue of males and females came with Odudu; ra 
to the earth. The rest of the : mythological charter tells ho-. i the 
sixteen (sonn say seven) "sons" of Odudurva moved out of Ife and 
became clan heads and founders of kingdoms. 
Each clan of. the Yoruba people has f oinid a place for itself in 
... t \ \" (tß. 8 ) the charter of these sixteen or seven children of Oduduva. 
Belief in Odüdizia as the progenitor of the Yoruba people has had the 
effect of binding together the Yoruba" people wherever they may be 
found, 
(49) 
The founders , of one of 
the strong political parties in 
Independent Nigeria, the Action Group, first forded an Association 
of the Children of Odudü 
is (E"be Ono Qdudü a) as a cultural 
organisation to provide a sentimental springboard for the political 
party. 
% 
According to anothor group of stories, 
Öduduwa migrated from 
sone. ihere in the region of the levier Nile, and historical evidenco 
of particular migrations has been shoran to correspond with the 
oral tradition. For example, Biobaku suggests two Craves of migration 
to bring the Yoniba from their original homes in Upper Eorpt or 
(4.7) E. B. ido°. u, Ölodüm^. 
r God in Yoruba Belief, Longna. ns, 1962 
pp. 22f. 
- 
(48) 11.. i. Ajisafe, Op. t. , pp. 10f. N. A. Fadipe, The Sociology 
of the Yoruba, Ibadan University Press, 1970, p. 35. 
(49) It is significant that as far away as Brazil, when a programme 
of Yoruba studies .. -ras newly established in the Bahia University and 
it 
was decided to produce the first Yoruba play in ttU iversity, the 
play was one entitled Odudü 






The first migration, according to this suggestion, was 
part of the Kisra migrations in the 7th century A. D. which settled 
the Yoruba around Ida and in the 
rkiti 
country. The second ýýae. s the 
IN. -i, a Thdudurra migration at tha end of the 10th century A. D. ithich settled 
- 'k' 
more Yoruba in Ile-I. fe> Of course this is a "diff1wionist' 
explanation, but it crops up in variowi forms and will be referred 
to later in this thesis. 
New research in recent years has raised serious doubts about the 
iN (51) 
historicity of Oduduria and, his place in history, if he ever existood. 
ý1 `` Odudusia may be a myth in the sense that the details of the stories 
told about him and his children may not be historically true or 
accurate. Be that as it may, it still remains historically true that 
the myth has created the Yoruba people and some of their neighbours. 
The question of truth in roligious historical research has to 
distinguish betaeen ha historicity of particular events and the 
history of the impact of particular religious beliefs. For the latter 
case, it is not essential to stop to prove the historicity of the 
events nhich constitute the elements of belief. Vf; zat is important 
is to recogiize that the belief' is held by people at a particular 
point in history or over a particular period in history, and to look 
for the possible functions the belief has served or the influence it 
has exercised. 
(50) S. O. Biobaku, The Ori . tn of 
the Yoruba, University of Lagos, 1971, 
pp. 20-23. Komi Morgan' s The ;h oYoruba 1lnces , Ib<-adan n. 
d. , 
v: orked out in true diffu ionist manner the details of such mirmation, 
dram : ing linguistic parallels similar to those found in the works of 
J. 0. Lucas. This is the peril of this migration theory. The suNest 
is discussed by 1LW. Wescott, "Did the Yoruba cone from 'gypt? ", Oclu, 
Ibadan, No. 4. n. d. 
(51) Doubts about the historicity of Odudirra as an individual person 
have been dismissed by R. S. Smith, Kingdoms of the Yoruba, 1: etihuen, 
London 1969, pp. 99-100: "Every movement has its leaders, and it is 
their names sihich are usually recollected". of, also O. L. Z. liimiu. u, 
"Odudurra", Nigeria Magazine, Nos. 107-109, December 1970 - August 1971, 
PP. 85-90. 
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Obatala and Ociudu'ia. Reference has been mane above to Ohatala 
Ps an agent of olodumaro in the creation of the earth. Ohatala 
moulded the shape and form, while Olof 
duraro declared the fiat which 
meant life and personal identity. Incidentally, the creation of cyan 
is said to have taken placo in heaven and is supposed still to take 
place in heaven in every individual case in the process of continuing 
creation. A. kind of metaphysical connection is supposed to exist 
betheen the earth and that "presence" of 01odurare where creation 
takes place and to which the name heaven has been attached. As 
such, we are not loft with the possibility of asking "if they were 
created in heaven, ho,; do they come to earth? ", a phrasing which 
assumes an 'up there' heaven. However, an 'up there' heaven was 
assumed in the stoxy of the creation of the earth and all that it 
contains. $btala descended on a chain dorm to the watery mass on 
which he created solid earth. 
On closer examination, it is evident that there has been a 
grand mix-up between the story of Obatala and those of Oduduwa and 
also between_ the personalities and events vhich they represented, 
The Tb la stories have to be regarded as the older ones connected 
with the myths of the origin of the earth. The Oduduwa stories 
should be taken as later, representing a migrant Odudu 
äa 
who invaded 
and conquered the people among whom 
Obatala myths, culture and 
r 
cultism were current. Ulli Beier has suggested that Oduduvia 
conquered the land but "could not destroy the ancient god of the 
original owners of the land. To cstablish a claim to the land 
however, the myths of the creation of land are sometimes told . 1-7ith 
Ob s name replaced by that of Odudýiwa or that of ms's 
son Oranm an These are later variants, intended to establish the 
I 
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right of the newcomers" -(52) 
_\ 
i/ 
Ritual plays dramatised during the annual festifal of Obatala 
consnemorate this invasion of Ob tales land by Oduduýa. In the rituals, 
Obatala is depicted as being driven out of the town. Then, three 
i 
vreeks later, as the festival continues, he is received back to 
town in triumph. This certainly is a post-invasion element in the 
Obatala rituals starting from Ile Ife and spreading to other towns 
i 
among the Yoruba. 
We have noted above that the first person to settle in Ile-Ife 
IN 'oe was variously, named Oduduwa or Orunmila. The Oduduýýra story is pore 
popular and has been treated above. 
', /', 'S \1 Z,, \. /, -, Orunmila and Oduducra. Orunn, ila has been cre dited with the 
invention or discovery of the Ifa divinatory system, with the 
related Odu corpus of legends, some of which contain stories of 
ýý '_ \ Orunmila's on children and disciples, his life and experiences which 
are later used as models to guide other human beings. 
Leopold Senior, on a visit to lie-Ife to receive a honorary 
degree conferred on him by the University of Ife, made a moving 
,\e\' --\ 
reference in his address to Oduduaa as "the man of Ife". He said: 
(52) c; uoted from Ulli Beier, "Obatala: Five Myths of the Yoruba 
Creator God", Black Orpheus, No. 7, June 1960, Sbadan, p. 35, See a1_so, 
Ulli Beier, A Year of Sacred Festivals, Lagos, 1959, pp. 14-15. 
Stories relating Obatala to 4dudm7a are related by several taritcrs who 
do not necessarily give arty attention to the contradictions and 
inconsistencies or explain thcri in tetras of the historical invasions or 
migratj, on, e. g. E. B. Idov. ru, 22. cit., 1962 pp. 18-29. P. A. Miakinde, 
Ile-! fe: In Introduction, Ibadan, December 1970, pp. 7-9. Other 
vorsio s make Obatala the Seife of Oduduia, e. g. as cited by J. O. Luc: s, 
The Religion of the Yoruba., Lagos 194$, pp. 93-5. 
bk. 
ý 
- (1. - 
"This particular ; pan used the most authentic form of writing. Ho 
had no need to make books or build museums. His function was to 
express life through prayer and art, by symbolism. Thus he helped 
other men, all men, to lead a better life. " Then he prayed in 
conclusion for the University community, "Grant them the vision 
of the man of Ife". 
(53) 
Senghor has apparently combined in a 
picturesque way two of the great personalities reputed to have 
been involved each in his own unique ý, 7ay in the origin of the Yoruba. 
Sendhor's "the man of Ife" is both Odudir: va and Orunmila combined - 
the one to crhom is credited the ancestry of the Yoruba, and the 
other mho is acclaimed to be the embodiment and mediator of the 
wisdom, insight and pragmatism needed for coping adequately with 
the human situation. 
(b) S'ango and the rise of Oyo 
Later stories connected a nunb. r of Yoruba people Frith that 
other city of Oyo which from the seventeenth to the nineteenth 
centuries (c. 1650-1837 A. D. ) was the centre of the Yoruba kingdom 
and civilization, stretching inland to Bonin within Nigeria and 




of the Yoruba kings who ruled in O, o ; -aas named Sango. Round his 
personality has grorm a political and religious cult which has 
spread to many different parts of Yorubaland. 
There are many cycles of San stories in cirmt]. ation. Frobenius 
identified to of them as the primary ones. From this he drew the 
conclusion that there were two Sýanýö, one from Borgu on the River 
(55) "% / 
Niger and the other from Nupe rather north of that river. Idowu 
(53) D. ai y cg_, Lagos, 18th December, 1972, quoted in "Frank Talk, " 
Öjr byOcioe 
(524) The problem of the chronology of Yoniba history is dis cuss od 
carefully by R. S. Smith, a. cit. pp. 101-106. The date of J. D. 1650 
for the rise to poser of Oyo 
has been suggested by Basil Davidson, 
11 Histoi r of West Africa 1000-1$00, Lon; r n, 1767t, pp. 1.19k 213,311" 
(55) Leo Frobenius, The Voice of Africa, Vol. 1, Hutchinson, 
London, 1913, p. 210. 
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has attempted to coalesce the different SanCo, into one divinity, 
though ; he conceded that the personal characteristics and metaphysical 
principles connected with another divinity, Jaküta, came to be 
ascribed to Sango. 
(56) 
Further research is necessary into the many 
myths and historical traditions associated with the name. 
The Sangp to whom we refer hero is the one recorded by the 
/(57) 
Oyo historian Samuel Johnson as the fourth Älä-fin (King) of 
Oyo 
The founding of the older ancient Yoruba towns is estimated to be 
about A. D. 1000 with the founding of Oyo between 1170 and 1300. 
The The rise of 0yo as a power however is dated roughly about A. D. 1650. 
What is not yet clear beyond doubt is whether,; g was a ruler in 
the ancient Oyo era or in the later Old 0yo era, that is post-1300 
or post -1650. But that Sango was an historical figure is indisputable. 
From all accounts, was a tyrannical ruler. He did not 
depend upon the psychic qualities of his kingship, but resorted to 
the use of malignant medicine to frighten his chiefs and subjects 
into submission to his authority. His vrife, Oya, also shared in 
his medicinal knowledge and. prowess. Naturally, the people 
revolted against him and he hanged himself. His supporters continued 
to fight his cause, especially against their opponents who taunted 
then' -pith the memory of his suicide by hanging, Apparently the 
supporters, like their master, had medicinal means by which to reel 
havoc in retaliation against their enemies. The means they used gras 
arson, especially during rain and thunder-storms. If the lightning 
struck the house of any who had said 
Sen hanged himself, S 's 
f 
followers would persuade the victim to believe that the lightning 
(56) E. B. Idowu, op, ccit., 1962, pp. 92-94. 
(57) Samuel Johnson, TheHisttoor r of the Yorubas. Lagos, 1921, pp. 43. 
N. A. Fadipe, Sociology of the Yoruba, p. 263-makes Sa r. So the first 
Alafin of Oyo. It is to be aoted that other writers refer to Sang-0 as 
the third rather than the fourth king of Oyo. e. g. Judith Gleason, 
Orisha.. the Gods of Yorubaland, New York, 1971, pp. 3,63f. 
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was Sango's way of retaliation. The necessary act of reparation 
gras to confess that San o did not hang himself (SanCö ko so 
4" ý 
17 1 
Koso quickly became a slogan to be shouted as a protection against 
lightning and the anger of Sango. The place vAiere Sow was 
supposed to have hanged himself becano a cultic centre named Koso. 
The cult quickly spread far and wide-. 
(58) 
Td. ov7u has attributed the spread of the Samen o cult to a 
"hybridization" uhich took place bet'; een the Savo cult and that of 
an earlier Yoruba solar divinity mythically connected with thunderstones 
Jakuta. Ho writes, "but it is certain that if this subtle hybridization 
i 
had not happened, Sango would have been no lore than an ancestor in 
the same category as the other ancestral kings, perhaps a little 
more propitiated because of his strong character". 
(59) 
This 
observation has not taken account of the historical political 
development which followed S anLo's death and which was both part 
of and an instrument of the rise of the Oyo kingdom. 
The cult of San -o spread beyond. Oyo because it was deliberately 
r r, .P 
used for political purposes by Sanyo' s followers and because it was 
politically protected and fostered. An understanding of the 
administrative pattern of the Oyo Kingdom is necessary to appreciate 
this. 
Oyo royalty was as much religious as secular; its maintenance 
i 
depended as much on spiritual as on military strategy. In the 
heyday of the power of the Cyo kingdom, the ! aafin appointed 
official representatives to supervise local administration in the 
different provinces. These officials usually came from among the 
Ilari., men descended front these who were oriPlinally palace slaves 
and whose loyalty could not be called into question. Their 
administrative task was collecting tributes for the Idaafin and 
(58) Judith Gleason, 2p. cit., pp. 58-78. Harold Courlander, T a1os 
of Yoruba. Gods knd eroes, Cron Publishers, Inc. , Now York, 
1973, 
PF. 79-$2,91-400- 
(59) 22. cit. 1962 p. 94. 
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ensuring that plots against the Alaafin's rule where nipped in 
the bud. With this they combined the religious duty of spreading, 
enforcing and protecting the Sango cult. In many oases, the 
e/' 
resident Ilari administrators were at the same time S , Lo priests. 
ý6ýý 
Thus, the Ssngo cult was deliberately fostered end used for political 
i 
objectives. Its persistence and maintenance, ho.: ever, depended on 
the medicinal techniques associated with its observance and on the 
fear of retribution instilled into the hearts of adherents and others. 
Ö 
atala anti Sango. Those who were responsible for spreading 
% 1011 the Sane cult would certainly have to contend with the popular 
Obatala cult which went back to time immemorial, the time before 
Oduduwa, and expressing the fact of its invincibility oven in the 
%, 
face of an Oduduvia take-over of the land. The contention between 
aatala 
worshippers and the vanguard of the cult of Sango was 
/ 
depicted in later myth and ritual plays. Such myths speak of Obatala 
i 
and Sängo as being friends. 
(61) 
The story is told that Obat 
1 
once decided to pay a visit to his friend, Sango, and. insisted on 
going in spite of oracular predictions of an ill-fated journey. 
It happened that as he got near his friend's kingdom, he saw his 
friend's horse -vrhich had escaped and took it in ordor to return it 
to his friend Sango. Sango's servants who did not. recognise him 
i if 
took him for a thief. They held him and put him in prison where 
he languished for seven years. During the period, however, Sanfro's 
kingdom was struck by climatic misfortunes which made life in society 
miserable. When consulted, the oracle pointed to an innocent man 
languishing in jail. SanTo later identified his friend0bý a and 
had him released. This myth and the ritual plays connected with it 
,N/ .º 
establish the Obi cult as being only one among others* able to 
(60) Basil Davidson, Op. cit. pp. 180f. 213f. A. L. I'abogunje and 
J. Omer-Cooper, 0:? u in Yoruba History, Ibadan University Press, 1971, 
p. 17. 
(61) Harold Courlander, Op. cit, pp 83-86. Judith Gleason, . oit. 
pp. 30-40. 
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assert its lasting quality only through its moral strength, 
particularly loyalty, patience and long-suffering. 
(62) 
If Obý a talc 
represents Ile-Ife and Sam represents Oyo, the implication for 
social history and relationships amon; s the Yoruba is clearly that 
Ile-Ife has to accept being just one among other Yoruba toi-ns 
yet having a moral and spiritual influence among all. It is 
sigiificant that this simple truth has been ritualised. 
Ogun and the Yoruba toi. -ms outside the Oho empire. 
The Oyo empire never embraced the whole of Yorubaland. It hold 
sway over the sub-tribes living in the southern towns and villages. 
But the north-eastern kingdoms of the Ijosha and the Ekiti. never 
I . 1e fully came under the rule of Oyo. It is interesting to note that 
it is in these areas that OZn is found to be the cult which provi ies 
the most festive socio-political ritual celebrations of the year. 
Among other Yoruba groups, Qfn is found mainly as a professional 
cult of the guilds of hunters and blacksmiths. Why this is so is 
not unrelated to the failure of Oyo to subdue these people and 
the way the people were able to repulse the attacks of 
'yo 
soldiers. 
Ogun was said to be one of the children of Oduduwa and lived 
with his father for a time before he moved into a forest hide-out 
at Ire or 0ko Ori which served him as a workshop for his manufacture 
of iron implements. 
(63) 
The cult which grey: up around his narre has 
been associated with hunting, warfare and implements of iron. 
At least one of the myths related about in is in connection 
with the origin or the ear7, y days of iron-smelting and iron-srnithoy-y. 
(62) This story has caught tho imagination of contemporary Yoruba 
poets and)interpreters , as evidenced by J. P. Clark, "The Imprisonment 
of Öbatala", poem published in Black Orphous, Ibc ul n, No. 10, y. 5 
and ObotunderIj5 ere and Ulli Beier, The Imprisonment of Öb-Atala an,? 
201Y, Heinemann, 1966 X 
(63) Several r.. yths connected with the exploits of 0 on are narrate I 
in Judith Gleason, 2. Cit., pp. L, 4-56. 
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Yoruba iron-smelting techniques have been dated at somewhere in the 
period botvaeen 500 B. C. and A. D. 200(64) This may be taken to 
represent the time 1-1-ion the professional cult of hunters also became 
the cult of iron implements. How soon aften+tards the peaceful uses 
of iron passed into the making of war implements, we do not know. 
Whatever the case, the 0m cult must have existed for a long time 
among the Yoruba side by side with the cults of Obatala, Oduduwa 
and the latter-day San go. 
OaM versus 
San . There is a story told about a dispute 
between Sango and On as to who was senior to the other. Seniority 
in Yoruba tradition is established mainly by age. This is attested 
by the use of the words Eton and Aburo which are generally 
I\ 
. 01 
employed in seniority disputes. The connotation of e bon_ is always 
'older brother or sister or kin', and aburo is the direct opposite, 
refering to one who is younger in age. But the same terliis are 
h 
used in reference to superiority in strength and poTaer. 
The dispute was said to have arisen from the fact that ra. 
OMn's wife, divorced him and married SanM. Odra took the 
responsibility entirely on herself and absolved Sap from any 
fault in this matter. It was she who was tired of staying at home 
by herself during OnunI s frequent and long war expeditions. 
However, 
Ö 
challenged SSanpö to, a fight. As it happened, Sängo 
defeated OLan on three different occasions. Their dispute had 
an adverse effect on the cosmic order. The rain did not fall, crops 
could not grow and ripen, maidens suffered malnutrition and delayed 
their weddings. The dispute therefore became of vital interest to 
the community. The two were summoned to the king. There the dispute 
about divorce and seduction became a seniority dispute and a contest 
(6L. ) Dennis Williams has discussed. this dating in his paper on 
"Art in Metal" in S. O. Biobaku (ed. ) , Sources of Yoruba History, 





of power. The king adjourned the case for seven &Lys after which 
he ordered each party to return with seven knots on a piece of 
cloth. t. 'ihen the day arrived and the seven knots of each were 
untied, the knots of On were found to be empty, but those of 
San contained some cotton wool. A woman, Yemo; ija, was invited 
by the king to adjudicate in the matter. Yemönja adjudged 
Samen o, to be the more powerful because he had control over the rain. 
an of course had to be acknowledged because he had power over 
warfare and bloodshed. 
(65) 
-/ _'- Since 0, -,. m was undoubtedly knorm at Ile-Ife, there being a 
smithery v: dth an immense stone mallet within the palace precincts 
and known in Ile-Ife as "the smithery of Dun the first blacksmith 
on earth", the historical seniority of O, gun can be said to be well 
attested. The story related above is undoubtedly an 
Öyo 
charter 
iry-th seeking to establish Sian o; the now oyo 
palace 
cult, over the 
o üz cult which was evidently widely known and practised before 
i 
the reign of the fourth 
Alaafin of Oyo after whose demise the S 
ngö 
'°ý {1-. 
cult came into existence. 
v Iý 
In Ilesha and Ekitiland where Oyo influence was not felt, the 
Mr 
cult is widely accepted as being the-chief cult of the people. 
The fact that these areas lie more in the forest zone of Yorubalanci 
(66) 
in contrast to much of the Oyo area which is of the savannah type 
would encourage the inhabitants to be hunters of game. Coupled vrith 
the fact that the Ijesha and Ekiti were valiant in warfare, the O un 
cult mould naturally be highly favoured among them. 
VVri, 
after all, 
is the cult of hunters, of soldiers, of all who deal in metal 
implements, all who need manly courage. 
(65) This story is recorded in a Yoruba poem. See A. O. Adebayo, 
Standard Yoruba Course,, Ibadan, 1965, pp. 152-153. 
(66) See A. L. riabogunjý and Omer-Cooper, p. 1. 
hh, 
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t, /- 
The annual celebration of the Open festival in different 
Yoruba totems places the emphasis on different elements of the 
various Dgun myths and aspects of the social history of the people. 
For example, th:; climax at the annual celebration of the 0 fun 
festival in Ilesha today is a simulated warfare in which the town 
chicfs are involved in the open market-place, watched by hundreds 
of the populace vhosu communal fortune or peace is believed to 
depend on this re-enactment of an ancient war in which 0 uz fought 
on the side of the Ijesha. Thus among the Ijosha, as among other 
groups, the O un festival and its rituals are believed to be of 
the greatest efficacy for the well-being of the whole community. 
In Ire, reputed to be the place of abode of 
Ö, 
ýun when ha left 
Ifo and therefore the home of his first foundry, the annual Mn 
festival celebrates his exploits with his people and his last 
days among them when, after a maci slaughter of his people, he vo . ed 
to there his protection whenever they called upon him. 
(67) 
In Ile-Ife, 
the ritual drama depicts a conflict between the king and the 2L-IM 
priests resulting in the king's victory. 
(68) 
In Ede, the displaces ont 
of OPun by San is most marked. Ogun was the original cult of the 
Tipi, the king of Ede. The legend -., hich relates how the Sango cult 
i 
was introduced speaks of the birth of a baby boy to a Timi. The boy 
was born with both fists firmly closed. The Ifa oracle directed that 
priests be sent for from 0yo. It was they who : sere able to 
open the fists and in them were found a co^rxy and a colt stone, 
emblems of the San oý cult. The boy became a cult adherent. 
jr 
(67) Richard Taylor, "0gun Onire", Nijoria Magazine, Tdo. 114,1974, p"57" 
(6B) op. cit. p. 57. 
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He later became v! Timi and it was during his 
(69) 
replaced 0¬nxn as the king's primary cult. 
in this stony are similar to the knota in the 
narrated above. 
rei&i that Sango 
I. 
The clenched fists 
parallel story 
The r, ecn: ings of the 
a, 
ýn cult are therefore many and varied. 
The praise names of q,, --, u, -n 
include a section in iihich the singer 
fl 
t narrates that he had information about no less than seven varieties 
(70) 1 of the O; un cult, and ccrtai1y sevr,. n here is just a round number. 
=. i 
The illustrations quoted by the singer happen to have included 
none of the significant ones we have referred to above. This 
underlines the fact that in the commemoration of O pm, each group 
emphasizes only thrso aspects which are of social or personal 
significance to it. 
In the face of the evidence presented above, it is no longer 
valid simply to compile a list of Yoruba gods and goddesses as 
if they originated in their present form - their eneological order, 
their substantive attributes and their hiorarchial stratified 
statuses - by mans of an original primeval revelation to the 
Yoruba ancestors. Instead, we must see the divinities in terms 
of the social-political struggles within and between the various 
Yoruba groups,. for their present form has been shaped by their history. 
There are many Yoruba groups. Each Yoruba tribe or sub-tribe 
has its own cult considered by local people to be of the greatest 
social significance for themselves. In each locale, the cult which 
provides the over-all festival and ceremony of the year is considered 
to be the most important cult. There are many cultural strands among 
the Yoruba. Therefore, we should expect to have various religious 
strands and traditions. 
(69) Ulli Beier, A Year of Sacred Festivals in One Yoruba Tovm, 
Lagos, 1959, pp. 42£. 
(70) The poem as found on p. 285 of Dur. angla and J? je, Iý: v n a. ati 
Orisa IlQ Yörüb. Onib? noje Press, Ibadan. 1967, lists the dif eront 
rit ä1 o fering for the Ogun associated with five different kings, 
one professional ;. roup (carvers and sculptors) and one privq, te `, individual v ho, probably is a vai-riorr. Cf. J. F. 9dun jo, 
tic 




The Ile-Ife strand is the earliest and has cultural significance. 
The 0ystrand originated in nilitary conquest and developed 
political pre-eminence. Other local strands can still be traced in 




Igan Okoto, A 
_emo and the local calendar of 
cultic rituals in Ijebu-Ode as described for us by Chief Okubote 
in his book published in the late 19303.01) In each case, the 
social and political history of the people has influenced the 
ascendancy or decay of the cults. Such. a social history has 
to be considered with respect to their influence on the religious 
system of the people. 
We hold therefore that it is more realistic to treat the objects 
of worship and cults of the Yoruba in the light of the social history 
of the people rather than to regard the whole as one intellectually 
logical complex in which the 'gods and goddesses' became the minister 
of the Supreme God Olodumare, Qr evolutionary emanations of divinity 
belonging to a hierarchical order populated with a high-God, nature 
divinities, ancestral ghosts and charms and amulets in a descending 
order. The former is a theological myth; the latter is a history-of- 
religion myth. The matter bears further discussion. 
Ii 
} 
(71) A comparative study of a calendar of annual festivals in 
different Yoruba towns is an illuminating exercise supporting the view 
that there are various cults peculiar to particular places, with Tide 
differences in names and t, ypys of Quilts.., 
, 
For the I jfbu, for example, 
Moses Bötü Ökubptg (Irre YW--uri -61 Itan I'ebü, Lisabi Press, Iba&%n, 
n. d., pp. 59-79 has a list Oxid description of each, though the order 
is different from that given by another eminent Ijebu man, Chief J. A. 
Ajib9la in his "Öcie Yom,, O. U. P. , Tha tan, 1968, p. 8. The latter 
committed the usual mistake of claiming his list to be general for the 
'Yoruba'. The list is then reprodugeeýby Ch of +j, F. 9dunj9,0E. cit., 
p. 139. J. A. Olusola in his Ancient 
fa bu-Öde, Abigdun Ibadan, 
1968 provides very useful information on the cults (called 'fetiches') 
special to each ' quarter' or ward in 
kjebu-Ode town (See pp. 9-29). 
What a variety, and such a silent condennation of the stereotype 
listing with which we are familiar in the standard textbooks on the 
religion of the Yoruba. 
I ji 
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Li.. THE SIGNT ECAANCN OF IFA IN YORUBA RELIGION 
(a) Definition of Ifa 
We have seen above how Orunmila is regarded both as companion 
of Öd 
uau 
wa on their first arrival on earth and as the alter ego of 
"the man of Ife", the first man and ancestor of all. Eponymous 
stories surround the name of Oduduwa, A complicated system of 
myths and rituals usually used for divination and other practical 
'/ý\ 
purposes is associated with Orunmila. This cultic system is what 
r. , is known as Ifa. 
Yoruba men of relit on always insist that Ifa is not an orisa 
but a religious system. Orunmila who is closely connected with 
Ifa is like any other Orisa. But Ifa itself is only the name of 
the magico-religious system which provides the means for coping with 
life for an individual, his lineage, his cultic or professional 
group. 
The basic content of Ifa is the Odu or corpus of myths. 
There are 16 primary Odu (myth-sequences) in the Ifa system, 
By a series of combination and permutation, 240 Secondary Odu are 
formed, thus making a total of 256. Each 
0du 
or myth-sequence has 
a multiple of stories called 'houses' or 'traditions'. No one is 
able to say ho-i,, man; 'houses' there are in each Odu. Sixteen have 
been suggested, but this may be an easy 'round figure' tallying with 
the original sixteen. It means that there are some 4,096 stories 
in the Ifa system which each priest is expected to preserve by oral 
transmission and utilise in the daily function of divination! It has 
been found that in actual practice a priest does not know more 
than say four stories to each Odu, And it is possible that some 
2 
stories are only variants of others. 
(72) 
(72) M. & F. Herskovits, Op. cit. p. 18 
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The specialist who handles the Ifa myths is called a babälavro, 
the man of lmor; ledCe, the father of mysteries, To obtain wisdom 
about a situation from IN, the babala o holds sixteen palm-nuts 
in his left hand.. He attempts to collect theln with his right 
hand, taking note of' how many remain in the left hand. Should he 
have one left, he makes two signs on the powdered trayt. When. he 
has two left, he makes one sign. The operation goes on eight 
times. By this time he can read what Odu 'house' is indicated. 
Through a recital and exegesis of the Ödu, the bäbäl wö has the 
necessary information and guidance appropriate to the life situation 
under investigation. It is these Odu myths and the whole Ifa 
system 'which we propose need to be examined to discover the source, 
the boundary-lines, the direction and the existential relevance 
of Yoruba religious behaviour into which context Christianity came. 
(b) Which is the most important Orisa cult? 
The significance of Tfa in the Yoruba religious scene can be 
is 
appreciated if vie raise the question as to whicY&lie central cult 
of all the Orisa cults in the Yoruba religious system. Olodümire 
is not part of the consideration here for he is not one of the 
", orisa 
divinities. He occupies a class by himself. But of the orisa 
1 
cults, which is the most highly regarded or centrally determinative 
of what happens to the rest? This is an intriguing question. 
Passing reference 'ras made to it by Parrinder(73) in reference 
NI \/\\ 
to the claims made by the Ij Orunmila on behalf of the personage 
after whom their I'oo was named. The whole question deserves a thorou i 
examination. Over against Parrinder's comment about the claims of 
\ the I J9' Orunmil\ 
/ 
a, that "this cult is only one of the old pagan cults, 
and cannot speak as the whole of Yoruba reli. on", we set his own 
(73) op. t. 1961 p. 193 
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earlier statement which is worth quoting in full here: 
"There is a great body of of stories connected with 
Ifä in which nearly all the gods recur, and which 
is a fund of information on Yoruba religion that 
is still only partially recorded. This shop-rs the 
i 
importance of Ifa as intermediary between men and 
the gods, and therefore he is connected with all 
of them "'(74) 
The comparison of Orunmila to Jesus either as the founder of a 
universal religion or as a prophet sent to a specific people is 
another question. This will be carefully and critically examined 
later on. The central position of the Ifa cult in Yoruba religion 
is what we contend has to be examined on its own merits. 
There is a practical significance in this question for the 
Christian Church as it seeks to make itself indigenous among the 
Yoruba. Any religion which is finally going to replace the 
traditional religion will have to meet, in their contemporary 
forms, the same needs as that religion. So, what is the central 
feature of Yoruba Traditional Religion in which Christianity 
has to be rooted? Our answer is that central to the Yoruba 
Traditional Religion is the IFA divinatory system which enshrines 
all the myths of origin of the world and of the characterization of 
forces operative in the world. The corollary to this is better 
-1 
added at once; that the significance of Ifa consists chiefly in its 
functional relevance for solving the dilei as experienced by 
individuals in their hiunan existential situation. 
(c) The evidence of missionary and other observers. 
The prime position of Ifa in the vast number of cults and 
ri. tual systems of Yorubaland : ras easily recognized by the earliest 
missionaries. In the memoirs of Anna Hinvierer, life of the first CMS 
M) =. cit. p. 138. 
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missionary in Ibadan, it is noted that: "The gradual suppression 
of the slave-trade opened the way, in 1843, for the preaching of the 
Gospel to the inhabitants of this country, whose religion is a 
system of idolatry, in which a multitude of orisa or idols, above 
i1 
all, Ifa, the rod of divination, who is represented and consulted 
by means of palm-nuts, are worshipped as mediators between the 
people and the one Supreme God whom they acknowledge. Their religion 
is laden with foolish and cruel superstitions, even human sacrifices 
being offered to some of the gods on special occasior_s. "(75) 
There are other references to Ifa in her memoirs, On noticing 
the name of one woman enquirer as Ifave, Anna Hinderer recorded. 
"You will remember Ifa is the Chief god of the Yorubas, Many names 
are given in honour of him. Ifawe means 'Ifa washest. This led us 
to speak to her of the only efficacious washing of our guilty souls 
in the precious blood of Jesus". 
(76) 
One interesting entry noted that 
the missionary couple at one time ran short of supplies and attempted 
to borrow money from the chiefs. "Ifa must be consulted before D. I. 
could be lent cowries", but "Ifa forbade them to lend the white man 
corzries ". 
(77) 
She later commented: "Some poor heathen look on and 
say, What is the use of their serving God? they die, and they get 
" ý< 
(78) 
trouble; and Ifä and. Sango etc, often help us . 
Talbot sometimes seems to give prominence to San o. "He is 
natural; the cult of the lightning god is most prevalent in the 
interior regions, where the rainfall is not so heavy and its absence, 
or presence, assumes greater importance". 
(79) 
Apparently, Talbot 
failed to note the historico-political aspect of Slp to nthich 
attention has been called above. But later on, he wrote, "In some 
(75) Anna Hinderer, Seventeen Years in the Yoruba Country, London, 
1872, pp. 18-20. 
(76) Ibid pp. 221-223. 
(77) zbia p""231, 
(78) aid p. 235 
(79)-P. A. Talbot, `1"he Peoples f Southern N3_aeri. a, Oxford, 1926, p. 16 
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cases the original name of the divinity was superseded by one which 
was really borne by some here, to whom many of the attributes of the 
god were transferred, when details of the former cult had been 
forgotten. Examples of this may probably be found in Sann the 
Yoruba god of lightning and Ödüdüwa the earth goddess. In others a 
man noted for his great wisdom and heroism has been deified or 
semi-deified after his death - such as Ifa, the Yoruba god of 
(80) \\\X+ 
divination". Later on, he noted that "with the OGzo Ekiti S&n 
is lmowon as Onyilä, but is not as popular as Ifs 
(81) 
He noted later still: "Among most of the Yoruba sub-tribes, 
especially the Ijebu and the Fkiti the favourite doity is Ifa, the 
god of divination and wisdom, ,, aho is worshipped by all the men and 
is deemed by many to be the one appointed by the Supreme God to 
protect and rule their tribe". 
(82) 
Talbot has a table of "The 
Principal Deities and their symbols" for the different Southern 
Nigerian tribes treated in his book. 
(83) 
On page 60, he has Ölt 
for o-, 'o but for I jeb 
, 
he put down "If 
, 
not Äýrla oun" as the 
Supreme God! 
Talbot observes that Ifa priests "rank as the highest of all 
Yoruba priests and are followed in order of seniority by those who 
practice medicine, the Aosanyin, etc.; the priests of 
Obi and 
Ödüduä.,. then those of Shanro .. and last of all those of Orisha 
Oko. " 
8 
"It was Ifa, often called Aywrumila, who instituted the Yoruba lunar 
month, and the first day of their week is named after him, 'Öo Awo', 
the day of the sacred". 
(85) "If cannot be consulted unless the 
counsel of an inferior oracle called Awpele, who is regarded as his 
(80) Ibid. p. 18. 
(81) Ibid. p. 23. 
(82) . p. 33. 
(83) Ibia" pp. 55-60 
(84) Ibid. p. 33. 
(85) = p. 33. 
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attendant, is first taken... 
A 
Mele is however consulted only on 
J/ 
minor matters and by anyone who has laarnt the procedure from 
Bäbälä o. The priests themselves have recourse to it daily, 
while they only perfor,: the Ifä divination every fifth clay". 
(56) 
Writing of thy; Ketu arm of the Yoruba people, Crov Cher observed, 
"The chief superstition of the people is the worship of the devil, 
Ifa, and other country fashions common in this country. The Ecun 
of Yoruba, and the Oro and O ooni of the Egbas, are not allow-&& in 
the town in Ketu; they are looked upon as inventions which spoil 
the country. " 
87 
"Of the religious cults, the Ifa diviners who 
could influence the choice of a new king and whose predictions were 
sought on all major problems were obviously important". 
(88) 
Thus, the central position of Ifa in the Yoruba religious system 
has impressed missionary observers and ethnographical writers for 
very long. Furthermore, there has been a ronewed interest in its 
study from the end of the nineteenth century, with the result that 
the Ifa system has become the most carefully st died. and, documented 
so far of all the different elements in Yoruba religion. Nevertheless, 
no comparative study of religion has hitherto faced the real 
implications of this observation. Nor has the influential position 
of Ifa been realised in the contemporary readjustment of the Christian 
Church among the Yoruba. 
By Lijadu's use of stanzas from the Ifa corpus, he shows his 
conviction about the centrality of Ifaa in the Yoruba religious 
system, and the si giificence of Ifa myths as containing the richest 
deposit of theological ideas in Yoruba traditional religion. 
One Atunndaolu of the Wesleyan Methodist Church was noted in the 
Synod minutes of 1900 in MMS Archives in London as having been 
(86) Ibid p. 136 
(87) Quoted by E. G. Parr3nder, The Story of KeUniversity of 
Ibadan Press, 1962, p. 93, 
(86) A. L. Mabcgun je and J. Omer-Cooper, 02. Lit. p, 10 
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interested in a study of the Ifa oracles. He paid. a visit -td Ile. -Ife 
(ßg) 
in the previous year "to learn the language of O 
ladürýa1° 
Thus a great interest in Ifahas been shoran all along. 
What to do with Ifä has been a problem in the indigenization 
process of Christianity among the Yoruba as the history of the 
-\ (90) Ethiopian Church and the later Ad u1 awoo amply illustrates. 
Many have been scared away from what they considered to be the 
paganism and idolatry in Ifa. Others, with a bravado inspired by 
nationalistic zeal amounting to jingoism, have plunged headlong 
into a full-scale adoption of Ifa as the most comprehensive 
Yoruba religious system. Our limited objective in this thesis is 
to trace briefly the history of what has happened so far, and., in 
a theological'rray, to indicate what seem to be the underlying 
spiritual stniggles which have been going on in the mind of many 
Yoruba Christians. 
N - 4-11 (d) Ifa, embraces all Orisa cults. 
Another question which needs to be a3ked is whether any effort 
has over been made by the Yoruba people -hemselves to reduce their 
traditional religion to a unified and integrated system. The answer 
is yes. The only comprehensive system which we IciOll of is Ifa. 
Ta is a religious system which seeks to integrate the ! hole 
of the Yoruba religibus system, mythical, historical, imperialistic- 
local-historical, personal-lineage custom (which includes the 
custoü, ary way in which each lineage performs their rites of passage) , 
etc. IIfa is in a class by itself. It is not an orisa. It c1id not 
cone dorre from heaven 
(or the sky) like Qb ; neither did it spring 
from Yema'a's breast like Sm or Öbaluaye. 
(89) This phrase was brought to my notice by Dr. J. D. Y. Peel in a 
conversation on 2nd May, 1974- 
('9-0) See chapter- It! below. 




ct. pp. 6-10 
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A process of centralizing Ifa has been going on all the time. 
For long, Ia has }ý+t a unique place. V&iP4 ,t For example, 
in the idea of a 4-day week and the variant idea of a seven-day week, 
it has traditionally been disputed whether Ifa had a separate day 
or not. As the sa in 'o - Bni ti ri bI yg goes Ojo bopbö 1 ojo Atiao. 
o 
kiel beel' o nmu Bäbälai: o di' fa oj umo. "Every day is an Ifa day. 
It is because no tomorrow is ever like today that a Bäbalawo 
consults the Ifa oracle each succeding day". 
1 
Ifa is a Yoruba religious complex which has sought to embrace 
and co-ordinate all the different cults of Yorubaland into a 
meaningful whole, providing both for each individual and each 
community a religious pattern with its own relevant existential 
character. Compared to thi3, the theological and phenomenological 
pattern created by the intellectualist approach which has for long 
dominated the scene is existentially irrelevant. Wncn things go 
wrong, Ifa confidently declares where and why and which of the cults 
would help toward$ a solution. 
Ifa can be taken as a repository of information on all forms 
of Yoruba religions and cults. 
(92) 
It is the depository of the myths 
of the different divinities and the cults associated rith them. It 
has the stories of origin of all the cults in the Yoruba system. 
1 ffa contains the information about the genealogies of the orisa and 
i 
their relationships one to another. Ifa is generally consulted as 
to the appropriate date for celebrating the annual festivals of the 
different cults. As such, it can rightly be said that the other 
cults are subsumed }within it. 
The question probably resolves itself at this late date to one 
of investigating also which is the most resilient of all the Yoruba Or4. sa. 
(92) E. G. Parrinder, 1961, p. 138. 
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Today, most of the Yoruba reli ious cults are disintegrating and 
disappearing from the scene. Some of them are confined now to 
particular Yoruba tour s and villages. For example, Osün is worshipped 
today only in Oso; o and its environs. It is a riverain god (some 
say goddess). Even though the 
Ösun 
river flows and passes through 
other villages, yet Osun worship is either completely non-existent 
it 
or is not as enthusiastically and elaborately observed in those 
villages as in OsoLbo. It is so deep-seated in 
Oskbo itself 
bbcause there are 
Osogbo 
myths in which the bsun is closely bound 
to the cultural history of the people. Similarly in Ede, where Säß 
worship seems to take precedence because of a close historical link 
. 
(93) 




festifal is now bound up with Sao 
R ./ 
In the same way, Ö is confined now largely to Ilesha and Ekiti areas. 
The force of change has meant the disappearance of some cults. 
In the case of Ifa, change has meant an increase of its importance. 
With the attenuation of so many of the Yoruba religious cults 
as distinct systems, it becomes clearer how Ifa has all along 
incorporated them into itself while at the same time giving them their 
distinctive standing so that they have had their own priesthood, 
rituals and life-situation specializations. The existence of a 
priesthood kept the distinctiveness alive. As soon as the priesthood 
disappears, however, the continuing existence is kept in being by the 
Ifa system. The Ifä baba1 
wo 
now serves as proxy for the Osým priest, 
the Yemön'a priest, the b zn priest, and others whereever these 
latter priests no longer exist. 
i 
Ifa is the last surviving, most dynamic, most alive, most wide- 
spread of all Yoruba religious cults. This is due to the fact that 
it has a professional priesthood, a body of i o'i1edge and beliefs 
-which are systematically transmitted to the novice or initiate., and 
(93) cf. Time of Ed 's letter to the Nigerian Christian, Ibadan 
December 1970. ýýý 
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unlike most of the other cults is evidently related to the whole 
of life 
In the light of the discussion above on the unity of the 
Religion of the Yoruba, we consider it important to make a note of 
the integrative centrality of the Ifa cult in Yoruba Religion. 
It is in the Ifa system that Yoruba religions become Yoruba Religion, 
a coherent system of the beliefs and practices of one people 
speaking one language and living in a wide geographical area which 
now forms part of Nigeria. 
The theological system of the Yoruba people is found mainly in 
the 0du-Ifa. This has to be maintained as a basic working idea, 
i 
This is the ground on which Fela Sörände 
criticised 
Idotru, that he 
simply quoted the Odu without acknowledging that the quotations were 
from the Ifa's stem. 
(94) 
y Professor Idowu used Odu-Ifa extensively 
but did not emphasise that it was within the Ifa system that his 
"Diffused Monotheism" begins to become meaningful. 
I#oiever, the common people today do not consciously live by a 
detailed knowledge of the Ifa corpus. Knowledge of the If corpus 
is more restricted than ever before. Many converts from traditional 
religion now live by new systems which they have learnt in their nearly 
adopted religions, either Christianity or Islam (or Rosicrucianism, etc. ). 
The Babalawo of today do not seem to take a keen interest in Odu stanzas 
and stories which can be considered as being of theological sifnificü. nce. 
Judging from the popular If. books that are being put on the market to 
guide diviners and interpreters of dreams, there is definitely a greater 
interest in stanzas of practical geomantic and cultic values. It is 
these which provide easy predictions for individual personal problems, 
with ritual prescriptions and incantations to relieve anxieties and if 
possible ensure future happiness, Stories of philosophical, cosmic and 
(9k) Fela Socrande, Ifa, Foreward Press, Yaba East, n. d. pp. 25fß 
Sowande elaborated upon this view in a personal conversation. 
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universal interest are considered not practical enough, or are even 
considered by most Bäbälaw to be more dangerous to memorize because 
of the inherent potency of such stories. 
We have indicated above that some scholars have analysed 
African Traditional Religion into four distinct elements, viz. 
i. belief in a Supreme God, 
ii. ancestor-cults, 
iii. cults related to nature-spirits, 
iv. the use of magic, charms and amulets. 
It can be shoran that the last three of these elements are closely 
related to the maintenance, preservation and strengthening of life 
and are therefore matters of life and death. It is at these points 
that questions of the nature of the African world-view can properly 
be raised. !; hat Fr. Tempels has described as a recognition of 
vital force or the people's awareness of dunamis is felt in these 
realms. The cult -, There all these are summed up in Yoruba religion 
is Ifa. Here is where we discover the springs of African Theologyi' 
Beliefs and practices . rising from these areas and therefore 
from 
the Ifa cult as a whole pervade the life of the Yoruba man so much 
that when a Christian, for example, backslides from Christian faith 
and practice into Yoruba "paganism", what he reverts to is not the 
worship of Olodumare, but rather to some aspect of the Ifa system. 
It is evident, as Parrinder has noted and as we have discussed above, 
that Ölodd is rarely worshipped - far less than the spirits and 
forces related to the renaining three-quarters of Yoruba religious life. 
One might say then that to understand Yoruba Traditional Religion 
in its dynamic effect on daily existence, we should not begin with 
a study of the High-God concept (Olodumäre , but rather with 
the 
psychical forces which are believed to be influential in determining 
the course of life, personal and social. 
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Our contention is that the medium of unifying the multiplicity 
of experiences in Yoruba traditional religion is not through the 
"diffused monotheism" which Idowu has proposed as centered in 
Olodur.? re. Rather, it is through the practical and empirical 
life-affirming cult of Orunmila in the Ifa system. It is there that 
all the divinities and spirits find their explanation and control. 
(95) 
(e) Ifa is for all occapsions 
Not only has Ifa absorbed the other cults into itself, Ifa 
is the central idea round which the others revolve. Where other 
cults exist each one for its own specific occasion or life-style, 
Ifa is for all occasions, all exigencies, all situations of life, 
for yesterday, today and tomorrow. Ifa as a religious system concerns 
itself with the whole of life and man's adjustment of himself to, 
or search for ways of controlling, the powers that seem to range 
themselves against man. On the basis of a divinatory (i. e. functional) 
religion, all aspects of life are embraced - personal, social, 
political. It deals with the whole of life and all situations of man's 
existence. The religious taboos of the different cults and the rules 
of -law governing 
the organization and administration of Yoruba society 
are enshrined and preserved in the Ifa system. 
Ifa has the stor4_es of origin of individual human personalities. 
That is why Ifa is consulted at the birth of every infant, and at 
other times of passage from one significant stage of life to another. 
In the appointment of Icings and chiefs in the Yoruba political 
set-up, Ifa not only gives guidance on the right candidate. The chief 
himself consults Ifa evoxy morning for guidance in political administration. 
(95) Robin Horton, "African Tract tional Thought and Western Science" 
Africa XXXVII/1 1967, p. 52. "Indeed., one of the lessons of such 
recent studies of African cosmologies as Middleton's...., Lienhardt's... 
Forte's... and uy oln, articles on the Kalabari, is precisely that the 
god of a given culture do form a scheme which interprets the vast 
diversity of everyday experience in terms of action of a relatively 
fei kinds of forces". Our contention is that for the Yoruba, it is 
in Ife system th"tt such a scheme becomes evident and is made readily 
available to those T ho need the knowledge or treatment. 
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Thus, Ifa is the central point cohere religion touches and directs 
political organization, political decisions and political administration. 
If the Yoruba political system ever shows any theocratic tendencies 
at all, it is in its basis of origin and of operation in Ila 
It is significant that part of the function of Ifa is to 
establish and a; sort the individuality of each person and community 
and give guidance as to hots to maintain the integrity of that 
individuality in relation to all environmental, cosmic and psychic 
forces at work in and around the individual person and community, - 
So, the methodology- of "total anthropology" to which we have called 
attention above is latent in the Ifa system itself and is essential 
for its proper operation towards all accurate prognostication and 
effective prescription. 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MYTHS IN IFA 
(a) Tiro traditions of. Yoruba myths 
A sure approach to the atudy of Yoruba Religion is through the 
MYTHS. Of the various traditions, two are especially notable. 
\ '_\ 
First is the primary Odudurra corpus under several adaptations which 
gives Yemön'a as the mother of all the various Orisa and which tells 
the history of each Orisa accordingly. The second main tradition 
of Yoruba myths are the Orunmila myths of the Ifa corpus so far as 
they are contained in the sixteen primary Ödu and their combinations. 
The first are primarily myths of origin and saga myths; the others 
are paradigmatic myths of general human experience. They are both 
transmitted orally, but the Ifa is more sacred. 
The myth plays a determinative role in the Ifa religious system. 
Whatever else may be said of the relation between religion and myths 
in other religious systems, it is an incontrovertible fact that 
in the Ifa system the reln. tion is more then incidental. The myth 
is indissolubly involved with the system. Without the Ödü corpus, 
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there mould be no Ifa system. Though the primary use of the myths 
is for divination, yet it is not correct to speak of Ifa as if 
it were simply a divin story system. It is more than that. It is 
a whole religious entity. The place of the myth in Ifa is the place 
occupied in a scriptural religion by the 'scriptures', though in 
this case the 'scripture' has been transmitted through oral 
channels only. It is a collection of oracular nyths, originally 
and continously 'spoken' from beyond us to reach individual persons 
or individual situations of need. It was oven believed by many Ifa 
specialists that the transmission of the same mcmoriter is 
directly from Orunmila himself, the personage -. 7ho either fashioned 
the system originally or to whom it was first ' given'. It may 
not be too much to say that the myth is the system, so long as 
it is understood th. t the myth finds also non-verbal forms of 
expression ; which together make the Ifa religious system. 
The emphasis in the Ifa system itself has always boon on 
knoaedge. So there is a decided advantage in approaching a study 
of Yoruba traditional religion through the system which lays emphasis 
on knowledge and information. In so far as myths can be taken as 
the institutionalized literary sources for the credal assumptions, 
propositions and assertions of a people's Tray of life, Ifa myths 
enshrine in sum the totality of the religious beliefs of the Yoruba 
- ." i\ . , -1 
people. The Odudu and Orunmila traditions of myths have to be 
further examined to establish the priority between them. Their 
significance has to be defined in the light of the study of myths 
in general. 
(b) The Study of myths 
In the opening chapter of his small but influential volume 
Iyth in Primitive Psychology, B. Malino, 73ki defines his aim in these 
cords: "I propose to show how deeply the sacred tradition, the mythh, 
enters into their pursuits, and how strongly it controls their 
moral and social behaviour. In other Words, the thesis of the present 
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'work is that an intimate connection exists between the cord, the 
mythos, the sacred tales of a tribe on the one hand, and their 
ritual acts, their social organisation, and their practical activities 
on the other". 
(96) 
This opinion has been confirmed in practically 
every case vhere the mythical material of any people has boon 
studied carefully. 
What LIalino: -; ski deniod in his day - nanely, that myths contained 
implicitly and sorýtimcs explicitly the attempt to explain or make 
intelligible some ideas conceived by a people concerning the world 
in which they live - is however being asserted today. Not many 
anthropologists can say with him today "As to any explanatory 
function of the myths thcro is no problem which they cover, no 
curiosity which they satisfy, no theory which they contnin". 
(97) 
The very fact that there are a good number of myths explaining "1Thy? " 
is sufficient refutation of 2Ialinowski's view on this matter. 
However, falinowski encourages us to see i-Aiat he calls the 
"pragmatic" chw. ractor of rry"thology among the people for whom it serves 
as the cumulative expression of thought, reflection, and belief. 
Myths have to he seen in the total context of a people's culture. 
Herein lies the ftandamental error of those who find the origin of 
myths in ritual, magic or agricultural practice alone. No single factor 
or isolated areas of life can exclusively account for the origin of 
myths or explain the total significance of mythical traditions. Their 
roots go deep. Their influence is extensively spread. Both roots , nd 
influence lie in the cultural whole of the life of the people. 
(96) B. rialinov7ski, II_yth in Prin'tivo Psychology, Notiz York, 1926, p. ll. 
(97) Ibid P. 79. 
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The publication of The New Golden Bough 
(98) 
, being a resorting 
of materials from the original monumental work 
(99) 
of James G. Frazer 
for a new abridged one-volu; -ie edition, points to two things :a 
coming-of-age of the study of hytholopr, and an attempt to re-establish 
the influence of James Frazer anong his professional successors. 
Frazer's conjectures and hypotheses are speculative. They are so 
speculative that the discovery of innate principles and meanings 
of myths from different cultures has long outgrown his ideas. Yet 
it is Frazer's collection that made him great, not his theories. 
The universal range of his specimens makes it necessary for anthropo- 
logists frequently to turn to him for their illustrations if not for their 
theories. His : --ork is mainly descriptive, not analytical. 
Yet an increasing number of analytical studies today draw heavily on 
his material, or at least it provides the paradigms which are now 
being more competently and exhaustively developed. 
The extent to 1rhich comparative studies on different themes 
today depend on the inspiration and guidance of Frazer will be clear 
to those who care to examine in relation to The Golden Bough, the 
works of say G. Parrindor: ?, lest African Psychology 
(100) 
Olof 
Petterson: Chiefs and Gods - Religious and Social T+`lements in the 
South Eastern Kingship 
(101) 
or Hans Abrahamsson: The Origin of 
Death - Studies in African Aiytholog7.102) 
(98) J. Frazer and T. H. Gastes, The Nevi Golden Bough, Criterion 
Books, New York, 1959. 
(99) The original 7ork, The Golden Bough, was publish,. -: d in series 
from 1911 to 1911+ in London. 
(100) G. Parrinder, West African Psychology, London, 1951. 
(101) Olof Patterson, Chiefs and Gods: Religious and Social Elements 
in the South Eastern Bantu Kingship, Studia Theologica Ludensia, Lund, 
1953. 
(102) Hans Abrahamson, The Origin of Death: Studios in African 
1lytholopy, Studio Ethnographica Upsalicnsia, Upsala, 1951. Y-- 
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The same can be said of the use of the paradigrzs of Oedipus 
from Greek Mythology and Job fron Biblical mythology in Meyer 
(1o3) 
Fortes' Oedipus and Job in "lost African Religion. It is 
curious that this is a successful exploitation of the very 
principle which almost ruined the reputation of James Frazer. 
From the story of Oedipus, the theme of Fate or Destiny is derived. 
From the story of Job, the theme of Justice or Rig#-iteousness is 
derived. these two are then sought and identified as characteristic 
in the beliefs of Yoruba, Benin or Dahomey in west Africa. But they 
are treated more extensively and more adequately in the case of the 
Tallensi whose patterns of life and cultural ti ditions have been 
studied previously by Professor Fortes. Unlike James Frazer, 
Professor Fortes does not say that these are universal principles 
or themes in every religion or culture. But he says these are to be 
found in T7est African Religion and deserve enalytical study to 
discover whether they have the same significance as in Greek or 
Persian i ythology where the paradigms were first identified. 
This is the kind of study which deserves more attention today. 
A theological or philosophical then is selected, it is identified 
paradi gsatically in some ancient religion, it is then studied as 
exhaustively as possible through the religious beliefs, ritual 
practices and traditional behaviour of a people in contemporary society. 
The content of the ryth then becones the provenance of the religious 
and ethical life of the present. The myth is thus shoran to be living; 
and powerful, not merely an imaginative reconstruction of the past or 
a literary device to brighten up the face of boredom. 
Nevertheless, there is a danger inherent in this approach. 
It is easy, as it has been proved in the cork of Frazer, to squeeze 
the religious beliefs of a contemporary 'primitive' society into the 
straight-jacket of an ancient mythology, just as it is easy to fall 
(103) Meyer Fortes, Oedipus and Job in ! lest African Religion, 
Cambridge, 1959. 
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into the error of "translating African ideas into European 
categories" 
(104) 
and thus to deny the African system its oven integrity. 
At this point, a fundamental error of approach in the collection 
of Yoruba myths becomes apparent. Ifa myths are not just a jumbled 
amalgam of isolated stories. It is not sufficient to quote the Odu 
in support of individual theories of one thing or another. It can be 
hoped that Ifa studies will become more systematic as time goes on, 
1-1 
that the relationships of the stories within one group of Odu and 
between one group of Odu and another will be clearer. Also, the myths 
themselves must be seen in the totality of Yoruba life and thought, 
(105) 
so that the existential questions which lie behind the Odu can be 
better identified and interpreted. Then a necessary distinction can 
be made more clearly between divinatory myths (Ifa 
Iwose, 
or Iwradi , 
ritual myths (Ifa Ebo), medicinal myths (Ifa I), incantational 
1º 
myths Arure) and philosophic myths (Ifa Ölon or Ifa Asese') 
0 Mr 
-\ 
and the Odu grouped accordingly. Then the philosophy of life 
offered by the I. 
90-Wfa 
system as a thole can be better expounded. It is 
then that a theological analysis and interpretation of the Ma" 
system by itself and the Ödu within it can be more viable. A more 
positive attitude towards Ifa is therefore now called for with tho 
study of the Odu being undertaken in the light of the new insights 
coming from the contemporary study of the definition and structure of 
myths. 
(c) Definition of Myth. Definitions of myths, like definit-_ans 
of religion, can be grouped in various ways, three of which are re1ov<^nt 
for our purpose here. The three classes are valuativo, substantivo 
(104) G. Parrinder, 1951. P. I. 
(105). It is lack of this in Tl. Bascom' s monumental Ifa Divination: 
Communication Between Gods and Mon in "Test Africa, Indiana University 





Valuative or narrative myths can be said to be 
either sacred tales or fallacious history. Substantive myths arc 
those which either tell of gods or deal with the beliefs Pnd creeds 
of a religious group. Hyths which can be described as functional 
are those dealing directly with the human condition. They can be 
speculative ana explanatory, provide historical charters for 
social organizations, or serve as the background, justification 
and potency for rituals or other religious ceremonies. 
The definition of Lyth as "fallacious history", which has been 
under discussion for many years and the ghost of which now deserves 
to be laid to rest, is a valuativo definition. So is the one which 
saes myth as 'sacred tale' . Similarly, Schniewind's "the expression 
of unobservable realities in terms of observable phenomena" is so 
vague and covers so many aspects of relious life that it cannot 
be accepted as a useful definition of a myth. What it says of a myth 
has generally been said of sacraments, gestures or symbols so that 
it does not shed any lidit on the distinctive characteristics of the 
nature or function of tryths. 
A primarily literary interest in the Odu-If myths is evinced 
in the research and writings of 'Rande Abimbola and the group working 
in the University of Lagos under the leadership of Adeboye Babalola 
The output of the Lagos group is already being published in the 
"Yoruba Classics" series. 
(107) 
The folklore and drama approach to 




and. his successor in the Department of Theatre Arts at 
(106) J. Milton Yinger, op. cit. P. 6. 
(107) Yiande Ibis bola, Ijinle Öhun Tnu Ifa, Apa Kini, ppa Koji, 
Yoruba Classics II'% N. Wrn. Collins & Co. Ltd., Glasgow, 1968,1969. 
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the University of Ibadan, Dr. J. A. Adedeji. 
(108) 
These groups of writers, however, will readily agree that while 
they concentrate on literary or folklore elements in the standard 
myths of the Yoruba, the significance of such myths far outstrips 
such approaches, i.; hich can at best be considered as preliminary. 
Myths are necessarily couched in narrative form, but no myths are 
exclusively narrative. Odu-Ifa myths certainly have literary 
qualities which deserve to be studied with the most up-to-date 
apparatus of literary criticism. But such a study must be considered 
subservient to an understanding of their deeper siiificance. 
The application of the structural analytical methods of Levi-Strauss 
to the study of Odu-Ifa myths by folklorists and students of 
literature should contribute greatly to our Iciowlodgo of the deeper 
contents and purpose of the myths in the Ifc corpus. 
There is not very much literary difference between Yoruba 
folktales in general , nd the myths :, hich are found in the Odu-Ifa, 
There are even many cases : shore the same story or its variants 
are found both anonr the Odu and amonp the folktales. at is 
qualitatively different is the use to ihich the stories are put. 
While folktales are frequently used for entertainment, the stories 
in the Odu-Ifa are used for existential purposes on occasions when 
a formal and cosmic solution to human problems is considered to be 
, more appropriate for the alleviation of human suffering than an 
infernal and light-hearted one. 
(108) W le §öyinka , "The Fourth stage (Through the Mysteries of 
0-un 
to the Origin of Yoruba Tragedy)", published as ch. 10 in D. 77. 
Jefferson (ed) The t: orali of Art (Essays presented to Prof. G. 
Wilson Kni; ht) , London 1961}. Joel adede ji, "Folklore and Yoruba 
Drama: 0bataly as a Case Study", in Richard H. Dorson, African 
Pols-_ lo ar&Jniversity Press, 1972, pp. 321-3J+0. 
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The Yoruba in fact distinguish five different classes of 
narrative. Alo and Itan are forms used primarily for entertainment. 
The former have the character of conundrums. The latter are more 
straight for7ard stories. Both are reserved for the leisure hours 
of the night. Told in the daytime, they might be a temptation to 
avoid the urgent demands of : cork and of service for the comzaon good. 
I'jala, Evil and Efe, on the other hand., are distinguished from the Birst 
two by their literary form. They are poetic and musical and vary 
according to their characteristic tonal styles. But their 
distinctiveness lies primarily in the festive and religious occasions 
with which they are associated. Ijala is associated with the rites 
and ceremonies of the cult of hunters. Ewi with the cult of the 
i 
masqurade, and Efe with the Gelede cult. They are poetic narratives 
spoken on religious occasions, partly to provide a humorous approach 
to religious experience and partly to impart some moral or philosophical 
lessons from the beyond. 
To most scholars of Yoruba religion, Odu-Ifa myths are statements 
of certain kinds of religious beliefs and practices, especially beliefs 
in a Creator-God., in various intermediaries between the Creator-God 
and man, and in various human intermediaries believed to be capable 
of moving forward and backward from the sphere of ordinary mortals to 
that of the Creator-God and the divinities. 
(109) 
This type of definition 
we designate roughly as substantive. T"'henever religion is taken to ? ho, 
in Tylor' s words,, "belief in spiritual beings", myths are inevitably 
regarded as depositories of facts and data concerning the nature and 
activities of such spiritual beings especially in their relation to man. 
According to Malinoviski, "Myth fulfils ... an indispensable 
function; 
it expresses, enhances and codifies belief; it safeguards and enforces 
morality; it vouches for the efficiency of ritual and contains practical 
(109) Idovu, 1962 pp. 51+f; 1973, pp. 159f. 
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rules for the guidance of man. "(110) 
It is evident that neither the Yoruba man in the street nor 
the Yoruba specialist in religion uses the Odu-Ifa myths as sources 
of theology or of beliefs. Attention will be given in the rest of 
this thesis to what Yoruba myths are used for. As such, our approach 
will be functional and the underlying definition of myths will be 
similarly functional. 
_\_ 
Akinivowo has proposed that the Odu-Ifa myths afford sociologists 
in Nigeria an invaluable source material for making their socioloor 
distinctively Nigerian or African. 
(III) 
His proposal relates not 
simply to the study of religion as such but to the totality of 
Yoruba culture, of which Yoruba religion as belief in God and in the 
divinities forms only a fractional part. Nevertheless, it is true 
that the true meaning of a myth can be ascertained only rithin the 
cultural situation of a given myth or the use to which it is put in 
the religious system within which it is found. 
Whatever scholars like Fontenrose may have said against the 
position of those who - from Robertson Smith and Frazer to others like 
Conforth and Hooke - have argued in support of the theory that there 
is a close relation between myths and rituals, there is no doubt that 
_' _/ 0du-Ifa myths are so closely related. There may be Greek myths which 
did not gros in a religious environment, as there are certain Yoruba 
myths Tvhich are told for cultural reasons other than those which are 
\ _. 
narrowly considered as religious. Nevertheless, 03c. u-Ifa myths fall 
in a class apart. They flourish primarily in a religious context, 
are regarded as specifically sacred, and are used only with a feeling 
of religious acre. The myths of the Ifa corpus certainly deserve to 
(110) Quoted in hnnc^ºarie dc r'aal Malefijt, Religion and Culture: 
An introduction to Anthronolojy of Religion, Collier-Y4acnillan, 
London 19, p. 179. 
(111) A. A. lkin"'rn'o, PTi ýeriun Opinion, Ibadan, Vol. 5, nos. 8-10, 
Aug. -Oct. 1960, pp. 
4674+-710 
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be described in the words of Rudolf Otto as "the vestibule at the 
threshold of the mal religious feelings, an earliest stirring of the 
r 
112) '. / 
numinous consciousness Ödu-Ifa myths are to be considered 
as both the fundamental form of the Ifa religious system and the 
ultimate source of the system. 
AO' 
Nuch of the Odu-Ifa Wths arc of the 'operative, iterative and 
validatorY type' identified by G. S. Kirk. 
(113) 
The varieties of 
tho aspects of the human situation vrith which they deal are so 
complex that no restrictive definitions suffice. Only a combination 
of different functional dei'initions will satisfy the situation. 
Or, to put it in the admirably fi ttinf phraseology of d. c Waal 
Malefijt, "What is needed (for the sttu9y and analysis of myths) is 
a holistic and integr^tive approach th:. t relates the synchronic to 
the diarehronic, the individual to the cultural, and the psychological 
(11+) to the social function und meaning of myth". 
To sum up, then, Ifa i. i'yths have be^n used by the people to 
account for the origin, nature, relationships . nd functions of the 
d. ivin-; 
-ties, 
the Orisa, But this is not all. Thcc riyi; hs hive 1 iorrledre 
of the ystJrious, ý_no. led,; e about God, about Creation and the World 
we live in, about why thinf; s are, about sanctions for : iorality. Thus, 
the purpose of these myths is "to define our situation in the universe, 
the structure of existence in the world, and to integrate an in tho 
universe showing.,, that this condition of existence is part of the 
(115, 
very fora of this universe. (and. that) to participate in it is to b&. 
(112 Rudolf' Otto, The Tdea of the Holy En fish translation, OUP, 
London, p. 122. 
(113) G. S. Kirk, Tt: th, Its 1 eaning and Functions in Anciort and Other 
Cultures, Canbridec, 1970, pp, 25) f. 
(iii) de '? aal 14alofijt, a. cit. 186. 
(115) J. Goetz, quoted in Henri. '--urier, The Other Covenant: A 
Theology of Pas ism, Newnan Press, New York, 1968, p. )+3. 
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There are Tfc myths which explain ho: z things began and which, 
on the basi3 of this, develop both a world-view by means of which 
the nature of things can be explained and a world-view which enables 
a resolution of conflicts and the integration of existence to take 
place. Both types of explanation are frequently done by means of 
symbols, and not always in literal terms. The sea for example, 
represents in Yoruba mythology the source of %icalth and. riches in 
contrast to the land. This is partly based on the reasoning that 
all rivers and streams and torrents go into the sea. 0lo un, the 
sea divinity, is therefore regarded as very wealthy. In the search 
for wealth or popularity, therefore, the symbolism of the sea 
together with objects connected with the sea may have to be used 
with a related myth. 
"Myths and cosmological notions are concerned with the 
relationship of a people with other peoples with nature and with 
the supernwturalP1. 
ý116ý 
There are Ifa nyths which give information 
about social history, on the understandin¬ that ovcn social histoir 
is sacred history. Not only the story of the gods is sacred history. 
Thus, Ifa myths are used by the people to explain social origins and 
linera, -es. For cxanple, one have referred earlier to OduduTs! a and the 
dispersal of' his children which cre ted the Yorub people, stories 
which have becone historical and charter myths in the community. 
Such also are myths which explain kingship. The status and role of 
Yoruba 'first-class -6b,, " (Kings) have been justified and established. 
on the basis of what the myths say about then. Similarly, the d. ispu;, e 
betti7een the Alaafin of 
Oyo 
and the Soun of Ogbomo6o as to -Whether the 
latter is entitled to -. rear a beaded cram h^. s to be resolved not only on 
the basis of recent history, as the Soun claimod, but also and 
ii 
particularly on what is recorded in the nyths. 
(116) John Mi'dloton, in his introduction to ;i th ^. nd Cosmos: 
Readings tholoFy and S, yrbolisn, The PTatural History Press, 
New York, 1967, P. x. 
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Ifa myths, thoreforo, express "some of the : -. ys in which people 
conceived of their society, the 'iorld in -. which it is set" and the 
place of man in both. 
(117) 
Or, to put it in another way still, 
an HE myth is also "a statement about society and man's place in it 
and in the surrounding universe". 
118) 
(d) P4vth and Ritual 
Thy, inado, iuaey of most theories in the study of r7yths, rituals 
and symbols becomes evident when we seek to apply them in this study. 
This is largely due to the fact that contemporary methods of studying 
myths and rituals assume a static situation, a static religion 
practised by a static people in a perpetual ethnographic present. 
But are dealing in this study with a period charged socially, 
politically, religiously and therefore emotionally with change. It 
has been a period when the security of people has been threatened by 
the coning of now ideas, nerv forms of government and now forms of 
religious practice. At the same time, the people's optimism, 
oxpectncy and eager anticipation of the future has been kindled, 
nurtured and largely realized. P? e'-r rituals have been sought for and 
consciously formulated, old rituals have been re-formulated, and 
conscious adaptation has taken place. 
Rituals in this connection do not need to bo thought of only 
in t: riis of the narrovily religious. In 1849, a gift of t! o neatly 
bound copies of the Bible was sent through the Revd. Henry Totimsend by 
Queen Victoria to Gbadebo the Frba. King in Abookuta. 
(119 
With it 
also came the FAft of a corn-m iill from Prince Albert. The present^. tion 
was publicly mado to the 
Öbä 
and people. After the presentation, the use 
of the corn-mill was denonstrated. The astonishment and awe of the 
people was stirred when they satiu fine flour pouring forth. 
(117) i bid. 
(118) ibid. 
(119) A. K. Ajisafe, 
, 
off. cit.. pp. 91-94. 
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It was reported that a few days üfteivards Sagbua, one of the 
chiefs in charge of public religious ceremonies, wanted to offer a 
sacrifice both to the Bibles aril to the corn-mill. He had to be 
stopped by Samuel Crowther. There was no doubt which of the tti-io 
gifts evoked more arge in the people. The demonstration of the 
corn-mill in itself was undoubtedly a ritual process. It is in the 
nature of man that indivi. duals or coi. znunities who are psychologically 
going through a period of change or seeing things go wrong would 
evolve now rituals to deal with the phenomenon of the new future as it 
showed its visage with a throat or with a promise. 
Myths and the re-enact: ent of them in rituals can be either 
expressive or instrumental; in order words, they are either expressions 
of a meaning placed on things or a catalytic action intended to 
influence the trend of emotional or historical ev. nts. Behind the 
instrunental dimension of riyths and rituals is the conception of po,. -; cr 
subsisting in all things. This concept of clynaui3r. 1, seen by Placide 
Tempels as being of an outstanding significance in the philosophy of 
the Bantu and probably of other African peoples, 
(120) 
is certainly 
evident in the Yoruba world-view. In the Yoruba context, however, 
it is interpreted not prir. ýarily in ontological terns. Objects have 
power; myths have po: aer; rituals have pa. -, or: so also have words-, ideas, 
intention, formality, orderliness, and relational patters of actions 
in their emotionality, goodness or badness. 
R. K. Merton has shown that in so far as myths, rituals or any 
symbols jenerally are expressive or instrumental, the moaning they 
express and the function they perform may be either manifest or lr%tc1t. 
(121) 
The manifest ncanin`, and. function are frequently of less significance 
"-- than the latent. The latent meaning of Ifs- myths and symbols can be 
(120) Placide Tonpols, Bantu Philosophy, English translation, Presence 
Africaine, Paris, 1952. 
(121) This is discussed in John Beattie, Other Cultures, Routledc; e 
Paperback, 1964., pp. 54,181. 
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explained in epistemological terms, following the insights of 
Robin Horton, 
(122) 
But this may not be the primary undertaking. 
The symbols and rituals in Ifa myths can also be taken as 
psycho-analytical indexes to sound the depths of the psyche in the 
Yoruba context. 
(123) 
This also has to wait. Similarly, 
sociological interpretations in terms of structure, conflict or 
protest 
(124) 
are possible, as has been hinted at when dealing with 
the history of Yoruba religion and as will be further mentioned in 
subsequent chapters. The starting-point in the study and 
-/ interpretation of Ifa myths has to be looked for in some other 
approaches. 
(122) Robin Horton, "African Traditional Thought and Western Science", 
Africa, XXXVII/1-2,1967. 
(123) Many American anthropologist have corm to terms -! ith psychology, 
Anne Parsons, Belief, Ma 'c and Anomie: Essas in Psycho-social 
Anthropology, New York, Free Press, 1969 may be quoted as a high, -., rater 
mark. 
On the British scene, the position is changing slowly. Moyer 
Fortes, as far back as 1957, : rave a thoughtful account of Malinocrski's 
debt to psycho-analysis. See "Malinowski and the study of Kinship's 
in Raymond Firth (ed. ), Man ant. Culture, Routledge and Kegan Faul, 1957, 
pp. 157-88; reprinted as "Kalino? aski and. Freud" in Psycho-analysis and 
the Psycho-analytic Revier, 1958,1+5, pp. 127-14-5. Many individual 
British anthropologists have since independently made u: se of varying 
amounts of concepts from psycholo yr and psychiatry. Examples are 
Margaret Field, Search For Security: An Et1t o-psi chiatric Study of 
Rural Ghana, Faber and Faber, London, 1990; Elizabeth Bott, "Psycho- 
analysis and Ceremony", (1968), in J. S. LaFontaine (ed. 
), The Interpreta- 
tion of Ritual, Tavistock, London, 1971, pp. 205-237; Victor Turner, ' 
The Forest of Symbols: Aspects of . 
Ndemb_u. Ritual, Ithaca, 1967; The: 
Drums oAffliction, O. U. P. 
Psycho-analytical interpretations are examined in relation to others 
in Raymond Firth's comprehensive bols : Public and Private, Geore 
! Alen °c Un'din Ltd. , London, 1973. Hoover, 
'a French -speakinS 
anthropologist with field-work among the Dorze of Ethiopia has pr^, iuoed 
a seminal monograph criticising the prevailing 'seniolo 'ieal' conceptions 
of symbols, including Freudian views , the ' cryptological' conception 
typified by Victor. Turner, and Levi-Strauss's theories. Soo Dan 
Sperber, Rethinking Synbolisn, Carlbridge University Press, 1975. 
(121+) of. the papers by C. Geortz, E. 7illens, of al. in 'Roland 
Robertson (ed), Sociolojy of Re1idon, Penguin, 1969. 
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6. TIE, STRUCTURE OF IFA UYTHS iVD RITUALS 
Levi-Strauss, followed by Edmund Leach and others, has called 
attention to the importance of the structure of myths. 
(125) 
A 
simpler structuralism is called for in an initial study of Ifa 
myths. Also, and this is more important, the structure of the 
complex of Ifa rituals will shed light on the significance of the 
1i Ifa system for the history and phenomenology of religion. 
(a) The five-part structure of the myth 
Ifa myths have a distinct structure of their own among other 
forms of Yoruba oral literature, prose or poetry. The structure can 
be presented in five parts. The first part of -n 
Ifa oracular myth 
is a kind of siglature theme for the whole oracle. This siLature 
theme comes in various forms. It could be a recital of a list oý' t_e 
-- r 
names of sore ancient Ifa priests who were previously connected. -. 'ith the 
episode about to be related. in the myth. In some cases the names o; ' 
Ifa priests so mentioned nay be personifications of objects living or 
dead, animal or minoral, which are regarded as having a symbolic 
significance in the story to be told, Alternatively, the symbolise. may 
be presented not by reference to the names of priests but as a straight- 
forward incantation piece involving a play on the names of objects in 
Bone "homoeopathic magic", which may have instrumental efficacy in thU 
story in hand. The signature theme comes in another way still; namely, 
in the form of a, n epigram, proverb or adage , -ihich may be a pointer to 
the practical philosophy of life or moral imperative deducible 
fro:: < thy; 
narrative episode. 
After the signature theme comes narration of events introduced 
with the phrase "A da fun.,. " or "A dia fun... or 
-1 d' Ifa fun", 
meaning that something in the sigie. ture theme was d_i. vined for or 
created for or happened to a person or persons to be named. This 
second part usually contains a detailed narration of the event or 
(125) See John Tflidclleton (ed, ) op. cit. pp. 1-27. Octavio Paz, 
Claude Levi-Strauss: hn Introduction, Jnn-tiznn Cape, London, 1971. 
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events which happened to one or more people in the remote past in 
illo tenpore. Invariably, vie are told the circumstantial experience 
which provides the setting for the story. In some cases, it is a 
story of some personal anxiety created by unfulfilled desire, the 
problem of death, the tensions and animosities in social relationship, 
or the dilomi a created by a moral awareness. In cases where the 
ature there has boon an incantational piece, the "t dia fun" siEn, 
section is usually an explanatory statement of the objectives of the 
incantation and the circumstances in which a use of the incantation 
has proved effective. It needs to be mentioned in passing that the 
centrality of experience in religion is established and emphasised hare. 
In the Ifa system, religion is considered as based on general experience 
of the natural world, the issue of personal existence and the problens 
of social relations, as well as on the religions consciousness created 
by an awareness of the transcendent. The Christian interpretation of the 
Incarnation which emphasised that it is in the routine experience of 
life that God makes Himself known to us is clearly expressed here in 
the second part of the Ifa myth. 
-i The third part of an Ifa myth consists of the oracle, divine 
message, divine pronouncement or promise in response to the 
experience related in the previous section. This oracular declaration 
may consist of a fortolling of the future or a tineless declaration, 
of the assured , -yell-being; of the person in the episode. In other cases, 
of course, it may be a warning to the person or people concerned to 
desist from a contemplated or actual *. ray of life in order to assure .,. 
blessing which stands in danger of being threatened or thwarted by 
the way of life. In any case, such an oracle is generally expressed 
in such a way t at the experience concerned takes on an archetypal nnti re 
capable of making it usable as a paradi i. 
The fourth part is generally the prescription of a ritual ceremony 
with a note added stating ? hother the person so enjoined perfornod the 
rite or not and -i. th the resultant effect. 
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Whatovor the oracle has declared or predicted, of good or bad, 
of promise or of warning, a ritual or 'sacrifice' ceremony is arrays 
enjoined. This points to the fact that 'sacrifice' in this 
context is not primarily of the o "fering, placatary, or expiatory kind 
traditionally found in 'to the god' theories. Nor does it lend any 
support to the 'of the god' theory popularised by James Frazer, 
Robertson Smith and others, 
126) 
The necessity of obedience desar7res 
underlining, especially in cases where the story says the person 
concerned failed to perform the prescribed rite. The emphasis seers 
to be not on obedience to a lair or coruland, but on obedience as fi. delI- T 
and faithfulness. 
The fifth element in the structure of an Ifa 
myth 
states the 
post-incident result and the behaviour of the person directly 
concerned or of other people relatively affected. Frequently, this 
final element, rhethor it be a song or a proverb or the symbolic 
play on words purported to be the names of the priest or priests who 
were first connected with the discovery and use of the rWth concerned, 
gives the clue to tha significance of the si iature-theme. 
(b) The five-part structure of the. ritual sequence 
We no-: 7 proceed to analyse and oxaminu the ritual sequence derivable 
--- 1 fron and accompanying the Ifa myths. Once a. rain, there are five pa cs , 
the first of which is divination. Sorbs: ý7ritcrs give . the 
impression 
that Ifa i. s primarily a divinatory system. This impression is given its 
clearest expression by Bascom in the title of his book, Ifaa Bivin^tion: 
Communication Between Gods and Mcn in West . ifrica, 
(127) 
Both the title 
and the sub-title are contestable. Bascom's book is, in fact, a 
collection of Ifa rVths translated with an explanation of the patt rns 
of the myths. It is not made clear in the book that 
Ifa is a ritual 
(126) L. S. Waterhouse, The Da: m of Religion, rpvorth Press, London, 
1936, pp. 1011f. Raymond Firth, "Offering and Sacrifice: Problcus of 
Orranizaticn", in Lessa and Vogt, Reader in Cori ^rativo Religion, 
Harper and Row, Lond.., 2nd Leition, -PT-17-75Z 
(127) 
. "l. 
B, '"011., Ifa Divination...., Indiana University Press, 1969. 
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complex of which divination is only a part, and that the divinatory 
aspect is itself a ritual element in a larger, complex ritual -shole. 
The divinatory act is a ritual in itsolf. To describe it in 
terms of communication is to use = easy riot l which c'. oes not convey 
the full siiificance. The introduction of the concept of God or to 
devil into processes of traditional religion is a temptation to : Thich 
unwary scholars are vulnerable. If the concept of dynamism to -: -teich 
reference has been made above is true, the basic life-force entaile ü 
does not necessarily need to be personalised to malte it valid. 
In the Ift systen, divination is a ritual endeavour to discover tho nyc'., 
which is the most r;: levant and appropriate for th existential 
situation under consideration. The belief is that the divinatory 
process of casting the sixteen palm-nuts has power in itself. 
Both pain-nuts and the nuriber sixteen are potent symbols. Togcthur 
with the othor steps in the divinatory process, they have revel, --Lt--, y 
power to indicate the right myth which has a paradi iatic relev: uicc 
enough to give a clue to a present situation. Once the appropriate 
myth has boon revealed, it has to bu interpreted, accorL? dng to th:, 
rules of Ifa pyth-interpretation. 
The sec^nd ritual clement in the ritual co. -plex which we call 
_/ Ifa is the prescripticn of a medicinal renocly appropriate to the 
situation in hand. Hedicine, 7Thether therapeutic or otherrvzise., 
h^s 
- I'll - 1.11 
an integral place in the Ifa system. It is the Ifa ryth which can 
prescribe an appropriate medicine. This is partly because 
Ifa nythLs 
have syribolic references to medicinal ingredients. The physician 
or traditional chemist ?. 'ho prescribes indopenCýcntly of 
Ifs is called 
in Yoruba an ad huuise, one who prescribes by himself, of his own 
- 1-11 I I/ 
uisdor and independent of the Ifa system. Medicine outside 
Ifa, by 
this definition, is a heresy. The process of identifying the 
appropriate medicine, the prescription, prcperation and application 
is 
of the sane is a ritual process '. -rhichLIart of the ritual complex 
I/ 
which we call I ffa . 
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- 11-1 Thirdly, the Ifa nyth/ritual complex includes a ritual recital 
of the symbolic references to the medicinal ingredients. This, with 
a similar recital of the events in illo tempore commemorated by such 
symbolic references, is believed to have intrinsic power to make thins 
- happen. Ifa myths sonetines include the praise-naves and praise-songs 
of gods or ran. If the recital of references to objects is potent, 
the recital of the praise-nanes of gods is believed to be more potent 
still. An easy transition, from incantation or "from spell to pray cr" , 
is noticeable in this context. Both in the incantation or prayer, 
there nay be an invocation or ritual recall of the paradigmatic 
oracle connected with the archetypal experience related in the relevant 
myth. When this sakes place, the invocation is described as 
or tho celebration of that momentous day long past. 
The fourth ritual sequence is reached teen the Ifa priest 
prescribes a forxlnl 'sacrifice' appropriate both to a particular ;. iyth 
and to the existential situation of a person -, -ho is believed to be 
in need of the e-C'ficacics derivable fron the sacrifice. The -Fore. 
'sacrifice' , like the -nord r-edicine used above, is only- a vague -. nd 
narrow approxir^ tion to the oho and ututu which the Ifa system 
includes in itself. The two words elo and etutu, used in different 
contexts in Ifa, roughly correspond to tho distinction being r-iaclc ly 
anthropologists bet-men expres3ive and instru; acntal ritual. 
Unfortunately, because of the constant use of ebo for sacrifice fm the 
Yoruba Bible rnd liturgical translation, the word has largely taken :o 
itself armeng Yorura Christians a 'to feed the gods' into rpre1rtion of 
the 'Here is butter, give us cows' type. Ho--.,, over, both ebo and otutu 
are found to be highly symbolic and because df their association ý. " i': '-ý 
myths the two, and especially the latter, are frequently a re-er_:. t:. c; nt 
and re-actualizing of the events narrated in the associated tzrths. 
Because such a re-enactment is believed to be pctent for crcativl. - ,,, an 
e tutu especially is air. icil at the restoration of order, the resolution 
of conflicts ^nd the general restore tion of : -yell-being. 
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The fifth step in the process relates to the practical life of 
a person in self-awareness and in social relationship. The -)erson is 
given setic practical or coral guidance. ? iany proverbs and moral 
aphorises have their origin in this way in myths with or without the 
contextual stories. As such, the prescription of a formal ritual 
is generally followed with directives and a practical philosophy for 
daily living. Daily life itself is considered as a ritual and part 
of the continuous Ifa ritual which begins with divination as referred 
to above. The clearest illustration of this is found in the ritual 
ceremony for initiating a person into the Ifa system. Then the 
initiation procedure as described by Parrinder ha been completed, 
(128) 
the master of initiation addresses the initiate: "The act is done. 
You have been initiated. But you have still to initiate yourself. 
When you are about to climb a palmtree in your agricultural pursuit, 
make sure the climbing rope is safe and sure. When on a journey you 
have to cross a river, do it with all circumspection, making sure the 
crater is not too deep nor the current too strong for you to go thrru_; h. 
- 41 Ifa initiation is not an excuse for not using one's sense. The act 
is done. You have been initiated. Daily rc-enact your initiation". 
The five-part structure of an Ifa myth is reproduced in the 
structure of an Ifa ritual. Those five elements: Divination, Medicine, 
Incantation/Prayer, Ritual Ceremony, and Morality constitute the basic 
or elementary forms of the religious life according to the Ifa system. 
By this analysis we have developed and exp-tindod the identification 
(128) E. G. Parrinder, 1961, a. cit. p. 14 4. The di_alectic, evident 
in this address to the initiate, betereon the psychic acid the practical 
is found not only in initiation but also in te use of medicine =. (. L of 
prayer, th;; diagnosis of an illness and. the perfox once of rituals. 
With this phenorienon on the primal religion level, ire note the parallel 
in Paul's injunction, "V ork out your own salvation, for it is God 
that works in you" (Philippians 2: 13), an:? Oliver Grorn'ell's tTrust 
God and keep you powder dry". 
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of sups rnatura1 tools naöc by S. F. Naclo1 for r upe Religion. 
(129) 
But a better term than 'supernatural tools' see,. is t-' be dcsirablet 
In any c^se, the use of the ; cord 'sup: rnatural' seems to stand 
in contradiction to Nadel's own earlier discussion of the tern. 
(130) 
Rather, what vie have here are ' pra&; atic tools of OXistentis. li/'/, ' 
the principles of ýrhich run throu, th life cn thu 'reli`ious' , 
practical and 'secular' levels. 
A . -iorcl needs to be added hcre as conncnt on Nad el's 
observations about an implied hierarchy and alternativeness of 
tools in Nupe religion. Says NaIel: "There is some hierarchy of 
po reisauong the rituals, soi_. e tieing definitely stronger than others; 
nor arc they all interchangeable". 
(131) 
This is different fro:: rh: t 
.... 1 
ere have found in Ifa rituals anon ; the Yoruba. There. , th,: ritual 
sequences are all linke(. together and extend right on to practical 
life in day to day experiences. It begins from the corpus of myths 
ther-. selves which c. re narratives of some ritual past. Divination 
identifies a relevant r7th. The particul.. r myth indicates symbolically 
an ofC'icacious 'nedicinc' . The inc nt-Lt±on is a recital of the 
inherent properties of the ingredients of the ucdicine. The injunction 
S'ebo kldgun, ("Perform a ritual so that the nedicine can be 
efficacious"), is a pointer to the fact that an ebo ritual becon. s 
necessary just to Five the full potency to the nedicine. The only 




"Morality is supreme over incantation". This only seeks to 
emphasize the importance and indispensability of personal character, 
(129) S. F. Nadel, Nupe Reli on, Routledge & Koran Paul, Lon(, nn, 1954, 
pp. 34,37,65- 
(130) Imo. pp. 3f. 
(131) Ibid. P. 105. 
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The question of its bein- an alternative is excluded since the 
anxieties associated -; Jth personal concorn still Hake these 'pm : -r%tic 
tools of existentialism' necessary oven in spite of the will to o n, ýss 
The sirnificrrnce of the five-part structure of Loruba nyths and 
ritual will become clearer whon ere cone to analyse the major 
'conpetencos' of Yoruba relit-, ion and the relevant tools av-. ilable jr. 
the Ifa sirs-; cu for dealing with the human situation. The evic'encc 
so far adduced, however, proves that Ifa belongs t' the Oro - typo 
of religion. Though the ancestral heroes and divinities connectotl 
with the i. the and early history of the people may develop into th,; 
Isin - type, the understanding of them as a characterization of vit,: l 
forces disposed then: to be used as instruments in Oro - type rituals. 
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III. "ETHIOPIAT? IS;: Tt' IN TI:: YORUB CHURCH 
'That matters primarily for the purposes of this study are the 
thought-foims, the unspoken assumptions by which people live, and 
these, one feels, will not be affected by European civilization 
nearly as quickly as the Africans' outward lives. 
But just in this respect there is one important difference 
between the 6th-century' Church and present-day Africa. Gregory 
(of Tours) and his colleagues shared in all essentials the 
background and outlook on life of their flock. The modern 
missionary in Africa does not. His ray of thinking is radically 
different from that of the African. As a result, the African 
Church must be described as an amalgam. Its leaders look 
Janus-like one t dry J at nee, te1 ok b ask Ao? he, 4e tradition i-of t mission- ry, ` and theyoo ef' into ei 
African past, so thoroughly understood, but so little help on 
the steep upward road". 
W. V. Stone, "The Darlc Altos and 20th 
Century Africa", Scottish Journal of 
Theolo, r, June 1955. 
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III& "_THI OPI,,? iI_, 11" IN TH YO TL'UBA CHURCH 
1. TTo 1 OUS R93PONS1 rMOVE] ENTS 
In September 152, the Methodist Missionary, the Rev. Thomas Birch 
freeman, landed at Badagry and subsequently visited Abeokuta. He came 
at the invitation of a grog'; of 
1gba 
freed slaves who had become 
Christians during their sojourn in Sierra Leone. It is usual to date 
from his arrival the beginning of Yoruba Christianity, 
0) 
But the 
possibility of an earlier contact is significant since it could have loft 




äee F. D. -Walker, A Hundred Years in Nigeria, Atlantis Press, 
'-. London, 1942. pp. I ff. 
P" '"Of the existence of the work of Christian missionaries further 
inüaftd in the Benin : Kingdom during the fifteenth century at the 
1atesto there is no doubt. "The first attempt to establish the church 
in the territory now known as Nigeria gras made in the last two decades 
of the fifteenth century as mentioned by rather Maffei, S. J,, in the 
work History of the Indies.... Most historians claim that John 
Affonso dlkveire who visited Benin City in 1486 was the first Zropean 
to meet the 9ba (or King) of Benin. Bearing in mind that Portuguese 
explorers never tr-ývelled without Christian missionaries we can assume 
that Father Maffei's statement was quite accurate". Martin J, Bane, 
S. M. A., The Popes and ''estern Africa: An Outline of Mission Histo , 
1460's - 1960's Alba House, Staten Island, 10314,. Y9ý6 '` tý " 
How far they came further south through the jungle to ale Ife Zrid 
Old 9y9 is not knotn. Historical investigation has still, to. be 
devoted also to the question of the route used by those r0'il,, -Uo 
missionaries who laboured in Benin. Did they go via the Niger Delta, 
or overland from ß, p4 or Badagry, or even from `Ihyday or Porto Nova'- 
further west? If they took an overland route, they must have passed 
over the main Yoruba territory. ' Or even if they entered through the 
Niger Delta, did they travel westwards towards and into the then 0yo 
kingdom? There is strong evidence that they travelled from Lagos 
and possibly through Ijebu and Warri inland. "In the year 1544 
there came to Portugal, 'tho King of Benin, a Caffro by nationality, 
and he became a Christiez. On his return to West : ifrica, this 
king Awhrogba, resided for some time in Lagos island which was 
then a part of his kingdom. " N. J. Bane, oný. eit, pp. 135-141q, 
But the Yoruba people were not all known by that name at that 
time. The Sacra Congregazione correspondence of the 17th century 
on the mission to Bonin for example, did not speak of the Yoruba 
by that name but rather of the Ijebu, Lycomin etc. For this 
purpose, it is not enough to study the history of the Yoruba 
in isolation. A fresh look has to-be taken at the history of 
the Benin, the Dahomean and the Yoruba together.. - 
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Scattered evidence abounds to support the suggestion of a much 
earlier contact with Christianity than those of the nineteenth century. 
The nineteenth century missionaries themselves sometimes felt that thoy 
were treading on ground trodden upon by other missionaries bofof'o them. 
The C. U. S. Missionary, 'ev. Thomas Harding, in 1899 made such an entry 
in his diary after a visit to Ifo: 
"!. 7e went to see the renowned carvings of Ife. First we entered a 
grove outside the toim, and Vlore in a tiny hut were two pots. 
Underneath each pot was a terra cotta image. Under the first was 
the head of a man, and under the other was the head of a woman 
and child. These bore u: 7mistakable evidence of civilized work. 
The features were of L. 'uropoan form, and it seemed as if that (sue) 
those figure-heads, perhaps of Joseph, Mary and the child were 
all that was left of it. "(3) 
It is probable, however, that it was not until the early years of the 
19th century that European explorers penetrated from Badagry on the coast 
through the Yoruba country to old 
Öyo, Significant landmarks in these 
contacts and subsequent relationships were the slave trade and its ultimate 
abolition, the coming of Christian missionaries in 1642 and the designation 
of the whole coast as the lhite Nan's Grave. In spite of this there came the 
colonial era and Lugard's so-called 'Indirect Rule''. Thomas Birch Freeman 
was sandwiched in between the early explorers and Lugard. The coming of 
Christianity which he represented heralded a heightened sense of freedom 
and identity which ultimately led to a national sovoreighty in which the 
Yoruba are united with other people in modern Nigeria. 
The period covered in this study, 1890-1940, corresponds roughly with 
the second half-century of Christianity among the Yoruba, 
(4) 
This period 
3. CIZS Intellcer 1889-1902, p. 448, CNS Archives G3/A2/0 1900/34 
for date 30: 
1M/99. 
see further Idowu, 1962, pp. 204-200. 
4, The first half-century has been treated by J. F. A. Ajayi 
(1965). 
The second half-century which we here devote attention to covers the 
period which Ayandole 
(1966) has examined for a social and political 
analysis, and which Tebster 
(1964), H. W. Turner (1967) and Pool 
(1960) have studied for the history of specific church groups. Our 
study builds on all those and concentrates on a content analysis 
of two identifiable Church novi onts which in varying ways illustrate 
the interaction between Christianity and the hoet-religion, Yoruba 
Traditional Religion. 
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rray marked by a number of indigenous movements of response generally 
described as African Independent Churches. In the study of such Churches, 
a distinction has been made between the "Ethiopians" on the one hand and the 
"Zionists" on the other. 
(5) 
Ethiopianism here has no reference at all to the theology or occlosi- 
astical practices of the ancient Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Rather, it is a 
description of the evident atraroness of Africanness in the people's religious 
understanding, and their belief that the hope in Psalm 68: 31 that Ethiopia 
shall stretch its arms to God has reference to the whole African race. 
By "'ithiopianism" are designated the church movements which consciously 
built on this sentimental aspiration. 
"Zionism" then means that rsoveraant represented chiefly by the Alädürä 
which restricted itself to religious forms which could be tr-cod to the 
Bible but which ultimately turnod out to be an unconscious adaptation of 
Christianity along the lines of indigenous religious patterns. Thus in this 
thesis, the terms are used not only for the Independent Churches but for all 
the Churches in Yorubaland, whether they originated from the work of 
foreign missionaries or wore founded locally in independency. 
In this chapter, ire shall first deal with Ethiopianism, the restlessness 
in some quarters with the form in which Christianity was brought, and the 
entertainment of a hope that it could be reformulated in other ways and in 
other categories to satisfy to a greater extent Yoruba religious expectations. ' 
In subsequent chapters, ve shall examine the basis of the Zionist stance 
and trace the different efforts which have been made towards a reformulation, 
2. TIIJ PH OM NON OF "TTHIOPIANISM" 
The policy of Henry Venn towards building up in the CMS mission areas 
of Africa a "self-supporting, self-governing and self-extending" Church 
triggered off a chain of reaction in many directions, Venn's appointment as 
General Secretary of C113 in 1842 coincided with the beginning of missionary 
. or the use of 
the terms "Ethiopianism" and "Zionism" in African Church 
History, see V. L. Hayvard(ed. ), African Independent Church Movements, 
Edinburgh House Prose, London, 1963, p. 71 ; J. 14. Fernandez "African 
Religious Movements - Types and Dynamics". The Journal of Modern 
African Studies, 2,4 (10,64), PD. 531-549. Our use of the terms in this 
thesis stands midway between the typology adopted by the 11indolo 
Consultation which restricted the use to "African Independent Churches" 
and F. B. ' ! elbourn's plea that except for purely local usage the terms 
be discarded in deference to tide need to look for a more universal 
typology. For ! felbourn's seminal paper.. see his "A note on Types of 
Religious Society" in C. G. Baeta(ed. ), Christianity in Tro; )ical Africa. 
orP, 1968, pp. 131-138. 
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work among the Yoruba. In 1845, only three years after his appointment, a 
"Native Agency Committee" was set up in London for the implementation of this 
policy. The mandate of the Committee was primarily "to encourage the social 
and religious improvement of Africa by means of her own sons". The direct 
objectives towards which the Couittee worked can be summarised from the 
series of "Instructione" sent out to its missionaries in Africa. These 
included the creation of a T? ative Church, independent of foreign aid and 
superintendence. There should be a systematic handing over of the work and 
its superintendence to the most able native pastors and bishops. The goal 
of the Church should be the full assumption of a national character in 
order that it could ultimately supersede the denominational distinctions 
being introduced by foreign missionary societies. Such a national Church 
should be at liberty to change its ceremonies and in every way adapt 
itself to the national tasto. 
(6) 
Venn's ideas undoubtely influenced the policy of other missionary 
societies than his oims rc: i in those far-off days there were consultations 
with missionary executives across the Atlantic; and Venn was able to 
exchange his ideas with other missionaries on a wide scale. But the 
intention at home was one thing, and the outworking of the ideas on the 
mission fields another. Also, the tensions in the field of one society 
influenced the working of other societies. 
The consecration of 3anuel 
Äjäyi Crowther in June 1864 and his 
appointment over a diocese which virtually stretched "from the River 
Niger to the Nile" was a vindication of Venn's policy. "It is 
expedient that the arrangeaents which may be made in the fissions 
should from the first have reference to the ultimate settlencm t of 
the native church upon the ecclesiastical basis of an indigenous 
episcopate, independent of foreign aid or superintendency"* 
(7) 
But Venn's vision was frustrated from the first. In the first place, 
over this issue of African leadership he was opposed by missionaries 
on the field and a clique of their supporters in England who had no 
6. See W. Knight, Memoirs of Henry Venn, pp. 285f.; Henry S. 111ilson(ed. 
) 
Origin of Uest African Nationali§m, Macmillan, 1969, pp. 131 ff. 
7. W. Knight, The Nissionarv Secretariat of Venn, 1880, p. 415. 
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faith in the ability of the African and who could not bear the idea 
of Europeans serving under African leadership. Crowther and his work 
were denigrated. 
(8) 
He died in frustration during the last hours in 
1891. Along the whole west coast there was wide-spread protest 
against his treatment. It was in the cloud of the fury which followed 
the denigration and death of Crowther that Bishops alü ölt and 
I 
C. Phillips wore appointed as Assistant Bishops in 1893. The former 
was stationed in Lagos and the latter in Oda-Ondo in the interior 
where he had creditably led the mission since its inception there 
in 1876. 
(9) 
Another unfortunate frctor in the ou-h7orkin; of the Native 
Agency concept in Venn's policy was that it quickly led to the 
development of a subject-agent-object attitude on the part of some 
native workers. The Native agency turned out to be an ecclesiastical 
version of Lugard's later 'Indirect Rule' system. The African 
bishops and clergy found themselves wedged in between the Missions and 
their on people just as the Emirs and the Ob7, found themselves 
r 
restricted under the colonial administration. The only difference 
was that the mission workers did not have the traditional rule, 
authority and power which bolstered up the position of the Emirs 
and Oba. This was the disadvantageous position in which the two 
Assistant Bishops, 0l. utrole and Phillips, found themsolvos throughout 
their period of service. But there were other mission workers vrho 
developed a nationalistic attitude and in evang: listic zeal of. un- 
questionable integrity. It was they who carried forward the original 
intentions of Venn's policy, r-nd who came later to be described as 
"Ethiopians" . 
In our use of the term here, wo are not confining it to separatist 
groups which later identified, themselves as African, Ethiopian or 
Native Churches. We talge it th. 3t there are many Christians in the laxý; erý- 
8. E. A. y ºtd^t o. The Iviissiona Im -ct on Modern Niry^eris, 
1842-1914, Lon naps, 1966, pp. 207-22F- 
9. Aynndole (1966), pp. 228-9. 
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ostshlish d ohurahory -ho . n: ro Ithlopicns in their conviction and 
utterances. Samuel j yi Crowther himself shared something of this 
feeling of religious nationalism, not to speak of Edward B. Blyden 
and Bishop James Johnson(10) ,_r (popularly known as Holy Johnson) who 
were the main advocates of the idea and whose writings and statements 
were frequently quoted in extenso by the later separatists. 
The Christen Mission to West Africa was built both on the theory 
of the inferiority of the African as a 'race' and on the theory of 
the invalidity of African culture and tradtions. It is difficult 
to say which one was predominant at one time or another. The-. *v: o 
concepts wore fully bound together in the attitude of the mission nies 
and of the Christian people who sent them forth. The racial 
issue has been referred to briefly in the Crowther episode. The 
religious attitude must now, be treated. ; gai. nst. botb the Yoruba 
Ethiopians had to contends 
The general assessment of ! lfric^n traditional religion by these 
missionaries of the nineteenth century ias that it was a palpable 
delusion"(11) ýs such, it gras assumed that all that was necessary 
was to "argue against the vanity of their gods" and "expose the 
folly of their worship'% 
(12) 
Freeman's journals were, in places, full 
of details about his method of approach to persuade the people of 
their religious folly. As he went from village to village in the then 
Gold Coast and among the Yoruba in Nigeria, only occasionally did he 
allow himself to be persuaded that there might be more in what was 
before him than met the eye. One one such occasion, he had to admit, 
"although I pitied the people on account of their superstitions, yet 
I could not help admiring their apparant sincerity. "(13) Nevertheless, 
he generally stuck to his original impression which, . fter all, was in 
10. For Blydon, soe Robert '7. July (1968), pp. 208-233, Ayondelo (19. )6) , 
pp. 217f, 250f, 329. For James Johnson, see lyondelo, H] 
Johnson: Pionoer of African Nationalism, 1836-1917, Frank Cass, 
London, 1970- 
11. T. B. Freeman, Ms. Journal, N? IS Archives, London, Vol. 1, pp. 269f, 
Vol. 3 PP- 130f. T. B. Freeman, 'Reminiscences 
.,. nd 
Incidents... 
(Typescript), 1XS lrchieves, London, pp. 374-379- 
12. Bishop Ciov7ther's Dxperiencos in liest -frica, S. P. C. K., London, 
1892, pp. 28f, but pf. p. 15, 
13. Ms Journal voll 3, Pp. 130fk 
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accord with the predominant missionary'"thooloCy of the ago and 
reminiscent of the view of the prophet Isaiah and the convictions of 
the Psalmists. 
(14) 
The parallel between Freeman's concept of 
traditional religion and his evangelistic method on the one hand 
and these Biblical pass=es on the other is clear when we examine the 
following entries in his journals. "I told them that their fetish 
was of no value to then". 
05) 
On tome occasions, he could go beyond 
telling the people that their objects of worship teere no more than 
"a mere piece of wood, a shell, a rotten egg, or the fruit of some 
tree". He could demonstrate it practically by "setting up a piece 
of wood, knocking it down and ahowin; them that it could not get up 
again, much less render than any assistance". 
(16) 
If the people themselves as "worshippers" could be granted some 
benefit of the doubt as to their "apparent sincor. ty", the so., 1e 
benefit did not seen to have boon extended to the cultic priests. 
Rather, they were regarded as charlatans deliberately deceiving the 
common people for their own ends. The whole thing was regarded as 
being "largely the work of a few impostors, the 'fetich' priestst" who 
were "deluding those poor benighted people, and keeping them in a 
state of sevile bondage to answer their own base purpose". 
(17) 
Of course, on the whole, the above description of traditionül 
religion is basically the interpretation which has been known by the 
now discreditted teen "fetichism". It must be noted, however, that 
it was felt to be coupled with some awareness of a theistic belief 
among the people. When Freeman came to a village, he asked the 
people "if they knew who made a tree which was growing over theft 
heads and affording thorn a shade from the rays of the sun, They 
answered, 'God made itt. I asked them if they kneti, God, but thQY 
acknowledged their total ignorance of him experimentally". 
(18) 
14. Isaiah 44: 9-20; Psalm 135: 15-18. 
15. Ms. Journal vol. 1, pp. 124f. 
16. ibid pp. 144f. 
17. ibid. pp. 269f. cf pp. 247f. 
18. ibid pp. 122f. 
I 
It is app rent that Freeman found it difficult to believe that the 
people could know God, although they had taken the initiative in 
information about him as the creator. In any case, incidents like 
this should indicate that missionaries of the period, like Freeman 
in this particular case, were aware that the fetichism explanation 
did not cover the erhole of the I religious' seen confrortinrý them. 
Theistic explanations had to be conceded though they might be qua- 
lified in terms of poly-dacmonism if not of polytheism. The 
distinction which needed to be made, as we have noted, is whether 
the religion was the Or -type or the Isin-t-rpe. 
The decade between 1880 and 1890 in the Churches aeon; the 'Nest 
, frican coast was a period of intense antagonism between European and 
'; frican clergy. ': Jith the increase in European economic and politic^? 
interests in the Jest :: frican countries, a corresponding change was 
effected in missionary policy. It moved away from the vision of 
:, frican-led Churches tow, -rds the entrenchment of European control in 
the ddministration of the life of the Churches. This relationship of 
tension, conflict and antagonism cannot be fully understood apart from 
the general racist attitude of the European towards the African. 
The tension was felt not only in the Church but also between European 
and African traders leading on the whole to a strong nationalistic 
feeling among the . 
ifrican educated elite. The centres of the storm 
could be identified in different places, at Freetown in Sierra Lecne, 
at Lagos and the Niger Mission in Nigeria. As we have soon above, 4--'U- 
formed the bac; ýround to the attach on Bishop Crowther. In 1888, it lud 
also to the inauguration of the United Native Baptist Church, and 1 tor 
in 1891 to a breakaway from Breadfruit Church (. Anglican) in Lagos to 
establish the United Native African Church (UNA). 
(19) 
It was inevitable that the arguments on the side of the protecting 
tm fricans, both within the Church and outside it, against the treatment 
being meted out to them should take a nationalistic turn. 
"Ethiopianism" gras as much a nationalist protest as it was an exenm1e Of 
evangelistic and ecclesiastical zeal. 
19. Po re list of breal. a; r: ý churcres and. other rs from 1888 to 1918, sec 
J. 3. : iebster (1964) , p. 94. On r_'cij. 1 i. trecj see jycjldclc 
(1966) p. * 210f. 
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The objectives of :. Vest African Ethiopianism in the Church 
might be stated in brief as follows: 
1. The founding of a truly African Church managed and 
controlled by Africans and completely free from t the leading 
strings of foreign supervision t. 
(20) 
2. Self-support in the African Church. 
(21) 
3. The evangelisation of Africa by Africans, a real African 
missionary movement, to stem the tide of Islam. 
(22) 
4. TtLe elevation of the African Personality and the cultivation 
of racial respect in the race struggle. 
(23) 
5. Insistence on Christian social ethics and principles for 
African affairs, e. g. in race relations, in matters of 
slavery and the slave-trade, in British administration of 
the West African countries. 
(24) 
6. Cultivation of respect for African customs and institutions 
and the adoption of such of them as were not necessarily 
antagonistic to Christianity. 
(25) 
7. The use of 'frican liturgy, formularies and ceremonialism. 
(26) 
8. The development of an African theology. 
(27) 
These are worthy ideals, and in line with the vision of H-. ýnry 
Venn. Their implementation, however, was not facilitated by Church 
officials, white or black. Some Nigerian churchmen holding in- 
fluential positions felt they were too idealistic and any attempt 
to implement them premature. Others even thought they were 
impossible to realize and therefore not worth pursuing. There were V. 
few, however, who persistently pursued these goals especially duri=i' 
20. lyandole (1966) pp. 187-188,200f., 221f., 24f. 
21. Self-support was the burden of Lijadu's initial commitment. 
See below under E. M. Lijaduucf. Ayandele (1966), pp. 85f. 
190f., 200,296f. 
22. nyandele ibid, pp. 186,206,220f, 238. 
23. ibid pp. 210,242f, 278f. 
24. ibid pp. 197f., 203,237f. 
25. ibid pp. 187"., 242ff., 254ff. 
26. ibid pp. 187,264ff., 273. 
27. ibid pp. 206,220. 
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the second fifty years of the Church's history. Their role has 
scarcely been noticed in the study of the growth of the Yoruba 
Church. Such was the Rev. E. M. Lijadu in far away Ondo whose 
effort reverberated and influenced other efforts in Lagos, some two 
hundred miles away on the coast. The study of the evangelistic 
possibility of relating Christianity to the IfI background of the 
Yoruba was only a later development of his endeavour. Nevertheless 
it will be illuminating to take a close look at the general story 
of this man and of those who follwed up his efforts. 
3. THE ZEAL 0? E. M. LIJ tit 1 OF OPTDO 
Since 1888 when the Native Baptist Church was formed, Nigeria 
has come to know several schismatic churches, sects, prophetic 
movements and other African Independent Churches. The Evangelist 
Band Mission of the Rev, E. M. Lijadu deserves to be treated 
separately as an organisation sui generis. It started as a formslly 
recognised and accepted separate institution within the Anglican 
Church and it was only after this period that it had to stand by 
itself as an African Independent Church. It is the story of those 
twenty years that we wish to sketch out briefly in these pages. 
The circumstances which led to the founding of the Band centred 
on the ideas of the Rev. E. M. Lijddu about the need for a voluntary, 
unpaid, and self-supporting Ministry. Incidentally, this is a 
subject which has not caught the imagination of the ecumenical 
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movement in this generation 
(28) 
The story of the ministry of this 
Nigerian clergyman especially during the period 1898-1926 will 
undoubtedly be a contribution to the on-going discussion of new forms 
and support of the Ministry. 
The significance of Mr. Lijadu for current discussion in the 
ecumenical movement, however, goes beyond these two themes. The 
question of indigenisation, and especially the indigenisation of 
theology, similarly exercised his thinking. It will be fitting 
therefore to examine also his venturesome interpretation of the basic 
themes of the New Testament in terms of indigenous Yoruba thought, 
particularly of Ifa themes. 
We will take time to spell out the story of his ecclesiastical 
nationalism and his practical proposal for personal involvement in 
a scheme for the rethinking and restructuring of the ministry; 
29) 
We believe this to be necessary for a full understanding of the nan's 
background and the motivation which ultimately constrained him to 
undertake his theological explorations. It needs to be appreciated that 
the man whose study of Ifa became so significant to his Christian theology 
28. It is one of the strange phenomena of Christian history that two 
saintly souls, one a Yoruba in Nigeria and the other an Englishman 
resident in far away China caught this same vision of a self- 
supporting ministry at about the same period. Lijadu was certainly 
not influenced by Roland Allen for the latter resigned his benefice 
only in 1907 while E. M. Lijadu resigned his seven years earlier. 
For the story of Roland Allen, see David Paton (ed. ), Reform of the 
Ministry: A Study in the Work of Roland Allen, Lutterciorth Press, 
London, 1968. 
The flivision of World Mission and Evangelism of the 7orld 
Council of Churches later got down to studying this issue in the 
1960s. See, for example, the document presented to the Divisional 
Committee of the Commission at its meeting in Paris in August 1962: 
A Tent-Malting Ministry Toryards a More Flexible Form of Ministry, 
y7. C. C., Geneva, 1962. 
In December 1974, a fete months before the Church in Ondo 
celebrated its centenary, the Methodist Church Nigeria accepted 
into the ministry and commissioned fifteen "Tent-making Ministers". 
The Anglican Dioceses in Nigeria have also in recent years 
accepted a number of "graduate ordinands" earning their living 
in other employments. 
29. See Appendix I below. 
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grew up in, and was strongly possessed of, an evangelistic and 
missionary zeal the equal of which has hardly been found again anonr, 
the Yoruba during the past three-quarters of a century. 
4. LIJ ADU iS TI1EOLOGIC 'tL PUBLIC ATIOTTS 
In 1897, Lijadu published a small book called If a. 
", devoted to 
an attack against Yoruba paganism especially as expressed in the Ifra. 
cult. Extensive use was made of stanzas and stories from Odu Ifa 
to demonstrate the inadequate understanding of God which he then 
believed was expressed in the Ifa religious system. These quotations 
of Ifa 
myths 
are of great value, especially as he made sure that he 
quoted not only the main stanzas as is now encnerally done in any 
reference to the Odü If, but also the full story nabratod on each 
occasion. The length of the stories frequently disturbs the flow of 
the theological discussion and commentary which v: as hia original 
intention. But it is now very valuable to have the stories thcm:; cýv. ý; 
since they had not been committed to print before Lijadu did so. 
Thus, Lijadu became the first person over to write down and publish 
the Odü-Ifa at about the came time as the Bible was being publishod 
in Yoruba. 
Most of the full stories recorded by Lijadu are hard to come: by 
today. Even the specialists in the Od -Ifa, Bäbalanö, remember tue 
precis of each Odu only in stanza form. That is all they need, for 
their clients. The long story explaining each stanza is now often 
forgotten. Of the one hundred and three Odu-Ifa 
quoted by Lij . du 
in 
his Ifa, as many as thirty-six are given in full story form. . nil of the 
seventy-six Odu-Ifa quoted in his later book, Orunml sic), only 
dozen are not related in full story form. Thus, Lijadu has passed down 
to us at least one hundred Ifa myths which are rcmemberdd only throW; h 
his having recorded then in his apologetic undertaking. 
(30) 
30. There is an obvious parallel hero to Justin Martyrt s Contrc. COlslun 
where our 1thowledv of 2nd-ocntury Gnosticism came mainly through 
the description in Justin's book. 
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there ! 1hon Lijadu published remis Ifa, in 1897, was no indication 
given that c pl ý, nned a sequel to that book. But when 
ýrüruý 
appeared in 1908, it was marked as Book II, and reference were made 
in it to Ifa which was then referred to as "our Book I". 
Although the book OrLj mpila, was inscribed as Book II, it is 
I 
evident that between the : rriting of his first book and that of the 
second a significant development had taken place in the thinking of 
Lijadu and his approach to traditional religion. 
(31) 
The first one 
denounced the beliefs and practices of "our fathers" (a pharaso which 
he constantly uded in both books). The second book, however, , -. s 
very sympathetic towards Ifa religious beliefs. 
The method of treatment in Book II was that of ging one by 
one the attributes of Orunmila especially as contained in the ý"raý_ 
names ascribed to him by his wmrshippers, giving ar miinrr corrý_ :':, ry 
and exegesis of the titles, explaining in the process the rclev. 'xnt 
aspects of Yoruba bcliofs, and then at the end of each exposition 
referring to the Bible passages where the parallel ideas arc t^ken 
to be expressed. At this point, Lijadu sometimes simply hints ' t, 
and other times openly draws theological conclusions particularly 
for a Yoruba understanding of Christ and His work. It become 
necessary for him, thcrofore, to list the praise-names of Oruxli^qi1^ 
/- . 
as related to him by the babalavro. 
The main thrust of the book turned out to be evidence that the 
Yoruba man of religion had a premonition of a Deliverer, a Savio. =r, 
One who was to Demo. Those hopes and expectations were centred or 
i\ 
the person of Orunmila, and the conclusion was drawn or implied 
MN/\\ 
repeatedly throughout the book that Orunmila was the type of Hir. " ba 
Jesus Christ became- flesh umng Men. 
31. In a public lecture in 1887, Lijadu launched a passionate -. att.,. ck 
on "The Effects of Foreign Literature and Science Upon the 
Natives of the Yoruba Country". It took rim twenty years before 
he was able to extend this concern to the religious realm. 
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4 
Lijadu's Orü rý__ä. is of great significance in the confrontation 
r 
between Yoruba beliefs and the Christian Faith. It is the only 
treatise available in the Yoruba language devoted to a genuine 
dialogue. His earlier book If a,, is an apologeitc for the Christian 
Faith in an outmoded (though until now all too popular) form. It loaves 
no room for dialogue since it sees nothing of real worth in the If A, 
understanding of God and of morality. His Orunm-la is different. 
It is a genuine theological discourse permitting the other side to 
have asV. 
(32) 
It is clear that by the time of the appearance of this second 
book, Lijadu had planned to write at least one more book, in the 
series, or possibly two. Book II and its sequel(s) wore to deal with 
the praise-names of Orunmila Faith which this book started. I 
*_1 /N In his reflection on the praise-namies of Orunmila, Lijadu carne 
to realise that some of the attributes had reference to Orunmila's 
heavenly or divine nature, and that the others related to his earthly 
\ /\ \ 
or human nature; He had discovered also that the teaching of Orunmila 
I 
could be collected, together and a±ranged in a system. For Book II, 
therefore, ho selected only such phrases from Orunmila's praise-ne: ios 
which could be interpreted as related to his supernatural nature and 
functions. The others he loft for the books which wore to follow. 
Unfortunately, those books were never written, presumably because, 
after completing Book II, Lijadu's ti; ae was fully occupied with rauch 
evangelistic travelling and the training of students in his 
Evangelist Hall in Ondo. A reading of his diary during this rorio d, 
32. This was the typological pattern of the earliest Christian sermons 
in the, Acts of the Apostles. That was how St. Matthew was caritten. 
That was the same style adopted by the Author of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews. The same patterns were later reproduced in the 
biblical exegesis of the early Fathers of the 2nd to the 4th 
centuries. The background material used by them was, of course, 
the Old Testament, especially when in the Biblical material the 
proclamation was directed to the Jews for whom the Old Test-Mont 
had both national and religious meaning. But whenever non-Jewish 
material was available, there was no hesitation in making 
references to such material and using it in the argument in the 
presentation of the Gospel to non-Jews. (cf. the use of the . Lo, -os 
doctrine in John 1, and the method of presentation of Paults 
arguments in the sermon to the Atheninis in Acts 17: 22f. 
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1908ff. , sho., rs that he spent about six month:; of each year trý. v'jllin, T 
in the Ika7 ý area, about four months in his Ondo headquarters, end 
some two months in other 
: -, arts of 
the country, o. g. Lagos rzid 
At a later period in his tr vols, Lijadu took the opportunity 
to research into forms of traditional religion anon, - the 
Il; 
lc . ritte 0 
special refers nce to their rem rd for and treetra ent of Twin chilri. ror; 
Secret Societies, especially tie Ij o 0, ý, tuiegba; Ancestor cults 
described by him is annual and public, occasional and private 
rituals related to betrotlhlal; the Naming Ceremony and Fetish 0r ths. 
Chiefs responded to his preaching and, on conversion, wore able to 
share with him dot, )Ils of their st religious life and 
ý33ý 
past religious prrý: cticc.. 
The story of the Rev. E. M. Lijadu has boon told in soul--, do ; eil 
in the Appendix in order to show his chure. oraanship in the conto, --, t 
of the ferment in the nation^. 1 ecclesiatical awareness of his d ; y. 
It is necessary at týiis st- to acknowlodt; c office again thj dcbt 1: "c , ),! c 
to his writings for tFio valuable materiel bn Yoruba religion which _, c 
has carefully preserved. 
The story of his resign-: tion from the Anglican ministry i". 17`, ; ; r4 
has also boon referred to. It is necessary, however to correct "ý. 
impression which has boon given that he loft because the thoolomic , a_ 
opinions in his publications offended the ecclesiastical 
of his day. 
(34) 
On the contrary there was enthusiasm in the Chuýýc_r for 
his publications. Perhaps they were oven accepted too readily 
without criticism. Bishop S. C. Phillips of Ondo wrote a commcnd:.. tor, 
preface to the first book. In the , author's foreword to the second 
edition eleven years after the original publication, the author ado 
reference to and quoted corn(: of the letters ho had received from 
Church wor'_cers in appreciation for the books, The CMS Bookshop 
received permission after his death for a further edition of the fi: cst 
34. Prof. Ayandelo in n-nm rýj . p. 264 has quoted the wrong reason f , -, r Lijadu's priest's licence being withdrawn by his bishop. It ': s c^ 
to his act in ordiinirk; men 'unconstitutiona, a. ly' , not b, )car: c of 3_ic theolo idaj. viov s. It is striking that on Lijadu's death in 1926, 
MIS published : ui obitu pry prýwisin` his missionary zeal en 1. 
contribution.. 
33. Soo E. I. Lijadu's Annual Letter for 1907, reviewing the Mission 
activities of his Evangelist Bank for 1; '01-1905. 
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book under their on imprint. In Leisure: Hours, the 1o0-11 ,. n. 1ic-m 
monthly magazine, serialized the contents seventy years after the 
first edition when the other impressions had gone out of print. 
The second book, however, was overshado . *ed by the success of the 
earlier book. There is no evidence that it was over reprinted but 
wo have seen a copy with slight corrections in the handwriting of 
the author indic-tting that he ryas perhaps getting it ready for a 
second impression. His preoccupation with the administrative problems 
of his org', nizstion in the years afterwards made this impossible. 
Church Order had taken precedence over exposition of the faith. 
Also, by 1908 when Lijadu's Orünmla was published, Vlost Afric. -n 
Ethiopianism had on the whole switched its main emphasis and 
strategy to education and"tho making of an elite". It should be 
remembered that in 1873, there was the launching of a "Society for the 
Promotion of Religion and Education in La. gos". 
(35) 
The events 
surrounding the denigrating- of Bishop Crowther had brought in some 
frustration and disillusionment in matters of religion. Although 
James Johnson himself had by this dato published his book on Yoruba 
Heathenism, his consecration and subsequent appointment as Bishthp 
on the Niger meant that he had to give. more of his attention to 
ecclesiastical -administration. This involved continuous travelling 
between his scat in Legos and his diocese on the Niger. He had no 
time to give to further theological reflection and writing. 
Others in the movement considered that theological innovation . -i: 
a field in 'which they had no expertise and from which they had better 
refrain. But, as for educational planning, their very training and 
individual competence compelled them to action. All the same, a Levi 
experiments in religious innovation were underteken by individual 
agitated souls, 
35" ly md'lo (1966) pp. 185,189, 





l E. M. Lij \adu and T. J. _Ogu'nbiyi wore ministerial contcmporarics 
and fo11ow-: aorkcrs. On January 18,1899 they wore both toothcr i. ý 
Ile-If o an, i Rlodokcke- enquiring, on th, -, direction of the GRITS 
sccrot. -try in Lagos, into the possibilities of having a residont 
evangelist stationed in one of the two towns for work in both pl? ccs. 
.// 
In fact, T. A. J. Ogunbiyi was then a Catechist in Akuro. He was not 
., 
new -in the area but had been connected with the Ondo Mission from 
the beginning of his own work as a Mission : gent. Having boon 
trained at' the C. M. S. Institution from 1886 to 1889 he commenced 
service as o, schoolmaster in January 1890 in Ondo and remained there 
until 1892 w hon he las moved to Ab olnzta. From l bcökütý , he Trent for 
a short period of further training in Four3h Bay College in Sierra, 
Leone and then returned to 1iira as a Catechist, In this 
I 
capacity, he uorkcd energetically for some five years before ho was 
ordained into the ministry. His ordination as a deacon took place 
in St. Stephen's, Ond , on December 17,1899, the first ordination 
service to be hold raong the'Ond 
. The ordination charge was given 
by the Rev. S. Oyeböd6 then of I1cc ,, from the text I Cor. 3: 9. 
"For ne are God's fallow-workers, ye are God's husbandry, God! s 
building". 
During the period in Akurý , he played an active role with the 
political power, the British, in bringing in the peace, order and 
civilization which were considered part of the mission of the Church 
in the Area. His activities in putting down twin-murder in 11cure 
and neighbouring villas were notable. By the time the controvorsy 
over Li jadut s proposal becamo public, Ogunbiyi was already a 
sympathizer with, and supporter of, Lijadu's ideas. He himself 7.:. tcr 
bec. 1ne a non-residsnt member of the "Evangelist Band". In 1902, ho 
was transferred to Holy Trinity, Ebüte 
Ero, 
in Lotus. Here he 
continued his activities as e. supporter ; end also a canvasser for 
Lijaduts project. In the rolpcät of his first year in charge of 
I 
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Ebuto Ero, Ogunbiyi listed a n. mmbcr of people who had been an 
cncoura#emont and inspir. tion to hi. m, and who had given him spcci: '1. 
advice and encour: Lemont when necessary. 
(36) 
E. rT. Lijadu far a. 7ay 
in Ondo was one of them. It may be noted that R... Coker of Ijubu, 
another sympathizer with Lijntdu's efforts, was another name on the list. 
This would be no Hero courtesy for, as Ogunbiyi himself pointed out 
in the report, he was the , young st minister 
the congregation had over 
had. The group photograph of the Parochial Committee published with 
the report emphasises the difference between his age and that of the 
congregation he was appointed to lead. But with such person, -dities as 
the Revs. E. M. Lijadu and R. 411. Coker as his inspiration, he must hehe 
boon a leader beyond his years. In 1908, when Lijadu was away in 
England attending the P n-!. nglican Cori. -Toss, Ogunbiyi helped to look 
after Lijadu's evangelistic field on the Ikale jatersido. 
But 0ßunbiyi did more than simply support Lijadu's vision for 
an indigenous church life. He was hinsclf a man of original id, -, L, 
and ingenious practical endeavours. Those who know him have c? -110r! 
, attention to his characteristic love of the esoteric and, to the 
mystical nature of his thinking. These "mist be taken as a clue to 
his peculiar approach to religious fomulations in general and 
practical Christian life in particular. During his youthful days, ho 
became fascinated with the Adamuorisha, a Lagos cult associ.. Lted ^it'h 
burial custom and ancestral commemorations. Significantly enotg; h, 
on All Saints' Day 1914, T. A. J. Ogunbiyi opened, in memory of his 
father, a "Chief Orunbiyi Memorial Chapel" at the Ikoyi burial -roivid 
in Lagos. He stated three purposes which the mortuary chapel : iould 
serve: a place where the priest could robe or unrobe for burial 
services at the cemetry, a place for "churching private funerals", 
and a place for religious devotions for individuals visiting the tombs 
of their departed friends and relations. It was not surprising at 
on Monday 8th January 1917, he removed the remains of his dead father from 
36. CMS Archiuves G3/ A2/0,1904/154. 
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their resting place for over thirty years and had theca re-interred 
inside the "Chief O; mbiyi Mersorial Chapel" ; 
T. A. J. Ogunbiyi had been earlier connected with the "Christian 
Ogboni Society" which was started by some Christians in Abeo1>uta in 
1900. 
(37) 
There was a controversy in the Anglican Church of which the 
Christian Ogboni were at that time members as to the propriety of 
naming the movement christian. As a result, the name was chanced 
in 1914 to "Reformed 
Ogboni 
-Fraternity" (ß. 0. F. ). However, a 
Pastoral Letter circulated by Bishops Tugwell and Oluwole in 1916 
indicated the idolatrous nature of the cult and warned Christians, 
especially priests, Tuho had become initiated or were contemplating 
initiation into it. The debate continues today. The relieLous 
questions are now mixed up with issues of nationalism and of 
membership of all sorts of Secret Societies, freomasonrý. es and Lodges. 
R. O. F. activities were sus-, )ended from 1916. Ogunbiyi's licence 
as a clergyman was withdravm iii the heat of the controversy.. But in 
" 
1930 R. O. F. activities were resumed, and Ogunbiyi founded his 
"Highway Mission" Which uas primarily the centre of R. O. F. publicity 
and administration. Thc: Reforuod Ogboni Fraternity still exists, 
fro wed upon not only because of its religious ideas, but also for 
its socio-political influonco, considered by some to be pernicious and 
by others as completely irrelevant in the dynamics of contemporary 
Nigeria. 
T. A. J. Ogunbiyi r. ras also the author of "Iwo Itan Ifa t. bitýba, 
'' , 
(38) 
Yanrin Tite...... which was printed before the death of the 
author but on his own instruction was not released for public reading 
' 
until after his death. It is a book on divination, written 
ostensibly by a practisin' diviner seeking to encourage divination, 
and has nothing at all in it to suggest that its author was in fact a 
Christian priest. The book ras "launched" at the funeral wake ; "rith a 
` 
37. Ayandelc (1966), p. 271ff. 
38. T. A. J. 0 umbi i 
ýzre Itan Ifa, Aabif-rb, Yanrin TiA ati 01, -, To 
Ni rindinlý r., Ifo -Olu Pi! inting Works Lagos. 
0 
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free copy given to every I. O. F. Lsomber there present. It has been 
suggested(39) that he released it posthumously since after his earlier 
controversy with the Church, he was only in the 1940s restored to office 
When Bishop Vining, hiiisolf a Mason, bocamo tho Bishop of Lagos. 
T. A. J. Ogunbiyi has boon generally recognized as the founder of 
the R. O. F. But attention also needs to be given to his connection frith 
other aspects of church life and thought and his contribution to the 
growth of particular trends in spirituality. We note also T. A. J. 
Ogunbiyi's publication of books of Prayer: Banuso, and Tote-dä mi-lohun(`ý0ý 
with a different special pxazrer for each day of the week and month of 
the year. The use of special 'names' of God with each such prayer is 
a notable characteristic of the: books. There is no doubt that 0;, uunbiyi 
himself had in his mind the idea which led many Christians and non- 
Christians to buy his books: viz, that each day or each rionth has its 
own cosmic significanco deriving from mythical ideas about the 
creation of the world or fron planetary associations with each steh day 
or month. 
In the early part of 1912, Ogunbiyi travelled out of Nigeria 
overseas. His journoy at i: hat time as a kind of spiritual pulgrim o, 
He deliberately set out to c-'. iocover for himself the roots of 
Christianity in greater depth than ho had boon taught by the 
missionaries. He paid a visit to the Holy Land and collected several 
"sacred" curios, including a bottle of water from the Plivor Jordan. 
Then he went to England and seized the opportunity to attend the 
Keswick Convention. 0gunbiyi was a very impressionable man. The 
Convention had a great impact on his own religious understanding and 
gave him a distinct spiritual experience. He felt that God had called 
him to make available to Christians in Nigeria the blessings of Ko, wick. 
So, on his return to Ni"oria, Ogunbiyi became the founder in 1912 of 
Lagos (Keswick) Convention, an interdenominational evangelical movement 
39. Information given by Baba Agbegilore, lIr. 0. Sobayo-Sowol 
, 
interviewed in Lagos in Octpbur 1970 
40. Printed at the Lisabi Pross, Ibadan, n. d. 
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which is still very . activo in Lagos and which lives to call attention 
to the pietistic ideas ; which aro associated with the annual Keswick 
Conventions in Englar d. 
According to the reminiscence of Dr. J. 0. Lucas who was present 
at the first Convention in Lagos later in 1912, emphasis was placed 
on the place of Christ in the believer's heart, the Sovereignty of 
Christ, and the person of Christ as the Fount of Life, the itodoonlor, 
the enabling and sustaining Author of grace, and the believer's 
all in all. "The Convention is meant to focus attention on Jesus 
Christ the Saviour of sinn. s in whom all his followers are united 
as branches arc united to the vine". 
(41) 
Apparently, unlike Lijadu, 
T. A. J. Ogunbiyi could not c. -ýrry his Christological views and intentions 
clearly into the religious c°plorations and innovations of his 
later life. 
6. ÄD DýýTI l OL4 (1885 -1 50) 
Ono of tho prominent ncmbcrs of Holy Trinity Church Ebutc-Ero 
Lagos, under the pastoral leadership of the Rev. T. A. J. Ogunbiyi 
as vicar was Isaac Adodoji Colo who later became Adodeji Ishola, 
founder of a movement wh. °. ch cane to be known at one time as The 
National Church of Africa. air main interest in him here lies in the 
fact that hj was clamed later by the Ij_oýOrunmila as one of their 
4 
"ancestors" or patron saints. In a significant but peculiar way, he 
belonged to the movement which we have traced from E. M. Lijadu and 
which wo have called religious "Ethiopianism". It was a movement 
which at different tiles and on different levels grappled with the 
reality of Ifa or Orumriilp in the process of the indigenization of 
Christianity among the Yoruba. But his was a peculiar story in th-). t 
he represented a series of movements within a movement. 
41. Souvenir of the Golden Jubiloe Celebration, Lagos, 
1962, pp. 13-14. 
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For a long tine it 3butc-11 o, I. A. Cole was a com ittod and out- 
standing loader, a generous givor and one who devoted his tiro and 
energies to the up. building of the church. Flo poet him, in Ogunbiyi'e 
report of his first full uar as a member of the 11-m n Parochial 
Conmittee. 
(42) 
In the matter of additional pews which wore then being 
bought for the church, I. A. Colo was given honourablo ncntion as a 
distinguished parishioner, zealous and earnest, known for carrying more 
than his due share of church financial responsibilities, 
(43) 
The list of subscriptions on a later page of the report showed hin as 
having contributed the hiChost sum for both the 1904 ITativo Pastorate 
I 
Fund and the 1903 Class Fees; £5.5/- and£1.2/- respectively. In addition, 
we rieot him at other tims as Sunday School teacher, president of the 
Church Choir, Lay Roador, k crotary to the harvest committee, president 
of the ';;. to o of Young °'or: _hipp., rs, honorary secretary, and later 13 the 
auditor of the parochial con4"ittoo, people's warden, member of the 
Nigerian Pastorato Association, and member of the Lagos District 
Council. The second lovel at which wo meet I. A. Cole is among the 
intellectual elite of Lagos from about 1912, among whom werd C. J., S nrt, 
B. A.. (Dunelm) Tutor at the King's College; Victor Whito; son of a 
pioneer Minister in Logos; fcv. S. II. Abioledu"n, B. A. (a for years senior 
to Cole) of the Cathedral, rnd others. They formed a group, a ]sind of 
Literary Society, which organizod weekly debates. They not in Tinubu 
in Remington Store which belonged to one of then, nearly apposite 
Dr. Sapara's Hospital in Broad Street with Phoenix Lane at the back. 
They called themselves "ßeaingtonians" for some time. It was about 
this time that Colo changed his name to Adeniran Adodeji Ishola. 
Dr. Sapara got thoso )oo, )lo interested in the question of Trinity 
versus Unity. A sharp debate went on for weeks running, *ýrith Ishola 
returning home to road noro from the'Bible and other literature. 
42. CMS Archiv--s G3A2/0,1004/154. 
43, ibid., p. 8. 
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He became convinced that there could not bo three Gods. Ho cane back 
excited one night and said to one Sam Aina: "I have got something now: 
Sapara has opened my eyes". Ho borrowed theological books from the 
Rev. S. M. Abiodun. Dr. Japrxa himself was not necessarily n convinced 
r 
Unitarian, but gave out brochures on Unitarianism. Ishola was then 
taking an American correspondence course in Theology and sonic forri of 
occultism. Examinations for those courses were invigilatod by the 
Education Department, apparently because some American Baptists 
would not invigilate them. The Debating Society later shifted its 
venue to Ilupesi Hall. The debating wont on to Church life and its 
abuses, under the influence of Ishola, Aboaba, Sonibi, Deniga 
and others who had by thic tiny joined the group. Ishola wrote 
pamphlets and articles on Church life and abuse. 
The views being expressed at the debating society and in thQ 
writing of its ncnbers wont against the grain with Church officers, 
including Ogunbiyi. I; hola was a purist. He came to disa, rdo with 
Ogunbiyi on different issues, occlesiatical and noral. This led to in 
open conflict; and in 1915 Ishola seceded with his sympathizers to 
form a Brotherhood Church. They started to worship in Ishola's 
House and a lively Bible Class quickly grow at 48 Obun kooStreet, L--ces. 
Those who joined Ishol-a were primarily Anglicans from Ebute Pro 
and Methodists from Olo 
ogbowo and Tinubu congregations. Dr. Sa, ) r_. 
ý 
(otherwise known for his pioneering research into herbal medicine; no. 
his design of a not too loose Yoruba gown which he con:, 3tcntly wor(,: ad 
which was subsequently called after him) was a Methodist and attencod 
and backed the Bible Class in Ishola's house for some tine. Mrs. Isho_a 
flatly refused to secede fron Anglicanisn to join her husband's -, 'rein,, 
she being the daughter of a natablo Anglican clergyman, the 
Rev. D. N. George of Abookuta. Nor did his other relations join hin. 
He claimed divine calling to free Africans from religious bondage 
and to soirch for "a religion which is not tainted with Dogmatism, 
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nor adorned with Core. uonialisn". 
(44) 
The doctors, law Tors ^. nd other members of the Lagos intellect' -1. 
elite were with hin until about 1918. But this was whon the 
association was Hore of a debating society in which discussion was 
not intended to load on towards ovcntua]. religious connitnent. 
When commitment was required, the doctors and lawyers abandoned hii 
and the cause. The movement then became one of the masses in which 
strong appeal was made to the emotions aided by drumming and the 
singing of native tunes and appealing to cultural nationalism. 
At this stage, he was stn9orted by the politicians, chief among whore 
was Herbert Macaulay, la-ýer of the Nigerian Youth Movement. 
Of course, these also later deserted him especially at the time when 
Ishola became too much of a self-conscious religious fanatic. 
The church which he founded, which now has a congregation in 
Lagos known as The Unitarian Brotherhood Church, Lagos, had been ]. o:; -n 
by different names at different times as noted hereunder. 
The first reference to it was as "The Brotherhood or Ilan a, religious 
body recently founded by Mr. Adedeji Ishola", in the issue of June 
1-8,1918 of the Lagos 'Teekly Record. In the issue of Aug. 10 & 17, 
1918, we read: "The Brothe_rhood or The African Unitarian Church - 
Notwithstanding the secret and open persecution carried on by some 
unprincipled, bigoted and shameless clerics in our midst against the 
above body, we are happy to observe that it 
(the body) continue:., to 
flourish from day to day. iieligion, we own, is a thing of the ý. c art, 
and not a rigmarole of creeds and dogmas". The first annual watchnight 
service of the church eras held on Dec. 31,1918. "The Godhead 
(i) 
- 
ii reply to African Unitarian Church doctrine" was an article in the 
Oct. 11 , 1919 issue, page 2, Lagos [Meekly Record, written by on:: who 
received the doctrine of the . A.. U. C. by mail from an anonymous source. 
On January 10,1920, services at 7a. m. and 6.30p. m. were advertised 
44. Adeniran Adedeji Ichola, A General Outline of the Brotherhood 
Religion Lagos, 1914, p. 2. 
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in the papers by The Brotherhood Christian Church or The African 
Church, Lagos. 
As of July 1926, the nahe Isholarian Congregation for Universal 
Brotherhood was used as title on the hymn sheet for Olulana Day 1916 
(Founder's Day). The uac of this name led to the departure of 
Dr. Sapara, Messrs. Turton, Irinola Ibaru who Uras then the Superintendent, 
and Herbert Macaulay. At this time also, there was a press controversy 
especially with Mr. O. S. Olukoya- Onabänjo, then Archdeacon of the 
Brotherhood Church in Ijobu-Ode, a controversy on the self-centred 
turn being taken by tho movoment. This also led to the expt]sion of 
the Archdeacon. Between 1926 and 1935 the names Isholarina Conrroaat-jon 
or The National Church of Africa, wore used interchangeably. 
"Isholarian Congregation" was still in use in 1931 in Lagos, 
The National Church of Africa was used on the booklet of special hymns 
for the Harvest Thanksgiving Service "held in Isholarian Temple Lagos" 
on 30/12/34 at 7 p. m& It was still The National Church of Africa, 
for a Special Service hold on 8/2/36 at 5 p. m, for the Dedication of 
the Now Temple at 25a Bankole Streut, Lagos with Arinola Ibaru as 
Superintendent. 
The Unitarian Brotherhood Church, Lagos was used on November 
8th 1936 in connection with "The New Temple". The order of service 
in memory of Aringla Ibaru Alabojuto Ijo, hold on 16/5/37 was 
similarly headed Unitarian Brotherhood Church, Lagos. Mr. Ibaru died 
on 5/5/37. Since then that has been the name. ' 
From this series of change of names, we find the complex mixture 
of Unitarianism, a vision of The Universal Brotherhood of ML-in, the 
concept of a National Church of : +frica, and the imagination of one who 
felt himself called not just to be a religious reformer but to be 
founder of a religion. , Is for this last, the man's imajination was 
Greatly facilitated by the air of expectancy created by the vision of 
Renry Venn combined with the zeal of Edward Blydon, Bishop James 
Johnson, E. M. Lijadu, T.... J. 0gunbiyi and others. There was the need for 
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experimentation with Loon expectation, and it was easy for unwary 
ones to consider themselves specially chosen and placed in a unique 
position. Adedeji Ishola himself wrote: 'In this connection, the 
following extracts fron "Three Sermons on Christian Ministry 1903" 
by Rev. S. A. Corer, may prove very instructive and illuminating - 
r' One of the most influential English Clergymen in England 
wrote to me some time a o, ho says: "I am very much intorestcd 
in your efforts; If a freer Christian Church than the Church 
of England with a wider theology freed from Western and 
European systems of ritual and doctrine (absolutely unsuited 
as they are to native thought and feeling and tending to destroy 
instead of animating the ties and interest and development of 
the African race), if such a church could be sot up and spread 
far and wide, it would be of incalculable sorvicc not only to the 
African people but also to the cause of Christianity among 
them. In the end it might replace Mohammedanism which our 
English Christian form is totally incapable of doing. 
Keep everything native; not English, to live under English 
rule is good; to organise religion for the African under 
English form is as bad as the other is Good. , 
(45) 
It was such sentiments which charged Ethiopianism. Ishola had 
no formal theological education. He had Secondary School education 
at the C. J. S. Grammar School in Lagos, and was employed an a cl rl: in 
a government office where he was noted as a competent shorthand 
reporter. From his corroepondence courses referred to above, ho pridodd 
himself in havinG boon awarded some "doctorate" degrees in Divine 
Metaphysics and in Christian Psychology. One of then was from a 
certain Metropolitan Collogo in Chicago. It was reported that when 
he received news of one of those, he commented "I an equal to Bishop 
Cluuolo now. He had to Go to Fourah Bay and England for his. I got mine 
for study at home hero"! So, the religious atmosphere of the time coupled 
45. adedeji Ishola, Our Doctorines and Objects, Lagos, 1926, pp. 7-3. 
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with his personal vanity determined the beginnings of the man's claims 
to pre-eminence. But then he was intimidated by local C. H. S. 
authorities and persecuted even by government officials. His 
popularity was enhanced rather than reduced by these. He claimed 
metaphysical powers of healing and many sick and diseased testified 
to having found healing fron his ministry. For this he was found 
guilty in court as an unlicensed healer. 
Ishola was reputed to be the first to use native lyrics with 
drumming for church services, which drew crowds into his services. 
Of course, this noise of drumming and singing became a disturbance 
to the C. M. S. congregation at Eau-Owa. The police had to intervene. 
Eben the lyrics, which he composed for his people to sing to strengthen 
them in what he considered to be persecution from the more established 
churches, are so good that they have caught on in Anglican and 
Methodist churches. Ishola qualifies to rank high in the history of 
Yoruba hymnology. 
His theology is often confusing because it is complex. His use 
of traditional unitarian phrases and reference books could easily 
mislead anyone to rank him with the English and American Unitarians. 
But it is highly significant that he has translated "Unitarian Church" 
into Yoruba as Iio 
Isokän Gboabo Dd 
, 
the Church of the Unity or 
of 
Brotherhood of all mankinda This is at variance with the translation 
used by his pastor at Ijebu-Ode, Iio 
Ölor n Ka. n, "The Church of Ono rod`. ': 
Thus, the emphasis in hi;, church has shifted from debate on the unity 
of the Godhead to the uhity of mankind in God. What caught the imagina- 
tion of the masses in all this, however, was the emphasis in Article 1C 
published in his Our Doctrines and Objects, vie. 
"The Religion teaches, - 
(in contradistinction to all Trinitarian 
and other Unitarian l-Iovementa extant), - that it is not in 
harmony with the will of God that any Nation or Race should be 
subject to the Religious Dictates of any other Foreign Nation or 
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Race, and that it is the unchangeable and Everlasting Purpose 
of God that every Nation or Race must have its own Messiahs 
in regular succession, for its own people in particular, and 
for all Mankind in general. This was abundantly confirmed 
by God in ancient times through Zoroaster the Persian Messiah, 
through Confucius The Chinese Messiah, through Buddha The 
Indian Messiah, through runmila The African Messiah, 
jr 
through Jesus The Jewish Messiah, through Mohammed tho 
Arabian Messiah a, etc. 
It was this teaching- which later became the pillar of the 
Iio Orünmila which aro, o o. ftortiwards. It was because of this that 
although Adedoji Ishola had no specific teaching on Ifa or Orünmilal 
he, together with his drum-major Arinola Ibaru, and others of his 
followers like Ojolabi, Iiokosu and Odutola Odukoya, uorc ac? zioulodgod 
as patron saints of the I' Orunmilt. 
'46' 
7. THE ETHIOPILTT COTT" NIM D II "IJO r? DULAUUO" Y! J I! 1NTü 
Those who became disillusioned with Ishola's Brotherhood Church 
and dissociated themselvoo from it, such as C. T. Irokosu and Odutola 
Odukoya, found another movement ready for them to join. It was 
the Ethiopian National Church, Nigeria, of which Adeniran Oko was 
the founder, and the story of which must now be told in brief. The 
year 1920 can be taken as a watershed in th3 history of n3w Church 
movements among the Yoruba. It was the year when Lijadu formally 
broke links with tho CI"IS in Nigeria. It marked the rise of the ! nadir 
movement following the influence epidemic of 1918-1919. lioreovor, 
the year marked the coming to a head of the discontent against the 
tardiness of the loaders of the "African Churches" in making the 
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In the preamble to his Short History of the United Native 
African Church, Pastor G. O. Oko wrote in September 1918: "It is not 
assumed that the U. 1T. L. Church at present is free from foreign 
traits and encumbrance., but th: -: coming generation will, it is hoped, 
divest it of all forcier elements that are impeding her progress". 
ýý7ý 
Immediately follo: ring was another sentiment expressing the hope th:.. t 
the Church so founded would ultimately become universally accepted 
throughout Africa as meeting the aspiration of the cultural nationalism 
more than the other Churches which were established without this 
passion for authentic national expression. "The Pounders of the 
Crurch were the Pioneers of a true 11frican Church which will one 
day be the National Church in Lfrica. "(48) again, in June 1919, he 
wrote: "It is the . 1frican hope that one day the African Church s1 . ll 
(49) 
be the Church in Africa. ' 
However, while G. _,. Oke was willing to gait for "the coming 
generation" to fulfil the ambition of the original founders of the 
U. N. A. Church, his cousin, Pastor S. Xdonirän Oke felt called 
of God to assume inraodiatoly the leadership of the jsoungor generation. 
In 1920, he wrote to the different "African Churches" then in Lagos, 
proposing that they should come together to form a united front for 
a deliberate and forceful pursuance of the original raison d'etre of 
the formation of thAr Church groups. According to Adeniran Ol o, 
that objective was the oi; ta'blishment of a Church indigenous not only 
in leadership but also in liturgical formulary. 
As it happened, G. L. ble was by this time honorary secretary to 
"The African Cor: union" an association of independent Churches in 
Lagos to which the correspondence was addressed. The letters of 
47. G. A. Oko, 1 Short History of the United Native African Church, 
Jehovah Shalom Printing Press, Phoenix Lane, Lagos, 1918; 
para. 5 of the Preamble. 
48. ibid. - 
49. Quoted in J. B. Ilebster (1964), p. c3?. 
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Adeniran Oho were treated with disdain. In the correspondence, 
:! deniraa Oko signed himself as Pastor of the Native Ethiopian Church. 
It is not clear to what extent that Church was a conceived plan or 
an actual reality by the middle of 1920. J. B. TTobstor dated the 
start of the 2thiopian National Church as 1921, 
(50) 
apparently on 
the evidence in the booklet "The African ^oligion" where in the 
preface written in 1927, the propagation of the ideas represented by 
the Church was said to have been going on for almost seven years. 
Howovor, the 1920 correspondence about the Church as quoted in 
T ho , thionia National Church: A 11ccc. ssity established 1919 as the 
correct date of the founding of the Church. 
(51) 
The theological starting-point of Adeniran Oka as the ICin7 ? on 
of God. The Kingdom was what Jesus cane to proclaim and to 
establish on earth. Acceptance of the ideals of the Kingdom of God 
was the essential factor in Christianity, not the adoption of any 
practices which might be soon to belong to a foreign culture or 
organisation. Adeniran Oka argued on the basis of this that 
Christianity was not meant to be an exclusive White Man's Religion, 
and -U?. at emphasis on the Kingdom would make clear to everyone the place 
of the Yoruba or any other tribe in the economy of grace. 
It was his pro-occupation T; ith this doctrine and an outslpolr-cn 
exposition of the sane which finally brought Adeniran Oke to be soon 
by th;, British Governnent as a dangerous subversive person. He vrote 
a leaflet in 1932 alleging that he and his followers wore facing 
persecution fron both government and Church quaters. His most 
explosive publication was a booklet which circulated underground for 
50. op. cit., pp. 93-94. 
51.3, A. Me, The Ethiopian National Church: A Necessity, Lagos 
1923, p. 21. 
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quite a while with -the title Does Ni,: rria Bolon to thoBritish? 
It was published both in i dish and Yoruba. His father, who later 
became a riember of the Le'islativo Council and an honoured ilerabor of 
the British Empire, had o-rlior publicly disoi-mod him for his 
allegedly indiscreet state, ants against the Establishnont in both 
Church and State. Tho son rolaliatod by dropping his surnanc and sib-nine 
himself afterwards simply cs.. denirnm. He was arrested by the police 
in 1935 and put in the assylura where he remained until ho died in 1956. 
In the assylun, ho st, -. god a hunder strike on several occasions end 
refused to rocoivc any lift of money bearing the iriago of the Kind.: or 
Queen of England. Ho sent word to his followers to observe a date in 
October as the Birthday of i odoription. This, apparently, was portly 
duo to his contention that Christ could not have born in December, 
but also, it has boon claimed, because he had a prevision that Nirer: i_ 
would bocono independent in the month of October. k52) The political 
emphasis was played down by his followers soon after his arrest. 
Bbphasis was thenceforth on the indigonisation of the Christian ý"_: 7 ý_;. ý en. 
The Ethiopian Church movement finally grow into four distinct 
each having its oVa-i poc; )liar emphasis. The group which remained 
faithful to the deniran interpretation later establishL. d its 
hoadtuarters in Ile-Ifc. Of those who ronainod in Lagos, C. T. I. 
Irokosu formed a group with emphasis on the incorporation into 
Christianity of Yoruba nodicine, charms and ancestor-cult. This group 
did not last very long. 
/ 
, kin Fagbenro-Boyioku, ' previously known as H. ! intus ', yilliaris, ... 
newspaper proprietor and editor, started to develop a theological 
expression which roughly followed E. M. Lijadu's christology base(, on 
52. The nationalistic onplkasis which was previously muted was 
articulated n :? in in the 1950s. On Nigeria attaining indopon1encC. 
on October 1st 1960, tho Ethiopian National Church ro uoctod the: 
Government to rocor; nizo it as the National Church for Nigoni. a 
in aclmowlcdgcr-lcnt of thD nationalistic vision of which they 
had boon the expression.. 
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the praise-nines of Orunriln. Fagbenrö Boyioku had remained in the 
United Native African Church but with Huch sympathy for L. deniran 
Oko's enthusiasm for iuaediato indigenisation. He was a candid! }to 
for the ministry in the U. N. . Church when his now christological 
interpretation beca o evident. The Church authorities saw this as 
a heresy and toz inatebd his candidature for the ministry. Soon after, 
he announced the formatior of an Iio 
On 
ila. Fagbonro-Boyioku, as 
J 
the title of one of his books indic:. ted, saw in 0 ulnilaisn. the 
Basis of Josuism. 
A. O. OsiCa would have nothing to do with Josuism in any form. 
For him, Orunnila was the prophet of God to the Yoruba. !. s such, the 
Ib Adulawo, became with hin The Io Orunnila Mulawo. Osiga froqucntly. 
quoted from the works of Edward Blydon, especially from the text of 
his lecture delivered in Lagos in 1891 on "The Return of the Exile".? 
A. O. 9sisa published a series of pamphlets entitled after Blyden's 
theme Ipada Wa 'La Ono " 'dulawo. Various different socte of 
Do Orunnila started in different places where Yoruba gras spoken, 
One such was the Egliso des Oracles among the Yoruba and Can-speaking 
'"ý ,. ice . peoples of Porto Novo in Dahomoy. The I-io Orunmila in its various T, 
sects can be pointed to as an illustration of the fact that reversion 
to traditional religion io one of the risks attending the kind of 
enterprise started by E. L. Lijadu. With Fagbe nro-Beyioku, the result 
was a syncretism. Only in the case of E. M. Lijadu himself do we have 
a pure Christology as the result. 
I 
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IV "ZIONISM" IN THE YORUB CýiURCH. 
"One cannut help feeling that in this most vital field, the 
6th-cent""ry Church wis in a much stronger position; and -s one 
searches for reasins ona is inevitably led to ask whether the 
3ual parentac e' of the \frican Church may not be in some measure 
resporsihl. e f. -)r its c'mnirative innotonce. 
There is nothing in the European background corresnDndinT tL the 
African spirit world. On the contrary, our minds are conditioned 
by an implicit belief in the possibilitf of rational scientific 
explanation of everything hit : ccurs. T"ius nnst of us missi.; na- 
ries have to admit th-t we face the African spirit wor11 titi incom- 
prehension, with iisd'in -ind often with anger. 
But the Ifrican Minister is fully convinces of its reality. 
yet he foes not know how in Christ's name to deal with it; and 
often he is afraid cf consulting with the missionary about if 
for fear - fear both of the vengeance of the spirits, and of 'in 
uncomprehending rebuff by the missionary. Sý, he le'ves it 
alone, to flourish and to dominate ; frican society, incluiinQý 
as often as not, himself'. 
Y. V. Stone3,. 'The Dark Ages and 20th Century -1frica", 
Scottish Journal of Theology, June 1955. 
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IV. "ZIONIST T" IN THE YORUBA CHUVCH 
Of the two main indigenous movements of response during this 
1890-1940 period, ire have dealt with the "Ethiopian" movement. `1e now 
come to the second. evidence has been adduced to support the 
contention that the "Ethiopian" movement was a justifiable reaction 
against the racial attitudes which the European missionaries representad. 
We now have to review the evidence to show that the "Zionist" movement 
was an indigenous adaptation both of the particular type of 
Christianity which was brought and of the way in which is tras brought. 
Christianity in its different forms may be grouped along 
confessional, denominational, intellectual or credal and psychological 
lines. The confessional forms brought to the Yoruba are not in 
question (Catholic or "Protestant", including Anglican); the 
denominational forms are patent ("CMS", Wesleyan Methodist not 
Primitive Methodist as on the eastern side of the River Ni;; er. or 
Baptist). It is the intellectual or even psychological typos of 
imported Christianity which have not yet been taken into serious 
consideration. The missionaries, in a fundamental or "depth" way 
(to use a phrase from Tillich), brought a Folk-Christianity which was 
only later dressed up as a Culture-Christianity. The critique or 
X /I 
evaluation of the Aladura movement which we have so far had, 
especially in the work of Harold Turner, has been in the context of 
the official Christianity taught in the thoolcgical Colleges and 
hardly passing on to the congregation. 
(1) 
It is a great credit to 
these people that it has boon possible for Turner to "prove" there to 
be valid "Churches". But their real significance lies in something 
else. It lies in their ability to probe deep down, below the facade 
of oft-repeated dogmatic themes, the claims of racial superiority and 
the 
1. of. esp. H. W. Turner, Ole. cit., PP. 314-369, and his Profile 
Through Preaching, Ed. inbougl& House Press, London, 1965, pp. 9-13. 
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introduction of neu rituals and structures, to a discovery of tho 
meaning of the faith for man's existential situation. 
1, iIIS'ýIO'T :Y FkITH AND ECCENTRICITIES 
The nineteenth century which saw the coming of Christianity to 
the Yoruba was a tine of great theological ferment in England. 
(2) 
Liberalism in theology and in politics was spreading. Biblical 
criticism was developing, encouraged by the increase in the use of 
the historical method, the deductions from archealogical discoveries, 
the questions which Natural Science raised for biblical assumptions, 
especially belief in miracles, the impact of philosophy and literature 
on religion as a whole and on the understanding of other roligions. 
At least three ecclosiolae in occlesia emerged in the Church of 
England, namely the Anglo-Catholic movement, the ßvangolical Party 
and the Broad Churchmen. 
(3) 
Mithin the Evangelical (arty, there were 
those who combined with simple piety a redoubtable social conscience 
(like William iiilbcrforco and the Clapham Sect) or a puritanic 
approach to work and to the conquest of the environment. There were 
also those of thou who bolioved only in Bible-thumping and in the 
characteristic doctrines of plenary inspiration of the Bible, the 
Atonement interpreted as 'a penal substitutionary sacrifice', and an 
uncompromising attitude to other religions. It was these latter, on 
the whole, who brought the Gospel to the Yoruba. Those who had 
earlier accepted the now-fangled missionary method of "The Bible and 
the Plough" were soon led to abandon the idea on arrival on the Coast. 
2. cf. L. E. Elliott-Binnns, °inglish Thought: 1860-1900. The Theological 
Aspect, Longmans, London, 1956, esp. Pp. 309f. Also Alec R. 
Vidler, The Church in an Age of Revolution, 1789 to the present 
davp Pelican, 1961, PP- 33-133. 
3. . 11ac R. Vidlor, The Church inan i1[^a of Revolution, 1789 to the 
present day, Pelican, 
1961 
, pp. 129f, 157f, 190f- 
4. R. 11. July, The Oriains of Plodern African Thought: Its dovcloDmcnt 
in ixest Africa during the nineteenth and tl-rentieth centuries, 
Faber and Faber London, 1968, pp. 184f, 282. Also J. D. Schuyler, 
S. J. "Conceptions of Christianity in the Context of Tropical 
Africa; Nigerian Reactions to its Advent" in C. G. Baota, 
Chl'istianity in 2`ronical Africa, O. U. P. 1968, pp. 202,207. 
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These groupings were found in each of the three protestant denominational 
societies at work in Nige aic the Church Missionary Society (Anglican), 
the Methodist Missionary Society, and the Southern Baptist Convention 
which soon joined them from the United States of America. 
It may be too much to say that the early missionaries wore looking 
for a retreat from the Liberal Movement in England. However, they 
certainly found in West .. frica as a whole and among the Yoruba in 
particular a haven from the questioning faith which was then the 
dominant religious climate in England. They found it to be a place 
where the people could accept the simple truths of the Gospel with tears 
of awe and joy in their eyes. Many developments in the Yoruba Church, 
which ultimately emerged, cannot be properly understood or interpreted 
without this kind of consideration of the social-theological milieu 
from which the missionaries came, and, as we have already argued, of 
the social-religious environment of those themselves to whom the Gospel 
"as brought. It is in this light that we propose that tho developments 
in the Yoruba church during the second fifty years of its history be 
seen, examined and. intorpreted. Therefore, before we make an analytical 
exposition of what we see the Xlädür. "Zionist" movement as representir_g, 
We need to go back to the first half of the century for a documentary 
examination of the faith and eccentricities of the missionaries themn- 
Selves. We intend to show that though the missionaries brought an 
1,81n-type of religion, their on reaction under stress and danger 
was a demonstration of an 
Oro-approach to life. This was the message 
Which was actually comnunicated. 
(a) Evangelical nroachin 
We take Thomas Harding, the C. M. S. missionary of Lat,, os and Ibadan 
fame, as a representative of the preaching emphasis which deserves to 
be considered as typical of the presentation of the Christian message 
to the Yoruba. 
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Thera is the account of an extensive tour undortaken by Thomas 
Harding from 21st November 1899 to 3rd January 1900. 
(5) 
Fron this 
record, it is evident that Thomas Harding represented in his preaching 
the literalist exposition of the Biblical drama of Salvation which 
takes the Genesis Story of the Fall of Nan as a historical reality 
serving as the context and necessity for the death of Christ on the 
Cross, In this theological position, sin is primary: and the "Work" 
of Christ is determinative. For many preachers, then and now, this is 
the central message of the Christian Gospel. Writing of the people 
with whom he had contact during the tour under reference, Thomas 
Harding observed: "The people here as everywhere, need the spirit of 
God to teach than what sin iss and who Christ is, that they may hate 
the first, and live in and be like the latter". 
(6) 
Every opportunity was taken to expatiate on this double theme of 
sin and the Saviour Christ. Early in December, 1899 during the sane 
tour, Thomas Harding encountered some difficulties at ado- . iti 
because he was taken to be a uhito trader or administrator with some 
hidden motives covered up under the guise of religious protestations. 
He found it necessary to differentiate between traders, administrative 
officers and missionaries, and explained "that the reason why 
missionaries came to the country was not to interfere in politics, or 
to buy and sell to got gain, but because they loved (the people's) 
douls and wanted then to 'know the only true God and Jesus Christ whoa 
He had sent' -and through Him obtain forgiveness of sins and eternal 
life". 
(7) 
5. The Church Mission: '. ry Intolligencor, hay 1900, pp. 362ff. 
CTIS Archives, 1900/14. In CMS Archives, papers of the Yoruba 
Mission after the year 1880 are classified under G3/A2/0, 
Particular items arc here referred to by the serial number 
after the year concerned, 
6. Op _ P. 364 
7. ibid p. 443. 
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Hero, a new olouent co-ics into the evaluation of the traditional 
religious beliefs and pr-: ctices of the people. They were not merely a 
delusion, but as involving idolatry which the Bible condemned, they 
were regarded as sin, and grouped with lying and theft. As such the 
practice of traditional religion was one of the sins from which 
Christ cane to deliver mankind. On this basis, an appeal could be ado 
to the people to repent from this sin of traditional religious practice 
and be saved into "the only true religion". &part from idolatry by 
itself being regarded as such to be 'sin', the whole complex of life 
and culture oC which idolatry could be taken as the centre and natrir 
was also generally taken together as sin. For example, Thomas Harding 
during his 1899-1900 Ekiti tour net a Yoruba kin- who was a, professing 
Christian and therefore had dissociated himself from idolatry. 
The king claimed that ho had often tried to dissuade his people to give 
up idolatry but they would not. Harding commented: "of course his words 
cannot have much weight, for though he does not personally bow down to 
idols, yet being the Icing of a heathen town, he has to give money and 
permission for some of the sacrifices, and his lustful life is anything 
but Christlike, and therefore cannot have weight, except against 
purity and holiness. "(8) It must be added, incidentally, that Harding 
also noted that the man was a "polygamist and covetous". The theme 
was the sann everywhere. The missionary was to toll the pooplo always 
"something about Jesus, and also that idolatry is sin, as well as 
lying and theft. "(9) 
Naturally, the call to repentance and receiving Jesus followed the 
emphasis on sin. Yet repentance by itself was not onouch. 
Efforts had 
to be made to persuade the people "of their need of salvation 
through Jesus Christ. 11(10) "Salvation (cane) through the only Saviour, 
Jesus the Son of God". 
(11) 
'What Thomas Harding recorded as the main 
S. ibid p. 364. 
9. . 
a-id p. 365 
10. ibid p. 365 
11. ibid P. 365 
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content of his preaching on that tour could very well be taken as a 
typical presentation of the Gospel to the common people outside the 
Church: "The point I trant to irapress upon all to whom I speak on 
this tour is that Jesus erne not to clostroy men's lives, but to 
Savo then. "(12) Bishop S. C. Phillips added his own tostinony when 
he wrote of "ray favourito theme, Christ the only acceptcblo and -: 11 
prevailing sacrifice and the only way of access to God. "(13) 
Part and parcel of an evangelistic appeal and response from 
these early days included an act of prayer in which the people wore 
made to join aloud and in unison. The preacher asked the audience 
in the crowd to closo their eyes and make a prayer to Jesus. He 
would then suggest some phrase of a prayer which the people had to 
repeat and make personally their own prayer. Harding have us one 
such oxanplo, "The short prayer which I have taught to thousands in 
this land..... Jesus Son of God, and Saviour of non, save no, 
forgive me my sins, and show no the way". ,. nd he added a comment in 
his journal that "the people eagerly repeated this prayer"404) 
As a natural sequence to the emphasis on sin and salvation, there 
was equally the onpli sis on life being a struggle which would be 
rewarded after doath or on the promised return of the Son of Man 
coning in a cloud with po: ror. Each person had to "fight the good 
fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life" and await the time when 
Christ would cone first for his own people and than with his own to 
(15) 
That the emphasis on presont judge the unbelieving and wicked ones. 
suffering and inninent death was part of the evangelical baggage in that 
generation could be testified by the number of hymns in Sacred Sonrs 
and Solos classified under the different headings of aspiration after 
12. Lib-id p. 362 
13.. Journal of Bishop S. C. Phillip, CMS Archives 1902/126. 
14. Intolligoncer, May 1900, p. 362. 
15. ! bid pp. 367-8 
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heaven, heaven anticip! 7ýtcd, the redeemed in heaven, or death and 
resurrection. For the now convorts, the realities were underlined by 
the nurzbor of sudden doaths among missionaries and the fact that the 
white missionary visiting a town or village on any one occasion night 
be dead before he could m ke another visit. Each parting was thus 
like a funeral. One such emotional scone was recorded by Thomas 
Harding when a group of Christians walked part of the way with hin to 
see him off and stopped for an emotional parting ceremony. A funeral 
hymn on grief and suffering here below contrasted with the absence of 
partings in heaven was 'sung with tears running down their checks'. 
It was apparently part of what it took to be a Christian, and it Iiu:; t 
have made the now way of life fool so human. After all, that is what 
Yoruba traditional religion has been all about. 
(b) Pietist denenalour. 
A /a. 
Several scholars have contended that the rise of the 
___ 
ra 
movement among the Yoruba Wust be traced back to and seen as a dire--L 
roactionto the influenza which raged in 1918. 
(16) 
If this cause-and- 
effect theory is right, it becomes immediately necessary to oxanino :s 
far as possible what hind of religious,. reaction the early Tdssioni. rice 
gave to the quick succession in tho death of their colleagues or 
predecessors which gave the na^. ne of "Whito Ian's Grave" to the ? lest 
African mission field. The evidence shows that the situation called 
from the missionaries exactly the sere reactions as wo see displayed 
later on by their converts when sudden death struck in 1918. The 
calamity led in either case to a resort to prayer, awaroness of the 
irruption of the miraculous usually interpreted as the divine Imswcr 
to tho prayer of his people, faith in the providence of God, an oar 
waiting for His guidance, and heartfelt praise and thuzksr, d. ving for 
Hid manifold mercies. 
16. cf. J. D. Y. Pool, on. cit., p. 62f. 
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There was an evident lop-sidedness in the preaching emphases 
of the missionaries, a lopsidedness which they inherited from, their 
being at the same time protestant, evangelical and "pietist". 
The evangelical emphasis in theology and preaching narrowed 
down religious experience to the awareness of sinfulness and 
assurance of salvation from sin through Jesus Christ. The rest 
of human experience, apart from sin, was generally dismissed as 
material and worldly and therefore treated with indifference. 
It was generally held that such an indifference coupled with the 
preoccupation with sin and salvation was a sign of maturity in 
religious life and experience. This lopsidedeness resulted in a 
practical ambivalence between sermon emphasis as distinct from 
other characteristics shown in practical christian life. 
The two primary lines of thought which predominated in 
preaching have been treated above. The first was this sin and 
salvation syndrome, the second was an attack against traditional 
religion: But in real life there was a pietism which clearly was 
rooted in some other line of emphasis in Christian belief. 
This factor of pietism needs to be examined at this stage. The 
theological significance of this sermon-in-life has a contribution 
to make to our understanding of the type of Christianity handed 
down to the early Yoruba converts. 
The suggestion here is not that the Älädur was simply. 
imitative, or mere copy-cats, neither is it to be taken as if 
there was no originality at all in the religious movement of which 
they have become distinctive representatives. It is truer and more 
fundamental to infer t. iat it 'ras the type of Christianity brought 
to West Africa by missionaries of the nineteenth century which was 
disposed naturally to respond in such a way in the presence of a 
calamity. 
Both in Europe-America and in Nigeria it is returning in the form 
of the charismatic movement. But it is a kind of naturalistic religion 
which finds expression unc'. er Christian forms. A generation which is 
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claimed to have 'oome of ages may either tend to forget that such a type 
of religion ever existed, or iaay take the conscious awareness of what is 
new as an enabling knowledge to make the distinction clear. 
A few instances quoted from the journals and correspondence of 
missionaries will be selected to form a collage of the life of piety which 
the missionaries lived, preached and taught. We take our first examples 
from the life and experiences of the Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Goihier. 
Gollmer joined Townsend and Crowther in 1845 when the Yoruba Iiission was 
at its very beginning. For the first ten years of his service among-the 
Yoruba, he laboured in Badagry and Lagos. Subsequently, until 1862 when 
because of ill-health he had to return to Europe, he was at Abeokuta. 
The first illustration is taken from the latter part of 1850 and 
the early part of 1851 in Badagry, the first missionary station among the 
Yoruba. The resident missionaries lived under constant physical danger 
and threats. Symbolic messages consisting of a faggot tied u;, in a 
particular way were sent twice to warn them that their house would be set 
on fire. The house, incidentally, was a wooden bungalow the wood for 
which was brought with them from England. The novelty of the building gave 
Gollmer the name by which he was popularly known everywhere in Yorubaland, 
ila_ Äkeý, the owner of wooden boards. This was the house they were warned 
would be destroyed by fire. To make things worse, Badagry was invaded by 
the Dahomeyans about that time. There was much fighting and explosion of 
gun-powder. All this time, Mr. Gollmer was ill and unable to stand or 
move around. Many of the inhabitants of Badagry ran away for refuge. 
Gollmer's attitude of mind was recorded thuso "I was at the post where God 
had placed me, and I must not desert it without plain and special orders. 
He knows I am here, and I know His arms are not shortened, so in faith I 
committed myself to our covenant God, and resolved to await the result of 
this sore trial, and Mrs. Gollmer being of one mind with me greatly 
strengthened my faith. n(17) 
From this evidence, Gollner was a man who in time of suspense, anxiety 
or agony waited for some "plain and special" divine guidance or instruction. 
But we are not told how he would obtain or recognize the orders when given. 
His converts and their children after them would from such an example learn 
to expect divine guidance, and as we shall discover later on they indeed 
devised their own means of securing or identifying'such guidance. 
., In obituary note when 
he died in 1087 recorded him "as having been 
pre-eminently a man of prayer". 
(18) 
This life of prayer stood him in 
very good stead in the very difficult experiences he had to pass through 
17. Quoted from C. H. Golimer's Biography, pp. 50-51. 
of. Hiss Tucker (1853), pp. 260-261. 
18. C. H. Gollmer, Op. c. p.. 184. 
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in his missionary labours. :. t least on one particular occasion, the 
Missionary Society, in con; ratulating and coraiserating with hin on 
his agonizing experiences, expressed satisfaction that his life of 
faith would inevitably be an example to the people among thou ho 
worked, "who cannot be inscnsiblo of your having forgotten self- 
preservation for their good, and for the example you have shown thou 
that your confidence in the protecting am and love of God is a 
practical one; " 
(19) 
Frequently illnesses dogged his stops and those of his wifo. 
He saw many of his colleagues die. His first wife similarly died, 
and also one of his own children. One such illness of his wife in 1850, 
he recorded; "Many tines during the last five weeks I have wept over her 
as over one who is fest drawing nigh her departure, and again and 
again the Lord was a present help in time of need; but a week ago wo 
all had given up our hopes for her recovery, indeed we expected her 
dissolution hcurly; yot the Lord hoard our cries, which wo all 
conjointly nado before Hin, and raised her up". 
(20) 
His obituary roturnod to his prayer habits in tho following 
words: "Frequently at night ho has boon found on his kneos, alone 
with God, pourincc out his hoart in carnest supplication and inter- 
cession. Ißt fanily prayer he never forgot, we are told, to non Lion 
each of those belonging to hin by name:..: "ý21ý 
With experiences of i. llnesscs and frequent deaths was also tho 
agony of intortittont scars and rumours of wars, ospocially during h-s 
days in Lagos, for that was the time of the conflict between two rival 
r 
kings of Lagos, &intoyc and Kosoko, the latter being in favour of 
continuing with the sl^vo-trAdo and therefore having the support of 
quite a number of norchvtnts. 
(22) 
Often, the littlo house of the Gollraoro 
19. Op. cit. pp. 53, and 83 
20. ibid p. 45 
21. ibid p. 184 
22. ibid p. 82 
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was crowded with refugees socking fron hin the -protection which he 
know he was by himself unablo to give and which at different tines 
challenged him to spurn his o: rn self-protection. On occasions likr. 
these, he had no other option but to commit them and himself in p_'aycr 
to the almighty care and protection of God, and to call others in 
L4igland to "remember us before the throne of f; raco". 
(23) 
Ono 
illustration must be quoted: ":. s early as five o'clock this nornin ", 
whilst thunder fearfully rolled to and fro, lightnning al---. lost ch: ýmr od 
night into day, and rain poured down in torrents, from four hundred 
to five hundred people, costly women and children, with loads and 
animals, fled to our promises for safety and the fight was to co: n:, once 
this horning, Hostie TO felt can be better imagined than described. 
However, after the first shock of alarm was past, wo cor.. uittod ourselves, 
with our house and the many people in prayer to our faithful covon. nt 
God, the sure Rock, where our anchor was safely cast in tonposts past, 
and behold, He hoard and hol_, od. 11 
(24) 
His journals in 1054 uany timos carriod roports sirlilor to tho 
entry for "December 18th, Lord's Day; Much rumour of Urar..... 
After the usual morning pr-. yore, instead of ri sermon, I and ny n^ tivo 
agents with the whole cenr; io,; ^tion humbled ourselves before God, and 
supplicated norcy t. t His throne for ousolvos and the people gone out 
to war" 0 
25ý It was abtut this tine that Gollnor started a mid-treck 
prayer meeting every Thu--sday evening to commit tha life of the pooplo 
afresh to God, and for enýrtil intorcessions. In addition to th;; so, 
more special prayor no: tinG3 wore called for on emergency occasiono. 
Lightning struck one of their houses one night. On the day follc; Ting, 
according to his journ. 1, 
"about 10 a. m., I called toGether all our 
people on the prenisos and hold a prayer meeting, humbling ovrsolvus 
Beforo God, and offorinC praises for His doliveranco. "(26) 
23" id p" 82 
24. ibid pp. 75,78f. 
25. obi pp. 85-6,103-4,166. 
26. ibid p. 86 
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In 1862, the Dahomeyans launched one of their frequent military 
raids against Abeokuta. By that time the Egba in Abeokuta had, 
through the intervention of Samuel Crowther, accepted the conditional 
protectorate of the British. The danger of the Dahomeyan invasion was 
so real that-the British governor in Lagos, Captain Glover, advised 
all missionaries to quit kbeokuta. They did not follow the advice. 
They stayed on, called the local Christians to prayer, wrote to their 
supporters in England to pray for their protection. Then a miracle 
happened. A plague broke out in the Dahomeyan army, killed many of 
them and forced the others to return before they had time to invade 
Abeokuta. The people claimed it as divine intervention prompted by 
the prayers of the Christians. The power of prayer was in everybody's 
mouth. The parallel to the biblical story of 
Hezekiah's prayer and 
the army of Sennacherib (Isaiah 36-37) was too evident 
to miss, and 
for long afterwards many a sermon was laden with the story of this 
miraculous power of prayer. 
(27) 
(c) Eccentric zeal 
The next illustration for this section is a sadder story of the 
missionary devotion and enterprise of two itinerant preachers. The 
point we want to rake with it is that the method of work of the 
missionaries concerned found itself repeated by many an A1a, 
dü a 
preacher or prophet several decades afterwards. 
The Rev. J. C. Muller landed at Badagry in January 1848 with his 
wife. one month after their landing, ttMrs. Muller was carried off 
by fever, leaving her husband alone, yet not alone; cast down but 
(28) not forsaken". His determination to further the work 'while it 
was yet day, was quickened in him. He set off immediately for Abeoly; 
to where a few months afterwards he had to take charge of the work in 
the Ake area while Mr. -nwneend left in May for England« "His delight, 
was to tread in the steps of his Divine Master, endg from tc*n to. ", 
27. A. K. Ajisafe, Op. cit,. pp. 118-119, cf. 9.99. Miss Tuckert,. 
Op. cit. pp. 214-219. 
28. Miss Tucker On. cit. p. 139 
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preaching;........ he wouLJ oet out early in the morning, and 
returning hone in the middle of the day for rest and refreshment, 
would again take up his favourite employment, and walk and teach again 
till evening". It was recorded that "the spirit of this man of God 
fled at day-break of June 16,1859", just two years and a half after 
he arrived in the country., 
(29) 
Mr. Van Cooton worked in the same way as Mr. Huller. He arrived 
at Badagry in March 1850. His wife died in A7ay following. 
Writing soon after the death of his wife, he avowed, ttI am now alono..... 
I have afresh dedicated myself and all I have to this work. Africa is 
henceforth my only home on earth; and I desire not to duoll in 
houses; but to be a stranger and a pilgrim from day to day. I have 
one great object at heart - the salvation of the soils of ', 'Tan*" 
(30) 
He became a homeless itinarant preacher. He died on the 13th Harch 
1891, -0 th{ý ný_virn to God for having permitted hin during 
the few months of his sojourn in Africa to make His nano lmown to 
thousands". 
This wandering prc. '. ching method apart, by now the point is 
clearly made that waiting and looking for divine guidan": o, resorting 
to prayer _n caioc of ill-health, praying for a miracle to happen, 
praying together aloud in unison, expecting results from praying 
from a great distance wore all part of the pattern in which the Yoruba 
Cýý""-"^'^ 'v: o»ghv up. fiere were elements of these which are also 
to be found in the Ifo, cult. They grow more out of the $ro-concept of 
religion, rather than from the Isin-concept. 
2. FRE3.011. IUTHO , ITY AND INDEPENDENCY 
Much emphasis has boon laid by a number of scholars on the 
suggestion that the motiv. ýtion of the so-called African Independent 
Churches to soparirte existence was the desire to assort their indepon- 
donee of the foreign churches in terms of organisation and administration 
29. ibid P. 140 
30. jbid pp. 266-7 
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and church loadershi . 
(31) 
p Yet, in so far as the moversent is 
churchly, it should bo regarded as natural to expect independency to 
be expressed in matters of religious belief. 
(a) Dogma and Colonial rIonta]ýýVy 
On ivestigation, uc have dischverod that the colonial setting 
within which the church grew also gnvo a colonial mentality to 
Christians even in the the Christian Faith. For cu e 
thing, this colonial , ontality, strengthened as it was by the ides, of 
"The White Man's Burden", provided the climate for the inclin-tion of 
early missionnxies in Yorub-. 1- nd to snub local beliefs and treat t'--11 
as a delusion. This has made indigonization psychologically difficult. 
Outside the church, -iil Ludwig, a civil administrator, has rtskud, 
"How can the untutored Africa know God? "(32) The question has not 
been asked so openly in the life of the Church, But the assumption 
his been very strong. "Hou c. -,. n the untutored African with only 
fifty years or so of Christian history know about the Christire faith 
which has been spoken and thought about and practised for nearly two 
thousand years? " The danger of syncretism was added in the African 
situation to the fear of heresy. The result has boon very inhibiting. 
Yoruba people wore not -)roviously subjected to any restriction in 
limits and range of religious belief prior to the advent of 
Christianity. 
(33) 
For one thing, traditional religion lays more 
emphasis on ritual and religious practices thin on religious beliefs, 
though this is not to be t-ken in the sense that there were no belie: Vs 
or that the people were not aware of what thoy boliovcd, Rath, -r, 
£r ý 
. if the absence of 
theological do atisn in traditional religion, there 
could be no "authorized version" of any particular doctrine. 
Since W. Robertson ST. tith made his comment on the relative stress 
on rites and belief, 
( 1) 
, the impression which was not intended by 
31. Bengt Sundklor, Bantu Prophets in South Africa, revised edition, 
O. U. P., 1961, David Bnrxct, Schism and Renewal in Africa, OU1'., 1968. 
32. E. G. Parrindor, 1954, p. 9. 
33. J. D. Y. Peel, OD- cit. P. 53. 
34. W. Robertson Smith, Or. cit. pp. 16,28ff. 
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Robertson Smith has wrongly been created, that tradition .l roligion 
has no foundation in belief and that the priests raid not insist an 
knowledge and belief. The evidence in Yoruba religion proves the 
contrary. The myths enshrine the doctrine. And at ovory consult-ttio_i 
of the Ifa oracle, the myth is related as may be found appropriato 
according to the particul, x Odu 'house' in the Ifn tradition which 
turns up. The myth so recounted is made the basis and imperative 
for both faith and ritual. What was absent was theological dogmatism, 
except in the case of "The King-did-not-hang--himself" dogma promoted 
for a while in 0yo. 
'r1haat we did not have, but which care with the practice of 
Christianity as brought into the country at the rsatorial tire, iris 
the enforcement of belief on the authority of a church council. The 
controversy in England loading to the establishment of the Church of 
England on the one hand, and the rise of the "Free Churches" on the 
other immediately prior to the formation of the mission-iry societies 
which brought the faith to Africa, surely influenced and dotoruinod 
the situation. 
On the contrary, even the Now Tost: anont knows no onforconunt of 
dogma on legal authority although the moral and theological poreuasion 
of the faith gras not absent. The existence of four difforont Gospels 
and the inclusion not only of these but also of Pauline, Petrino rnd 
Apocalyptic views side by side in the sane canon of the Now Testis ont 
records for all tiny the tolerance of the Early Church in acommodating 
varying doctrines of the sane Event of God in human flesh "for us men 
and for our salvation". Apostolicity as a test of orthodoxy in 
the 
early Church really meant acceptance of the facts of Christ. 
Moreover, 
it was in a missionary situation that St. Paul expounded for the newly 
converted the freedom which is found in mw life in Christ. But the 
problem confronted and f^. cod by the bishops who followed in later yonrs 
was that of preserving the 
traditions of the gospel as handed on to thorn 
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against the dangers of heroticd1 interpretations. The Acts of Unifor- 
nity in England did. not mako the situation easier to handle & 
in any 
other way than that of dogmatismiand cnforceuent. 
(35) 
Strengoly still, 
English Nonconformists later reacted to require fron their followers 
strict adherence to their doctrines. For this reason, the freedom 
in Christ which is part of the Gospel was denied to Christians in the 
missionary situation of Africa. 
Freedom in the Spirit in the missionary situation of Yorubaland 
should have meant the freedom to identify and omphasiso such biblical 
truths as could be soon to be relevant to their situation, and speaking 
creatively to their culture towards their personal and social 
redemption. It presupposes accoptenco and acknowledgement of the truth 
that though there is a unity of ti Gospel of Christ, yet different 
facets of it speak mero directly to different personal, social and 
cultural situations and similarly evoke divorsitios of gifts for 
ministooring in divorce situations. 
(b) Response of the "Afriaým Churches" and Alrtdura Contracted. 
Thus, there has been a persistent rosistanco to innovation, 
independent thinking and therefore to originality. Yoruba Christinns 
have boon always ready to ask, "How would the authorities of the 
Church like to see this question answered? or What is the orthodox 
answer to the question now before us? " And by orthodox is generally 
meant what is permissible to be believed in the light of what his 
been laid down to be believed. The idea of honesty in roligious 
thinking which has been raised by the title of the book by Bishop 
J. W. T. Robinson and by John Oman before hin is what wo need to 
investigate in the Yoruba context now. 
hon the African Church Inc. seceded in sttgos from 1907 to 1917, 
i .-' 
there was no urge to al er or reinterpret doctrine. Nwon fun e ltoh 
o ntß om si ýý o bon t'eni too se o? was the constantly echoed aphorise: 
35. F. L. Cross 
(od. ), The Oxford Dictiona! v, of the ChristinnChureh, 
O. U. P. ", 1958 sec Uniformity, Acts of; ace also Uniformity, 
Acts of, ! acndncnt 21. ct (1872). 
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I 
which determined the prodoriin. nt attitude towards doctrines. "Hu ;; ho is 
given sonn stew rind who goes to thin it down with water i; s claming 
to be wiser than he tijho nade the stew". The main issue at stake then 
was native leadership. Their theological awareness was not strong 
enough for then to stand out in opposition or in contrast to the 
accepted doctrinal fornulations of the Church fron which they went out. 
They felt that the task placed upon then by the fact of secession was 
to prove that they adhered to and intended to continue to adhere to 
the doctrines and liturgical forLnularies they were taught by their 
nentors in the Church of England. 
J. K. Coker, one of their chief spokesnen, wrote in his letter to 
the Lagos Standard of Decenber 4,1901: "We have since withdrawn, rsuch 
against our desire, and are having our services in a private house 
on the sane lines as our_Wxent the OPIS taught us" (underlining nine). 
The intention of their undertaking was simple "to establish a strong 
native African Church to be supervised solely by Africans". 
(36) 
With the coning of the lädür . movement 
from 1918, the situation 
started to be different. Nen yet, on the whole the freedom in the 
exploration of the faith was not for a long tine used in a critical 
sense to question the validity of what was imparted by the early 
missionaries and accepted inviolate by their converts with their 
descendants and successors. All the Älýadura did was to claim the 
freedom of the Spirit of God Himself to discern what speaks to their 
real situation.. They did not at first claim to reject any, truth 
previously imparted. They only laid hold of the truth which couýId 
create life anew and heal. They did not and do not even reject anyone. 
It is they who have been rejected by those in the longer-established 
churches. 
Originality is demanded of an Aladura Prophet by the members. 
Otherwise he loses his claim to prophetic inspiration and co! -'ission. 
36.; See also CNS G3/A2419o2/60, J. K. Coker to CP'S General Secretary, 
dated 24/2/1902. 
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This has not been denanded of an Anglican, flethodist or Baptist 
pastor. One needs only to compare the religious literary output of 
the African Independent and longer-established churches in Nigeria 
to be convinced of the liberating effect that Independency has had 
on the African Independent Churches and the state of spiritual 
illiteracy and enslavement in the historic churches. 
(37) 
Popular missionary presentations of the Alädürä movement give 
the impression that this religious movement is an invitation to 
anarcby. Soon, however, from the angle of the participants in the 
movement, revolt against the dogmatic authority of the Church has 
been the only viable way to Christian dynamism and creativity. 
7spocially was this so in view of the increasing parade of the 
assunption that Christianity was more or less identifiable with 
Western culture. 
(c) The Significance of the Yoruba Bible 
Wo have discussed the rkain onphasos in the nossago of proachjrs, 
both nissionary and native. There is a third "preacher", viz. the; 
Bible itself translated into the Yoruba language and made available 
cheaply to the individual Christian. 
(33) 
With the translation of 
the Bible into Yoruba, and the growth of literacy, the contents of 
the Bible becane directly available to the individual enquirer. As 
a result, what the Yoruba received of the Christian message was 
derived not only nor even primarily fron the sermon but also 
directly from the Bible. 
Froodon and authority have to be examined in relation particularly 
to Bible Interpretation. That tho Aladürä have c1ainod is not 
absolute freedom. It is freedom to open the Bible with faith and 
allow it to speak from faith to faith, with dogna being only a guide 
37. cf. Bibliography of Yoruba Aladurä Church in Peel Op. cit, p' 
316f compared with the Literature Surveys in 1948 and 1962 by 
John Hargreaves and John Stephens respectively under the 
auspices of the Christian Council of Nigeria. 
38ß David Barrett has called attention to this role of the Bible in 
Op. cit. pp. 127-129. 
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and not a law imposed fron outside. The Independent Churches took 
the Bible as a heritage of which no one should deprive then. This 
surely has produced the Bible-thumping attitude of mcnbors and 
prophets of these churches. But in so far as their theological 
reflection has been based on the Bible it has been of groat benefit 
to then. 
The fact that the Bible and littirgical materials were translated 
into the language of the poople for their religious use, that a 
deposit of knowledge vas being passed on and consciously being 
received, and that the people accepted and believed that what was 
brought to them was completely new and had no paralled at all in 
native religious traditions made for complete docility. The early 
effort was to learn and adopt terms and their definitions as they 
were taught. Inevitably, names like Lord, Saviour, Son of Ian, Son 
of God, Messiah wore quickly accepted and associated with Jesus. 
By 1900, SPCK had devised a questionnaire related to a 
procedure for the translation into, and the publishing of the Bible 
and the Book of Cor-mon Prayer in, foreign languages. One section of 
the questionnaire dealt with the rendering of important words or 
phrases. The intention of the section was to clarify what precedents, 
if any, were to be followed, whether by transliteration or otherwise. 
It was recommended that such words "for which few languages offer 
exact renderings" should be transliterated fron the original Grec? -., 
unless some satisfactory reason for adopting another course could 
be adduced. " The ruling, it was announced, had the backing of His 
Grace The, Archbishop of Cantorbury. 
(39) 
39. Ode note that the words and pharases there listed for transliteration 
were: God, Lord, Spirit, Porsor},, Trinity, Of the substance 
Sacrament, Body of Christ, The Word, Regenerate, Church, 
Catholic, Bishop, Priest, Deacon, Minister (cf. Alufa, ý'Ilkassis) 
Confession, Absolution (CMS Archives 1900/17): As it happened, 
most of those wore translated, not transliterated, into Yoruba, 
According to Bisho? Oluwolo who was Chairman of a Co:. iriittoe for 
the translation of the Book of Common Prayer into Yoruba, the 
words "Catholic, Martyr, Bishop, Deacon, Sacrament were all 
transliterated. " (CMS Archives, 1900/71)o 
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The point at issue with the Älla. düra Churches is not so much 
interpretation as selection and emphasis. Their existence answers 
the question as to what ; arts of the Bible speak more directly to 
Christians in the Yoruba situation, and what emphases in Christian 
Theology were more potent in speaking to the heart of the Yoruba 
in the early parts of the twentieth century. The A Jura have 
intuitively gone beyong all cultural accretions to discover 
that the only truth . hich needs to be acknowledged as valid for all 
is the name of Jesus interpreted according to the scriptuies. 
(4C) 
The revolt against dogma which was experienced in Europe in 
the 18th century in the na-. ic of Rationalism is now being expQrienced 
in Africa for an entirely different reason. This time there is a 
theological conviction that God speaks through others outside the 
acknowledged authorities of the Church; that knowledge of God cones 
not only through the established hierarchies of the Church, viz. 
priests, bishops, church councils; that God reveals Himself and His 
will sometimes through visions vouchsafed to the faithful or 
through dreams which cone involuntarily to all. 
Lectionaries may determine what Bible passages are read or 
expounded by they do not determine the exegetical content. When the 
people started to read the Bible itself in their own language, they 
discovered with auazeuent that the Bible spoke of other things beyond 
sin or after-life, and that it said much more which was relevant to 
, n, 
They discovered, as the Rev. arthur Southon was to note later, 
that the world of drea;: s, visions and possession in the Old Testanent, 
of miracles and angels in the Synoptic Gospels, and of the jyCý. ýci litzeo 
and powers of which St. Paul spoke, gras similar to theirs, l T, v y 
discovered that the psalmists were bothered irrith the 'adversary' ay 
they were. In addition, they discovered growing in themselves the 
40. H. W. Turner, 1965, pp. 24ff. 1968, pp. 328f-332. 
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faith of which St. Paul spoke but which could be applied to all 
realms of human existence. 
3.1191-BT3J) MI33ION RIES : TOO L `iTE, TOO LITTLE 
A new generation of missionaries cane later on and took up the 
theme of the expression of the Christian faith in L: frican thought-forn. s. 
Most of the prominent nahes were Methodists, the Anglicans who had 
this conviction having had a setback fron the post-Venn persecution 
of Bishop Crowther with the attendant consequences to the Church. 
Of those who deserve to be mentioned, S. S. Farrow was the only 
Anglican. The others, W. T. Balner in Ghana, E. W. Smith in Rhodesia, 
Arthur E. Southon and B. G. Nightingale in Nigeria, being Methodists 
and therefore averse to rituals in Christian worship, concentrated 
their interests and efforts towards Africanization on doctrinal lines. 
Smith's writings were very influential and often quoted in Yoruba 
"Ethiopian" circles. We shall deal with Farrow and Balmer. 
(a) S. S. Farrow 
S. S. Farrow was a C. R. S. Missionary. 
(41) 
He arrived in Nigeria 
in 1889 and started his ministry in Lagos where he was priested on 
12th January, 1890, Towards the end of the year, his fiance joined 
him from England and they were married in Lagos on the 9th of 
December of the sane year. He was appointed Acting Principal of the 
Training Institution in Lagos and undertook a considerable amount of 
pastoral work in connection with Christ Church, Lagos. In a letter 
dated 27th February, 1092, he proposed that the Training Institution 
should be moved into the interior and that the curriculun should be 
reorganised towards the end of training Lien for pastoral and evange- 
listic work relevant to the life of the country. The Institution ý_oved 
41. The scant biographical data in the cited work of Farrow (pp. 6f) 
have been supplemented with scattered materials in CMS archives 
on his nissionzry service. See G3/A2/0 for the years concerned. 
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into Oyo and gras rencnloc' St. Andrew's College. But he himself was not 
to go to Oyo. He as stationed rather in Abeokuta whore ho spent 
sons three years, p-iying ^ccasional visits to Ibadan and other 
Yoruba towns. It wzý, during this period that he st'rted to :. fie 
his investigation Ohich later earned hin the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh in 1924, and the result 
of which was publishod under the title Faith. Fanci;., -ind Fetish, 
or Yoruba Pa , nism. 
(42) 
He had looked forward to a long soll of 
service to the Yoruba people. But it was cut short when ho : r^. s 
compelled to return to -hgland in 1894 for reasons of h;; alth. 
Farrow's nissicui. ry nothods wore; much in -idvc, nce of those of 1ii s 
conte=poraries, not to si:,; r. I: of his predecessors. He ä^vc us '. n in- 
sight into his own _lothods when ho wrote: "The rzodorn Christi= 
nission^xy doos not b:, "ir.. woe. - by n:: thods calculated to ontaroniso. 
I la does not say, 'Your roligion is all wrong! I cork to s .t you 
right'. His first . iii i,, - to win the confidence of the people, and 
when he begins to torch, ho lays hold of the elo ent;,, of truth in 
their present belief, i,,, hach are connon to then and hin, and so 
develops those ole-,, onts t. 1r t ha can load up to the rovol--, tion o-, ^ God 
as a God of love in the: mission of Jesus Christ". 
(43) 
(b) W. T. Balmer 
W. T. Balmer (1866-1928) did not actually serve in IGig: pia. Yet 
he deserves a piVaco in our present consideration becauco of thu wi?. o 
influence of the C-. tochisn of Christian Exp3rienco which he wrote 
and which was used widoly ^11 over tho Methodist Districts in 
[Test Ifrica. 
(44) 
B lh: or i ms ordained -is a Methodist IIini: 3tý; r it 1E:?; 
and was : ppoint3d f^r sorvice to the Sierra Leone District in 1901. 
42. On. cit. 'pp. 6f 
43. Opi. p. 147 
44. Ilinutes of the Literature Cor. ittee, 1922 and onwards, in the 
archives of the hQthodist Missionary Society, London. 
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There he staxtod an educational ninistry which took hin fron 
Richmond College: Frootowra, to the M axitsipi. n IIish School in the: thcan 
Gold Coast, and back to Jiorra Leone on the staff of Four^h Bay 
College, whore ho i ltir". -"toly bacauc Vice-Principal. It night be 
noted that it was at lair, initial suggestion that Fourth Bay been io 
a joint . ýnglicrtn-SZotho? ist instZi ution. In a uor ovonduu d : ted 8th. 
June 1901 , ho pro pocc, ' to the Mcthodist Missionary Society that 
Richmond College, Froetoin, be closed down and a lp; ^ac. ý tad with 
Fourah Bay to becono a stronger institution of higher lo- rniný. 
It was at this juncttir .: that ho was himself moved in 1909 to Mf. uýt i; ýin, 
but after a short spoil in england he was sent beck to Sierra Loone 
in 1914 for a seven-yoar span during which time he 1ado his 
personal contribution to the growth of Fourah Bay College. 
By the end of 1920, it bcc _-ao clear that his health would not 
permit a longer stay in "ost ý1frica. So he returned to nglande In 
1922, he bocare the first Wesloyan nissionary to be set ^»-xt 
specially for the iirnc'uction of literature for Christian. work in 
(Tost Africa, A Wcslcy= : Missionary Society West African Llternturo 
Connittee was set up. It had its first meeting on the 21st Nove eber 
1922, with the Rove ý,.:. Thompson in the chair, W. T. Bal. -gor as 
Secretary and a membership which included among othcrc the Revs. 
, %. E, Southon., F. D. 'Talker the historian who later wrote : Hundred 
Years in Iüigort to coznoncrnto the Centenary of Ilothodist work in 
Nigeria, and Hiss Entwistle. 
Before that r1coti ng, BalLier had already prepared the i anuncript 
of his iI Catechien of Christian Experience: as rink book of rgli in 
instruction for Catucha . ens for use in West %frica# 
45) The 
significance of this C.. techisn stone fron the fact that it took 
45# W. T. Balmer, . '. 
C_; t,,; chisn cf Chri. oti. _4xnorion o, : ýtlantie Prosa 
London, 1924, with rn^ny reprints aftorwards. 'See Minutes of the 
Literature Cornittee in MIS 4'rchives1 
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seriously the cý lnvo.: tr' "o, 'Zperionco" of life. The very firot question 
in the Catochis_ iý-, "chat do children do when in troubl:: 11? Quo ition 
4 asks "1re groT, Tn-up ever in trouble"? This o tundpo int CT 
concern about people in -trouble is in line with the preoccupation in 
traditional rolir; ion, r. nd particularly in the Ifa ruli, ioue systou. 
Part of the brief introduction to the Catechise is worth quoting. 
It is said to have 
"been Urritten in ru1ition mainly to three aspects of that life 
which constitute matter of real experience for ovary Sric n. 
Thcso are: 
(a) early initiation into pain, fear and sorrow. 
(b) a vague soarcliing after God in animism and fetishism. 
(c) need of 1moulocl o that true life is fellowship, 
Pence of Hindi ii^zst, Fellowship are the concrete forms in 
which the Pauline trio of virtues: Faith, Hope and Charity, 
should be presented to the t: frican mind, and heroin is an 
attempt to do it. " 
The attempt was bravely made by J. T. TBaluor. The Church context in 
which the bcoh aas to b,:: used, howovor, contradicted the approach. 
It was the Aladura anc'_ other "Zionists" who brought it into roaliz: Ztion 
for the Yoruba Church. 
By the and of 1923, the Con:: ittoo gave ap: )roval for the publi- 
cation of the Catechism; and at the end of 1926, it Vr^w reported th ,t 
\ \, 1 
the Catechism had boon put into P1endo, Yoruba,. lilaada, ;. djukru and 
French. The Yoruba translation was used for a long time in school. 
and catechunenato classes. The meeting which received this report 
also gave approval for the publication of Balmer's manuscript on 
"Christian Marriage", another welcome book. An earlier ', Mblicttion wis '. 
paraphrase of Gal ttians with a pungent introduction. This : ilnuscript 
was such a fine intro, 'uction to the essence of the Christian Faith 
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that when it v: as publiohod in 1924, it had to be done in two bindings, 
one for sale in England and the cheaper for sal.: in Trost Africa. 
His obituary in the records of the Wosleyen Mission-2sy Society and 
of the Literature CorvAttoe for which he worked notod hin as 
"sensitive, reserved and quiet". It was also testified that "his 
little manuals and books sprang out of lis own inti_n, r to undorstandir 
of the African min:. They have been translated into several _dric^n 
languages and distributed by tons of thousands". The obituary was 
inscribed "with gratitude to God for the five years service of so 
gifted a scholar and iv.: sirnary". 
(c) Too little. too liste 
Tha influence .f the new nissionary approach did not achiov;; .. 1uch 
because the r . in issues had not yet boon touchodi The funca2ont^1 
problem of froodoa and authority in the Church had not boon faced 
squarely in application tc theological reflection and spiritual solf- 
expression. 
Writing spccial c. atcchisns and theological toxtbooks for 
'Africans' might in itself be a paternalistic perpetuation of colonial 
racist eppresion. ITevcrtheless, to writejI, Catechism of Christian 
Expre rience could h_'. ve been an ideal starting-point if only the task 
had been understood for what it was. What the missionaries did not 
recognize fully was the nod for easing and guiding the transition 
between the Oro-concept of religion which the people first L'neir and 
the Irin-concept uh: *-ch later was brought to there. Indeed, to begin a 
catechism with the question, "What do children do when they are in 
trouble? ", as Balmer did, could provide a greater link with the 
dilemmas of life than 41'° :o is God? " with which other catechisms begs . 
(46) 
46. Most ancient c; techisns and creeds began with the metaphysical 
question about the nature of God. John Calvin's Catechism of the 
Church of Geneva o)oned with a question about 'the chief end of rain' 
only as an irr ediate introduction to the issue of Man's-knowledge of 
God (see Calvin's Theolocal Treatises, Library of Christian Classic: 
CCM Press, London, 1954, pp. 91f. ). Some later catechisms started 
from questions about church 
, membership. 
For example, "What is your 
name? Who gave you ti-is name? " (The Book of Cormiion Prayer), or 
'ViAmt is a Christ?. w'i"? (The, Senior Catechism of the Methodist 
Church, London, 1952), W. T., Balmer's is the only catechism we 
know which started deliberately with the human situation. 
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In the next chapter, 1! c will first examine the Yoruba theological 
efforts along the line of the "Who is God"? approach before we give 
attention to the Aladura and othors who braved the way of the 
alternative approach. 
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V. A. PTFMPTED C, ii? tIST'1LCGIES (1N TF'l PREMISES. 
"First, --A Christolorry that does not e'4press the 'relief in Christ 
of a particular time will obscure the sianific. ince of Jesus 
rather than clarify it. Secondly, no Christolo'y has ever wh. lly 
captured the secrat of the essential nature of Jesus Christ, so 
that there is none to which absolute authority may be 'ascribed. 
Thirdly, only in faith can we underst. anä 'vh) he is, in toe s, -, me 
direct way in which the first disciples understood who he was and 
what he wanted when he suddenly appeared beside their fishin? boats 
by the Sea of galileeo". 
C. J. ßlee Pr; Christin M 1trn 'ithens, pp. 28V9. 
"Christolo;; y began as the resnonse of the first Christians to 
the history of Jesus. In other woris, it was in the -post-Easter 
Church th^t, in BUiltmann's phrase, the proclaimer became the Pro- 
claimed. Neverth. eless,... there is a Christology implicit in 
Jesus' own tezchin :. hs . 2ecinald TI. Fuller puts it, Jesus under- 
stood his mission in terms of eschatological prophecy. ;s eschn - 
tolo? icsl nronhet, he quas not merely anno"ncin7 the future coming 
of salvation and ju1, *ement, biet . ctuilly initiatinrr it in his 
words and deeds. His proclammation ani activity confrontel men 
with t'ie presence and savinP act of rod breakinT into history. 
Yhat the post-Laster Church did was to interpret this in terms : )f 
an explicit Christolor*f. Certainly, after 3aster the Christian 
message or kerygina coincides with the meaning embodied in Jesus 
as n nerson. " 
Charles Davis, Christ and the Vorid's Religions, 
'iodler and Stoughton, T970, o. . 
0 
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V, ATTEI1PTED CIDIISTOLOGIES ON IFA PRE2.4ISES 
The prodigious theological activities of the Yoruba Ethiopian 
Christians during the second fifty years of Christianity in Nigeria 
has so far been neglected by scholars. In this chapter, we shall 
trace the theological orientation of some leaders of the novenent, 
beginning with Sariuel Crowther himself, but paying special attention to 
E. 11, Lijadu, the most versatile of them all. 
Christology glas their rain concentration, seeking parallels 
10, between theOrunnila of Ifa and Jesus Christ of Christianity, 
XI9 
identifying Christ as the one who was presaged in the Ifa sys ten 
and as the fulfiller of the hopes and yearnings for salvation in 
Ifa traditions. 
1. THE C}tRISTOLOGY OF BISHOP CRO'7THPR 
When Samuel Crowther hýd served in Southern Nigeria as a 
Native Missionary for almost sixty years, he was persuaded to put 
some of his evangelistic methods and experience into writing. This 
he was very hesitant to do. The diffidence he felt in undertaking 
the task might have issued fror. e sense of frustration brought about 
both by the campaign of hate and calumny mounted against him by 
some missionaries towards the end of his ministry, and also by the 
feeling that he had had only a limited success even in the very task 
of converting his fellow-countrymen -nd bringing them to Christ. He 
had previously done much speaking to persuade his hearers to supiort 
missionary work. Towards the same end, he had kept many journals, 
especially on the expeditions into the interior 1-rhich he had undert ken 
with teams sponsored by the British Government and the support of 
the Church Missionary Society by which he was brought up. 
He had by nrcw compiled a dictionary of the Yoruba language and h^. d 
also helped rrith a vocabulary list of Igbo. FIo had translated the 
Bible into Yoruba. Yet, he felt a diffidence in putting down on paper 
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his experience with the men of other religions whom he encountered 
in his ministry and to whom he had sought to present the Gospel of 
Jesus Christ. 
Ultimately, he did a short booklet of about sixty pages which 
he addressed not only to missionary enthusiasts of his day but also 
with the hope that it miLht be a help to "young inexperienced Christian 
Native-Teachers who may have to do with shrewd aged 1.; ohammedan and 
heathen countrymen already armed with strong prejudices against 
Christianity and inclined to despise the inexperienced young teacher". 
(2) 
Crowther had become aware of the difficulty and embarrassment 
of an inexperienced young Christian teacher facing day after day groups 
of wise, experienced and knowledgeable elders of the community 
versed in the lores of the land and the traditional religious ans: ler3 
to the problems which life raises. From practical personal experience, 
Samuel Crowther himself had come to see the inadequacy of the 
preparation given in the missionary training school for Chris tian 
encounter with other religions. 
In his days as a school-teacher among the freed Yoruba slaves 
in Freetom, Crowther saw a school boy in his class wearing a protective 
charm given to him by his Muslim father. 
(3) 
Crowther out it off and 
removed it from the boy's neck but took care to give it back to the 
boy to take horse to his father with the warning that they would not 
countenance such a superstitious practice in a Christian School. 
(4) 
The father came in a rage to see Crowther at home; and the latter 
took the opportunity to arrange a meeting with Muslim leaders for 
debate and discussion on doctrinal differences bet17een Christians 
and Muslims. The argument followed the usual line of disputing the 
(2) It was a posthumous publication: Samuel Adjai Crowther, 
Experiences ýaý_th Heathens and Mohammedans in '; fest Africa, 
S. P. C. K., London, 1892. pp. 1-2. 
(3) op.. p. 7 
(! -) cf. p. 24: 
"An old Mohammedan priest had asked for a copy of an 
Arabic Bible for a long time, but it was not given him from fear 
that he would wake a bad use of it, in making charms from it as 
they did from the Koran. However, after many years urgent request 
with faithful' promise ......... a copy ; ras given him ....... ".. not 
to be other, 7ise used than for instruction". 
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importance of calling Jesus the Son of God. This is significant, 
and illustrates the fundamental failure of missionary methods to 
perceive the relevance of cosmological issues in the practi 
theological problems which arose from the contact of Christianity 
and Yoruba traditional religion. The charm round the neck of that boy 
was worn for protection, possibly because the child was believed to 
be an 
abizby his parents. Those parents must have suffered the 
sorrow of infant mortality a number of times prior to the birth of 
that child. Jesus as the Son of God was not the point at issue. 
The more reasonable help to offer such parents mould perhaps have 
been a medical prescription. If an-argument was felt desirable, 
it could have been a science-versus-magic discussion. Of course, 
the theological question which was raised later by the Aladura 
may have been raised from this: In what sense could we see Jesus 
as Lord over all things? Here we see an indication of hoer ultimately 
"Ih the name of Jesus ... " became a neomagical formula among 
Yoruba Christians not only of the lýl. adura persuasion but also in the 
general membership of the historic Churches. 
Bishop Cro; zther's evangelistic method in approaching heathens 
was first to sho. 1 them frora the words of Holy Scripture the 
futility of idol-worship, using for support such biblical texts as 
Isaiah 44: 8-20; Psalm 115: 4-8; Daniel 3: 1-30. 
(5) 
It needs to be noted that the Bible is the basic source of 
theological evidence for Crowther. He proposed the publication of 
selected texts on different theological themes for the use of young 
inexperienced teachers; and he made a selection of such relevant texts 
in reference particularly to Christolor. His evangelistic method 
is stated simply in his o in ; words: "Let the word of God speak 
for 




"The questions asked were answered direct from the 
Word of God". 
(7) 
From page 13 to page 60 at the end of the book, 
we have nothing but his plea for the use of the Bible directly in 
preaching and teaching, and his plea to missionary and Bible Societies 
to make the Bble and other literature based on it available to the 
young inexperienced teachers as well as to the new converts. What 
he referred to as the "adjusted handbook" of quotations from the Bible 
is, from all the evidence, what the Scripture Gift Mission or even the 
British and Foreign Bible Society produces today, selected Bible 
passages on specific theological themes. 
The Christological issues considered by Bishop Crowther as 
demanding priority for consideration in the African situation, 
especially of course with relation to the presence of Muslims are the 
following: - 
The Sonship of Christ. i. e. Jesus as the Son of God; 
Jesus as the Way, the Truth and the Life; 
Christ as the Coming Judge (at the end of time); 
and all these are related to the Fatherhood of God, God's Plan 
for Man's Salvation and the Great Commission. 
(8) 
Bible passages are collected seriatim indicating the different 
occasions when Jesus was referred to as the Son of God, beginninC fron 
the prediction by the prophets, 
(9) 
the announcement by the Angel 
Gabriel, 
(10) 
the declaration by the Spirit from heaven particularly 
at His Baptism and the Transfiguration, 
(11) 
declaration by Christ 
Himself, 
(12) 
His declarations after His Resurrection, 
(13) 
the 
confession of Him as Son of God by others out of their o an conviction, 
6 Op. 
_ 
cit. p. 11+ 
7 Ibid. p. 21 
8 Ibid: pp. 32f., 18. 
9 ® PP. 
(10) Ibid. pp. 34-6. 
11 Ibid. pp. 36-37. 
12 Ibid. pp. 37-43. 
13 Ib pp. "+3-44. 
14 I b_ d_ pp. 44-)+6. 
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testimonies from the teaching of the Apostles, 
15) 
expression of 
Christ's Sonship from Satan's insinuation, 
(16) 
the Trial before 
the Crucifixion and the taunting of Him on the Cross which were 
based on this issue of his being the Son of God. 
(17) 
What we have here, therefore, is the use of proof texts. Ear 
excellence. It is clear also that Crowther was a traditionalist 
in his theology. As the first African bishop conse: c , tod for CMS 
work on the African continent, it was clear that his first duty was 
to preserve the faith "as delivered by the saints". 
3, THE CHRISTOLOGY OF E. TA. LIJADU 
Some detailed attention has to be paid at this point to the 
theology of E. M. Lijadu. He was the only one in his generation, from 
among both European and Nigerian preachers in Yonzbaland at the time, 
who devoted himself to writing a Christoloey. His work is of special 
importance because he deliberately set out to write his Christology 
against the background of traditional Yoruba religion and the pooplo's 
concepts of God. This is what he did in his small book Or la (sic) 
published in 1908. 
Men James Johnson in his address to the Pan-Anglican Congress 
in London in that year remarked after a study of Yoruba, Igbo and Edo 
cultures that the Christian doctrines of Atonement, the mo&tatorial 
work of Christ and the Incarnation "are to be found embedded in the :. r 
religious system", his words fell on deaf ears. People were not 
expecting to hear it, and it amounted to one of the missionary 
over-statements of the Jay not to be taken too seriously. In fact, ns 
he was saying it, the manuscript of 
0nala 
by his fellow Nigerian 
attending the Congress was already in the hands of the printers not 
many miles away in Exeter. Of course, it is possible that the general 
(15). Ibid. PP. 46-52 
(16). Lb-idt PP" 53-57 
(17). Ibid. PP. 56-8. 
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tenor of that closing part of the address was something of an after- 
thought for James Johnson himself, possibly after he had been shown 
a manuscript of Lijadu's book. James Johnson sent his or"n Yoruba 
Heathenism to the press in the same year and during the same visit to 
England. In the closing paragraph of that publication, it was only on 
the moral level that James Johnson conceded the possibility of a 
missionary link with the existing background of the Yoruba "and all 
other heathens in the world who have a moral code that only waits for 
the superior enlightenment of Christianity to raise to a higher plane". 
(18) 
Lijadu's Christological method was to pick on the name and 
attributes of Orunmila as known in the preise names given to him, to 
r 
find out from ba. balawo what these names and attributes meant to them, 
and to examine to what extent and in what sense these could be 
applied to Jesus Christ, 
t19) 
Since the bub: ýla o were the "theologians" 
in the Yoruba traditional religious setting, their exegesis on OrGilaas 
praise-names would ensure from the start an accurate interpretation. 
The praise-names of Orunmila as quoted by B . M. Lijadu c: "n be 
translated as follows: 
(20) 
Orünmila, witness at the allocation of destiny 
hhe other part of Öiödul r 
Surer than medicine 
Perfect clanger of the day of death 
My Lord, the Incomprehensible, 
Whom not to kno-; r is peril, 
And whom to know is the beginning of effectiveness. 
(18) James Johnson, Op. cite p. 54. 
(19) There are serious misgivings about this type of procedure, 
particularly on the ground. that this is a typical case of eclecticis; p z, nd 
syncretism. This protest and criticism of the method will be examined 
in a later section of this chapter under "Critical comments on Yoruba 
speculative Christolo y". For the time being, we proceed with a dotr. iled 
study of the result of Lijadufs use of the method. 
(20) For the Yoruba vorsion of the praise names see Appendix III. 
D. O. Rpega Junior, in c'n interviev? (16/7/71) has argued for a Yoruba 
trinit: '. rian explanation of the personality of God dcduciblo from Ifa myths 
of creation as conveyed in these Praisenamos. Öb. telý : ras the actual 
artificer at the creation of man; O la ars he suporvisor, "the 
witness at the allocation of destiny's 0duc! u: la gave the fiat which was 
symbolised by the clanking of a gong, It was the mysterious conjulotion 




My Lord, enthroned in the palace, 
rt en moved, there is consternation. 
Son of the horseman back home in min. 
Clothed with a narrow strip which shames those who arc clothed in rich 
velvet. 
Riy Lord, Öpöki, the brazen-eyed; 
When the big-clawed tiger scratches his body, 
The sound is heard all around. 
Son of Öso; unmi of Tapa tribe daintily dressed; 
Lover o beauty, decked arms and legs in brass bracelets 
Yet conskderate of the old nhti with the 'Talkin- stick of soft. ore, P. &y Lord, Ipbö, passionately longed for as men desire freshly made 
pounded yam. 
The climber's rope which makes the palm-tree unsteady, 
Black death in the palm of a hand, 
Vital force, constantly fed on red palm-oil, yet not changing colour. 
The eisest of the wise, 
Counsellor of weavers, 
Fly Lord, the All-Sufficient, 
The All-Reliable; 
On whom to depend is life indeed'. 
The Conqueror of death. 
Hy Lord, greeted first thing in the morning; 
The careful one who h^. s set the : iorld in order, 
iho strives for those who had no chance of living, 
E'ho redeems the lot that - ras bad. 
Like the snake, he &. ides on quietly on the loaf, 
Like P. prince, he stalks alone in 'b '67ýdomain. 
The first chapter in Lijadu's book is on the very name 
Orunmil^. Lijadu found on investigation from b_abal o that the name 
was understood in n literal sense, "It is heaven chieh knows how to 
separate two persons fig tin ' 'ý 
/I 
pý g' . Yoruba babawo gave him a number, 
of myths from the Odu-Ifa to support this interpretation of the narre 
/'. (21) 
Oru mild, the divinity of divination, -wisdom anal guidr.. nce. 
True wisdom is that which relates to the way of helping, oneself ý. o ,, ake 
sense of the world and to deal with the most basic and fundamental 
of human problems. The Yoruba give the names, "The One from heaven" 
and "He knows the way to reconciliation, " to the Yoruba divinity 
connected with the central cult in the land. This indicates to 
Lijadu that our Yoruba ancestors were aware that there is a strained 
relationship of sorie significance between earth and heaven. 
(21) For the stories from the I oracular myths -. vhich tell about 
this need for _a reconeilation, reference should be made to stories 1-6 
in the Appendix on Ödu-Ifc' n yths . 
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It also indicates that the most fund"tmental of human problems is 
thought of in terms of alienation and reconciliation. It is 
apparent from the myths that the Yoruba hold the opinion that no rian 
knows the means by which man can be reconciled to heaven or who can 
be the agent for such a reconcilation. It follows also that there is 
a recognition that man cannot by himself resolve his problems. 
According to the stories, there has been a fight, presented 
symbolically as between one man representing all earth-d, iollers -Lnd 
one man representing all heaven-dwellers. The fight was started 
over 'a little rat' ,, hich was desired by both sides but which ne ithc-r 
side was willing to concede to the other. On their own part, earth- 
do lers deliberately refused to submit to heaven in the matter until 
much suffering had t^uj-it them a lesson. Ultimately, the reconciler 
came not from the earth but from heaven. And oven then, it was only 
after the thing -: rhich led to the dispute had been 'sacrificed' 
(given up) by earth-drellers thrt they wore restored to favour. 
Lijadu considered these to be fundamental truths in the traditional 
religion of the Yoruba, the groat theologiccl siEiificance of which 
: ould be realised only as these Yoruba insights were set side by side; 
with the Holy Scriptures. 
Accordingly, Lijadu proceeded to cite Biblical passages and 
ideas in order to dran out the parallel between the two and so to 
demonstrate his conviction that Yoruba religion could be regarded as 
a kind of preparation of the Yoruba people for the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. In other words, he considered that Yoruba religion 
contained at least ideas and insights which might be used as a 
jumping-off ground for the presentation of Neer Testament ideas to the 
Yoruba. Thus, concerning the idea of a fight between earth and 
heaven, reference was made to such Biblical passages as the curse 
on Adam and Fve because of their disobedience 
(Gen. 3: 17-19,24), 
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the Pauline theological inference from the same story that by one 
man's sin death reigned, and by the one man's sin judgement came 
to all men (Rom. 5: 17-19,1 Cor. 15: 21-22). The representative 
position of the one over the many was emphasised particularly from 
the story of AL o and Abemo. 
(22) 
fI 
These two, and Abemö, were hunters in the story. Ajo was the 
hunter from the earth, and tlbi o was the hunter from heaven. The 
symbolic significance of the fact that they were hunters did not 
go without mention. Hunters held a significant position in Yoruba 
thought and tradition. It was they who made paths in the bush for 
others to walk in. The bush tracks . vhich ultimately became high-roads 
linking village to village and market to market were originally 
tracks used by hunters as they roamed the forests looking for game. 
Most Yoruba towns and villages were originally resting-places of 
particular hunters or points of rendezvous used by groups of hunters 
which became settlements : here others joined them. Big clan wars 
had started over disputes between individual hunters or groups of 
hunters. On the other hand, the guilds of hunters had over the 
period developed sanctions and other techniques for settlinG dispuýo 
among themselves and among others. 
In the stories, the two hunters originally met annually for 
joint deliberations on the boundary line between earth and heaven. 
One of the stories clained that Ajo was made Olodu6a-re's 
representative on earth from the beginning of time, and that to hi.. 
was committed the control and keeping of order on earth. 
Äbe_o stood 
-fi-r 
in the same representative position with responsibility in heaven. 
The purpose served by their annual meeting also became representative. 
Ajo mould at such a meeting recount to Abemo what complaints earth j 
had against heaven, and Abeiö himself : could also recount the 
1 
complaints of heaven against the earth; 
(22). Stogy No. 3 in Appendix IT' 
I/9 
They would both try to understand why the complaints had arisen, 
and then try to set the relationships right. In the traditional 
religious practice of the Yoruba, representatives of families sit 
together annually to consult with the ancestors as the original 
founders of their communities, and the myth is re-enacted. 
Wo So on next to examine the cause of the fight itself. It is 
invariably because both representatives :; fished to have the same 
thing. The stories speak of digging the sane hole to kill a single 
rat, or of hunting together in the bush and killing only one animal, 
with heaven claiming the right of exclusive possession. Lijadu saw 
in these stories an indication of the liberal attitude of-God who 
possesses all thinMyet offers to share wh t ho has rith mankind in 
such a clay that free-gift and dead loss are two sides of the sarge 
coin (or cloth). That is, whet is free-gift to nankind is loss to Gc3, 
and what is loss to ran is the free possession of God. The Yoruba 
enquirer at the Ifa oracle, when told of an inpendinZ loss, would 
request that an investiCation be made for him into what could be the 
cause of the loss. Should the oracle indicate that the impendinL loss 
was from heaven, no further investigation would be encouraCed as to 
what human offence led to it. The enquirer would simply proceed to 
confess those : rays -.: rhich he could recollect in which he had appropriated 
heaven's free sift without due thanksgiving or acknowledgement to the 
donor or to whom it had been a loss. This is also the explanation of 
the patient long suffering and resignation of the Yoruba when he tries 
to reconcile himself to a loss with a shrub; of the shoulders accor_. panieI 
with a "just as God wills". 
Commenting also on the single rat caught in the hunt which also 
became the cause of the misunderstanding between heaven and earth, 
Lijadu sari it as standing for God's abhorrence of unworthy service a, i(i 
of half-heartedness in worship. God, in Yoruba thought, would rather 
reject both the worship and the heart which brought it than receive it 
with all its impurities. In support of this interpretation, the very 
first verse in Odu-Ifa is quoted in evidence. 
18o 
The introductory phrase of that verse runs thus: 
Ototoro, OrororoOtoto 
1'7J1opa, ototo l'a je iraumu, 
°r--T-: is° r" "s 
T ritori l'a An d'bamakin n'ile Iranje 
K'o ba le fi ohun toritori f nni. (Eji-Ögbe) 
Those untranslatable words, Ototorö Öro"r ro, are phonaesthetie 
r"p. r 
words standing for things in their fulness and perfection, in their 
purity without defilement. It means therefore to say that we give 
our fulness and pureness to the Great King in Iranje so that he can 
give us of his own fulness and perfection. And in relation to this 
Lijadu quoted Bible passages exhorting worshippers not to give that 
which is defiled or impure in offering- to God (Leviticus 22: 20-21, 
I Chron. 28: 9,29: 17-19), asserting the uniqueness of God (Isa. 42: 8) 
and calling man to ". worship in spirit and in truth (John 4: 23.4)6 
It is necessary at this point to call attention to the use of 
the Bible by Lijadu in his exposition of Yoruba religion as a setting 
for the preaching, of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. On the whole, the 
Bible was used by Lijadu as a source-book for proof-texts to support 
his arguments. As this was the general theological and apologetic 
method in his day, it does not call for further comment. How over, 
sie should note the significance of the passaF s he ch. )sc. He consid,,: ro i 
these to be likely texts for Yoruba preachers who might wish to be 
relevant to cultural themes of their society. 
There remains the idea that man refuses to acknowledge God until 
suffering persuades him to submit. To Lijadu, this :. ras one of the 
ideas which could be deduced fron the Ifa stories under reference. 
He then observed that the same idea was found in the Bible 'ý1Jeýw it as 
"much pain in child bearing", much of "thorns and thistles, many 
driving$ from the habitation of n= and the eating of grass like tho 
mule, many a flood, many a confusion of tongues and languages, many 
swords and famine and plagues, etc. " which generally led non to bow 
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down before the majesty of God. But further, in the Ifa stories, 
when man was ultimately willing to submit to God, the rat which 
mankind originally wanted to keep had to be sent back to heaven, and 
also the different sacrificial objects which were required were then 
readily given without further debate or hesitation. This, Lijadu 
observed, was the spirit of sacrifice. 
From all these, Lijadu drew the conclusion that traditional 
Yoruba religion displayed and emphasised the truth that man could not 
return to God except with a sacrifice, and also that God Himself would 
have to take the initiative in the last resort. It must be noted that 
even in this Yoruba myth, it was Abeno himself, the representative 
r -f 
heaven-di7eller, who came down to ) io,. tho representative earth-doller. 
The story has to be taken as a dim recognition by the Yoruba that God 
Himself is the Reconciler. Isaiahts "Come, let us reason tocether" (1: 18) 
and the vision of "the man in criiason from Bozra" (63: 1-5,8) came in 
handy here for Lijadu, and he did not hesitate to declare that th; man 
from Bozra was he who was called in Yoruba traditional religion 
Orunnila - Salvation is of the Lord alone. This was the starting point 
i 
for Lijadu's Christology. 
The next section of Lijadu's treatment is by far the most 
difficult because in it he undertook to examine the possibility of a 
basis in Yoruba thought for both the coinherence of humanity and 
divinity in Jesus and also the relational position of Jesus in the 
Godhead. For these, his Yoruba point of departure was the appellation 
of or" 
e 
as "Witness at the allocation of Destiny: The other 
part of 
Ölodunare". Lijadu had indicated in his earlier book, If, , 
that our Yoruba ancestors believed that 01 
run 
in his alnightiness, 
id 
: which surpassed huralan knowledge, had associated , rith Hirlself 
Sonuone whom He consulted in all things, one tr whom lIe revealed all 
things (i. e. with whom He shared the secret and mystery of all thin), 
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One whom He had made to be His witness in all things to the 
extent that there was nothing Olodui re knew which the other one 




Other one did not see. That Other One was called"Orunnila, "fitness 
at the allocation of Destiny, The Other Half of 051o 
The phrase which we have translated here as the other half or 
the other part is taken by the Yoruba from the nature of the 
calabash which is put to daily use in every household, for drinking:, 
for holding things, for washing clothes, or for carrying a'load in 
agricultural life and in trading. Such a calabash is obtained frort 
a gourd(23) which may grow in different sizes and shapes, and which 
when out into two looks like a platter or bowl. It is the bottom 
part of a calabash which is generally put to greater use; the top 
part which because of its shape does not sit flat is generally used 
i 
as the lid. Thus, the bottom part is usually called 'igba' and the 
top part is called ' igba-keji' (second, calabash, literally). 
I bake i in figurative use then means the other part of sonething. 
Of course, it sometimes carries a connotation of subordination since 
the i ; bä 
oi is used mainly as a lid. 
In his second book, Lijadu examined briefly hors and in what 
\ ._\/ 
sense Orunmila could be referred to as Elori Ipin, VTitness at the 
S1i 
allocation of Destiny. The ans-: ier of Yoruba bäbalawo to this enquiry 
jr 
is recorded in a number of Ifa stories. In fact, there are three 
-- / 
cycles of Ifa stories giving three variant explanations of the 
relation of Orunmila to Oloduniare and with particular reference to 
r 
the creation of man and the allocation of Destiny to man and other 
things. The first answer briefly is this, that Orunnila was the 
N 
witness at the allocation of Destiny because it was he with when 
(23) Botanical nano is Lajenaria vulgaria. See R. C. Abraham, Diction", rr 
of Modern Yoruba, University of London Press, 1958, p. 282. 
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,. - /\-, \ Olodunare consulted in the heavenly places about rian's destiny, 
2`I) 
Secondly, Oruntiila is Elprri Ipin because it Was he whom Ol du are 
had made the head of all divinities (ir/unrale) and of all things 
both on earth and in huaven. 
(25) 
/ 1, ,%. -A 
/\ 
Thirdly, Orunnila is Eleri Ipin because when all the divinities 
(irunrnale hastily collected bundles of riches and wealth from heaven 
IN/ \\ 
to bring with them to the earth, it was he alone, Orunnila, who 
collected the bundles containing heads and allocated a head (destiny) 
to each human person according to his personal responsibility and 
discretion. 
(26) 
These Ifa stanzas and their stories are evidence that our Yoruba 
ancestors were convinced that beside Olorun Olodunare, there was 
only one other who knew the lot of all things on earth and in heaven, 
and who, because he thus knew, became head over all. Lijadu pointü i 
to these deductions as valuable truths in the religion of our Yoruba 
ancestors and took them as pointers to the people's prevision of the 
coming of Jesus Christ. He contended that these insights need to b.; 
brought side by side with quotations from the Holy Bible as a guide 
to those who wish to have a meaningful dialogue with Yoruba 'pagans' 
concerning Jesus Christ. 
Th.. -, m is a common conviction, then derivable both from Biblical 
truth and from the wisdom of Yoruba men of reli . on 
that there is only 
one beside Olonzn Olodumare who knows the . -ihys and wherefores of all 
I 
things on earth and in heaven, and th^ t this only one is head over ,. 11. 
In Job 3841, it is found that Job could not answer those questions 
concerning understanding and Imosrledre which Cod put to him, and 
it 
can be said also that there has been no one since Job rho has been able 
(24). Of the many Ifa stories in vhich 01odu0are and Orunmila were 
referred to as being, in consultation, one such is in or Appendix 
8. 
(25). For the stories in evidence see Fos. 9& 10 In the Appendix. 
(26). The supportive story is no. 11 in the Appendix. 
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to answer, except "the only One" who in Proverbs 8: 22-30 is 
described as the Wisdor.: of God. And who is he who has confidently 
clair.. ed and asserted knowledge as in this Proverbs passage? He is 
none other than Jesus Christ : iho is spoken of in I Cor. 1: 24. as 
"the power of God and the widsom of God". It is He who is called by 
Yoruba men of religion Orunmila. It is this Christ :,, ho is the 
Wisdom of God who is at the same time the Head over all, Ephesians 1: 22, 
Now, this Christ who is Head over all has been made of God one worthy 
of universal worship both in earth and in heaven. I Cor. 11: 3: 
Phil. 2: 10-11, Heb. 1: 6, Psalm, 97: 7. 
Further, sae see in the Ifa stanzas and their stories under 
discussio(n27) that the Yoruba believe that Olorun existed before all 
iI- /- 
things, that the existence of things other than Olorun Himself was the 
outcome of a ritual which Olorun perforned, and that the cost of the 
ritual was borne equally by both 
Ol dutzare and 
Örunm 
lai and that no 
one else had power over Esu except He who is equal with God, 
Lijadu was deeply moved by the fact that he could find such insights 
in Yoruba traditional religion: To him, the ideas were precious 
theological truths, end the discovery of them in Yoruba Traditional 
Religion was a great boon to Christian apologetics. There was no 
doubt at all in his orn mind that in considering Olorim OloCunuro, 
the Yoruba : could distin1uish on the one hand between the essence r, F' 
His being and the essence of the being of earthly creatures, and on 
the other hand between the essence in the being of O rumila and the 
essence in the being of earthly creatures. 
In other : -cords, he considered it possible in Yoruba theological 
reflection to distinguish between divinity in 
lodunare and 
creatureliness in other beings. At the sarge time he satin a distinction 




p ila, both separately and together. Surely, vre have here in this 
(27) Appendix 8-13. 
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tortuous argument an indication that Lijadu considered that the 
Greek metaphysical dichotomy, which lies behind this typo of reasoning, 
is essential to Christian theoloQr. As such, it would be considered 
invaluable to find a basis for it in indigenous Yoruba thought. 
That, he believed, he had found and established here. To bring 
the idea out, he took pains to construct two Yoruba compound words 
which could have been very useful were this type of metaphysic 
considered inevitable to Christian theclogy. He spoke of 'the thine 
of His Being' (öhün iwa Re) for God, and 'the primal instrument or 
material for his creation' (öhun-elo ipile eda) for man. All the same, 
in using this latter phrase, he could not have been aware of the 
emphasis on ex nihilo in the Christian doctrine of creation. 
From there, Lijadu proceeded to bring these insight3 into 
relation with passa, es frofl the Holy Scriptures to produce material 
for an intelligent dialogue with Yoruba 'pagans' concerning Christ. 
The following are some of the issues which he indicated had co:. 1o up in 
his conversation with the bäbala ;o 
(a) It is fitting to attribute to Hirn who is called Olodu f rc 
real existence before all things, The Bible surely asserts this 
God. Psalm 90: 2, Job 36: 26, Ron. 11: 36, Heb. 3: 4, Rev. 1: 8. 
The thought of 0lodunare's prior existence before all things could 
be said to lie behind the story in Ödu Ifa of Oloduý together 
with His Associate Orunnila being in need of things at a pc. rticulý-. r 
time. That is, there was a time b : fore other things had been cro te'when 
Oloýro and His Associate had existed. 
As for Old, every creature had appeared to Hirt as if they . giere 
already in existence even when they had not yet boon created. 
tas '-r 
man, it is impossible for us to imagine, see or have anything which 
has 
not yet had existence. 
(28) 
(28) Certainly, Lijadu here provides for us sonic evidence of his bei- 
n, -familiar with sore versions of Bishop Berkeley's Idealism, though 
not , +ith the later criticism of thvct philosophy. 
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But when Yoruba babalaIo versed in the Ifa 
cultic 
system wore asked 
the question, Did Olodumare and 
Orünmila 
have prior existence to the 
other?, they answered with a display of profound theological 
insight: "Nobody can tell which of the t7o had. prior existence, 
in so much as no-one can distinguish bet'ieen the dimensions of a 
garden and the Garden itself or say which is older of a garden and 
its dittensiQns", Literally, it means that it is on the very day th-. t 
a person cuts the bush for a fare-plot and says 'I have a faun', 
that he has the dimensions and boundaries. So, as it is unrcasenablo 
to ask which comes first, the garden its dimensions, so it is 
impossible to answer the question, Which one - Olodunare or Orunmila - 
had cxistence prior to the other. 
---I- ýa ._\ (b) The existence of any other being beside Olorun Olodurlare 
cost hira something. The cost was a sacrifice. The cost of this 
-- . __ 
\ 
sacrifice fell equally on Olodurlare and His Associate. 
Taking the Yoruba word tebo to ratan saerifico, Lijadu did not 
fight shy of the quostion of what Weaning could be found in the 
suggestion that Olodunare offered a sacrifice. He defined the verb, 
to sacrifice, as expending oneself or sn_. lothing which substitutes for 
oneself in order to bring , -. bout some benefit -co one's self or to anothor. 
He claimed this to be the original or fun&amontal meaning of sacrifice, 
So, when the Yoruba say that Ölod 
un e 
or Orünnilz offered a sacrifice5 
it mould clean that they expended themselves so that they nicht ceuEc, to 
possess those things round about us, visible and invisible, which are 
valuable to our existence. lnd an important element in the Yoruba 
conviction on this issue is that all things visible and invisible 
(i. e, all created things) came into being, exist and remain in existence 
siLiply because of the sacrificial act and sacrificial being of 
Olodurarire and Orunmila at and from the boginnin(r of all things. The place 
n, /\\ 
and position of 0 : ila is evident here, especially in as much as 
it is He and Oloi durare , -7ho offered themselves sacrificially for 
every creature. 
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(c) No other one has power over Esu save Him who is equal to 7- N 




(the Obstinate and Strong One), yet they confess and 
acknowledge in their ýrorship forms and beliefs that they believe in 
the absolute supremacy of Olodurare and His Associate. The 
explanation Liven by babalawo themselves when asked by Lijadu as to 
the justification for the norship of Esu, whom they recognised as 
evil, was as follows: Olorun created Esu and gave him a position of 
heavenly authority with Himself. When Olorun realised that Esu 
was no longer good, He drove him out of heaven on to the earth. 
The power of God far surpasses that of Esu, but in the sane way is the 
power of Esu rauch greater than the power of non. Esu is already yt 
created strong and po": ierful. from heaven. This cannot change, and nab. 
cannot reverse it. We do well therefore to plead with hin not to use 
his power to harm us. Heaven was uncomfortable for Esu; but ho seo: Is 
to be enjoying himself here on earth. There is a Yoruba saying which 
goes thus: If a man does not enjoy benefits on his paternal side, 
he can enjoy them on the paternal. 
This line of thought Lijadu considered to be a valuable one in 
indicating a helpful approach to Christian endoavour auong Yoruba 
Ifa men of religion. It would make them realise that not only did 
Olorun drive Hsu into the world, whore his presence spells tribul^ti. cn 
7-1 0`\ 
for mankind, but He (God) has also sent one who has poorer over Esu 
to be the Captain of A, Ian's salvation, even Jesus Christ the Saviour. 
Ile found Biblical support for this <apolog*otic exposition in such 
passages as Luke 11: 21-22,1 Thess. 5: 8-10, Hab. 2: 34-15,1 John 3: 8. 
Going over to the clause "My Lord, the Inconprehensible. 
; Thom not to know is peril and whoia to know is the beginning of 
effectiveness" in the praise names of Orunmila, Lijadu started by 
examining the meaning of the phrase "01ü1ä mi "my Lord", as used 
\\ IN, 
frequently by the Yoruba in honour of and respect for their orisa. 
I 
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The use of the sane phrase is very connon in everyday language. 
A wife uses it to express respect for her husbazid. A slave uses it 
to express honour and loyalty to his omer. Towns people use it 
in reference to their king, But its use is supremely in the 
lanEuage of relif-ion and adoration] to honour and pay homage to an 
orisa as an object of worship. When it is used here by the babalawo 
in prayer and adoration, and directed to Orunmila and Olodunare, 
it siLmifies what a slave owes to his owner, or a citizen owes the King. 
It can also be spoken of as excelling the honour and respect accorded 
to any orisa below the grade of Orunnila. Of course, one has to under- 
stand the rank allocated by the babalavro to Orunnila vis a vis O1odumare 
to appreciate the devotion which lies behind the ascription of Olura - 
attributes to him. This has been explained in the previous section, 
but Lijadu at this point noted th at the worcts of St. Paul in 1 Cor. 8: 5-6 
are applicable here: "There may be so-called pods ... yet for us 
there is one God". So, in his thou! -ht, he has Cone over completely in 
identifying Orunnila and Olodunare. 
Next comes the phrase onotan which has been rendered as "the 
Incomprehensible" hero. Yoruba babalawo use the name -Aoonotan in 
"``s, r 
relation to Or nila in two different connotations: 
(i) It stands for the irpossibility of folly lrncwing the nature 
of ýýla both with respect to his divinity and also with respect to 
his Humanity. To kno:. r, hero, means to know the origin and therefore 
to know the nature and circumstances of the beint of another. As we 
have noted earlier, a babalavzo is filled with utter dread when he has 
/\\ 
to repeat the story of the origin of Orunnila or quote any Ifa stanza 
related thereto. The n; -stery of Orunrsila is in a literal sense 
unutterable. Lijadu recalled here that for months vihcn his babalawo 
informant was faced with the importunate enquiry as to the nature 
of 0, the babalawo would simply reply with the rhetorical question, 
t 
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"U7ho can tell the story of' the maize back to its origin in heaven? " 
This might at first sound like an exasperated surprise that anyone 
should bother to ask a question which obviously could not be 
answered. But this interpretation of the babalavio's rhetorical 
question would be ! aroný;. The fact is that a babalawo is frightened 
by what might happen to him should be speak aloud the unutterable 
\ /' 
mysteries of Orunmila's nature. To speak of it or reveal it, even if 
ho knew it, might lead to death, mental derangement or some other 
misfortune. Such dread is evidently referred to in a number of Ifa 
stories, as some of the giotations in this relation can show. 
Stories 14-20 in the Appendix can be instanced in this respect, as 
also such other stories which relate ho. -r the other divinities 
endeavoured in every way to discover the secrets of 
Orunmila's 
wisdom, power and authority. The stories indicate that in spite 
of all their efforts, they could not know his secrets. Special 
attention needs to be given to the story in story 18 which indicates 
that not even Esu was able to rot into the secret of Oru la! s powc, r. 
(ii) The moaning is passing imperceptibly from kno>aini, the 
story, of origin to knowing the secret of how to gain control. To knc-, 
the story of someone's origin is equal to knotwinC his nature, ancl 
knowing the nature of someone amounts to gaining access to the secret 
which gives away the means of gaining control over that person. 
Thus; it is noted in stories 21 and 23 that natural elements, e. S. 
Oe '. \. fire `and v. ter, had no power over Orunmila and could not apprehend 
him. Story 22 indicates that what is oaten, even poison (denoted hure 
by unripe fruits), has no power to destroy 
\Oru 
nil .. "'0. 
Story 2k 
assorts that not even the time process or the change of seasons could 
/-\ 
have any power over the continuing, existence of Orunnila. The sun-total 
of this emphasis is that the being of Orunnila does not depend on any 191- 
oarth]y elements, either singly like fire, the firmament, water, sun, 
moon or star, or in conbination like divers fruits, seeds and plants 
which come into existence through a combination of the above-mentioned 
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elements and forces. Nor is, Orunnilats existence controlled by 
times and seasons measurable by hours, clays, months or years. 
This conception concerninc Ozunnila can be put side by side with 
what the Holy Scriptures say about Jesus Christ, e. g, Heb. 1: 10 ]2. 
"They . All perish, but thou art the sane ...... thy years will have 
no end". Thus, this is an indication that Yoruba Christian 
\ 
adoration can ler-itinately transfer this attribute of 0 to 
Jesus. But this review would not be complete until we have added 
evidence from Ifa stories to show that not even human beings and their 
machinations could prevail over 0runmila. In so far as he had passed 
through many tribulations caused by the tipicked plots of men, before 
succeeding to his present position of honour and veneration, he is 
acknos-rled divine among the irunnale. This additional line 
of evidence is found in stories 25-27. 
\ /\ \ 
Agin, Orunmila is referred to as one "when not to know is peril, 
and whom to know is the beginning of effectiveness". There are two 
senses in which this praise-name and appellation has been applied 
to Orunmila. First of all, that Onznnila as a divinity controlling 
divination does not respond fully in so far as he is unkno: 7n and 
unknowable to man. The mystexy of Orunnilats nature detornines the 
extent to which he is propitious for nn in divination. Thus, 
the Yoruba believe th t if only they could understand fully the 
nature and being of 0 la, then they would have power over 
hin, 
and he would be completely at their disposal in all eventualities. 
In addition, there is the question of knowing Or nil_*in the 
sense of kno:. ing the Ifa corpus of tyths and oracles necessary 
for 
divination. This is professional knowledge reserved for the diviners, 
-/ 
But the stanzas and stories of the Ifa corpus are so numerous as to 
make complete memorization practically impossible. This hakes 
divination difficult because no one knows all the stanzas in the various 
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__\- 
combinations and permutations of Odu-Ifa. It means that no one 
can know the complete answers to all the various problems and 
exigencies of life which may arise at any tine for any one, in 
/-- 
relation to which an enquirer can turn to a babalawo. 
?e note that Lijadu did not comment on whether the praise-names 
can be applied to Jesus in this latter sense. But if an answer is 
sourtht to the question, it is the Aladura who have provided it as 
vie shall indicate later on. To them the name of Jesus is potent in 
itself, irrespective of a man's theolor; ical understanding of Jesus. 
It is readiness to call the nano of Jesus which to the Aladüra is 
the beginning of effectiveness. In the case of Jesus, kiowledge 
would become faith, interpreted in terns of power. Thus, applied 
to Jesus the appellation would become "Whom not to believe is peril, 
and to believe in whom is the beginning of effectiveness". 
\f\ 
The next group of phrases fron the praise-nenos of Orunmila 
which Lijadu has sought to apply to Jesus is "My Lord, enthroned in 
the palace; When moved, there is consternation; Opoki, the 
brazen-eyed". This praise-nano uses the 'vocabulary of Yorubal royal 
architecture, Which must be briefly explained. 
Kin. ^s and head-chiefs, end other people of means in Yoruba 
communities would build for themselves sprawling houses with long 
corrieors leading; fron the inner rooms to the exit Gate. That lone 
corridor was knot n as en 17hon such a corridor was built 
narrow and attached to a poor man's house, it was called 
enü iho. 
f 
The particle en 
here 
stands for opening, entrance, literally mout'i. 
.. r 
\I 
Enu-iho means the entrance to a hole or hovel, Per contra, enu-o': a 
means the entrance to a paramount chief's house. This is the oririn.. 1 
context in which the word. enu-- wa cris used. And On "ira' hero 




However, o_vra specifically has two siEnifications. One is the 
I 
mud dais whore the paramount chief and subordinate chiefs sit in 
council or in audience. Fron this usage, it was later extended to 
the mud benches which poor people build round the walls inside their 
rooms for special guests to sit upon. The man of the house would 
keep his sword or cutlass or other implements of strength on the owa 
bench. A verse in the Odu corpus be4ns thus: "The top of the 3wa 
looks elevated as if it were the diviner, but the diviner hiraelf 
is still to cone to sit on it". (i. e. The person who comes to consult 
the babalavro looks at the owa with awe, but it is not the ötva which 
is going to preside over the divinatory process). This is a verse 
from the oracles quoted in connection vrith initiation into the Ifä cult. 
The series of oracles in this connection are called "Opbe Ate". 
Another verse, this time from the Ika-Otu00ýrupon Croup says "The owa 
dais is not the place to keep a pet tortoise, neither are snails kept 
at the entrcnee to a room", 
By inference fron the first neanin , 
ýstýýnds 
for the potter, 
authority and honour Liven to the person who sits on 
. 
the öa dais. 
Thus, a chief is addressed as Olo7a, i. e. one who holds the first rank 
r 
among those who sit on the crva 
i 
and thus his o last word on the -o-va., 
7 
one who possesses the orte. Ki. n rs and pn-raraount chiefs in the Ekiti 
area of Yoruba land are called , Yoruba people of Ekiti descent 
r 
would refer to thcnselves both as Ovia's slaves and as Qua's sons, and rP 
if they went out for communal labour or to a public gathering in the 
interest of tho whole community, would say they ti-rent on Oiaa's service 
or errand. 
r/ Ölt, therefore, is one who holds the position of highest 
10 ' 
authority and honour annng chiefs, one who is placed on a high throne 
among rulers. In giving this title, Oloij to Orun lila, our forefathers 
have placed him on the highest elevation both on earth and heaven. 
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This is a fux±J3ar annfir ion of the point which has already been 
made in another context as to the position of Orunmilaa in relation 
to Olodurrarre. To emphasize this authority of 
O nmilä, 
however, our 
fathers added the adjective ai ere to the title of Oloa. This 
I'+r 
declares crith added emphasis (a) that we must not move him from 
his position, and (b) that he will not i'ive up his position. There 
are various Ifa verses which contain the warning that any attempt to 
oust Orunnila from his position of authority would lead to catastrophe, 
Stories 34-40 make it evident that a basic conviction of our forefathers 
has been that to move 0 ila fron his eminent position is fraught with 
clanger for the sons of men, anti that he himself in any case does not 
intend to resign his position. 
wr // /, "'- 
why he was called Olo-, -, a aiy2-re1. 
II 
This, as wo have indicated above, is 
And to apply this praise-name by 
transference to Jesus is therefore an indication that it is Jesus alone 
who is worthy of being regarded as king eternal enthroned in glory.. 
Lijadu then wont on to the phrase Op oki nu-nust oju in which 
Orünila was described as brazen eyed. This he also related to the 
subsequent phrase in which Orunnila was described as Onn Oso pa 
_-' 
\' I -\ '/ 
otiio -pa-'de-rlese, o nbbre 
7-tepa ojo:, Lover of beauty, arms and leis 
deckod in brass bracelets, yet considerate of the old man with the 
walking-stick of softer metal". At this point, Lijadu turned his 
process of interpretation round, and engaged in a neditation on . Rov. 1: 13-15. 
By comparison he saw that similar or parallel metaphors and similes havo 
boon used both in this biblical passafie and in the 
Ödu"-Ifa quoted as 
story 4.0 in the Appendix, thus chsa: rin the first conclusion that thr 
Biblical passage helps us to appreciate the position of honour that our 
/\\ 
fithcrs gave to Orunm la in their hearts. And then, secondly, Lijadu 
reverted to the observation 7hich he ha4 made several times before 
that the Yoruba man of religion h^s in this instance caurbt the vision 
of Hin chose "feet were like burnished bronze, refined as in a furnace" 
(Rev. 1: 15. ) 
0 
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The rich possibilitios of Orunnila's praise-name as ab' iku-j' igbo 
when applied to Jesus did not pass unnoticed by Lija(lu. The verbal 
phrase ja igbo or kan igbo is used of raus when they meet strength 
f\ 
with stronGth and lock horns. A b' 
ikü 
j' i\ý bo therefore moans he who 
locked horns with death. As applied to Orunnila, it shows the belief 
of our fathers that 0runm la is nno who has been bold cnous-h to challenge 
death anA has fought to victory. Relyin on the evidence of the myths 
N, \\ B ý. for the victory of Onn nail . over disease and death, the babalacro is 
not afraid of infection as he toes in and out to visit patients and to 
treat various diseases in the name of 
Orunnila.. 
With these facts 
in mind, Lijadu ds. d not hesitate to draw christological implications 
with refmrd to the resu': rection of Christ and the victory which he thus 
won over death. A parallel was struck also with the promise of the 
Risen Christ to His disciples that as they -rent out in His name they 
would pick up serpents without boing harmed, they would drink deadly 
poison . without 
being hurt, an, 1 th.. t they would be able to cast out 
demons and heal the sick with the laying of hands. (Mark 16: 16-18). 
Attention night also be called to the fact that Christ Himself, in 
fulfillment of the prophecy of Isaiah, "took our infirmities and. bore 
our diseases" (Matt: 8: 17). 
In a lively excursus; Lijacäi pursued further the role of healing 
f\\ 
found both in the ministry of Orunnila and also in the ministry of 
Jesus and His disciples. He discovered that the Yoruba hell the 
belief that to lr^rls the task of presc: ving order on earth, 
Olo dumare 
had from the start given Orün\ila the power to heal, end part of the 
/. \ 
authority for this was invested in a staff which Orunnila was given 
with the instruction that he should carry it with him at all 
tines. 
There are many stories told by our fathers of the staff and the 
} aling power it possesses. Many were the healinr, wonders which 
prunilaa 
was able to perform among men, which healing work the bäb 
lavT6 
T! 
as his successors continue to this day. 
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Lijaäz noted with excitement that in the Bible the staff is symbolic 
of many things. All these different symbolisms are found in the staff 
as understood by the babala 
c 
in the Ifa cult. He noted, for 
example, that in the Bible the staff in the hands of God Himself 
is the staff of Might. Psalm 110: 1-2 and Psalm 2: 7-9 were quoted 
in evidenceb 'No note that in the Yoruba translation of the Bible, 
' the rod of "iron' in Ps. 2: 7-9 is rendered as ' iron staff' . 
Lijadu's exegesis is based on this translation. The other meanings 
of the staff symbolism in the Bible noted by Lijadu include the 
following: Fehen used in connection with Jesus Christ, it was the 
staff of a shepherd for the protection and comfort of the sheep 
(Psalm 23: 1-4). In the story of Jacob and his children, it was the 
staff of responsibility, eonferrinp the rights and responsibility of 
the head of the family (Heb. 11: 21). In the blessing of Judah, the 
staff represents princely rule in the kingdom (Gen. 49: 10). But "-rhen 
we turn to the stories of Moses and Aaron, of Elisha, end the angel 
who appeared to Gideon, the staff was given for working miracles 
(Hx, 8: 16-17, Nun. 20: 7-8,2 Kings 4: 26, Judges 6: 21). What impressed 
Lijadu was that these five Meanings of a staff are attributed by our 
fathers to the staff which Olodunare gave to Orunmila. 
Orunn1 
a has been known also as "The Careful One who has set the 
world in order, Who strives for those who have no chance of livin7, Who 
redeems the lot of those who came with a bad destiny". Behind this 
appellation lies the belief of our fathers that because Orunnila 
excelled all other divinities and spirits (orisa ati irlale) in wiseom, 
there was committed to him the task of ordering the earth and settinf- 
rift whatever may go wrong. Hence the name O ;e Aý gb' yc p, 
n 
V., 
which we have translated hero as "The Careful One who has set the 
world in order". That is why also Orunmila is . vcn the name "V7isest F 
of the wise" . Our fathers also believed that it was because 
Orunnila denied himself all riches and popularity that Ölodunare gave 
him the supervisory role which he now has on earth, We note also that 
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the name Omolihorogbo was given to Orunmila for his successful 
administration in upholding all things and setting things right on 
earth. The name Omolihoröpbo also points to his deep concern for 
the lot of man and indicates too the divine and human elements in 
the nature of 0 run ilä. The similarity to the biblical and 
theological ideas about Jesus is clear. 
Finally, Lijadu ended his christological interpretation of the 
\ i\ \ 
praise names of Orunmila as he started, on a soteriolopical note. 
The appellation of Orunniila as Odudu ti i du on emere: o tu, ori ti 
ko sian se has been translated here as "He who strives for those who 
have no chance of living, Who redeems the lot of those who came i-'ith 
a bad destiny". This arose out of the belief of our fathexsin the 
behaviour of spirits, apparitions and ghosts, sometimes called emero. 
These ghosts, so it was believed, go about in groups, looking for 
a place to live. Should they happen to meet a pregnant woman, they 
would drive out the child in the womb, and one of them would take 
the child's place. But when such a child was born, it would not live 
long. Some such children could die soon after birth, others would 
live to adolescence and then die suddenly. Their spirits would 
roam around again for some time after ; vhich they would repeat the 
same process of entering into another womb and being born again and 
dying, ad infinitum. Such children who are bound to the are 
called emere. They are said to have a bad head or an evil head. 
It is believed that the- only way to change their head and therefore: 
make them live longer is by specific rituals as may be directed 
by the babalaro. Such devices which the babalawo may prescribe ant 
help to administer are known as the act of "struggling or 
striving for and protecting the head of an coe", didu 
0ri emero. 
And that is what runmila was believed to be capable of doing in a 
unique gray. 
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Similarly, persons of a dissolute character are said to have 
"a not-too-good or a bad head" ori aisian). Those who are good 
but who fall into the hands of the wicked, those who get into 
trouble, or who are constantly shadowed by sorro. vs, misfortune or 
any other calamity, are said to have a bad head (ori aisian)j 
\ i\ \ Our fathers believed that Orunmila was the One who reformed the 
bad head and made it good by prescribing rituals and other devices 
appropriate to such a re-creation. These ideas are developed in 
various myths. 
We note that the myths referred to here indicate that there is 
an endemic badness in man. They suggest also that it is only corrected 
through a ritual "cashing of the head". It is only by "the washin 
of the head" that man's lot on earth can be improved, the problems of 
existence resolved, and the tangles of life unlmotted. It was in the 
search for someone to perform this cleansing or washing of the head 
that our fathers encountered the spirits and idols which are now 
worshipped in our land. Some names riven to children at birth express 
this longing for him . aho can wash the head; and any measure of 
satisfaction they feel they receive from this cleansing is recorded 
in such names as: 
Sa. n _ow mimo - 
Sange washes me clean 
OSOVI mimo, - Oso washes me clean 
OSunwy m mo - Osun washes me clear 
Ifa - Ifa washes me clean. 
Well did the early Yoruba Christian sing: 
One may wash his head in sea water, 
Another may wash his feet in the lagoon; 
only he who is washed by Jesus 
Is clean body and soul ..... 
Is clean body and soul ...... 
Is clean body and soul ,.,.. 
Only he who is washed by Jesus 
Is clean body and soul. 
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The concluding paragraphs of Lijadu's interpretation rounded up 
his thoughts on a note of Christian affirmation and with a trinitarian 
doxology which are better quoted in direct and full translation. "In 
conclusion, we who are Christians and children of the light laoiw for 
certain that Ör mila was not able to wash off the evil which the 
guilt of in has brought upon mankind. Orunmila was not able to 
turn away the wrath of God from the sinner. 
from Orunm 
ý 
ila sufficient to change man in a 
man, to lead man into godliness, to restore 
divine favour which man had lost. Should 
Neither was the washing 
radical vlay, to sanctify 
for mankind the peace and 
unmil ask of the Yoruba 
who has turned Christian, Who then is there to , 'lash your head? ' , vro 
have a ready answer. It is Jesus Christ, my Lord and my God, who stands 
out to bring to mankind all the virtues of a ritual washing of the head, 
"Thanks be to God Almighty (0lorun 0lodum3 rho has given us 
His Holy Word wherein we are taught to go to Jesus for perfect and 
sure cleansinC, by which vie are saved up to the end (John 13: 1-10). 
Thanks be to Jesus Christ our Saviour who so loved us as to ? ive Ilis 
blood for our ritual cleansing, yea, as an expiation for the s=ins of 
the world (1 John 1: 7-10,2: 1-2). And thanks be to the Holy Spirit 
who does not cease to convince the world of the Saviour 
(1 Cor. 6: 9-11). 
Neither the immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor homosexuals, nor 
thieves, nor drunkards, nor revilers nor robbers will inherit the 
kingdom of GOD. And such were some of you. But you were washed, you 
were sanctified, you were justifica in the name of the Lord 
Jesus 
Christ and in the Spirit of Goal'. 
3. THE CHRISTOLOGY OF FAGBENRO-BEYIOKU AND 1.. 0. OSIGA 
Fagb6nro-Beyioku s Orunmilaism has to be seen in its context 
as an extension of Lijadu's approach to christology. 
As such an 
extension, it exposes the risks involved in using categories 
from 
local pagan or non-Christian myths for the expression of biblical 
idea. 
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There is no doubt that Fagbenro-Beyioku aas moved by a more 
zealous nationalistic spirit thin was Lijadu. Apart from the 
religious and theological ideas which certainly motivated both 
uritinga, Fagbenro-Beyioku also set himself the task of disproving 
the then current idea of the primitive character of Yoruba culture. 
His method was to point out the parallel between Yoruba and certain 
European cultural ideas. For this reason, he had to include in the 
comparisons drawn not only biblical, but also European, astrological 
ideas, similar to what he had already attempted in his previous 
booklet, Ifa Brochure 
What Beyioku claimed gras that prunmil aism could be taken as "the 
basis of Jesuism", or in other words, th". t it should be possible to 
proceed from the basis of what he called Orunmilaism to faith in 
Jesus Christ. 
(2 9) 
His position therefore was a Christological one, 
along the same lines as that of Lijadu in the latter's Book II. 
/\ 
The difference between Fagbenro Beyioku and Osiga lies in the 
I, 
place that each gives to Jesus. To the latter, Jesus is the Messaiah 
of the Jews, each nation or race has its own Messiah and prophet, and 
the prophet whom Goa has sent to the Yoruba is Orunmila. To Fagbenro- 
Beyioku however, Jesus is the Saviour for all men and for all races; 
and for the Yoruba to understand Him F; enuinoly, the cnaloEy of Orunmila 
becomes inevitable, and the literary style of the Ifa oracle becomes 
desirable. Here, he was conscious that he was following in the 
footsteps of Lijadu from whom he quoted the praise na=mes of 
Orunmil\. 
with due ackno-wledgernent and n speet. 
f 
(29). A. Fa gbenro Beyioku, If^, popularly referred to as Ifa Brochure, 
Lagos, 194.0; followed by Orunmilaism, the basis of Jesuism, Lagos, 194-3 
esp. pp, 8&9,13,17f, lf, 23ff. 
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In contrast, for Osi8a and his followers in the I ila, 
though not them alone, the fact that Jesus was born a Jew or that 
Christianity was brought to Nir; eria by people who wort not only 
foreiiers but - more seriously - teere of the same race as those 





there could be no ChristoloEy. The way had been barred by 
this particularity. This scandal had first to be explained before it 
was possible to explore the sigiificance of Jesus for the present 
historical period in the life of the people and country. 
4. CRITICAL C01: 1 NTS OINT YORUBA SPECULMVE CERISTOLOGY 
The rest of this study is devoted to critical comments on the 
speculative theolor of Yoruba "Ethiopians" and the development of other 
Christological approaches by Yoruba "Zionists" and others. 
(a) Thepioneoring role of Lijadu 
For the development of Yoruba Theolo r, Lijadu needs to be 
recognised as a true pioneer in taking full theological regard of the 
traditional religious beliefs of his people as expressed in the official 
priestly and cultic deposit of ideas, yet at the same time, keeping 
very close to his Bible as a source of revelation. The two books 
which are of major theological significance among his writings are 
1-fa 
(1897) and 0 la (1908). We judge the second book to be more 
t 
important that the first in that it goes beyond the usual theistic 
questions. It seeks the heart of the Christian Gospel, rind looks for 
grays of portraying Jesus Christ, His nature and His work, to the 
Yoruba man of roli4on in such a way that the latter can see in Jesus 
the fulfilment of his dreams, longings, aspirations and hopes. 
(30) A. Fagbenro Beyioku, 194.3, argued first from the universality of 
faith pp. 9-12, then he identified Jesus Christ with Jewish history : nd 
Christian history with Near East and European history, pp. 26-29. 
As for Osiga, his booklet II dabo is full of it. The title of that 
books is really an adaptatiioonoffTthe title of the lecture by Edward 7. 
Blydon, delivered in Lagos, January 1891. "The Return of the Exiles -nd 
the West African Church", calling, on 'Christian natives along the coast 
to establish a Church of their own, so as to be able to deal with their 
ou n problems with which strangers cannot safe1T- or profitably 
intermediate' (p. 21+) . 
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It is on the issues of the Christological dimension in theology 
that E. M. Lijadu bias a pioneer among Yoruba churchmen. Indeed, 
during the sixty odd years -. laich have passed since he published 
Orunmila. there has not yet been any significant following up of 
his leadership towards a christological orthodoxy in the Yoruba Church. 
A development is noticeable in the theological thinking of 
Lijadu between 1897 and 1908, and it mig=ht be stated as follows, 
He started as a missionary with the theological assumption that 
Yoruba traditional religion was paganism. This assumption, he looked 
for material to prove. Thus, in the first book of his projected 
trilogr, he took the apologetic line common in his day, that of 
seeing the Churches in confrontation with pagan sacrificial systems 
to which the Christian response was taken to be the declaration of 
Christ as the end of sacrifices, especially of such sacrifices as 
were meant to appease a supposedly angry God or to wash away sin. 
As it happens, these are not primarily the kind of 'sacrifices' known 
in Yoruba traditional religion, as we will show belog in the 
section on Rituals. 
Then R. M. Lijadu, because either of a nationalist feeling or 
of a more enlightened theological insight or from a deep conviction 
born of a better knowledge of traditional religion, changed his 
stance. It is possible that all these wore combined together in his 
change of position and in the development of his theological thinkin ": 
some nationalism mixed with missionary concern, and a more sympathetic 
understanding of the local religious situation. He surely felt 
conscious at this time of the falsity of the "Mite 11en' s Burden" idea. 
He : anted a Christianity which could be securely planted in the soil 
of the country in preaching, in theology, in personnel. There gare 
others who shared the same concern. But they all went about it in 
different fashions. It was only he Ao deliberately set out to attempt 
a restatement of Christian theology. A comment is necessary on the 
place of nationalism in such an undertaking. 
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ýb) From Comparative Relitý. on to IndiZenization. 
All the men vie have chosen as representing the -period wo have 
defined in this thesis were men with a concern. They were all 
concerned that the Christian Gospel should. become indigenous in 
Yonzbaland. There were those with Missionary commitments. James 
Johnson and E. M. Lijadu were ordained Yoruba Christians and therefore 
engaged daily in the evangelization of the land according to the 
tenets of the Church to which they belonged. Those others who were 
not ordained were fired with a nationalistic spirit which infected 
their Christian commitment. They were anxious that the land of 
their birth should consciously and fully possess the Christian Faith, 
and that their traditional religion and culture be absorbed into 
Christianity. This nationalistic feeling surely gave them a somewhat 
different spirit from that of the foreign missionaries who came to 
work in the land and by whom the ordained men . core employed as 
rtAc-, -ents" working on behalf, and towards the objectives of a distant 
r! issionaxy Society. It drove them to carry their effort beyond 
Comparative Religion to Indigonization. 
There is a theological task for Christians in nationalism, if 
only nationalists and othars can see it. The theological task which 
emorged out of the nationalism of the generation ", rith which wo are 
dealing was that of formulating an enriched thooloMr in support of 
their contention that Christianity was not a White Man's Religion. 
The faith of the believing Church has to be strengthened from materials 
dram from the life of the country. This is a task which Theoloor 
owes to the life of the Church for, after all, thoolocy is properly 
the function of the believing carli-nunity either done corporately or 
vicariously through its intellectually articulate members. 
Theology as a conversation betvoen theologians needs to start from 
issues arising from this enterprise of bringinE the Gospel of Jesus 
home to the people. 
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That it is easy to mis-state the theological problem, especially 
in the context of nationalist concerns, has boon denonstratod by the 
instances of T. A. J. Ogriinbiyi and A. O. 0p iga. The former was a 
clorgsrnan, the latter was a layman. But both stated the problem 
for. themselves differently from Lijadu. The premise from which 
Lijadu started was Jesus Christ; the premise for which Ogunbiyi 
and Osiga started was Yoruba Traditional Religion. As ire have seen, 
the problem for Lijadu was to find a way of proclaiming to the 
Yoruba that the act of God in Jesus Christ belonged also to the Yoruba. 
But for Ogunbiyi and Osiga, it was a problem of finding a way of 
demonstrating that the religion of our fathers stood up to comparison 
with European religion. They quickly discovered that by European 
Religion they could not wean Christianity. They were surprised, or 
at least impressed, to have discovered ancient European traditional 
religions as represented by the gods of Greece and Rome and the 
surviving mystery religion of -uze freemasons. It was with this 
European traditional religion that ultimately they compared Yoruba 
Traditional Religion. 
The Comparison of Yoruba Traditional Religion with the religions 
of Greece and Rome was quite a favourite in those days. It was done 
by the Rev. (later Bishop) James Johnson in his Yoruba It'leathonisM. 
Only in the last paragraph of his book Glas James Johnson able to 
make a reference to Jesus Christ, and then only to say that our Yoruba 
ancestors had no knowledge of Him. Later in the same year, James 
Johnson shifted the ground of his thinking and made the suggestion 
that an anticipation of the cosmic work of Christ could be found and 
should be looked for in the religion of our fathers. Fagbenro 
Beyioku 
extensively compared the ideas in Yoruba divinatory systems 
to 
parallel ideas in Greek and Roman occultism. A similar comparison 
on a general religious level was found also in the writing of 
A. 0. Osiga. 
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The ar6uront drai=n fron this corlpaxisßn was that if it was 
tolarable for a European to be. both a Christian and a Mason at the 
same time, it should be equally permissible for a Yoruba uho is a 
Christian to be at the sane time aný0_ýbo i or Öni 
ä. 
" I*was zot 
very clear in those days thrat the Lijadu question was different 
fron the Ogunbiyi or Osiga question. Because the material being 
used was fron the same quarry, it was assumed that the. two projec. tz 
were the same. The distinction was made the more blurred because 
Ogunbiyi kept hopping fror ode to the other at diffarant times. 
The Churches. nativ the danger posed by the Ogunbiyi-Osi +. question, 
but the Lijadu question was not appreciated. The answer ^iven in 
Church circles to the Ogunbiyi-Osi a undertaking was extended tacitly 
to the Lijadu venture. 
, k\ (c) Frýýrn rzythical Orunuila to the Jesus of History 
For his on part, E. M. Li jadu undertook to prove the anticipation 
for the Christ event in Yoruba traditional religion. This was what 
he attempted when he wrote his Orunnmla in which he docidely 
introduced Christological themes; This approach is based on the 
interpretation of Christ as the Messiah long expected who ultimately 
came and did away with sink demonstrating His conquest over sin and 
death and the devil. From this standpoint, Lijadu proceeded to 
demonstrate that the expectation in Ifa of "He who is to come" was 
centred on Orunmild, and the fulfilment is expressed anticipatorily 
in the praise-namos given to him. He saw that this was a premonition 
of Jesus in the Ifa system thous in an inadequate way, He then concluded 
that chat remained ras for the Christian to appropriate on behalf 
of Jesus the fulfilment of the anticipation expressed in the stories 
and praise-names of OY nnila, This method in itself now calls for 
some critical appraisal. 
First, we take. a look at an objection which could be raised 
today that Lijadu was using traditional religion to answer questions 
in which it had not shown much direct interest. 
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This, as a method, can turn out to be unfair to a non-Christian 
religion when it is subjected to a comparative treatment with 
Christianity. The questions raised in such cases always happen to 
have been those in which Christianity has shown a special interest 
and in which Christian theolo r has demonstrated a special competence. 
The ;, ray to answer this objection is to raise whatever questions need 
to be raised from the point of view of the traditional religion, to 
try to discover first what questions delineate clearly the primary 
interest of the traditional religion and what fundamental human quests 
are in the traditional religion. This is what wo ourselves have sought 
to do for Yoruba religion in this study, especially in the latter part 
of this thesis. 
In the case of Lijadu, however, the objection is weakened in that 
it is exactly the material from traditional religion that he takes 
\/ 
seriously, in this case the praise names of Orunnila. The issues 
which he omphasises are specifically those which arise from the 
praise-names themselves, especially in so far as they appear to be 
similar or parallel to thooloCical assertions which have been made 
about Christ, Yet, it is true that Lijadu saw in the praise names of 
O ld only what he was looking for, naroly correspondence to 
4 
Christian theological ideas. Ho was already familiar with the 
distinction rede by the Greeks between humanity and divinity in 
Jesus. He considered this to be a distinction essential in Christian 
theology, and he lookod for it in Yoruba thought. But it is doubtful 
/ :_ 
whether Yoruba babalawo, left to themselves, would came to make this 
distinction in the case of Orunmila or of any other being. 
The risks in this approach arc in fact greater on the side of 
Christian theology. How would a theologian decide what to appropriate 
'\ / '_1 
for Christ, and what not to appropriate, of the attributes of Orin? 
rt 
Lijadu did not seem to have come across any praise-names of O lila 
which miEht be an embarrassment to apply to Jesus, yet the possibility 
cannot be ruled out that there are such. 
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or cny other Yoruba divinity?. But the ans: ser lins in. 
the fact that Lijadu ventured to transfer only the attributes of the 
hiE_host that the people knotig apart fron God Himself, end of a hi; -hest 
which has been so much identified with God Himself that the distinction 
in personality is not always clear. This is exactly whore the force 
of Lijadu's argumont lies. NotwithstaandinG the fact that, from the 
Christian point of view, there are inadequate, or even erroneous, 
conceptions in some parts of Yoruba religion, there are parts of it 
in which God has not left Himself without witness. Lijadu therefore 
challenges us to the recognition that Yoruba religion containes 
theological conceptions which can worthily be made the'-starting-points 
for the indigenisation of Christian theology. To him, the risks which 
are inherent in the approach are worth taking. 
(31) 
Yet, to use Orun ila n7ths to explain the person of Christ raises 
some Bultnannian questions today. The contention of Bultuann is that 
the record in the New Testament is already heavily clothed in the ryths 
of the period when it was written, and that it becomes necessary to 
demythologise the accounts so that the gospel can be properly understood 
by modern nan. Does this permit us the use of some other ancient myths 
oven if they are found in the passim. culture of a particular people? 
The answer is 'yes'. For Lijachx, it was not a passing culture he ras 
dealing with. The myths he used were vigorous parts of tc living; culture 
and religion of the people in his day. In a sense, it may even be said 
that Lijadu in his assumptions anticipated Bultraann. He was positively 
demythologizing by rcmythologizing into a cultural tradition which 
was alive for the people for whom he wrote. Lijadu would not hesitate 
to agree that myths as symbols are disposable. The myths of one 
particular generation have to give way to the myths of another Generation, 
The process of deiytholorization has no end. For Lijadu, the use of 
(31). The risks in this approach are illustrated some twenty-five years 




O il Rºthß Eta3 to .o the beginning L, f a ge e#' a <wT t4ac31.0, . nation 
which is necessary if Christianity has to take root in Yorubaland. 
Once Yoruba theolor has been thorouEhly indig; enizod throuGh the 
use of r4m lä myths, it will surely have to be de-mythologized 
l ater whenever Oran 
ilä 
myths in themselves become a stumbling block 
to true understanding. For Lijadu, the role to be played by that 
mythologization into 
\ 
Orunpila was to persuade the Yoruba that 
Christianity was not at all a White Man's Religion fostered by 
imperialistic interests or maintained as an agent of neo-colonialism. 
As such, the role was a passing one,,. ard the continuation of such 
formulation of the Christian faith would depend on the extent to which 
the people themselves retained such myths as part and parcel of their 
culture and living experience. 
In any case, there are so many varied senses in which the myth- is 
understood in modem scholarship or interpreted' by anthoropologists, 
philosophers and theologians. In the context of Lijadu, briofly stated, 
the mythological is taken as a prevision of that which is to come.. 
Once the imytholoCical is historically realised, as it has been in the 
case of Jesus Christ, the mythical figure gives place to the historical, 
except as a point of analogy. This distinction between prevision and 
analogy has to be made in understandin6 theories of the myth as 
explanation. The historical draws the provision into itself, but the 
myth as an analogy remains. Bultmann's concept of the mythical 
relates primarily to that which is used as a symbol, not to that vhich 
is used in the sense of prevision. 
Having thus discussed the justification for Lijadu's theological 
method, it remains to make some further comments on the contents of that 
theolocy. Firstly, we note that Lijadu's Christology is a C1 ristaogy' 
"from above" 
(32) 
In at 'least two sensw'tho oan4opt of from above" is 
the pivotal idea in his theological system. 
(32). This expression has been bor ued from , jiolfhä. rt Pannenberg= but we 
are extending the meaning 
in desoribina Lijaduts theoloEy here. 
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Firstly, he started from the divinity of Jesus rather than from His 
humanity. The divinity is presupposed. So also with the doctrine of the 
Trinity. Lijadu did not consider it necessary to stop and prove 
either of them. Once theßo assumptions or rather exiop " are 
accepted, the question posed then becomes, for him, one of establishing 
a relationship between the divine God-man Jesus of the New Testament 
r\` and the cultic figure of Orunmila. It must be remembered that 
_ 
il 
is believed in Ifa myths to be one who has come from heaven, 
and to whom God has given the authority and responsibility for a wise 
ordering of things on earth. This fact of 
Orunmila 
having come from 
heaven then provides the main connecting link and becomes a second 
sense in which we can describe his Christolo y as a Christology "from 
above"; 
We have to admit the appropriateness of a Christology "from 
above" as a starting point for the task which Lijadd has set himself 
of persuading Yoruba men of traditional religion that Jesus of 
Nazareth came to fulfil their highest religious expectations. 
These expectations are already based on some operation from above. 
The three-storied universe of the Yoruba permitted Yoruba Christians 
to accept and use without any questions or hesitations the Katabasis- 
anabasis figure which in the New Testament such a conception of the 
universe makes possiäle. To the Yoruba, spirits and divinities from 
above and from below constantly invade our earth. The Orisa came 
down from heaven in any case, all of them, 401 or 4.096 of them as the 
case may be, including the irunmale who are spoken of sometimes as 
having come from above and sometimes from the ground. ý Ear1, y'Yoraba-- 
Christian hymns accepted the existence of, and referred to the 
behaviour of, these imale irunmale and igba. im_ ale. So, for the 
Yoruba, there has been so much coming and going between heaven or the 
realm above and the earth that it was not surprising any longer to 
hear that someone else has just come from above. 
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Siiificantly enough, it is a. Good Friday ? wthieh .s th4 gorse: 
Gbö, gbo irunmale 
Äti 
i gba 'male 
Ti a nbo n' ile Kefer , 
Ko yago fun Jesu. 
The hymn calls on "all the nether spirits, two or four hundred of 
them as the case may be, which are worshipped in Gentile land, (to) 
give way to Jesus" and stop their activities, knowing, as they must 
do, that Christ is present in Yorubaland. 
Secondly, if we are genuinely to apply the images of Orunnila to 
Jesus, then we must take the historical faotor in the person and work 
of Jesus seriously. By this we mean that among the praiso-names of 
, there are those which appropriately applied to the post- 
Resurrection Christ. We should expeet az well to find those which do 
not apply at all. The standard of judgement must be found in this 
historical Jesus and what the Bible says'about Him. Sinne Jesus Christ 
is the revelation of God to man, whatever imaF_e we use of Him must 
be worthy of God, worthy of the Perfect One than whom there is no 
greater. 
But the real value of using Orunmila's praise-names is to 
assert the relevanco and belongingness to the Yoruba of Jesus and the 
virtues of His Cross. Once that is established, the details of the 
praise-names, their exegesis and the critical and cautious use of the 
same belong to the realm and processes of Yozuba theological reflection. 
A field for indigenous theological activity is immediately established, 
and the way opens into a creative future. In transferring the 
L/'\\1 
praise-names of 0, runmila to Jesus, Lijadu did not mean 
to suggest that 
the Yoruba under-standing of Jesus is necessarily exhausted by 
activities and qualities previously attributed in traditional religion, 
to 0ýý a" If the may borrow the cords oftsaac Watts, Lijadu 
_M 
was only saying: _ _. _... _. _. -ý 
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"Jesus is worthy to receive 
Honour and praise divine, 
And glory more than we can give 
Be, Lord, for ever Thine"(33) 
He would say that the praises we have sung of OYuý really 
belong by right to Jeus, yet the praise of Jesus is not confined to 
these of 
\0 
nnilä "Glory more than we can give" in addition belon&z 
to Him. 
(d) And the Christ of faith is for all nations. 
The contention of Osiga and others that Jesus is the culture 
hero of the Jews who accepted Hirn has a christological implication 
which fits in very well with the re-discovery by New Testament 
scholars that the Jesus of History has to be rolatoa to the Jesus 
of faith. The New Testament interpretations of Iüausner (1925), 
R. Eislen (1931), S. G. F. Brenndon (1957,1967) variously contend that 
the Jesus of history can be seen in a sense as the cultural hero of 
the Jews who accepted Him. For, after all, the Jesus of Nazareth 
was a Jew, born of Jewish parents in a Jewish village, who fulfilled 
Jewish Law according to His own light and was put to death according 
to Jewish Law for having contravened part of that very Law. 
The question for indi genization of the Christian Gospel then 
becomes precisely one of relating this veritable Jesus of Jewish 
history to the Christ of universal faith through the medium of each 
living cultural system. In the case of Yoruba, it booomos one of 
seeing in this manifestation of the historic Jesus the "Christ" of 
\. /'\. ` 
faith whose prevision vas granted by God to the Yoruba in 0 ila 
just as that prevision was similarly granted to the Jews- in their 
expectation of one like Moses the Law giver or David the King or 
"the prophet". The real christological importance lies in the 
testimony that this Jesus of Jewish history has boon of so much value 
(33). Methodist Hymn Book, No. 85. 
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that He cannot be left merely as a hero of Jewish culture, but that 
He belongs to Yoruba culture too in that He has transformed our lot. 
A universal dimension is established for Jesus by such praise- 
names as "the Light of the world". "the King of the world! ', "the 
Bread of Life", "the Lamb of God that takest away the sin of the 
world", "the second Adam" . This requires that He must be seen against 
the background and within the context of the darkness of every 
particular plane, the social structure of every people, the specific 
felt hunger of every particular age and land, the actual sins of 
real people wherever they may be found, and the particular manner in 
which a people may have felt that they have come to share in the 
common Adamic lot. To claim Jesus is a people's way of testifying 
that they have a share in the common lot of humanity. The suggestion 
that the Old Testament might then be felt dispensable, as Osiga 
contended, is not justified; for no history, no culture, no social 
expectation and anticipation can take the place of the Old Testament 
in its paradigmatic role in Christian Theology. The Jews who 
explained the Christ of faith were the first to look back and relate 
that Christ to the history, saga and myths, the hopes and fears of 
their people. Others may follow. The first Jewish Christians and 
other early converts to the Christian faith have done such a thorou h 
job with the Old Testament in relation to the Christ who was 
actually born a Jew that the record has to be kept at least for its 
paradigmatic relevance. 
The apostolic interpretation cast the mind's eye back and spoke 
of the pro-existent or rather pro-historic Christ. This became possible 
mainly by relating the Jesus of History to the pro-incarnation 
religious hopes and, conceptions of the people in whose thought-fours 
the interpretation was being made. Thus, wo have first the Christ of 
faith of those Jews who saw the Jesus of history as the fulfilment of 
the old Testament Jewish Messianic expectation, then of those Greeks 
and Hellenists who saw Him as the true Logos, and of the Saxons and 
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Soandina. vians Who took Hin as the Sol Invictus and Saint Nioholas. -of 
the people's vision. In each case, they have related to their own 
relicious past the Jesus with whose Resurrection power they have 
come in contact. 
Just as no one can experience the Christ of faith by proxy, so no 
nation can be said to have truly satisfied the christological 
challenge of today except they have taken the trouble deliberately to 
relate the Jesus of History who, lies behind their faith to the 
reliL_ious myths and anticipations of their land as other people 
have done. 
It niEht be noted that the Yoruba framing of the theological 
problem of a ? bite i. an's Religion was based on a number of ethnolo . cal 
misconceptions. It was thought that the News. of the Old Testagent 
were white, that they were Caucasian like the Europeans who cane to 
preach Jesus Christ in Africa, or even that the Jews of the Old 
Testament were Christians since their stories were related in what 
is no-. -i known as the Scripture of the Christians. 
It is difficult to imaLne a proper treatment of the subject for 
the Yoruba Church, or an adequate solution to the problem, which would 
not include at the start clearing up this ethnological tangle and also 
explaining the significance of the B. C. /A. D. calendar. 
New Testament scholarship today, through form-criticism and 
historical criticism, has discovered the necessity and importance of 
strictly identif rin- strsnds of thought belonging to Judaic Jewish 
Christians, Hellenistic Jerrisb Christians, Graeco-Roman Gentiles, and 
other Gentile converts to Christianity. 
( O 
This is helpful for those 
who have to relate their study o early Chris tolojr to the need for an 
indeginized Christolo, 17. 
(3z. ) . 'le note especially 
the treatment of early Christian History in 
general and of early Christolo t in particular in relation to specific 
social and intellectual backgrounds in the following; Richard N. 
Langenecker, The Chri. stolop-, y of 'arty Jewish Christianity SCH Studies in 
Biblical Theology, Second Series no. 17, London, 1970; A. D. Nook, T'ar 
Chris tianit and its Hellenistic. Background Harper Torchbooks, New York, 
j, 9 part I published in 1928 Pztr III in 1952); R. M. Grant, Gnosticism 
and Earl ChristianitLY. Revised edition, Harper Torchbooks, New York, 
1959,196b; J. I. Sanders.. The e New estanent Christolodcal Hymns: Their 
Historical Religious Backtrounl, Caubridro University Press, 1971; F. F, 
Bruce, Jesus and Christian 0rfins outside the New Testanent, Hodder and 
Stou; rhton, Lon on, 19Th-. 
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. PR': 
GMl, TIC TOCL OF EXIST NTI ELI ^)M 
"A man in Christ, a theolos'ian, who chanTes his str. te? y finds 
himself saying things he his not said before, without neccesirily 
renuiiatinR his unspoken conviction. For Paul in %thens there 
wie no ressýn to Drench Christclory or justifioxtion by faith 
alone. There were other questions at stake". 
C. J. Bleeker, (1966), p. 17 
"It is impossible here even to sketch a Christology. - But I 
am not tryin" to sive a substantive account of faith in Christ. 
My aim is to outline a formal structure of religious faith, 
including the faith of Christians, -which allows for religious 
plurality. From that standncint it seems possible to present 
Jesus Christ as the symbolic centre for Christian faith under 
four heading-s: person, event, presence, word'. 
Chvrles Davis (1970), p. 124. 
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VI. PRACNATIC TOOLS OF EXISPE1]TIALISh. 2 
1. TO HIJOw CHRIST IS TO ICP107 HIS ICTJEFITS 
In this chapter, we shall indicate how Yoruba Christians, 
sometimes deliberately and at other times unconsciously, have found 
alternatives which could be defended biblically or in other ways 
justified as christian substitutes for the existential tools which 
-/ they first found available to them in Ifa system. 
What Melan. thon wrote, in the first edition of his Loci Communes 
in 1521, against the christology of the Schoolmen could be quoted by 
the Yoruba Zionists against the christology of Yoruba Ethiopians: 
"To know Christ is to know his benefits, not as they teach, to 
contemplate his nature and the modes of his incarnation"(1). The 
christology of the Zionists is different in type from that which ere 
have just examined in the last chapter. It is striking that the 
Ethiopians who wanted to ind1 enize chose to concentrate on an under- 
standing of Christianity as Isin. The Zionists, on the other hand, 
worked with the felt need for Christianity to develop elements which 
would make it fit into the Oro-concept of religion. At the same 
time, however, what later came into full bloom among the Zionists 
as an exploration of 4the benefits of Christ" was already adumbrated 
among the Ethiopians themselves. However, they did not pursue it 
with the same seal as they purauod, their intellectualized christologf 
or with the same devotion as the Zionists pursued their explorations 
of the implications of faith in Christ for the existential need of 
the individual. The socio-existential approach which is germano to 
the traditional religion is what the A and other Zionists: 
ultimately adopted. 
Te should note at this Itoint the three "benefits of Christ"c 
highlighted in Sydney Cave's discussion of the quotation from 
Melanchton. "This faith in the benevolence or mercy of God first 
brings peace to the heart and then enkindles gratitude to God so 
that we freely and gladly fulfil the lair". Peace, Gratitude, Free 
*The use of this phrase was first suggested in the last three 
paragraphs of Chapter II above. 
(1) Philip Melanchthon, Loci Communes, Plitt-Kolde edition, 1900, quoted 
in Sydney Cave, The Christian Estimate of Bean, Duclvrorth, London, 
1944, PP- 141f. 
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and glad fulfilment of the Law are the benefits of Christ. By tray 
of anticipation, these might be compared With what the "pra matic 
_ jr tools of existentialism" in Ifa are intended to bring. 
Prom the early days of the coming of Christianity to Yorubalan. d, 
converts were exhorted to discard or abandon their idols and not to 
have anything again to do with native medicine and other devices 
which had given a sense of security in the uncertainties of life. 
But, when a Christian feels insecure or perplexed and anxious, what 
is he expected to do? The injunction to "trust and obey" coupled 
with the p: xvision of "houses of refuge", settlements or colonies for 
believers, like the Wasimi in Abeokuta and Kudeti in Ibadan, seem 
to have been sufficient, so long as the community of believers kept 
together to streng^-then one another. But for many of them, as time 
went on, "trust and obey" no longer seemed to supply enough answer 
to the questions "what shall I do? " where "doing" in traditional 
society meant some use of medicine or rituals or home op at hic chaims. 
Bishop James Johnson, on his gray back from England after hic 
ccnc, cration, wrote from Sierra-Leone to CP'S. 
(2) 
In a long and 
involved sentence, he observed: "Although there is much ministerial 
complaint about such superstitious heathen usages among professing 
Christians as cooking for twin children and for the dead, which in 
Yoruba is an act of worship to the god of twin births and the spirits 
of deceased ancestors, the observance of wakes for several days 
tobot: "cr where and when a death occurs and an irreverent use or. .ý,. 
occasions of christian hymns and songs, the use of heathen charms 
for protection against evil and for securing prosperity, and all 
these among a people who, unlike their parents and grandparents who 
had been born and bred in heathenism, had been born in a christian 
community and been taught of Christ from the earliest days, and 
although resort to the exercise of discipline to check and prevent 
the growth of immorality is perhaps sometimes frequent, yet it is 
2. James Johnson's letter now under reference is 1900/150 in (ß. 2S 
Archives. Letter dated Nov. 3,1900. 
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evident that there are many who arc on the Lord' s side, and who 
have been born of the Spirit". He spoke of more young people than 
in the Yoruba Mission "marrying", and hoped everywhere for "more 
intelligent comprehension of marital pledges and of the responsLbi- 
lities mutually undertaken and more prayerful effort to meet them. " 
This problem of the practice of 'country fashion' hand in hand 
with a profession of the Christian faith has persisted until toda; r. 
The 1966 Military Coup in Nigeria led to the discovery that the 
houses of some politicians who were christians contained special 
rooms reserved for storing charms, amulets and "medicines" for 
personal protection, for gaining popularity and for securing general 
prosperity. At the anti--corruption tribunals which followed the 
Coüp, many of the people being probed were known to have carried 
with them "medicines" to induce the favour of the Judges and Chairmen 
of tribunals and to turn the course of justice mechanically in their 
favour. Instructions given to policemen on duty to search for and. 
remove such charms carried the suggestion that those who gave the 
instructions believed that the charms could have some effect and 
that they were possibly frightened of such effects. 
In the bookshops and on the side streets, printed booklets are 
widely offered for sale on how to prepare such charms. Most of 
those who buy such booklets for use would not be Äl dur Christians 
for whom alternative religious and allegedly Christian devices are 
available. Because Christians of other Churches do not have such 
alternatives to help them in the anxieties and perplexities which 
afflict most people in contemporary African societies, they form 
the majority of those rho buy such booklets. 
This situation points to the need for the longer established 
Churches in Yorubaland to make a careful study of the actuality of 
faith for their members for whom 'trust and obey' needed to be 
ritualized or supplemented, with special reference to their 
christian response in the time of tensions and adversities. 
We shall 
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now proceed to ünalyse the pragmatic tools of oxistent: ialI. sm to 
which attention has been called in our discussion on the struc-curo 
of myths and rituals and note what adaptation they underwent under. 
Christian influence during the period under review. 
2, DIVINATION 
The place of divination in the Ifa system has been established 
in Chapter tue of this thesis übovo, Besides, there is ample 
-/ literature on the Tfa divinatory process, the function of the 
b bataýo (divi:. iE: r), and the interpretation of the Odu-myth paradigms 
r''.. orgh it has not been generally recognized that Yoruba religion 
knows of several other methods of divination outside that which is 
connected with Orunmila and Ifa, Osun, for examplo, has its own 
divinatory method, So also has Sango and other cults. While Ifa 
uses palm--nuts, other cults use either cowries or kola-nuts or other 
s3eds. 
a. Divination and tho Quests 
The origin of divination, as r:: counted in a Yoruba myth, lies 
'. 
in the need of the gods for food and a stzr. ': cem proposed by Es 
I 
the complex character reprosentinE; the messenger, the trickster, 
the principles of itscertainty, confusion and disorder, mischievous 
wisdca, persuasion and strategy. The gods were hungry, so the story 
says. 
(4) 
Ever, ,r possible device attempted failed to yield satisfictc -y 
DZost tirriter cri fä have wrongly treated it as if it were s5. mpi.; r 
a system of divination. This means that chore is ample litoxa"L4 7Q 
on its divinatory process. The most significant include E. G, 
Fa cinder, 'Jest African Reli ion revised and enlarged 1961, 
pp. 1 ; ýi-148; 
Raymond Prince, T_ 
_f 
Yoruba Divination and, Sacriticc , 
Ibadan 1964; Raymond Prince and Frank Speed, aFilm on Ifd 
Divin_ti. on, produced for the Institute of African Studies, 
Üniversi ýy of Ibadan, Ibadan, 1962; W. Bascom, -ifa Divination, 
Communications Detaeen Gods and Men in West Africa, Indiana, 
-+ 
1969; Judith Gleason, ARecitation of Ifä. Oracle of the 
Grossman Publishers, tier, York, 1963; P. Morton "lilliams, 
Mode of Divination", Africa, 1966, p. 406f. 
Yoruba, 
"The 
4. Judith Gleason, Orisha....., 1971, pp. 98f. 
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result. What could have been an unfailing source of supply for 
the gods was sacrifice to the gods. But this the earth-dwellers 
were not willing to make, Why? It was because of the motives and 
sanctions which previously lay behind ovary act of sacrifice. 
People had sacrificed because the god of small pox terrified them 
into submission; but the disease at the same time rendered them so 
weak and discouraged with life that they could no longer stir them- 
selves to offer food to the gods. San go was the god of thunder and 
lightning. It was his practice to rain thunder-bolts upon men, 
strike down their crops and set fire to their houses, in consequence 
of which men used to crawl before him in terror and offer him food 
for placation. But they soon rebelled against his tyranny. The 
gods of professional guilds limited the number of the employ; d an 
the unemployed, disillusioned with life, simply waited for Death 
and did not bother to feed the gods. 
Esu then went to visit Yemo: ja, the mother of water. It was 
Yemoja, the mother of all the orisa who counselled them: "You are 
r1 
surprised that men no longer fear death? Why don't you try giving 
them things to yearn for, nurture In them a quest for life; than 
they will be disposed to bring the sacrifice of gratitude, sacrifice 
for the joy of living". The problem for the messenger of the gods 
was then how to implement this directive. Eau decided to go to 
Orunmila who was reputed for his sagacity. On the direction of 
Orunmila, Esu went to the four corners of the earth to bring the 
i 
symbolic objects the interpretation of which would provide the clue 
to the enigma. What E'u brought back was a collection of palm fronds, 
palm kernels and palm nuts. 
"Palm-fronds are used to repair a thatched roof when there is 
a leak] we are now moving towards the way of handling the situation 
when things go wrong. A kernel has to be broken to get to what is 
:n , 
de; our solution lies in the search for meaning and the inter- 
pretation of ideas. The nut which comes from inside a kernel becomes 
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food; so will be the result of the enterprise iae undertake under 
this symbolism, it will provide food for men and the gods. Palm 
kernels shall be the in; brunent for the operation". It Was with 
such words that Oduduwa started to devise the use of sixteen pain 
kernels for divination. The permutation of the results of the 
throvis of the kernels gradually came to be associated with stories 
which became paradigms to be interpreted and applied to life sitzza-- 
tions and to .. e anxieties which arise from the things which men 
desire and long for. 
This story shows that the philosophers of Yoruba Ifa myths 
have long rejected the theory that "fear makes the gods" with the 
religious practices based upon it. Divination as an element in 
religious behaviour is related in Yoruba wisdom to mans quests i-1 
life and the existential situation of man in society. Yoruba 
religion is unashamedly this-worldly; and this inheritance was 
uiho itatin ly carried into Christianity by the Yoruba who became 
converted to it. There are many Yoruba songs and anecdotes which 
identify the primary needs of man and establish precedence and 
priorities among the items so listed. The three main quests of 1--g' 
emphasised in Yoruba religion are riches, children and health. TIhc,, rc 
are several arguments and counter-arguments as to which of these 
t' roe is supreme. 
ý5ý 
Even when it has boon agreed that the Usti- 
given here, say, is in the ascending order and that health is nora 
highly valued than the others, it is at the same time acknowled oC. 
that man often pursues wealth which may be regarded as the lowest on 
the scale of indispensability. 
It is curious that in the early years of the second half-contuxy 
of Ch--istianity among the Yoruba, in 1899 to b3 precise, (25S Bookshcpc 
in Lagos published a Church Hymnary which included the following r , iä 
5. Different arguments are prored in the songs of popular 
singers e. g. Sunny Idt, Ds le Öjý, and Haiuna Ishöl . See 
Story No. 11 in Appendix IT. 
6. Orin MiTO, Lagos, 1899: Hymn No. 22 under the heading "Ife Da"? whore is Love? ) 
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Ohun meta Veda nvia n' nu aiye 
E da nw' owo, e da nw ! omo ; 
Eda nw' 
atubotaýn aiye o; 





/ \' /'/-/\ /\ 
Jesu 110 wa la' : iu eda Re; 
u 
Jesu 1'0ba Oninure; 
On 1'0lorun pe 1'Omo; 
Jesu Vona slalafia; 
Jesu ni lye e da Re 




fe'nu k'Ömo 1'enu; 
fiT 
Omo Olorun 1'C} wa ; fib' äiye la 
/` 101, I{"trri ma V7 bnu' sý yin; K'e/ 
!\// 
ma ba seaLbe l'ona yin. 
Ibukun ni f' oluwa re 
T'o gbekele Omo Olorun; 
E iowo wa gbä ' 
bukunn 
yi. 
Kfokah Yin ko masekb6. 
it translates roughly thus: "Three things man searches for in life, 
they are money, child-bearing and well-being in one's life. But 
man is blind to real well-being. Jesus has come to open man's eyes, 
Jesus the veil-disposed King, Whom God has cal3 ed Hic Son; He is 
the way to true well-beging, HP is the life of His creatures, He is 
the Truth for His creatures. Please come and kiss the Son: He who 
comes the world to save. Come, lost His wrath is directed against 
most you perish on your way. Blessed is the man who trusts 
the Son of God. Please come to have this blessing, so that your 
soul may not perish. " 
The Christian faith as preached from the first set its face 
against the this-worldly outlook of Yoruba religion. What was 
substituted for it was a soul-salvation religion. Yearning for soul- 
salvation does not commend divination as does the yearning for riches, 
children and health. The extent to which the substitution of one 
for the other has been fully accepted can be measured by the extent to 
which. the believers have done away with divination in any form. 
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b. Divination and Uncertainty. 
One of the stanzas of an Odu myth says: "One day is not 
necessarily like another. Tomorrow may hot be as today. Hence a 
babala o casts the Ifa nuts day after day" (a variant reading has 
'every fifth day of a five-day week'). This shows that the element 
of predicting the future is not the only or predominant feature in 
Ifa divination. In the Ifa context, divination is not necessarily 
prediction or fortolling. It is a revelation, an effort to deciphor 
the 'works' or operations which make any particular situation. It 
is intended to make a person aware of the interplay of forces which 
determines for that person the circumstances in which he lives. 
Yoruba Traditional Religion incorporates itself in a divinatory 
ritual system and conveys a divinatory attitude. A divinatory 
attitude is that which is deeply conscious of the presence of the 
un? niown,, or the risk of having to deal with, or being under the 
influence of, the unknown. It is that which is in search of the 
mysterious, seeking to control or at least be on the right side 
of the forces which operate within the unknown. It is that which 
ex'ects always that at any time the supernatural may break through 
with a display of new features which may require from man now 
adjustments. 
'7e propose then that the definition of Yoruba Traditional 
Religion has to accept this angle of divination and its implications 
in torus of the unknown while recognizin at the sarge time that divina- 
tion is only the beginning of a series of ritual processes. Starting 
from Paul Tillich's definition of religion as ultimate concern, it 
is possible for us in the present context to extend the definition 
to say that toligion is the beliefs, values, behaviour and practices 
by which an individual or a community seek both to reassure them- 
selves and to ensure that the forces at work in the universe are 
directed ultimately to their common human good. 
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c. Now Forms of Divination. 
The difference between a Religion and a more divinatory system 
\\/\ 
was brought into prominence with the establishment of the I'öj__ Orunrila 
f IV 
Adulawo and sjj, Lar sects. These groups are more conscious of the 
Isin-concept of religion which they inherited from Christianity and 
Islam. But there is no consultation or divination in the public 
worship of the 130. Selsotion of passages for Sunday reading in 
public worship is influenced by Christian practice. Although an 
Odu would be taken from the collection of myths called Odu rý7imo 
(named Holy Odu, after the Holy Bible), no divination ever takes 
place to detexmtne which Odu is to be considered appropriate for any 
particular occasion. The choice is made at the d. tseretion of the 
leader of the worship or the preacher. Divination does not feature 
in the public worship of Ijo Orunmila Pdulawo, but in&tviäual members 
are not discouraged from consulting the 
h 
oracle privately for 
their own guidance or to approach a babalävö to consult for them. 
More often than not, they do. But this is not confined to the Imo 
Orunnila Adulawo. Those who do not go to the babes awo go to the 
Alädurä seers, called w li(-"prophets". This tendency has been there 
from the earliest days of Christianity among the Yoruba. 
It becomes necessary at this point to illustrate the alternative 
forms of expression 'which the divinatory attitude has found during the 
period under review among Christians who have felt constrained to 
resort to Ifa divination or any of the other methods associated with 
Yoruba traditional religion. Our contention is that the early 
Yoruba Christians did not see anything particularly wrong or un- 
christian in divination as such, 'ghat they could no longer bring 
themselves to do was to go to the Ifa priest for consultation. 
The journals of E. M, Lijadu offer us the first illustration 
that conversion to Christianity does not necessarily make the people 
less prone to the divinatory attitude, but it is rather incorporated 
into methods of evangelism used to show the validity and excellence 
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of the new faith over those it came to supplant. Sortes Biblicun 
has been known before in the history of the Church in Europe(7) but 
no one needs to have taught E. M. Lijadu or the village chiefs to 
use it. Nevertheless, they did. The 0bä of 'kure in the Ondo area 
was noted as one who had the practice of having his own copy of the 
Now Testament brought in to him by an attendant. From it he would 
select a passage at random to be read and expounded to him as the 
message or oracle for the day. On May 7,1898, E. M. Lijadu visited 
the Oba. The passage so selected was Acts 7, of which Lijadu expounded 
r 
tho first six verses on the call of 'the God of our fathers' to Abrahara 
to whom He promised an inheritance. Adherents of the Ifa system wore 
people of the sixteen palm-nuts; Christians were people of the Book. 
They both treated their religious symbol as an instrument for 
divination. 
From tho attitudo of the tlkuro Chief to the practice of divining 
with a sheet of paper, on which sixteen questions have been printed 
with a piece of wool tagged on to each question, is an easy transition. 
And this was what "Dr. " Odumosu of Ijebu-Odo provided for Christians 
as a more practical divinatory instrument, using again the printed 
page which was a striking symbol of the near faith. 
(8) 
The sixteen 
questions corresponded with the sixteen palm-muts of the Ifa system. 
And, as if to make sure that the correspondence was not missed, the 
sign of each of the sixteen Odu was printed over again one or other 
question on the page. 
The page with sixteen questions and wool tags was part of 
J. Odumosu's Iwo Itumo Ala. The book, as the title shows, is in 
fact a Dream Book. The dream element will be discussed later. It 
is better noted here that the book has two parts to it, though not 
clearly distinguished as such. The second part covers pages 72-113, 
/\ \\ 
parts of which are unobstrusively but variously headed as Iwo Ilana 
7. James Hastings ed. , Encyclopeadia of Religion and Ethics, 
articles on "Christian Divination". 
8. J. Odumosu, Iwo Itüno Ila, Printed by F. X. Le Roux & Gie, 
Rue des-Hallebarde s, 34, Strabourr, n. d. 
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Ibero (A Book on a divinatory pattern), Ice 
Ibeer (A book of 
divination by Questions), Ice Itumo Ibere (A Glossary of Answers 
/\ -\ \\ to the Quostions)and Iwo Itumo Ami (A Glossary of Omens and their 
Meanings), in a way which suggests that the second part of the book 
itself has several sections. The divination pattern which forms 
the first section is one by which the answer to an enquiry can be 
deduced from four sets of strokes on a piece of paper checked to 
see whether each set totalled up to an odd or an even number, Once 
again, the recording of the results is done with the use of the same 
symbols which in the Ifa system the b-I-ObRla/yro (diviner) marks upon 
his divining board. So, every device led to the assumption that the 
Iwo Itumo Ala divinatbry methods were the Christian alternativoito 
Ifa again offered in a book supplementary to the Bible. 
To establish a christian authenticity for the ideas in this 
second part of the book, an introductory essay was included. The 
argument started from Ad=- in the Garden of Eden, his constant need 
for an awareness of the counsels of God, and God's provision for 
this in the visits to Adam in the cool of the day. Than followed 
some twenty-four references in the Old and New Testaments where use 
was made of lot-casting for divination. The third line of justifi- 
cation was the argument that Jesus spoke most of the time in parables 
and it was necessary to have help to discover the esoteric meaning 
of the "proverbs" of life as communicated to us through signs and 
omens. 
1 /ý \\ l 
We return now to the first part of the book Iwo Itumo Ala and 
its offer of a guide for the interpretation of dreams. Here too an 
attempt was made to justify a Christian's dependence on the"guidanacc 
and widdom obtainable through dreams. The introductory essay 
interpreted the origin of dreams generally as a visitation of spirits 
just as friends and relatives come to visit us to counsel us and to 
share in our joys during any festivities, or in our sorrows during 
times of depression or sorrow. Dreams are night appearances of 
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spirit-counsellors. Here too, some twenty-four passages, mostly 
from the Old Testament, were quoted as references indicating the 
dependence of Bible personalities on guidance through dreams. We 
have no direct indication to ascertain whether this introductory 
essay was an original piece of Odumosu's, or vwhfther it was 
translated from an external text. Nevertheless, we assume that it 
was the former since the Yoruba expressions used in the essay sound 
so authentic, unlike the stiffness and strangeness of some of the 
translated portions. 
Thus assured of Biblical sanction for the use of dreams as a 
means of explanation, prediction and guidance, many Christians have 
resorted to it where formerly they would have consulted a diviner. 
Not a few village Christians have made early morning calls on 
'Ye Ala to literate local church elders who possessed copies of 
Iwo 
consult them on the interpretation of dreams which have led to 
anxiety: or to enquire as to what "the book with the wool tags" 
would say on some practical issues which could be expressed as a 
version of one or other of the sixteen given questions. Many such 
have testified that the answer given his set their minds at rest 
and given them an indication of the proper action for particular 
moments of crisis. The popularity of drean interpretation in a 
religious context has led to some church workers producing smaller 
versions of Odunosu' s work. One such was published by the Rev. Chief 
S. 0. Bach, of Saki. 
ý9ý 
So much were dreams desired and craved for as a means of 
knowing the will of God that Yoruba Christians started to learn 
methods of inducing interpretable dreams. Special bed-time prayers 
were in course of time suggested with the assurance that dreams would 
accompny the sleep. Such prayers might be used in association with 
special psalxms named for the purpose or be preceded with fasting. 
/\-ý 
s\ 
9. D. 0. Epega, Ice Ifa ati Itur? Ala, Lagos,, 1937. Rev. Chief 
S. 0. Balla, Iii Ogbon Iiinl Saki n. d, 
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In consequence of the explanation of a dream as a visitation by a 
spirit, Odumosu added to the arguments in the introductory essay 
an exhortation to purity of heart and life, which reads in Yoruba 
as "whiteness of the inside", inu-funfun.. Even in those days 
before the Aladura, it has been reported, Christians desiring that 
they be visited by the spirits in their dreams had to sleep in 
white bed-clothes, not the traditional indigo, or light grey. 
The Yoruba are caught in socking to know the unknown and 
unfamiliar which is believed to be fraught with danger because it 
deals with the question of power which is being controlled from 
outside man. Man rants to got this power on his side, or to get 
the powers which control the power to be on his side. He wants to 
be able himself to control the power. The investigation and process 
of deciphering which is known as divination is not simply for the 
sake of knowledge and understanding. Knowledge is supposed to load 
to action, to greater control. Hence the ritual process which 
begins with divination goes on to medicine, incantation, formal 
rites and personal ethical behaviour. 
3. MEDICINE 
The arrival of the first CMS medical missionary in Nigeria in 
1861 lies outside our period. But what started than as an isolated 
case later became a delibrato policy. In 1893 the CMS convened a 
meeting in England of doctors who were interested in the work of 
the Mission. It was there decided to set up a College named after 
Livingstone "for the instruction of foreign missionaries in the 
elements of practical medicine". The nature and treatment of 
tropical diseases featured among other subjects taught in the insti- 
tution and the practical value very soon started to be realized 
through the medicine chests, dispensaries and maternity hospitals 
of different missionaries and their missions in West Africa. 
(10) 
10. See C. C. Ifemasia, in West African Religion, Nsukka, No. 12, 
July, 1972 p. 9. Schram, Medical Missions in Nigeria, Ibadan, 
1972. 
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From a religious, apart from an anthropological, psychological 
or medical point of view, it is time that African medicine in general 
and Yoruba medicine in particular 'be systematically analysed and 
studied in its own right. Yoruba traditional religion is more 
truly understood when looked at in the context of Yoruba medicine. 
Yoruba religion is so much bound up with Yoruba medicine that it 
cannot be otherwise. Yoruba ontology, which is basic to Yoruba 
religion and cultism, is integrally bound up with Yoruba medicinal 
ideas. The 
orisa 
can be spoken of as concretizations and embodiments 
of medicinal, powers. A proper study of Yoruba medicine therefore ou{ it 
to take place as an inter-disciplinary project. The theologian, 
the anthropological and sociological student of the scientific 
study of religion, the medical specialist and pharmacologist, the 
psychiatrist, the philologist, the student of oral tradition and 
comparative literatuxe, and the musician, all have a contribution 
to make to one anther's near adequate understanding of Yoruba 
medicine and religion. This is the reason for the increasing 
interest from many sides in the study of the Ifa corpus to which 
reference has been made earlier, 
(11) 
But in spite of this evident 
11. When Fela Sowande was a research professor in the University 
of Ibadan he organised a series of lectures on "Background to 
African Musicology". ' 
Rev. D. 0. Epoga (Jnr. ) delivered a paper 
in this series on ! fa. Fela Sowande's own interest which led 
. 
to the publication of a booklet on. Ifä was stimulated by his 
concern in music. Interest in Ifs among Classicists is repre- 
sented in Olanipekun Esan, "The Delphin and Ifa Oracles" published 
in Nigeria and the Classics: Proceedings of the 2nd Conference on 
Classics, Ibadan, 1958. From the side of Folklore and Theatre, 
there is J. A. Adede j i' s paper on "The Origin of the Yoruba 
Masque Theatre: The Use of Ifa Divination Corpus as Historical 
Evidence", African Notes, Bulletin of the Institute of African 
Studies, University of Ibadan, 6: 1,1970, pp. 70ff. The interest 
from Oral Literature and History combined is expressed in the 
chapter contributed by Wande Abimbola on "The Literature of the 
Ifa Cult" in S. 0. Biobaku (ed. ) Sources of Yoruba History, 
Oxford, 1973, pp. 41-62. Mention needs to be do also of 
psychiatry represented by Raymond Prince Is If : Yoruba Divina- 
tion and Sacrifice, University of Ibadcn, 1962, and references 
in his paper on "Indigenous Yoruba Psychiatry" in Ari Kiev (ed. ) 
IMagic, Faith and Healing, Collier-Macmillan, London 1965, 
pp. 84-120. 
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interest in Ifa from different points of view, the study of Ifa 
as medicine has yet to be done. All we can do here is to open u, 
the cliscussion. 
a. Concept Tozriinology and Practitioners 
B3lief in the power of riodicine io fundcx ontal in Yoruba 1if_o,. 
Even today most small towns and villages still have no hospitals r. i, l 
other medical facilities. Everyone in earlier times had to depend 
on his or other people's knowledge of the use of local herbs for 
all curative purposes. This created the need for everyone to have 
a basic knowledge of the powers of local loaves. The way for an old 
village woman to worm her way into the hear-'; of any young catoch. st, 
' che-r of pas'vor who had come to live in the village and from whom 
she dished, to borrow money, was for her to boast her knowledge of 
herbs and her readiness to place her knowledge at the disposal of 
those to whom she would be favourably disposed. One mark of personal 
mate. ity and growth into wdu"thood was the ext'. nt of one's knowlc: ci 
of the names and potency of local leavas. School education ! nhibi-k; -1 
this process of learning. The child who was able to follow his 
father to the far: day after day would stand the chance of bein& 
told in casual i: ifo: 'ma' sessions about tllc names of particular 
rliat they could be used for and the rl; ill one had to 
exercise in the use of such o-' particular other leaves. Though 
most people learnt about the use of leaves for medicinal pur-pesos, 
yet a professional class of herbalists existed and still exists 5- 
Yoruba society. 12) 
\\ 
In an ontological sense, Ooh or medicine is the power or 
lifo-force which resides in things, in plants and parts of anirac, ls, 
in shapes and forms, in colours and words. It is the combination of 
appropriate names and forms with id°as, objects, movements, situations 
and events. Sometimes, it is power inherent in things, at other tires 
it is power infused into things. Infusion of power takes place 
12, Una Maclean, PJfaZicalMedicines A Nigeria Case-Stutz , Allen 
Lane The Penguin Presst London, 1971, pp. 74-88. 
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sometimes by words spoken, symbols inscribed or arranged in a 
specific order, and sometimes by a ritual hashing of things with 
prescribed preparations. But it is all taken as part of the natural 
ordering of things. 
It is necessary At this stage to discuss the question of 
terminology as it is not easy to find the right equivalent in 
English for the Yoruba word Oogun which is usually rendered "medicine" 
or even "magic". The Yoruba word boRu1 stands for so many different 
things that the English word "medicine" is not an adequate transla- 
tion. The fact is that the word "medicine" covers only a tiny part 
of the connotation of the Yoruba 
Öff. 
- Although the Yoruba use the 
word for preparations intended for therapeutic purposes, nevertheless 
the word is used in various other ways where curative intentions for 
human ailments are not present. The Yoruba o2Oun-concept embraces 
variously therapeutic medicine, poison, anti-sorcery devices, 
Measures to ward off spirits and ghosts, psychological techniques 
to control the mind of another person, and many other things. Since 
there is no single English word to cover all these ideas, and since 
the words, magic, chains or fetich, which have been used before, 
have now been found to be either inadequate or even pejorative, we 
shall retain the word medicine on the understanding that it is used 
here to carry the much wider sense of the Yoruba 
ýö 
g n. 
Although a classification of medicines according to use is easy, 
being primarily a simple division into those which are therapeutic 
and those which are non-therapeutic, the distinction which is 
established in Yoruba vocabulary is chiefly according to the methods 
used in the preparation of the medicine. Curative preparations are 
generally made of leaves, roots or barks or seeds of plants. As 
such, all curative medicines are frequently called by a word which 
literally translates as "the roots of trees", eiboöZi. ThouGh there 
are therapeutic medicines in which elements other than plant parts 
are used, like minerals or sometimes parts of birds and animals, yet 
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all therapeutic medicines are called e boor*i as if they are all made 
from the roots of trees. In contrast, all other sorts of concoctions 
and mixtures are called oorm, including European healing medicine. 
The Babalawo believes there is a medicine for everything. 
There is medicine for bealing diseases. There is medicine for lone 
life, and medicine for prolonging life. The two are said to be 
different. The latter means medicine so that one does not die, 
1 ööäiku. 
They claim it works. It is the user who ultimately 
decides to terminate his own life. -When the user discovers that, 
after all, the Came is not worth the candle, when he has not enough 
strength oven to terminate his own life, he asks someone to cut the 
cord or remove the ring which is the medicine. There is medicine 
for keeping thieves away or at bay. The daring thief who enters is 
kept transfixed until the owner of the property turns up. Thor:: is 
medicine for protecting oneself from an enemy, for returning the 
evil intended by the enemy to the enemy himself, for frustrating the 
intentions of the enemy. 
There is a sense in which the Yoruba work ooý, run should be 
rendered not only with the word "medicine", but also with the word 
"Science", or rather with such different branches of Physical Science 
like Chemistry, Pharmacy, Physics, Electricity, Magnetism, etc. A 
tool (e. g. a cutlass, a sickle and other farm knife) maar be dipped 
\, \ \ 
into oogz . It is then used either to cut the bark of cocoa-treees 
or kolanut trees or orange trees to make the trees more productive. 
Ö 
may be sprinkled on seed yaps, maize, and beans before they 
are planted to make them grow well. Now that manures and fertilizers 
are sold by the Ministries of Agriculture, and farmers are encourged 
to use them, the Yoruba name for modern chemical fertilizers is 
Oopun Aiile: the oogun which wakes up the soil. 
It is believed that there is a type of oo_z_ which in powder 
form is sprinkled on a footstep, or which in liquid form is painted 
on a knife used to scratch a footstep in the sand or mud. When so 
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used, it causes the foot of the person to whom the footstep belongs 
0\. 
to swell up. It is easy to identify the 
\ooh 
n which makes crop 
trees more productive as a typo of fertilizer, no matter how 
applied. But what of the oop, tn which when sprinkled on a footnark 
in mud makes the foot become diseased? The missionary suggestion 
that this is merely a superstitious belief and practice not open to 
empirical test acid explanation is honestly countered by villagers 
who clarim the belief as the only convincing explanation of some 
foot dAceases. But no one has been kncwn to have offered his foot 
for an empirical test. The explanation of the phenomenon as magi' 
has bezn ', idM ei they t-P the sense of what James Frazer has tarmed 
"syriliathctic magic" or because the practice is used for harmful 
puxposss and thoreforo is of the nature of "black magic". This 
latter simply raisca the moral question in the practice and offers 
;, ý . etc lan4i ca n as to what happens. 
Villag3 cor anity chiefs, more and raoro including Christians, 
on suspecting that cone people in the c nrsunity plan to use male"' - 
lent modicire, cause the village heil-ringer to announce a warning 
against bale act. The warning includes a threat that the 
lineage 
ancestors fin, an upon such an act and will ta. ko revenge against any 
evil-doer. This uarnir.; as : u: ae s that tho medicine would work. 
Granted that asoturrpt__cn, the necessary action for community loaders 
is mafal a lssu ion. Depending on how strong may be the evidence 
for the su. picien of an intended malevolent use of medicine, and 
also on who hhor the suspected evil--doer has any connection with 
the 
church, -a public announcement is sometimes made in a church conßr,:, a- 
tion that such an evil-deer is suspected. The appeal in such a case 
then becomes one of reminding the alleged prospective evil-doer that 
God sees and knows all secret things, that he abhors all evil and 
that the evil-doer should exooct in the words of the Psalmist, that 
"destruction shall core upon him unawares, the net which he has hid 
shal catch himself". 
13) 
Once again, no question is raised as to 
1- 3. Psalm 7: 15-16; 35: 8. 
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whether such a medicine could be effective or not, but religious 
sanctions are invoked against an evil use of the medicine. 
Two personal nines are formed out of oogun. One is Onisej 
-i\\ or alase , which is used for the physicians, the 
latter variant 
being more frequently used for the herbal medicine-man in the village 
and the former generally used primarily of the medical doctor in a 
modern hospital. But they both mean the same thing and bear no 
difference in connotation. Rläse n started as a dialect fo=. i and 
simply became attached to the practitioner in the local area whore 
the dialect is more commonly used. The second personal noun, 
however, is oloog, un, one who has 
oorru 
, as distinct from onis dun 
which literally moans one who makes or assembles the properties for 
"A. \ i\\ 
Qo u. n. Oloorzn is used in an evil sense. He is the man who uses 
I., '-\ 
m for destructive purposes. 
Djinns in the forests are believed to possess ooof variouo 
kinds, by which they can make themselves invisible to man and are 
able to defy man or beast. A man who is believed to be versed in 
\\\ 
the knowledge of oogun and who possibly has a repertoire of them is 
said to "have\oog\un more than djinns in the forest". 0 l'oQßp. n i'\aroni. 
An oloo is Greatly feared in society. Ode a-fi-fila p'erin, 
öio 
kan lto ni iyin mo. "A man who is abin to kill an elephant with an 
oo - -impregnated cap is highly respected and acclaimed only on 
the 
day of the event: soon after, the community begins to fear and 
dread him. " 
A king (obi) is the supreme embodiment of medicine. His 'head' 
has been strengthened with medicine and nobody dares knock his head 
against that of the kinSts, as the saying goes. Those who can 
prepare 'powerful medicine' do their best to get the king's attention 
and patronage. In fact, there are medicines which befit only a 
km's position. Such are the mA%arikkan group of medicines, 
consisting of medicine to strengthen the king's head and heart, 
medicine to make him popular and give him a following, medicine 
to 
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empower his voice and even his narre so that those who haar either can 
be frightened or filled with awe. The psychic nature of a Yorub^ 
king is wrapped up in the power which medicine gives or strengthens. 
Hence the importance of the ceremonies of confinement prior to coro- 
nation and enthronement, leading cn to the climax of public accla- 
mation announcing and acknowledging the completion of the making of 
his psychic individuality. A moral and cosmic impropriety care to 
be registered against a king who after his accession still engaged 
in medicines of the lviuro type with which he invoked blessings on 
himself. "after you have been made king, you still GoforAVAremedicines: 





nstawure, o fo j'Olorun ni? can be a sobering prophetic warning from 
a babalavro to a king. 
The distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic 
medicine becomes blurred in Yoruba consideration. All medicines, 
except poisonous and malevolent ones, contribute to a person's total 
well-being of which healing is only one part. The real distinction 
drawn therefore is botween good and bad medicine, with the goodness 
or badness defined in torme of intention and motivational objectives. 
That a1 balawö believes there is a medicine for everything 
does not mean that he necessarily knows all the medicines. He may 
not even know any at all. tThen occasion arises for their use, divi- 
nation will reveal the appropriate one. Because it takes time to 
memoriso herbs, the b-abHla o concentrates on memorising the myths. 
Those who claim to know before hand the leaves and roots needed for 
different medicines are called aaahunsc literally, those who rely 
on themselves to do something. In the sonco that they depend on 
their own opinions and not on knowledge revealed through divination, 
as we noted above, they are heretics. 
In a sense, medicine itself is a heresy in the Ifa system. 
One does not necessarily need to go to a babala o to learn medicinal 
herbs and concoctions. Because medicin3 is popularly practised, one 
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can learn it from those who claim to know. In this sense it is a 
lay movement. Everyone does it. Yet there are recognized grada- 
tions in types of medicine, and the babalavio plays a careful 
mediatorial role to define, limit and control the sphere and use 
of medicine. 
The babRl, <wo plays this role in herbal medicine first by taking 
it upon himself to proscribe an additional leaf or ingredient known 
as Ewe If a beyond what a herbalist would have prescribed. ', That the 
b ä1äo calls Eve Ifä Ifä leaves are special leaves which are 
the most essential ingredients of a medicinal preparation and i7hioh 
are specially revealed by Ifa 
as 
beine of the most therapeutic value 
for each particular case. They may even be leaves the identification 
of which has to be kept secret no that no uninitiated may dare to 
proscribe the medicine. In most cases, the 
_hWbal 
wö simply takes 
the Erne Ifa which he has learnt in connection with each particular 
Odu. tcyer Odu applies to this particular patient, the Ditto Ifa 
of that Ödü will moot his case. Of course, it so happens that the 
loaf, which has boon known by experience in the past to have boon 
of the most therapeutic value for a particular disease, becomes 
Ecae If 
a 
for this praticular person because his case happens to be 
similar to the paradirnatic one in the Odu-Ifa. Such a leaf may 
even be a Gborbo 
nsc, 
one which effectively deals with the root 
cause of all types of disease. 
The quality of such an we Ifa sometimes rests on the fact 
that it has purgative properties. This is an indication that Ifa 
physicians recognised the special importance of getting rid of toxins 
and other impurities and poison from the body through the excretory 
system. Old men of the village would plant some owe 
asunrin Castiia 
-" \i 
ata or of Pererrun (Dracaena fra,; rens) at the back of their houses 
to make the loaves easily accessible. But on no account would they 
wish it to be thought that they depended on the use of either as an 
eLsential part of a Medicinal preparation. The bark of the baobab 
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tree is used for the sane purpose. As such the baobah is considered 
as a sacred tree. ; then the specific quality of the Ewe Ifa is of a 
40 
sedative or tranquilizing nature, it is also called Ewe Alasi: 7alu, 
which literally translates as the leaves with which to integrate or 
reintegrate human personality. This indicates the importance of e. 
poychiatric element in the restoration of full health. 
With some babäla o and others who depend not only on recollcc- 
tion 'out also on now revelation arising from either inspiration, or 
vision, or telepathy or medicinal power, new prescriptions are said 
to come through such revelation. In the use of Ewe Ifa, the 
babä. lawo shows that he believes that he is dealing not sinTjy w?. th 
the medicinal value of leaves. There is the conscious reco, pitiozi 
of rnzlti-factorial aetiology and multi-dimensional potency. 
Because curative power is not confined to herbs and parts 
-/ 
of an animal, it becomes possible for Ifa to declare at the birth 
of a child that the child should not be given any for--i. 1 medicinal 
preparation at all, but depend on cold water. An Ife. or Obatala 
priest may have to pronounce words of incantation on the water to 
infuse medicinal power into it. In other cases, the Ifa directive 
may be that the mother should go at dawn to the brook, before 
speaking to any human being, and draw the water with a prayer. 
Such women sometimes have to carry a bell with then to warn passerc- 
by that they are under a religio-modicinel. obligation not to spook 
to anyone, or with the ringing of the bell repeat her prayer audi b? 
as she goes. In either case, on arrival at the stream she has to 
pray: "Here I come, on behalf of my child or children 
(name or iz .. gis) 
given to no under special divinatory directives with a taboo on for: l 
medicine. Fay this water be charged with medicinal power; charged 
for stomach-ache and for dysentery, charged for healin piles and 
all kinds of norms. I come to do as I have been directed. May this 
water become medicine". 
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i 
The case of Yoruba Christians of the A1adura persuasion , The 
depend on crater only for medicinal purposes, with or without prayer, 
has boon discussed by other investigators. 
(14) 
Sufficient it is to 
note , hero that in Yoruba traditional reliLion crater may be uoed as a 
revealed alternative to Medicine. 
b. Causation and Treatment of Disease 
Divination, as it has been pointed out above, is resorted to 
generally when things o wronG or when fear caused by the mere fact 
of the mysterious and unknown loads to anxiety about the future. 
Anxiety generally arises in relation to whatever are considered as 
the main quests of life. Yoruba mythology seems to suggest that 
health is the most essential of the quests feferred to earlier. 
As such, illness or disease is considered to be the commonest rd 
the most fundTaental cause loading to a resort to divination. In 
addition, *physical illness can be taken as the most apposite 
metaphor or typology for all human ambiguity, finitude and sufforin"^". 
:i study of the nature und the healing of diseases will be illumina- 
ting for dealing with other problems of life. '7e begin with an 
examination of a few Yoruba words for disease, health and healing. 
There are three main words for disease, or illness and siclme s. 
\\ _` -- ". "\ \. \_. - They are ailera, ý, end\grün. The first word, Ailera, stands 
for lack of strength in the body, lack of bodily cell-being, general 
r_ 
debility. The corresponding word for health is ara lilo, from which 
the negative, ailera, is formed. 
Aisan is stronger than ailera. It is lack of total well-being, 
not only in the physical body but also in the circumstances of life 
and the resultant emotions. It stands for the state of gettin worse 
than norma2 rather than getting better than nozrial. Getting better 
than normal might be t1 generall expectation for man who has 
prospered by the blessing of ancestor; and the gods, whose head has 
14. For ex, =plot J. D. Y. Peel off). cit., pp. 99-100, see also 
Örd Iy) in his index. 
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boon good, and. whose prayers and sacrifices have been propitious. 
But in the case of the person who has an aisan, he does not have 
the state of improved existence and general good luck. All that 
can be said of him is that he has the ordinary basic state of 
existence, he can eke out an existence for himself; the most that 
can be said of him is that at least he breathes. So long as he 
breathes, you cannot bury him. L isr,. n is a state of extreme debility 
in which even ordinary breathing is found difficult and is not a 
pleasure. An 
illustration 
may make the connotation of , isan clearer. 
There is a saying in which the rootword san is used. It Goes thas: 
Kaka Y. o sin Tara Iye 11 je, o tun nfi ý. bogbo omo bi obinrin; Ei yo nyi 
--__ -ka 
1ciýc which may be paraphrased as follows: The woman referred to 
in the saying is a witch. That is her state of existence. If she 
had male children, the temptation to pass on her witchcraft could 
be reduced. But unfortunately for her, all her children turned out 
to be girls which rude more witches possible. To be a witch is 
bad enough. To have daughters who could also be witches with ono 
is worse still. Thus, to live in the world is difficult in itself, 
even without illnesses. The coning of an illness makes things ro, --so. 
So an Aisan is a combination of lack of bodily well-being together 
_ \\ \ 
with the other difficulties of life. The pain of Aisan is not only 
pain experienced in the body, it is also the pain of not being; able 
to go to the farm, of not being able to meet family or social obl;: 
gations, of becoming; a burden on others. The corresponding Yoruba 
word for health is , 
i, baden, enjoyment, or the word alafia, total 
well-beinýr,, - or peace. 
Grua is a very serious sickness, it is that which incapacitrt:; s, 
destroys, kills, which spreads beyond the first person attacked and. 
is likely to kill others as well. It is that which not only caucoc 
pan and suffering but is also protracted in its afflicting power. 
It is that which destroys faith and hope, Which ruins the very desire: 
to live. 
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From these word-studies, it is clear that the Yoruba concept 
of disease extends beyond pain of the body and physical ill-health. 
But this will become more evident as we go on to examine other 
aspects of well-being and the causes of disease. 
Al a, the Yoruba word for good health, happens to be a loan- 
word, an Arabic word which has cone into Yoruba through Hausa and 
Nupo. But, siepificantly enough, it is the word which is being used 
not only for physical well-being, but also for general well-being,. 
It is also the word for "peace", for peace of mind, political peace 
and absence of warfare. It is the word used for the salutation 
"How are you? and How do you do? " To ask "Is it well with you? ", 
the Yoruba man asks for the state of the person's al*, ia. And 
subsidiary questions arc asked to show the range of interests and 
concern for the person-t, s a1af'ia: Do you wake well? And your wife? 
And your children? And members of your extended family?......... 
And arc your horses grazing? ", this last being the equivalent of 
the modern "And how is the oar doing? " The siiific:; nt thing is 
that the village Yorubaman takes animal well-being as part of the 
condition for a person's alafia. 
The treatment of the three categories of illness indicates to 
some extent the relative seriousness of each and the accepted 
theories of causation. It is generally recognized to begin with 
that general malaise is due to improper feeding and is an indication 
of the need for supplementary body-building properties identified 
in modern medicine as protein, vitamins and minerals. P, and 
% 
etu are the primary food supplements used to meet this need.. The 
"i 
one is a collection of leaves and roots with or without spices 
pounded together, dried, and sometimes ground into pordor, to be 
taken with corn porridge used for breakfast. The other consists of 
similar ingredients possibly including animal parts, fresh or driaE, 
fossils, and minerals, charred into black powder and used in the one 
Tray. This latter may include the blood of birds or reptiles, used. 
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primarily for their nutrient values but sometimes interpreted in 
"sacrificial" terms. People Generally do not make any secret of 
the use of either srunnuz or etu. They can be used by the whole 
family except the very young, and they can be exchanged with 
friends. Apart from the questionable hygienic state of tho prepa- 
rations, especially of agunmu, Yoruba Christians early developed 
a conscience against the use of either. 17hilo those who are conver 
sant with the ingredients and preparatory procedure quickly Got over 
their prejudice and hesitation in the case of ^^ýzpmu, their doubt 
persisted as far as 
etu 
was concerned, particularly because of the 
"sacrifice to spirits or to the devil" interpretation of which the 
use of blood was capable. 
Before passing from this question of nutritional food- 
supplements, the case of twins and their care may be cited with an 
indication of the problem it posed for Yoruba Christians in the 
period under review. In some parts of Yoruba] and, twin-children 
were Generally disposed of as being a sign of misfortune. Lijadu's 
journals referred to the prevalence of twin-disposal practices in 
Mkure and the Ikale area. Reference has been made in a previous 
chapter here of the rolo played by T. A. J. 0; vnbiyi in its oradi-" 
cation in Akury area and many stories have been told us of the work 
of persons connected with the Wesley Guild Hospital, Ilesha, in 
rescuing twins thrown away by their parents to clie in the bush. 
There is no doubt that the misfortune associated with twins 
arose from the problem of dietary provision for two babies, not to 
speak of triplets, at the same time. One baby was quite an under- 
taking even for prosperous parents. In other parts of Yorubaland 
where twins were not generally disposed of, a cult of twin-c-se 
quickly developed with appropriate rituals. The ritual of the 
cult of twins included cooked beans and palm-oil. Should one of 
the twins die, a wooden doll was wade to strengthen both the mother 
and the remaining child who might have felt attached to the dead one. 
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Because palms-oil was associated with another cult, that of Esu 
gy 
Ele bbara, and because the doll could be ru axded as an ima, -, c to 
which the oil was sacrificed, Yoruba Christians found the twin-cult 
objectionable. 
The train-cult, however, can be soon as a cult of nutrition. 
This is clearly shown in the song dedicated to the actual or 
prospective mother of twins: 
Epo nbe , eria nbo 
ö, (2 ce) . 
:: iya mi o ja lati b' ibo ji 
Epo mbe ewa mbe o. 
A? (. 
"There is palm-oil, there are beans; I say there is palm-oil and 
there are beans. I an not afraid, Oh no, I am not afraid to ho a 
mother of twins, because I will got palm-oil, I'll got beans". It 
is a defiant song in the face of malnutrition which may be both the 
cause and effect of poverty. Paediatricians and nutritionists 
have now told us that next to malaria the most virulent cause of 
infantile mortality among the Yoruba has been protein-deficiency'. 
In addition, we have been told that the richest and cheapest 
source of protein available in Yoruba land is leguminous, and tiat 
palm-oil is the richest source of fat. It is certainly not an 
over-statement to say that when Yoruba Christians frowned upon the 
twin cult, they have simply substituted a religious cult of Krachiokor. 
It must be added, however, that many twin children of Yoruba Chris- 
tian parents who survived have kept up the ritual of beans and 
palm-oil, openly when without a twin-image, but secretly when such 
an imago is included. A measure of defiance seems to have been 
required to be a mother of twins or to be a 'Win-child, either a 
sceptical defianceagainst the stand of the Church or a faithful 
defiance against malnutrition and its consequence, Kwashiokor. 
The treatment of en 
ai an 
depends on what class it falls into 
in the genera]. category of disease. There are those connected with 
growing up, especially the troubles and complications associated 
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with the teething period. Then, for children or adults there are 
illnesses connected with the annual seasons, whether they be the 
dry season, wet season, the intermediate periods between the two, 
or the hamattan period. There are marry people who are not 
professional herbalists yo can handle the treatment of these. 
Some particular prescriptions are considered the Guarded secret 
of specific families. Knowledge of such can be shared, as in the 
case of all prescriptions which may have boon regarded at one time 
or another as secret, by a simple or formal ritualistic acknowledao-- 
Mont of the ancestors or other sources from which the knowledge is 
derived. In all cultures, acknowledgemont is ritualistic and 
incantational. In a literary culture, it takes the forms of a 
preface and footnotes. Without that ritual, there is a lurking 
Guilt of"pilfering or an irreverent handlin of the secret's of 
universal wisdom. Yoruba Christians quickly found that the tradi- 
tional forms of ritual of acknowledgement (through the use of kola- 
nuts, the libation of water or wine, or the more recital or 
incantation of the names of wise won of the past who though wise 
were pagan) could compromise their inherited faith which denied the 
e-distence of truth outside the Bible. And because they could not 
submit themselves to the rituals of acknowledgement, they rofusid 
to use prescriptions handed down from the remote past. 
Nevertheless, Yoruba Christians carried the fear of environ- 
rental diseases with them into the new religion. Whcn a catechist, 
school teacher or pastor was transferred to a now station, part of 
the prayer at the welcome meeting on the first Sunday or for tho 
first few creeks of his stay in the new station gras that the caator 
of the place might agree with him, that the air of the place might 
a-me with him, that the ground or earth of the new place rni ; ht 
"ag^ree with his body". The general boli&. f behind this Christian 
religious practice might be stated thus: The air, water, plants, 
animals and soil of each place jointly create an 'atmosphere' which 
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differs from place to place and which affects those who live in one 
environment differently from how another environment might affoc t 
those who live in it. Each environment has its own character 
which may be described as cosmic or even psychic. Vhon a person 
who is already adjusted to a particular place chan., -os house or 
noves to another town, he has to re-adjust himself to the now 
environment. Because the atmosphere itself has a psychic nature, 
it is not enough for the person to adjust himself. Stops have to 
be taken to ensure that the psychic character of the atmosphere 
itself is cooperative and does not unduly affect the person adversely. 
Such an adverse effect may show itself in the state of physical 
health, the quality of sloop at night, and the general emotional 
stability. Christian prayer offered in this belief is a substitute 
for the medicine or charms which traditionally might be offered to 
protect or insulate non-christian people from environmental risks. 
The devotion with which such prayers were offered was an indication 
that the local congregation was afraid of the responsibility for 
the well-being of the 'stranger in their midst' and the shame it 
might bring if the local non-christians could come to feel that the 
Christian God did not protect those who wont out in His name. 
The virulent nature of 
urdun 
makes the treatment of such case's 
the job of specialists among herbalists. Such are cases of hereditary 
diseases. Hernia was considered to be in this class. Of epidemics, 
tho treatment of small pox became a cult in itself, it beine known 
that it was not only the care of individual patients Aich gras 
required but also a discreet burial of their corpses, a more careful 
disposal of their belongings and the protection of the people who 
remained alive. The third class of hrm was those like leprosy 
which could be said to be incurable but in which the patient required 
a degree of care all the same. All those are cases unquestionably 
reserved for first-grade specialists. 
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So far, causation is simply identified and treated is clearly 
evident. In every one of the three categories, however, a case 
might look more complicated . and therefore treatment Might require 
more than the service of a professional or highly specialized 
herbalist. The question was wont to be asked, Why is the body of 
one person strong and that of another ailing? "ghy is the case of 
one such that all that can be said of good in hire is that after all 
he still breathes? Why has a virulent attack of disease come to one: 
and not to another? 'Jhy is the environment favourable to one perL; e: -. 
and inimical to another? The answer to these and other similar 
questions was felt to be deep in the mysteries of nature, in n=/ 
spirit and raan/men relationships. The general designation of such 
mysterious causation was aiyo, 'the world'. Even if the complaint 
was a more headache, the deeper answer as to causation and therefore 
of appropriate treatment could be given only by the Ifa priest, 
babalacro. 
Modern medical psycholo r has come to recognise the combination 
of psychological with physical causes for bodily illness. The 
Yoruba in traditional Yoruba society would, however, speak and 
think not simply of psyco-somatic illness but also of what wo nj: 7ht 
call socio-psycho-somatic illness in which the socio- stands for 
all human relationships, man to racn, man to ancestors, man to 
Goc1 
in religion and morals, man to cosmic forces in the universe. 
Alternative descriptive terns for this comprehensive attitude to 
the causes of disease night be religio-psycho-somatic or cosmo"- 
psycho-somatic, on condition that the religious and cosmic is 
understood in such a sense as to incorporate all human , -nd social 
relationships which are included in the above description. 
It is 
this idea of a complicated causation theory which makes the sein-ice 
of a babes necessary. Complaints of straight-forward physical 
causation could be treated by an ordinary herbalist. It is only 
ab . bäl o who 
throuch Ifa divinatory and sequential rituals could 
identify the disposition and dispensation of "the world". 
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In a sense, to speak of 'the world' , aiye, is to refer to the 
whole problem of evil. Disease is soon as part of the problem of 
Evil in the world. To the Yoruba, the presence of evil is powerfully 
demonstrated by the existence of witches, sorcerers, dealers in 
black magic, and other agents of ill will who practice "the evil cyo . 
A disease is a symptom of the presence of Evil in the created 
universe. A wise physician does not deal simply with the symptoms. 
Medical practice in modern hospitals is soon by the intuitive Yoruba 
as tinkering around with symptoms, leaving basic causes and basic 
affliction unattended to. 
There are three levels of ill-will in the Yoruba thought-wort-i. 
Sometimes the babalawo indicates that the incidence of ill-health 
was originally caused by the ill-will of other people. The patient; 
has therefore to be treated not only for a particular disease which 
is only a symptom of the reality described vaguely as ill-trill. 
The patient asks spontaneously and impatiently, "what on earth cio 
they say I have done? " And the answer comes "A niu w2n ko s0t7j; 
l' 
dio, 
11a ilara ko tan boro. "No roan confesses before the Council 
of Elders that ho hates someone because that one is More successful 
than himself. Therefore it must be expected that a dispute based 
on envy will last very long. " And it is generally difficult to 
attach this kind of cause to someone in particular. It may be a 
ý, eneraal jealousy and envy, not yet issuing, 7 in hatred. A kii-,, 'ejo 
Uiwwo k' äit are. "You don't take a case of the evil eye to the 
Council of Elders. You can't prove it. " Ill-will Is the root of 
the evil eye. 
Öiü Ita fe 'ni 
ore 
ace de'nu. 
A nrin n'ile, inu 
nb'elesin, 
A njotfo sun, inu ribelý, 
A 
nl'okisa inu rb'»laso; 
T-V 
.\ .0r 
Oluvra, owo ni nse? 
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The line loading from jealousy to envy and ultimately to hatred is 
a puzzlement, about which one can only ask rhetorically, 10 God, 
what am I expected to do, with someone who appearos friendly but 
is bitter inside, with a horse-rider bitter towards a pedestrian, 
a meat-eater who envies one who is able to afford only vegetables, 
a well-dressed man hating one dressed in rags? 0 God, what am I 
expected to do? ' 
Secondly, there is the level of confirmed hatred issuing out 
in disloyalty on the one hand and active malice on the other, 
Eni a ba f' ehin 
_ti 
k' a nu didun os, --in 
Kikon 11o nfun ni mu. 
Eni a ba finu han, o alarokiri. 
poab^f c ti a. tijee do nu 
Eni a ni k' o fo ni 1' o. 1 u f' ata s' enu! 
i It 
"The person who is expected to give us sacet oranges sends down 
bitter ones, he who should be a confidant turns tale-bearer, a 
supposed pillar to be leaned upon proves hollow, the one who is 
invited to blow dirt fron one's eyes quickly goes first to fill his 
mouth with pepper: What a world: " 
The third stage is that of witchcraft and sorcery, a derionstra- 
tion of downright wickedness. The witch has either inherited or 
acquired powers for doing evil. She could have learnt the secrets 
of various poisons or para psychologica devices. 'Jo have to tale 
seriously the poorer of rialevolence, clownridit and cruel ill-will 
issuing in wickedness. Many village sermons have been preached on 
Psalm 72: 20 interpreted as "Have regard for the fact that there arc 
people who enter into a convenant to perpetrate evil. Of such are 
witches and members of various Secret Societies. Their coverts and 
groves and similar dark places of the land are full of the habita- 
tions of violent crickdnoss". This has been the Yoruba Christian 
approach to the question as to whether there are witches or not. 
judging from the available evidence, it seemed a more realistic 
position to take than the typical missionary view which regarded 
witchcraft as a delusion. 
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There is the story of a missionary who first arrived in Nigeria 
in 1927 and spent forty years of dedicated service in Yorubaland. 
He remarked in a conversation with a colleague soon before his 
retirement: "The older I get and the lonGer I arg in the ordained 
ministry, the more I an convinced about the existence of a personal 
devil". His friend was much surprised, expecting him rather to 
have grown ovcr the years in the conscious existence of the Holy 
Spirit. In the discussion which followed, the missionary suggested 
that the friend would not have been surprised if he took account of 
those forty years involvement and sharing in the life and experience 
of people in the Yoruba hinterland. It was his consciousness of the 
existence of the Holy Spirit which kept him Going those forty odd 
years of struggling with the reality of wickedness and evil. 
; ditches may have exaggerated views about themselves, claiminM 
to be able to do things which it may be proved on other Grounds 
that they are not able to do. But that is no reason why it should 
be denied that they are able to do what it is evident they can do. 
There is a sense in which the witch cannot be what she claims she 
can do. That is, as a rule, it is the discovery of the ability to 
neater do something and the esprit do corps of wickedness which give 11 
confidence -md bolster the psychology of the witch to believe she 
can do super-normal things. Psychedelic drugs help them to believe 
in their levitational powers. But all these besides, there arc those 
who do evil, who in company bind themselves to be agents of wickodtnoss 
in the dark, and who have the effrontery sometimes to boast of the 
evil they can do or have done. It is these, not those who are led 
by psychopathic conditions to "confess" the things they have onl/* 
imagined but not done, that the babvalawo take account of and with 
which the early Yoruba Christians had to contest through the power 
of God's Holy word, the Bible. 
The bab 
wo 
deals variously with these different kinds and 
levels of mystical causes of disease and other misfortune. In the 
face of the machination of men originating in envy and jealousy, he 
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helps the individual to take shelter in the doctrine of predostina- 
tion, to steel his heart and confidence in the ultimate fulfilnent 
of that which has been predestined for good. It is believed that 
the jealousy of the envious will not be able to alter the good thin 
to which the envied has been predestined. lbinu eni ko lo pi kad`-ira d. r.. 
The bäba%läwö also helps to prescribe the medicine and other rituals 
with practical cliroctives which he believes to have the povor to 
protect, to deliver and sustain. 
There is a cult in the Ijebu area. It is called Balüfön. It 
T 
is siiply a cult of now clothes. It is believed that brýisa Balufon 
would work against any witch who threatened or meant evil against 
any one who made new clothes for the Balufon festival. Participa-- 
tion in this festival has been an encouragement to individuals to 
defy the envious and embark on ambitious projects and reach for 
change and newness. 
Theological interpretation in instruction and in sermons has 
been based on the explanation that fear has a large place in tribal 
religious life, and pastoral practice has been based on the 
assuription that what is necessary is that this fear be removed by 
the preaching of the Gospel. The fear in Yoruba traditional 
society does not need to be minimized though it may be that it has 
been exaggerated in travelogues and missionary publications. The 
question needs to be raised, however, whether the fear was of tho 
ancestors and spirits, or really of men. In the settings with 
which we have boon fariilira by experience or by investigation, the 
fear of evil men seemed to predominate over the fear of ancestors 
and spirits. It is stitches, sorcerers and others, who possess 
power which they were disposed to use for destructive purposes, 
who were feared. Rituals alone right be sufficient to deal with 
ancestral and other spirits. But as for witches and sorcerers, 
men have been led to look for various devices, counter-medicine, 
protective medicines, incantations, and rituals. 
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Protestant Evangelical Theology and traditional Roman Catholic 
Theology-fir have emphasised "personal sins and sinfulness" and their 
effects in alienating man the sinner from God. Not enough 
emphasis, from the Yoruba point of view, has been laid on sin as 
sheer wickedness, the machination of others against us, sheer 
malevolence and its concomitant effects on personal well-being, 
including physical health and man-to-man relationships. There 
has not been enough recognition of the power of evil in the world, 
working through other human beings a. nd, having countless results, 
including psychological ones, and disrupting human social relations. 
The material for developing a theology to cover those realities is 
abundant in the New Testament, as recent development in Biblical 
Theilogy has come to attest. 
(15) 
Duropean scientific interpreta- 
tion of disease and health will have to catch up with this viewpoint. 
All the sane, Yoruba Christians saw the problem of evil not 
as something to be met simply by a rationalization or theoretical 
theological explanation. Rather, it was viewed as a practical 
situation to be dealt with and a real life problem to be solved. 
The supplication in the Litany of the 1662 Book of Common Prayer, 
"that those evils which the craft and subtilty of the dov; l or man 
worketh against us, be brought to nought and..... be dispersed", 
expresses fully the intention of the religious devices adopted to 
deal with the problem of evil. Those devices rested on the Pauline 
faith that "Christ has spoiled principalities and powers, nakinr" a 
show of them openly, triumphing over them in His Cross". 
(16) 
', 7hatever evil spirits, personal or psychic, existed, the Risen 
Christ is alive, reactualizing His victory over every foe. It Was 
in this confidence that Yoruba Christians sang their now battle son ,, 3! 
Jesu Yio 'gesint'Esupa (2 cc) Esu b'o duro, o gbe o; Jesu yio 
esin t'Esu pa. "Jesus is riding to trample the Devil underfoot. 
15. W. Eichrodt, Man in the Old Testament, SGTM Press, 1951, pp. 66-74. 
James Cone, A lack Theology of Liberation, J. B. Lippincott 
Company, Now York, 1970, e. g. pp. 129-138,145-150- 
16. Colossians 2: 15. - 
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Thus, Satan, you axe already done for. Jesus is riding to trample 
you to death. " A Christian anti-witchcraft campaiCn marked the 
bcLg, inninis of the Cherubim and Seraphim movement among the Yoruba in 
the 1930s. Quite a few sermons were preached on the text Exodus 22: 18: 
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live", and the oschatolo, ical sonC 
r 
rent the air for many a day: Ale at' o so (3 cc) Yio wo' na. "Witches 
P if 
and sorcerers (3 cc) shall be cast into the furnace. The whole of 
the 11äd4d movement carne into direct onco. mtor and combat against the 
hosts of evil reprosented principally by witchcraft. The weapons of 
faith wielded by the Christians included prayer with an incantational 
use of the Psalms, fasting, incense and holy water. The practical 
effects wore marked by healings and a now confidence in living. 
Vie have loft to the end a consideration of the role and si nifi- 
canoe of social factors in the healing of disease. In as much as there 
are social determinants in the causation of ill-health and disease, 
it should be expected that this diagnosis would have some bearin;; on 
therapeutic methods. Two such methods araor ; the Yoruba stand out, 
and they are both related to, and used in conjunction with, the 
physical or material typos of dö: ý 
ün treated above. The two might be 
designated by the Yoruba words Iwos an and Etutu. +o will touch upon 
the former here and deal with the latter later on under Rituals. 
What needs to be noted at this stage is that the Yoruba word for 
healing and cure, iero 
an, does not emphasise medical application. 
The emphasis is on care, nursing;, looking after the personwho is ill, 
showing love and concern, making the parson fool, better by looking 
after him. That is where the emphasis lay in traditional societies, 
as Mathew 25: 36 makes clears "I was sick and you visited mo. " It 
might be a real nuisance for a modern hospital to receive tons anc-l 
scores of visitors for a patient lying; ill in the care of doctors and 
nurses; but visiting, looking up and looking after is the way of hoaling 
in traditional society. In an Qla ura prayer for healing, the patient 
is made to become aware of the care and loving concern of the new 
extended family of the Household of God. And such a concern is in 
itself therapeutic. 
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c. Christian Faith and Medicine 
The questions raised by traditional medicine for Christian faith 
and practice are various and involved. 7e do uell to di gtin,; uish thc:. l 
in sun raaiy and deal with then sei arately, taking the reco; ition of 
the principles involved in each case. 
Beli:: f in God is basic to both Christianity and traditional 
roli: ion. ',. s such, the authority and fiat, which both --ivos rnd 
permits the power (life-force) which lies behind all medicine, must 
be rocog-, niscd as cocain? from God. The concept of the Devil as ': ý-in 
the origin of any of the powers is wronc; ly imputed. 111 authority in- 
heaven and on earth codes from God alone. 
Roco nition has to be Liven to the fact that any potential or 
instrument can be used for good or bad ends. The evil force which 
lies behind any evil use of medicine or any other device ? mown to ýnan 
originates from within man himself. If the evil force in moral <actio, i 
has to be porsonfzlised as Devil, it must be taken that the Devil is 
tho Ma'. zin of the moral potential of man. Anthropological studies o 
witchcraft have liven duo emphasis to the social si'. ificance of 
witchcraft either as protest or as social device for coping with 
tension. Witchcraft and other forms of black naUic, by which we mean 
the: uses of 'medicine' for evil and antisocial purposes, become 
culpable on the personal, social and moral levels. 
The use- of both therapeutic and non-therapeutic medicine, if '::.; 
distinction still has to be maintained, has to be understood const ßa1 
as involving ethical quostions of the deepest si )aificancc for the 
nature and destiny of man and of huikan.: ocicty. It is essential to 
omphacise this point outside the context of devil-belief Which tic hr 
already touched upon. An awareness of the siSn ficanco of medical 
ethics has been part of modern medicine from the start as the oath of 
Hippocrates indicates. Similarly, in traditional medicine, the basis 
of Ifa underlines the moral perspective of medical practice. Two 
World Jars and the threat of a third have opened the eyes of contom- 
porary man to the need for ethical I)crspoctivo in the dovelopzient of 
0 
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science and technoloGy. Man in traditional society understood this. 
The rain-maker had to take care that he did not practise his art eosin; 
the dry season when rain was not expected in aAy case. Rain-ma? cin, 
was permissible only during the rainy poricd when the rain fails to 
come. The practico of medicine is not amoral. 
In the caso of medicine used for therapeutic purposes, the 
potency and effectiveness of many herbed proparations is no lono r 
in question. The basis of much clinical medicine lies in a due ackncrr- 
lodgement of this fact and a scientific extraction or reproduction of 
the pharaaceutical properties resident in loaves and roots and minerals. 
Traditional medicine in this class has to learn the lesson of proper 
dosage and the preparation of medicine under hygienic conditions. 
Clinical medical practico hos much to 1oi. rn from traditional 
diagnosis especially on the level of the tulderston. din;; of illness -ts 
being not only physical and even psychological, as has now been fia»lly 
accepted by modern medicine, but as also psychic, originating in . rte. 
affecting the whole personality and all that rocs to neJ e it up, incl--ti-- 
ding environmental, ecological und social forces and circunstsncoe: 
As such, the treatment of illnesses has to be aware of social . 
fac-c')rs 
is healing, and the Church raust stagy how to become a healing Conn' uuli-c: r. 
4. PRIYER 
a. four Words for Pra9r 
There arc four principal iacas from Yoruba traditional cooil^.? -+o 
of prayers which have determined the understanding; and practice c .f 
Christian prayer among the Yoruba. The four can be denoted by the 
\\i_ /\ 
cords ý, Aware, Adur:. and Ase. The first three will be considcrci. 
a! 
first with an explanation of their nature as incantation. 
Ofo is the incantation per so. Both the English and the YorzIba 
v1 
corresponding words express literally the ssm^ýe reference, ncuioly, thmt 
which is spoken. The underlyin( emphasis is the idea that the polc. en 
word has power. 'lords have power and na r be an indispensable part 
of an 
oo 
. This applies both to 
ooFim 
used for destructive pur] 0 r, es 
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and to curative 
oorPun. 
There are words which have their own intrinsic 
i\/,.. power, for example nýirthdV words", called -ajo. Such words tc_l_l. 
some story of origin and invoke the orirr; inal institution of an idea 
or of a fact of existence. There are incantations for curin,; a 
headache or for bringing . stomach ache under control, especially if 
the stomach trouble is duo to worms. The incantation for such a cýsc: 
is Generally one which calls the worms by the n Wmo which gives man 
control over thorn as ordained when worms were first created. 
Awuro can be denoted as the prayer of Good intention, for in 
the words of the lynn-writer, it is "the soul's sincere desire" 
deliberately carried forward into clear utterance, formal articula- 
tion and symbolic expression. It needs to be acknowledged that there 
are different types of prayer. lvru io a coi mon type of prayer. 
It is this typo which Harry Eners: )n Fosdick of New York has identified 
as the prayer of Dominant Desire. 
17) 1 
rare; is a spoken dominant 
desire. The etymology or the Yoruba word is either to spook blessings 
to oneself or to dig out blessing for oneself. It is incantational. 
Adura was not originally a Yoruba word, but it is now the only 
word used for petitionary prayer addressed to a personified divinity. 
Even Yoruba , Adurn to God and to ancestors has to be understood in the 
light of the roopie' s belief in the power latent in the spoken yore.. 
Especially is this so if the spoken word has the characteristics of 
bcii based on the story of how things cc. 1o to be in illo tern ore, 
or is spoken in the presence of things, non, 'or disombodiod, pernon who 
are themselves charged with great power (vital force), Most prayoro 
are believed by Yoruba Christians to be of this nature, and. biblic^1 
exegesis by lay preachers sometimes tend to follow this line of 
thoucht. '-Je do not know how to pray aright' since even our best 
attested stories of how things cane to bo are themselves disposed to 
being tainted with error through forgetfulness, pollution, riisbchaviour 
etc. "But the Holy Spirit prays for us with -roanings which cannot 
17. Harry Emerson Fosdick, T?, e TCý121in , of Pr yer, SCT, S Press, London, 1934. 
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be told". Of course, this kind of prayer should be understood as 
beint; of n.: cessity most efficacious apropos the exceeding; vital force 
possessed by the Holy Spirit with the added effectiveness of the 
groaninrs with which the prayer is expressed. 
b. The Incantation 
Part of the basis of incantation rests on the potency of the 
invocation of the Laws of Nature. In Yoruba medicine, for exarmlü, 
there is a reco ition that healing is something which goes on all 
the tine because it is nocoss^sy all thc. time. The very gear ant to"a, r 
of the body with the natural process of o. ring requires a continuDu, 
restoration of health and. well-bein,,. It is recognised that this is 
a restorative ; process about which wo do not necessarily do anythin..,. 
Yet it goes on all the s. anc. It is a fora of miracle of lift. L rA 
the realisation of this is carried over into an understandinr" of the 
ho. - in,; process during illness. 
Part of the prayerful. wishes accom onyin.; salutations awl rcrec-- 
, ý' _ tiny s is A, j*JG2ýcýe yio ai-, jeo. 1jß de cr 
ýtý tt o1- an. 'r7al: inzý up v: n('. 
being able to of up will continually bo fulfilled for you". Int:; ros« 
tinily cnou h, it is that word for v akin;; up and boin" able: to CC t 
up that is used for the Christion story of the Rea, u-rcction of Jo aie. 
An inrontation which follows the sane lines is: 
Piri lt olön. nj i, Piri ll olon{; ö nji, 
- ýý -/ 
/\ / 
A kibl a okunxun ry lor i ito. 
The sparrow wakes up bright and cheezy, there is no ailing 
bird in any nest. The sparrow wakes up bright and cheer, ' 
It is an incantation to induce Cood health by assurinc the person thrt 
there is a Nature, ]. Law for health an-1 renewal of cncrgy. It is 
offered with a prayerful intention that the Natural Lary of good 
health may be fulfilled in us clay by day. 
There: is a similar Ofo incantation used at a difficult nidwi deny. 
The b bý äýrö is invited in who says the incantation to the ho=in;; of 
the midwives and the vrouan at labour: 
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"Jo one plays the nidwifo to a ,; oat or a sheep. They dolivor 
easily and smoothly. T. -ay this labourir ; woman have an easy 
delivery". 
The woman is than instructed to heave. Almost invariably the chit'' 
is safely delivered. 
In the use of Ofo incantation for healing,, 7e moot again an T-1 
expression of belief in a non-material side to disease and hoalin,;. 
An incantation assumes that there is the nevmess of life and health 
which God (or T? ature) bri ;s about without our medicinal aids. '. 7c 
do not know ho-, -, he does that, but wo can depend on it and invoke it. 
As we have noted earlier, to o, Yoruba riind, there is r, non-material 
dimension of hea1inT which moc'orn scientific Medicine is not alive to. 
Or in the other words, scientific medicine is too materialistic. - too 
much of flesh and blood, too much of a spare-parts business, any, the 
use of incantations is a demonstration of belief in some other dinon- 
sions to --Il forms of illness and healin ;. 
Tay its description and alpolations, the oor\un which is refcr'oc'. 
to is 06 1, ab_ enu goný; o; A ko ca a, a ni lco q..... is a special 
tyl e. "That over there is 
Oo, 
^, 
wiy looks terrifying, perhaps, shalpcc' 
like an animate something, head tipped to a side. Even has a uouth 
there. ? hen you don't call it by its n'no, you say is is silent. 
But call it by its proper nano, give it its praise-names, and is 
vibr ttos, it comes to l;. fe, it puts life on, it answers your call, 
it acts and does something for you. " The type so dcscribec? is m:. 0 
not only of roots and brmrks. It sometimes has also a horn, or th:. 
head of a bird or animal, is tied round with multi--colourod thUNoad, 
has oil or blood poured on it perhaps, or is raayde ^f a padlock covtrod 
with animal skin with tho clans of birds daný; lin, -s on it. This is 
the type which tho early Porto ucse travellers in 'lost Africa in 
their bafflement called a. fetich. Not all Yoruba 
Oo 
un are of this 
type. The use of "fetichist. " as a general descriptive terra for the 
,, hole of Yoruba or Africcn rc: ligiouc p hononona is thus unjustifiable: 
and has been rightly condemned by several scholars. Iiowever, tlzu poi nt 
., 
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vie are roomphasizing at this staGo is that an Ofo incantation is 
believed to be able to activate medicines. The criticism of the 
suaL, ostion, that the spoil is a close relation and possibly a 
precursor of prayor, has boon too much dominated by the theoretical 
search for the evolutionary origin of roliCion, and particularly by 
the debate on whether magic was older than roli. -ion or vice versa. 
Outside this artificial debate, we find that in practice the idea of 
p r, yor is very much invested with ideas frorra the usaC. o of the spoil. 
(13) 
Included in the nature and potcrcy of Ofo is the necessity to 
iS 
use appropriate words accurately. Especially where the names of 
syubolic objects are involved, the underlying idea extends beyond 
that of the potency of the spoken word, to include the potency of the 
appropriate Inamo' . The Yoruba have the idea already familiar to 
students of the Old Testament that the no is reverenced as beirr, - 
-a distinct field of power. If the appropriate and original nags of 
things have power, the ori^7inal mythic names of Goa must be far more 
powerful. 
Early Yoruba. Christians did not hesitate to look ibr c .d announce 
original mythic names for God. ; dhen T. ! s, Jý. O, ý"z nbiyi as a hiCtiy 
respected . nclican priest, published, as vie have seen above, his 
pamphlets of daily and month-by-month prayers with special name of 
God, it came down with the vreiý7ht of his office, Especially uh, ý; n it 
came to be confirmed that the names so riven came from $ebrovr, the 
original lanraa o in which the Old Testament was written, the 
suggestion of potency became more incontrovextible. It least so it 
seemed. . After all, the people themselves had changed their ovM Yorubc 
na:, es for biblical and sometimes Ar lo-Saxon ones, with protective 
and honorific effects. Similarly, the prayer--event in which God is 
addressed as El-Shaddai or as Jehovah Tsidkenl must be more }powerful. 
And Jehovah sounded more poundo ous than Yahv; o h or Yoh, not to spo^k 
of 'The Lord' to which the Rov-1se4. Version of the Bible educed it. 
The Church of the Lord founded ýy Dr. J. 0. OBitelu went further 
18. of. E. S. Waterhouse, Th__ eD;. k of Reli; -iaýy Epvrorth Press, 
London, 1936, pp. 109f. 
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than Ogunbiyi and commanded more respect in some circles when it 
introduced such nines as T]LL ELLIJ0NI, Ji IOV fl JOFFELU. H or HASI SITE, 
ELIIiMILTI or Y1H O OT11BLEtJLAL. 
(19) 
The Ethiopian National Church of Adeniran Oke distincuished 
between Psalms of Praise and the Potitionaxy Psalms which included 
the penitential and imprecatory Psalms. The former they called by 
the Yoruba name Raal the other was called Ofo. Ras is a eulogy 
sung in a special poetic style characterised by its disjointed rhythm. 
Ofo is what is under discussion here. To identify particular bi'-, lic, 1 
I 
psa1r_Ls as Öfo was the boginnirg; of giving religious dimity to tr di"- 
tional Yoruba, Ofö and of modifying and convertin those tradition, 
1º 
ones for use in Christian devotion. In practice, the different 'orne 
of Ofo including 11-7ure and o have boon adapted by various Christian 
ur dt 
groups for private prayer and pu')lic Christian worship. 
An into rdenominational Prayer Group movement sprang; up in L v, os 
in the early fortios, as a response to the Aiadura i ovoraent, from 
within the longer established Ch-arches. T ho groups not at first 
only in the early mornings, sometimes as early '. s 4 a. m. 1101! 'ocrs joined 
the group in any Church building nearest to their hones. It vres felt 
that in that ray as Many Christians who wonted could join a committed 
prayer -rout) before Going to work, as had boon the practice in the 
villages fron where most of the members nitrated into the city. 
Suoh 
groups would than meet the need because of which many had secer'. c; cý 
join the t. ] edurä. Most of the groups were led by charismatic i. ndi. vi- 
dual laynen, thouch others were led or su; portod by ordained pastors 
who had stronG feelin s about the power of prayer, who possibly 
syrapathizod with the -I1^chir Movement but could not rO out of 
thy: 
.......... 
camp with it. ti7horo such Groups were lcd by laymen, with stron; ^ 
ch racter, such would bring into the Groups some jnGenuity 
inherited 
fron traditional religion. Most of the , pastors 
had stront$ reservations 
about doing this. But it is not always tit the temptation was resistec'_ 
to the end. 
19, H. W. Turner, 22. Zit. vol. II, PP. 74-5,121,204. 
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Rev. A. T. Ola Oludc, famous Yoruba hymn writer(20), sometime 
Chairman of the Lagos District of the Methodist Church, wrote a 
small booklet of thirty short Prayers, one for each day of a month, 
with an appendix of twelve other prayers arranged in three groups for 
blessing a newly married couple, for opening of a new house, anSI for 
blessing a student or apprentice on the coqplction of his training. 
The title of the book is significant: Ase L'Orukö Oluwa, which may 
be rendered as "Amen in the Name of the Lord", with 'amen' here 
carrying the sense of a fiat, the authority or cormnand to make things 
come to pass, the compulsive force which makes prayer more than a 
request or petition but the invocation of a lair which carries with 
it its own fulfilment. The book was made for either individual use 
N 
or for the use of Church Prayer Groups. It has a sub-title: Adura 
11peMorani e Tenidiro, which can be explained thus: If I call. by 
name a ran named 'lily lot is good' ,I call a '3lessinz; on myself. By 
rociting the statements of my own well-being, contained in this book, 
and ending; each statement, 'Through Jesus Christ our Lord' ,I ensure 
that the statements will become true for ne. 
The first prayer roads "In the nano of the Lord and With the 
authority of Edu. aý the Creator of Today, my lot shall 
be propitious 
and I will overcome; my life will be sated with honey continuously; 
I will have peace of mind and live in perfect bliss, I and my children 
and my relations. Men will see me and bless the Lord., So to it". 
The second prayer, like the first and many others, is similarly hasvdl 
on the power of suggestion and affirmation; but it has a now element 
iptroduced. There are at least three words or phrases which are 
associated with particular incantational stanzas. Iko ko ni o _ma e" e' 
1ý es (I will not be impeded on my way, or literally, No impedi c'nt 
will stop my feet) recalls the incantational invocation of the obvious 
fact that since a snake has no foot, no loop can catch a snake on its 
foot: Ilca 
ki 
ko eia lese, In the phrase 
efüfu lele Oluwa `(the 
!It 
rafting wind of the Lord which will blow off evil from my wry), wo 
0(1Je 
20. Rev, A. T. Qlwjhas great poetic qualities. He writes short 
prayers in the Poetic style of hJ s hymns. 
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have a metaphor tthioh is used consiäora'oly in incantations, the cuind 
either hlotias evil from ono's Trays or carries goods from a distanco 
home to one, as it is claimed it did to 01okun and Olosa, the prop3p. ctors 
ºf 
of the Sea and of the Lagoon. 
Then there is the third phrase e7bo Ecluwmaro, 'the Carrier of 
Edumaxe which will compulsorily carry e ood to me'. The Carrier, 
be, is a special 'medicine' with a built-in incantational power 
which makes it automatically able to carry the rorson who has it from 
any point of dan; cr whore he unexpectedly finds himself. Those who 
were familiar with such incantations soon protested that phrases such 
as those used in the prayers of Dr. Olude carried incantational 
associations and raised serious questions as to the propriety of such 
a use in Christian prayer. In fact, what Dr. Olude committed to 
writin is nothing different from what is frequently heard in church 
services, especially during festivals, anniversaries or other special 
occasions whore vrorshirrors kneel round the chance) , rai. 
linjs = arc 
blessed by the minister. The exterarore prayer of such occasions is 
usually laden with vivid pictures, metaphors and axioms first learnt 
in the incantations. 
J. V. Taylor, has called attention to tho awareness of "the 
Presence" displayed in the famous "Deer's Cry" variously dated fr: ), i 
the fifth or the oichth century and. generally known as St. Patrick" s 
Breastplate;. 
(21) 
The tone is sirii. lar In a sense to that of a Yorvl)a 
Xwure 
incantation. The Yoruba pieces surpass it in their svreep of 
ima, --c s with the difference that while St. Patrick's s W. in the ilaa jo s 
metaphors of God' s Presence, the Yoruba ones see evidence of the 
-Jor: 
and Ordering of God, The Yoruba prayers are yet on the level of 
Ch,, xles oslcy's hynn 'Array, my needless fears' which closes with -Lho 
words: "To accomplish His design The cxoatures all aGr o . mod all 
the 
attributes divine are now at vorl. for Me" 
(22ý 
. More 
than this, how7ovur, 
21. J. V. Taylor, The Prime Viuion, SCL2 Press, London 1963, pp. 203ff. 
22. Mothodist HyI. n Book, No. 510. 
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is the fact that in the Breastplate the ma ni, fiocnt transition frort 
comic reality to the fact of Christ is yet unparalleled in any Yore'-L 
incantational prayer known to us. In no part of the Yoruba Church 
has this transition boon encouraged. The official position has rather 
worked in favour of a radical discontinuity which is not boil helped 
by the irresistible movement of Cultural Renewal which started fro 
the period of Jest African Ethiopianisi and continues to crow still. 
C. 'Let it be' 
Ase in its earliest usnrc was a specific typo of Ofo and carried 
Pl I/ 
the main emphasis underlyinc all forms of prayer to its clearest and. 
most powerful expression. The idea, that there is an authority or 
lair behind the Universe and behind our cor 
idencethat 
prayers cal 
be answered, is basic. Ase is the fiat by which, according to the 
It 
:, 
(23) Psalmist, the earth was made. Ho spoke the word, and it was so', . 
According to Ifa myths of the creation of man, Öbatala could mal_c: the 
form and imago of man, but it was left to Oloduriaro to confer the 1a,: 
which became the breath of life that made r: ^. n a living soul. In 
that act of creation and of l, rir. ýint; man into beim,, each individual- 
person then had to riahhe a prenatal choice of his destiny: but pcrsonal 
choice could become a confirmed agreement only when Olodurlaro had 
said the Aso with a clanging of the bell of creation. 
It is generally ')elicved that there are words which have 1, ovior 
in the mouth of men who, either by eating or by an incision, have 
Permanently al-ipliod to -themselves some moans wich can Give lower to 
their words (; fose). Also, there are words which have porter only in 
11! 
association with a fresh and irmediato application of en object hach 
r ay ho licked or eaten (1)e, GbotüMbötzý. Counter" cdicines exist 
and arc sometimes found esta'")lishod in clans or in families. Meriber; 
of such a family boast in their family praise-soni Awa l'omo dpo Dore; 
it A 
"', 7o are of those who arc already immune aý; ainst 'curses. They cannot 
harm us. " In a general and often in a particul-arsence, Christians 
23" Psalm 33: 6--9,107; 20. 
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have claimed to bclon- in a now way to a Jesus-imprecated version 
of this clan. This claim was made by other Yoruba Christians 'heforc 
the Aladura, based primarily on faith in Jesus the Conqueror. 
i 
the coming of the Madura, however, it was further made, based this 
time on the combined potency of prayer and faith. Truly it was not 
for nought that the first Yoruba Christians were called On rb loo 
(literally, those who have faith). It was for a similar reason th^, t 
later ones were called Alc dur (those who have, prayer). 
The literal moaning of ., se is ' it will be sot. As such, it is is 
the pomnission and. authority which ffavo form to Bein. - and in ever,; 
continuing creation brings desire to fulfilled actuality. The ori. -: inal 
'let it be so' which both permitted and =thorized sweetness and sorroIr 
or pain and pleasure respectively is illustrated in a myth a, ')out the 
power of the honey-boo. To the honey-boo, Olobin . 
re Cave an Aso; 
with it the boo stings and with it the bee produces honey. In a simi- 
I N, - lar way, the tail of a scort ion, where the sting is, is called the L' T. 
As in these illustrations the stingin; quality or e is in the tall 
end: so also for human prayer of suggestion, intention or petition, 
the XsF comes at the end. It is the Amen, a credal acleiovrlodgoment 
i 
that the power for fulfilment comes from God alone and that He will 
grant it. 
In ritual prayer involving a priest, the petitioner either snw-s 
his i rayers and the priest says ý the Aso with a clanging of a gong, 
Ii 
or conversely the priest says the words of blessini- and the poo1lc 
respond enthusiastically rith the Aso, moaning 'that is exactly 711-It 
If 
we want, now that you have said it, may it be so'. In either case, 
the priest is playing; the role of Olodi o: ro. Here, prayer bec'nes 
re-enactment of the act of creation as told in the Ifa myths. 
", 7hon the individual offers his on prayer in the Morning, or in 
the depth of night as may be proscribed, the shaking of a rattle 
in a rhythmic fashion, which corrc sponcts with the motor and cadence 
of the incantation, provides the symbolic bnckCround for the power 
of the fiat to accorrj nny the i xayer. The nuu. sin; mother who on her 
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way to the stream at darn says her prayer for the cling of the t '. tcr 
into medicine and rings a bell as she gees along; is therefore not noroly 
zrarnin;; rassors-by that she was enC, %, md in a ritual ceremony. The 
rinr4n of the boll in itself is thou;. -; ht to have power to ac'. d the 
"It will be so" of the A]rughty. It is si, mificant that the handbell 
has found its way into Aladura church services. The 'propl t' announces 
that the time of prayer is at hand, proclaims that the Holy Spirit is 
descending, in seine cases suggests a few lines of thought for petition, 
then asks the people to start. In faithful response, the noise of 
prayer breaks forth and fills the house. The act goes on for a fear 
minutes with the 'prophet' a c1in" his ovm words of invocation throur. 4 
a powerful microphone linked with several loudspeakers. Then he rings 
the bell and shouts, 'In the name of Jo-sus', to which the pcopl- 
respon' with a long; and loud A-men. The ringing of the boll in the 
name of Jesus is rop cated three times, followed with the thrice- 
repeated i-men of the i eople. The ac'u is d, ne, the prayer is alrcac' ;r 
answered, the pool le only need to rho into the world to find the pr-;, Tý. r 
truly answered. --hzcroforo the , r°o-phct loads the people in a series 
of Hallelujah shouts, the ; rophet inv, xiably scyin3 only the first 
three syllables followed by the people's Hallelu-jah, Hallolu-jah, 
Hallelujah endlessly....... 'The mass is overt. Heaven bccins on earth. 
d. To VIhor and for '. 7h ýt 
There are three im,, -, ortant olomonts in this word-study of Yora;. ti 
ideas connected with prayer. The first is that the starting-point 
for prayer lies in one' s (losiro as oxen lifiod in the Awure typo of 
proycr. The second element is the importance of the comolo^; icall or 
netaphysical view of the person who prays. This is what the Ofo tT,. 
of prayer vividly portrays. Then conies, in the third place, the 
personality of the rolilious object to whom prayer is directed, a 
distinct characteristic of the A(lura, type of prayer. Th3 three o1o ýýi. t^ 
join tos_-other to forri the b,, sis of 1.1 vcll-rounded prayer. Of the chreeP 
the nest definitive -. n1 the r. iost difficult to control is the question 
of cosxiolo"y'. It is clofinitivo ? ocoýýlco it ^. f outs the other tuo. 
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Once a irayor is addrossod to a personal being, the assurr")tion 
is that the addrocsed has some attribute of beneficence. Tho hi4; hest 
dcvelo riont of this idea is in the Christinn concept of the Fatherhood 
of God which Jo us made the basis of genuine 1 rver. The idea of the 
fatherhood or motherhood of the objoct to whom prayer is addressed 
is not an impossible one in a culture whore ancestor-reference is much 
in evidence. The cruel or antagonistic ancestor is not part of the 
Yoruba understanding of cosmogony, though forgetfulness of the ¬uzcostor: 
is in itself dangerous.. It is potent of adverse consequences simply 
because the ancestor-cult in itself' is an expression of the social and 
psycholo! -; jcal value of the lineaC, ^e. To forgot the ancestors thcrc; forc 
is to upset the social value-system on which personal rand social well-0 
boing depends. As for the ancestors, their heavenly concern is al; e rs 
for the well-being of the lineage and the continuing interest of the 
living in the same. As such, it has not been too difficult to convinec 
Yoruba Christians of the bonoficonce and Fatherhood of God, . ihat hno 
deter fined the content and quality of Yox ')a Christian prayer is tho 
people's cosmogony to which c. ttontion "ast now be turned. 
Personal desire is inevitably the startin, -ý)oint of praycr, for 
any kind of prayer is an expression of what one desires. A person? s 
desire may be materialistic or spiritual or mystical. These 'lictino- 
tions are not necessarily recognized in Yoruba thought. They ,o 
mentioned here simply boortuso they generally feature in discussions 
on this subject and because their metaphysical significance needs to be 
noted. Those who believe that both conscious cocporienco and 11hysical 
mattor are nothincio ss have no eltern.,, tivo but to pray only for apiri { ual 
or mystical c cporionce in which personal consciousness is lost in c; )sorg-- 
tion into Universal Mind. Those who accept matter as evil have no othc-r 
alternative but to pray for spiritual purity and L 'ace. For those who 
take matter seriously who revel in it, who aspire to enjoy every minute 
or contact with it, the context of pra;, or h ;s to be based on the 
material. The question as to Which of these three growls of desire 
is higher and more developed thcri the o;, ncrs boos not arise, it is Ißll 
ý. 
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a question of tho notalhysieal point of vioi-r, Thooloi; ians v7ho oriti- 
cizo prayer in : Sricm-l reliCion as thin-worijly have not takon. this 
significance of motaphy sical outlook into clue consideration. 
(24) 
It 
is only 'cihon the eorlo's thcolc ;, y chrtn es that the content of their 
prayer ch n es. In other words, it is then that the nature or type 
of their quests chan"cs. 
5. RIV'AL 
a. The Stucly of Rituals 
There has boon an academic mind-sot in the theological intepro- 
tation of sacrifice which hinders a true rir, 2rociation of the pastoral 
and litvzical don--ands on the Church in ,, frico, today. Mile theolo- 
aians in the study of comparative rcliCion are satisfied with eolleetin;; 
scr ps of information which -; o for pari lols to the classical sacri- 
ficial theories of the Death of Christ in toms of piacular, expiatory, 
propitiatory ar scapeCoat rites, anthropologists have delved deeper 
to discover the I syc1-olo,; ical, sociological, psycho-analytical, 
syribolic structural or therapeutic significance of rituals. And these 
latter have not yet been taken seriously in the study of Christian 
indiConization in Lrrica. 
(25) 
It was part of ninotcenth-century evangelical theological belief 
that the oriGinal religion of man was nonotheis-rt and that it was God 
IIimsolf who requirerd that aninal sacrifices should be brought to flirt. 
This was based on the early chapters of Gcnosis and believed to h, = 
universal a. lication in the rclirions of all non. 
(26) 
: is auch, it 
was natural for Christian missionaries of the 19th century to expect 
that all religious ceremonies found anon people, of other lands h : vc 
a basis in sacrificial ideas, especially when they involve articles 
25. Recent studies of Sacrifico in Africa which could hLvo til n 
cocaiizanco of contemporary anthropolo; ic d insights into the 
nature of rituals include Francis A. 1_rinze, Sacrifice in 
The 
Religion, Ibadan University Press, 1970; J. 0. Arrolrau, Sacrifice 
in the Rcli. of the Yoruba unpu')lished Ph. D. thesis, University 
of Ih_adan, 
1970 1970. 
26. ito'jert Bros, Religion, Oriiins and. Ideas, Tyncl? le Press, I, ondol:, 
1966, pp. If. 
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of food and particularlytho slayin;; of animals and the shedding of 
animal blood. 
There is soriothing naive and. jojune in thooloCica1 studios of 
Sacrifice, frequently made as they are with unropontant assnriptions 
inherited from biblical into xvretations which make a sacrifice sore- 
thing- offered to God or to some other spiritual boing. However, as 
recent anthropological studios have come to discover, sacrifices and 
sacrificial systeris should be studio d as integral 1), xrts of the 
complete ritual of which they form apart. 
(27) 
Furthomore, sacri±iceO 
should be studied in an interdisciplinary context because rituals of 
which a sacrifice forms a paart are firmly eibecldod in the while of 
society rund servo social interests, 
(28) 
b. E'53 and Etutu 
! riong the Yoruba, the local word, ebo, for reli,; ious corcrsonios r-r 
performed on the direction of divinors, raedicino-raon and priests, onc1 
involvin food, money, oil or slain aniria1, has boon used to translate 
the En"lish word for sacrifice as used in the Bible in Christian 
liturgy or in Christian Theolo y ;; enorally. 1 : s such, the word is riarlo 
to carry the theolot-, icra connotation which sacrifice carries in 
Christian Theolo, ^j end Corrpexativo Reii;; ion. :s careful invnstiý°ntion 
into the use of the word of o* in Yoruba roli ion, however, chows that 
it is only in a few cases that the word can be made to carry the idoa 
of an offorina to soneono. 1n Ebu in Yoruba, rolit, ion, is simply 
ritual performed in obedience to a religious direction, tho rito ', ein;; 
? relieved to have inherent in it the poorer to becomo efficacious foX? 
iraproving the lot of ran in connection Frith vrhatovor purjýoso and 
intention the person who perforas tho ebo has in mind as pertainin-; 
to his existential situation. Im ebo is a ritual performed, not 
11 
necessarily a sacrifice offered to some god or spirit. Even when there. 
is Dome spirit or Cod at the other end connected with the ritual, the 
prim y emphasis in the process is not that of offorinr; sonothinc to 
t 
27- Mary Douglas, Purity and Da -1; r, London 1966, passii. 
28. Monica Jilson (1971) ; pp. 61ff. 
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that spirit in appeasement, but rather that of effecting; a link with 
that spirit. The link in itself is believed to have the power to of 
some thins done for rants Cool, or in particular to exereiso some 
corrective or restorative force in the coamic realm. 
There is in Yoruba thought the idea that ritual aids the medicine 
to be effective. It enables the medicine to be charged with power 
--. towards effective operation. This is found in the saying S kt 
oo 
n 
-o. "Ritual makes the medicine responsive". It can be taken as 
an extension of the medicine and vice versa, though at the some tine 
each has its own separate existence. The relation between ritual and 
medicine is thus very close since they are both primarily instrumental 
^nd equally can both be e pressive. The yin difference is that rituals 
are more of action and dra-aatized experience than medicine. However, 
another distinction which is made in Y-)ruba between the two is as 
regards frequency and generalization of relevance. Ebo oto, Oor'un oto. 
r`hv / wL Ö0 
-un 110, 
_1! 
+0. 'ýkan, E'ho lt o ll öo ffZg ; o. "Ritual are different fron 
medicine. A medicine is for one day. But rituals are for all the d4 y ,n 
Medicine has a specificity which rituals do not have. As such medicine 
can be used only for specific occasions, at particular times of need, 
but rituals °. ro available to bo proscribed for all eventualities. 
Medicine is more associated with disease thou-, h it can be lroscribcd 
for non-medical purposes; rituals on the other hand, have no such 
primary emphasis and can be used in any situation. 
It is notable that under the influence of now ideas from other 
religions (e. g. Christianity) and the importation of now neaninr into 
tho religious vocabulary of the Yoruba, we now find practitioners of 
traditional religion attributing to the word Ebo mainly the sacrificial 
Yr 
idea of offering made to someone or to somethin. However, that the 
word has not always carried this connotation is attested by the fact 
that the ritual idea is uhat is evident in the ancient myths which ar: 
available to us from the oracular words of diviner:. That is, bec. -Lxu o 
the myths are fined, the original connotation of the word is prosorved 
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and remains latent. But because practice is exposed to outside 
influence, the meaning chimes and is chiming. 
Moreover, wo find that in the rayths two different words are used 
interchangeably though each one is found to have its own special 
\ `, 
emphasis. Eno is one; the other is etutu. The impression has boon 
given in Yoruba Bible translation and exegesis that while ebö stands 
u 
for sacrifice generally, otutu has reference to placatory or expiatory 
sacrifice. That this is definitely not so will be clear as vro go on. 
Several distinctions will have to be investigated first. The distitic"" 
tion between combo and ctutu cannot be identified, simply by calling one 
reli. ious and the other secular, suggesting, that ; -bo is more directed 
to spiritual beings than 
otutu 
in which the object is not so much 
concrotized as expressive of purpose and objective. Because etutu 
points more directly to its objective, it is not for that matter more, 
secular than the other, Its religious nature is emphasized by the 
fact that it is enjoined by a divine oracle, and its performance sto:, e 
frort a faith obedience to a divine directive. 
Rites of redress during a period of calamity or public affliction 
may be either an ebo, ro--establishing the relationship with some -L)-,: fron 
s1 
divinity of the community concerned, or they may be 
otutu, 
strictly 
instrumental and possessing in themselves the capacity to effect a 
change, to redress the wrong or restore the status quo ante. 
In a similar way, in the case of an individual, rites of passa, °:: 
Liay ')o offoro 1 either to the ,:, nco stors, or to the person' s own hc,.; r? 
as a symbol of his f)orsonality and of his need for personal fulfil:. on ., 
or to some olivine beini;. They a ay thus tcl: c the nature of 7b; 's 
at the sane time they may be in form of 
etütu 
aimed directly at 
effecting the strengthening of vin individual)s head, instilling in 
him the couraee to be and creatin-* for the person such a social 
atmosphere as will make his now status con onial. The distinction 
here, as far as the head is concerned, is °onorally made as between 
orivibe, offering a sacrifice to the head, and on w we which is 
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simply a ritual vTashin_ of the head. Liminal rituals, of course, =o 
specifically spoken of as otutu though some, divinity may be invoke, ', 
to pro side over the heppeninZ. In suche case, the divinity patently 
becomes instruncntul. The instrumentality of the divine which is 
manifest in limn el rituals is actually latent in every ebo ritual. 
Ebo tlras becomes latently 'secular' and every etutü is latently 
Iý 
religious'. The distinction between reli. ious and secular rituals 
is therefore not altogether valid. 
F. B. : 7elbourn, in a review of Biblical Revelation and iifricon 
Belief suG6-osts: "Father Mulaý, o' s critical development of Tc )el' s 
thesis provides a framework into which the whole endeavour ni -i. t be 
fitted. Implicitly it asks whether Prof. Sawyorr's stimulatinr survey 
of . Sricsn 'sacrifice' night effectively, have been couched in terms 
of 'vital participation' and - by extension - whether this concept, 
`i arising; fron African studios, mit be explored by Hebraists". 
This suggestion that the study of the nature of sacrifice mit ')o 
more meaningful and powerful when put in the thou; .t category of 
"vital force" deserves close attention. 
In makinG the distinction between Ebo end Etutu, the latter 
IN 
should be put in the category of vital force. Etutu is the rite 
which is effective in its own right. The very ; erformonce of the rite 
gets thine s done. The materials are not en offcrin; $ to God or to the 
spirits. Rather either because the rite is a re-enactment of some 
event which happened in the far past before time was, or because 
particular loaves or roots or other in4redionts with their peculiar 
"forces" have been brou; _; ht toCother, thincs happen. The user bocorlo^ 
a participant in the lifo-forco which brinCs into beim; and create:, 
order out of chaos. Of many (or most) 'sacrifices' and rites in `., )L 
reli,; ion, the question to be asked is not "To whon is it offered? " 
"For what purpose is it performed? " 
29. P. B. 7.7elbourn, The_lo , Novcmber 1970, p. 5190. Book Review 
on K. Dickson and P. 3311injworth (eds. ), Biblical Rovolation 
end M rican Beliefs, Luthernorth, 1969. 
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Our contention about the nature of oho being; other than the rudely 
accepted interpretation of a sacrifice offered to some God or spirit 
in appeasement, or to cajole or cox, - the (rod into action, is further 
supported by Yoruba rites in which the death of a person is involved. 
Iuzy ceremony or rite involving,, the death of a hunan person is usu . lly 
described end interpreted in terms of "human sacrifice" in which an 
object of worship is offered the hi ; host rift that man can givo to 
another, life. "Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lays 
dorm his life for his friends". By extension, there is no greater 
sacrifice than this, that the life or blood of a nenn is offered to a 
Cod or spirit to a : pease the anger of the Cod, or satisfy its honom r, 
or repay the duo which is ovrod by a man or cog munity to the superior 
forces that control the universe. 
Im examination of the Yoruba rites which tended to be inter- 
preted as human sacrifice shows however that there is more in it tltr i 
meets the eye. "Hi man Sacrifice" in Yoruba is not offered to 
It is widely recot nisod that He does not need it. The occasiom^ r)f 
such sacrifices, ho; revor, me co clear their varying purposes. At t' 
death of a Kin,!, of Oyp, many of his wives and servants were oxpoeto It -7 
to die with hin. They wore either killed on his Cravo or they 
co witted suicide. They were called L. binuku F a. An 1lbinuku is one 
who is angry to death. The name sugrostc that they died out of 
/// 
loyalty frustrated. The first Abinuku was said to have con itto 
suicide out of loyalty, frustration and . ricf. 
The frustration era y 
because he did not know what to do with h rn if in the absence of rauch 
a royal raster. Then the tradition was later legitir1atod by t1he 
statemcnt that servants' help and assistance nicht be available to i; '_e 
dead kiný* in the beyond. 
In other ;, arts of Yoruballend, when a kind died, his limbs wore 
said to be buried in different parts of his doming and his herzt 
preserved to be eaten by his successor on his accession. This rite-J. 
is for the peace of the co, iunity tired for the continuity of unbroken 
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succession. Kini s and the rich mi;; ht perform a human sacrifice in 
order to {; et or incroaso riches. The way such rites are performccd 
suegosts not an offering; of the victim to the t, 3od of waalth. Rather, 
it is the shodclin; of blood to release poorer, the procuring of death 
to make available some parts of the human body to be used for the 
medicine, or the use of a druC)Ccd person put in a perpotin . state: of 
coma to carry the cal '3ash of medicine believed to be capable of 
rep roducinC money. 
Occasionally, a ran, a yours,; virgin, a prccnant women, or a 
wealthy old Urorion disappears under mysterious circumstances. The 
popular ex. Lplenation m ,,. y be that cult loaders or the elders of thu 
community have seized the person for a sacrifice for the mod of the 
community. This may even be the official ehj 1cnation. But those 'i11. Lo 
know do not themselves take this explanation seriously. In f art, ýý 
say that a victim. has boon a sacrificial object is a euphemism fDr 
saying that the victim has been used as an ii ; rodiont in a 1111=1 
medicine". A king irentod a nedicine for lon;, life; and for this he 
needed the head of a person. This is what is practised and believed. 
by the neon le, the popular or oven official intoiprotation in teas 
of human sacrifice nottrithstnunding. Behind a lot of Yoruba "roli'_'ion" 
lie , )olicfs and practices connected with 
gain, the medicine. 
It has 'aeon known that sometimes an tutu quietly slides on c_ic 
. c. -ac of rituals to hocorao an ebö, and what starts as an eho f-r. gtýer_L1-, - 
carries the sense of on etutu. Any syrnbolis.: n, crhothor literary or 
action-based, whether spontaneous or volitional is an appeal to 
experience. We take for an example the b sic principles that the 
good things of life must be shared. lL nothor mot not buy sweets for 
her own children only. -; Then she buys for other children too or v1io.. 
she encouraGes her child to share that which is bought for the chil', 
a friendly social atmosphere is created anc1 any tension wherever it 
exists is lessened. So a Yoruba market woman 'guys some sugar-c-tn 
from the market. : Then she returns home she outs it into small pieces 
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for her child to teke round to his follows. The woman says, ' give 
this to your Erbte!. ; lo take this as a secular act. However, when 
there is tension and she consults a hab^1o 
o 
who directs her to do 
exactly that - namely, to send her child to hand round pieces of su_^; ar- 
cane to her HD - the act becomes an otutu ritual. But, at the sarge 
time, there is the belief that particular children may be troubled by 
their invisible or spirit fellows with whom the child roust share 
something to alleviate the troubles. In this case, the bäl;, -lawo 
says exactly what he has said before, and the mother in her turn gives 
exactly the same instruction to the child: t give this to your R 1; e!. 
1! 
The child this time calls the friends together, they share come suýýar- 
cane, part of which has been offered to the spirit- 
. A, 
& -The erhole 
ritual now becomes an Nbo as an offorir to spirits, but all the came 
the effect of an 
otütü. 
The difference between ehe :, nd 
otutu 
is not rigidly fixed. '-von 
an ebö ultimately has the impact of an etiii Mat wo can affirm is 
that both ebo and etutu ae respectively end jointly meant primarily 
t' 
for us men and for our salvation', and the emphasis is not on to 
whom they are offered. Yoruba Christian women in the period under 
study frequently faced a practical dilemma in this connection. 
( sugar-arse, bean calco fried t, -round maize or urdun Brin ing sweets , 
etc. ) from the market and sharing it with villre children may ': o a 
simple expression of Yoruba common courtesy. At what st o dour it 
become an etutu or even an 'ebä? Should a Christian woman Wait until 
7 
Christaas, Now Year, 'Xtstor or any other Christian festival before 
giving Cifts to others? ; 7hon a neighbour sends her children round 
to hand out sweets, should a Christian woman allow her children to take 
and cat it? Would this constitute allowing one's children to oat c'` 
that which is supposed to have been offered to or shared with spirits? 
The problem of conscience faced by Christians in Corinth (I Corinthi"cis 
10: 14-33) is raised here for Yoruba Christians. 
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e. Rites of *. Child-birth 
The Yoruba nanir^ ceremony, which takes place three to seventeen 
days after the birth of a child, is explained in different ways. 
Three or four Hain intentions arc easily identifiable, br Which the 
naming is the most popular nowadays but not necessarily the original 
or earliest exi lanation. The first intention is to discover the 
ancestor who has generated the child, or who has boon reincarnated 
in the child. In general, it is to identify the child' s 'destiny' . 
This is called the Ateselaiye. It is the search for the Ghost by 
Whose feet the child has walkod in to taste and enjoy life, and also 
the path along which the feet of the child will walk* in this sonse, 
the Atesoj , iye has to do both with the past end with the future. As 
' 
far as the past is concerned, the child cones as an embodiment of the 
history and traditions of the lineage as represented by the ^ncestoro. 
In respect of the future, the child not only has his own life to livo 
as an individual, but also has the opportunity and duty of assurin; 
the continuity and perpetuation of the lineage. The whole corenony 
r, made up is therefore an incox oration of the child into the lineae 
of the living and the dead. Since the child, of course, is already 
a member of the lineage by being the incarnation of an ancestor, the 
ceremony may thus be regarded both as en acknowledgement of the 
arrival or return of , menber and as an occasion 
for bidding the child 
welcome. 
The Ici wo ceremony relates to the cutting of the umbilicad cord. 
This is a very delicate undertaking. For one thins, it is the so crin:; 
of the cord by which the ancestor has "descended". And aCain, it must 
have been discovered that when the cord was cut with a knife, the 
cord tended to become infected. For this reason, different families 
out it with a piece of broken Glass or of some grell-sharpened piece 
of ba^lboo, and with a thread tied i: iThtly round it at a point nearer 
to the body. In any cage, a rittL . ceremony was attached to 
the 
cutting of the umbilical cord with the intention of making sure that 
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the ancestor was properly rehabilitated before the cord was severed 
and that what remained would be prevented from beconinc infected. 
Cutting the umbilical cord was then a matter of life or death and 
therefore a point of den[ or. A similar idea pertains to the next 
type of ceremony. 
The third intention of a new babe ceremony is denoted by the 
name Ikomotade, literally the ceremony of taking the child out. 
Until this outdooring ceremony, the child is not expected to be 
talgen out of the house into the hazards of sunlight or rloonli, Mht and 
away from the security which a house represents. In the custom of 
some clans, even the mother herself is regarded either as a source of 
pollution or an easy potential target of danger. As such, the noaeu 
newly delivered of a child is hold in confinement within her room 
for a specific number of days. The Ikomojade ceremony is therefore 
an buting ceremony' not only for the child but also for the mother. 
But the ceremony has Creator significance for the child and sometimes 
the involvement of the mother becomes a role-playin;; ^ on behalf of 
the child. 
Once the reincarnated ancestor or ancestress in a, child is imown, 
or since the birth circumstances of a child immediately confer a 
name on the child the late se; j äa. ye in itself can be said to bo a n. ^ni n- 
ceremony. The nomenclature 
Isömölorüko (lit. the giving of a name) 
which is generally used today and which has reference specifically 
to the act of giving a name was not used until the coming, of Chiris- 
tianity when Yoruba Christians Thad to dissociate themselves from 
traditional assumptions of the oc: romony. 17hon a child is born outsi "'_ýi 
a house, e. c. f as the mother comes on her way hack home from the fhx::., 
market or stream, the child is named eutonatically`ýbiona, 'born on 
the road'. That name is a ritual by itself and is generally involved. 
on the day of the ceremony for omo'ade. The child has "brought a 
nie from heaven", but that doo. g not noocssarily render a main;, 
ceremony no lonjor essential. Tile process of individuation which a, 
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naniinr ceremony implies i 
and the Ikomo ade; and to i 
is raardo formally complete 
Iiocover interpreted, 
s already embedded in both the Atesejaijo 
ýýrJ 
some extent in the Ida o ceremony, but it 
in a specific n i. nr ceremony. 
the ceremonies connected with the birth 
of a child arc ceremonies for actualizing being. The child is a 
representative of the ancestors and is formally welcomed back and 
incorporated into the family of the living. The child can now feel 
and say 'I belong, therefore I am'. The hazards of life are talken 
seriously with relevant rites to cope with them adequately. So the 
person can r ;,., o into the world with a measure of a sense of security. 
But individuality also entails a personal responsibility, and this 
is partly the significance of a name. Nitori b' aao daran l1 a so Imu 
orukö wt aiye. "Each one has his own name attached to him from birth 
to ensure personal identification and responsibility when an act is 
cor itted for good or for ill". 
The significance of the ceremonies attached to the birth of a 
child is so vital that Yoruba Christians found it difficult to 
dissociate themselves altogother fron such ceremonies. It took a 
very lone time to know what to do. The starting-point for the 
substitute ceremonies was the Jewish rite of circumcision on the 
Oiätz day. This was reconstructed as a "noising ceremony" after the 
A 
namin. of the child John the Baptist. With the passage of tine, more 
and more of the innocuous elements in the Yoruba traditional rito 
have become incorporated into the now ceremony. 
(30) 
30. The most popular written Order of Christian Naming Ceremony is 
the one probably 'written orie inally by Mr. A. I. Ogznbiyi of 
Oke-Odan or by the Rev. S.. 1.1ddbj , in of the Methodist Church. 
However, it surfaced in the EGbado 
dircuit 
of the Methodist 
Church in the early forties, was amended and printed in 1953 
by E. L. Äd'01u Adeglaöle, at the Methodist Layman's Training 
Institute, Sh& amu, from tiihere it has a vor; wide circulation. 
It has since been ro-reviAcd by Rev. E. 0. Ad oyýjo, an old 
student of M. L. T. I. , and published by the Dayster P±oss, Ibadzom. 
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d. Rites of the Professions 
There are professions from which Yoruba Christians have virtually 
excluded themselves. Hunting has boon one. Yoruba hunters use many 
medicines which are claimed to have the power to protect the person 
from the attack of wild anirsals, to make the hunter himself courageous 
enough to face lonely night-watches in the forest, or even to transfer 
the person from the scene of danger in case of emergency. When a 
hunter dies, there are rituals to dispose of his chemically danc; orous 
"medicines". The Iparunde, for this is what the ritual is called, 
sometimes has the appearanoo of a "Second burial". But it is exactly 
what the name says it is - Ipaxundo or Iscrunde -a killing or brecl: in 
and therefore disposal of the dead person' s hunting implements to °et 
rid of the 'power' with which they have been invested. Because of 
'1 / 
this association of hunting with tuodicine' and also with the Odin cult, 
there were not many Yoruba Christians of the 1890-1940 period who 
remained in the guilds of hunters. 
Blaeksnithery, like hunting, is connected with the 
Og 
cult. 
Blacksmiths work on implements of iron. There was much iron-smeltin. -, 
in different parts of Yorubaland as the torn-names Ilorin and others 
surely sigro st. 
3 
These centres would be connected with the cult 
of Ormn. By extension, as we have noted earlier on in passing, lorry 
drivers, railway engine drivers and train guards are the modern 
equivalents of dealers in iron. Lorry and train accidents have boon 
interpreted, as may be expected, as due to the neglect of rituals 
connected with the O; un cult. This boc-no problematic for many Yoruba 
Christi. ns. 1111 the same, many of those involved in the spread of 
Christianity into the Nigerian hiritcrlend were railwaymen. But those 
gore mainly the Station Masters, who were so nary times removed from 
the drivers, the train guards and the track men. Many lorry or train 
drivers succumbed to rituals of the o cults. Other Christians 
solved the problem by steering clear of such dubious professions. 
31. S. 0. Biobtüm (ed. ), °P" ", 1973, B. 146f. 
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I. 
The weaving; industry in Yorubaland is concentrated around Oyo 
`1f 
and Iseyin where cotton was much cultivated in the past. Since 
weaving is a fine art, the guild of weavers had their peculiar 
rituals which also included the use of 'medicine' . When we visited 
Isoyin in 1971, our informants could not identify a single Christion 
weaver among the many traditional weavers in the ancient Yoruba town. 
The dyeing industry was widespread among women throughout 
Yorubalonc?, but more especially in the Ab okut Ibadan, Ajaso-Ippo 
and Oro areas. The dye used was mainly of indigo colour produced from 
the indiofora trees commonly found in different parts of the mang ove 
and savannah areas. The process is simple, chemically, but chemical 
changes had to be attributed to 'medicine' . So the guild of dyers, 
in many places consisting of old women since it was an easy sedentary 
occupation, was often associated with witchcraft. Yoruba Christian 
women were therefore reluctant to o into the industry unless they 
had been divinely led into it throu.; h a dream or some oracular investi-- 
Cation. 7hon they did so, it was often a defiant expression of their 
faith that no evil would result. 
Yoruba drummers have traditionally been associated with the 
cult of 
man. Descendants of drummers often bear names which are 
compounds of the cult-name, for example ! 1, yanvrunmit andele, ; Zndokwl, 
meaning 'I am in love with\1 
pn' 
,1 tin has entered this house' , ., 
t11 ýn becomes (as wide as) the sea' , Ritual ceremonies in honour of 
X 
___ 
are performed on the making or the acquisition of a now drum. 
Sometimes a medicinal Preparation with the blood of the ritual animal 
is smoared round the inside wall of the drum before the skin cover 
is scaled on. More often than riot, it is the skin of a totem anir_; al 
which is used to make the drum cover and the leather tongs used for 
modulation. The ritual, therefore, sometimes takes the nature of r 
totem rite. These things made It difficult for a Christian to be -. 
dm, %-. er or for a drummer who liked to retain his profession to he 
converted into Christianity. The nvilrsion of the Yoruba, Church to use 
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tho drum in Christian worship rartly stems from the fear of using Pn 
animal skin without the necessary ritual or the fear of what the 
g ill of druniors could do in retaliation for daring to venture into 
a restricted field. 
Much of traditional Yoru? oe singin, -, was connected with the cults 
of divinity or of royalty, The Th71 prose style of sinGinG is much 
connected with the Br unr *-masquerade cults. The Lj 
la 
Odo style is 
associated with the rui1d of hunters and the cult of 0 ,, im. The Cfe 
can be entertaining and satirical. In fact, the some word is used 
for joking and fun-mokinr-. But the ý siný"in style and melody rro 
associated with the Goledemask cult anon the Vrbado. These son,, 
styles were never used in Church services or on any Christian occasion 
in our period. Nor could any Christian who was proficient in any of 
the art-styles aýMroe to sin. Zfor a non-Christian ritual occasion. 
Many stories of persecution have been told about Christians who, 
belonging to particular families of sinCrors, have denied their servic: 
to the community during; rituals considered to be crucial. for the 
public rood. The ritual would not be complete without the singing; 
and the community would be unsafe without the ritual. This was a 
real dilemma for many Christians. That was true for sinters in this 
connection was also true for dancers. 
e, Rites of Traditional Chiofta 'es 
L brief o=, -aination of the history of the attitude of fedivid»A1 
Christians to traditional chioftaßn; -i-s should further help to unda;. 
line the dLilorrna: trhith traditional rites posed for many Yoruba 
Christians as members of the society Prithin which they had social 
responsibility. Historically, it was amoný,, the 
Elba Christians in 
Abeokuta and environs that the problem first arose and first loom(--d 
larC; o. The 19th century advent of Christianity to Nigeria,, as has 




none; the freed slaves who fth t returned to the country after they 
had boon convexted to Christianity durinC,,, thei: c sojourn in Freetorrz, 
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Sierra, leone. It was they who after their arrival in Abeokuta sent 
a passionate letter to their missionary mentors in Sierra Leone 
pleadir ; with them to come and evnngeliso the country. Their return, 
and the arrival of the now , V, of life which came with them, was first 
hailed with deli ht. Later, it was repulsed and met with dire 
persecution. The missionaries in i. bookuta collected their converts 
into "mission compounds" and reliGious settlements called 17asibAn 
whore they could enjoy relative peace in seclusion. The WasiWMI 
settlements (literally "Come and rest", or Colonies of Peace) thus 
had the effect of cutting the Christians away from the traditional 
ways of the local communities and a'7cy from their traditional ftl-lily, 
social and political rosponsibilitos. 
The time carne when Egba Christians felt the need to apply their 
now enliChtened outlook to the political devolo rnont of Ecbaland. It 
was the early days of the rrowth of the famous end si. nifieant "E 'a 
United Governtlent"(32) and the introduction of Likrord's "Indirect 
Rule". The latter Meant British administration through the aeknowlecV,, oc 
local traditional chiefs. Because there were no Christians anon, ' the 
chiefs, ba Christians felt out off fron the opportunity of applying; 
their enlightened conscience to the enorging political development. 
As they had reason to disatrce with aspects of the implications of 
"Indirect Rule", they felt the white administrators were exploiting 
the scparatodnoss of the Christians to the political disadvantage of 
the whole community. They had to look for a way out of the impasse. 
The first device was for Christians to take chieftaincies within 
the Christian community itself. That was the beginning of "Church 
Chieftaincies" among the EGba Christians and eventually among the 
churches in Yorabalond. Balogun Ok'- nla eras the first Christian chief 
in 1. beokuta, but he started as a Chmrch Chief. 
(33) 
Because of his 
32. of. A. K. Ajisafo, History of Abool ta, pp. 162,211. 
33. E. A. Ayandelo, Tho Missionary Im . act on 
Modern Ni ria 
1842--1914, Lon rns 19 6, rý " 47,332. 
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uilitary provoss, the political recognition of his chioftain status 
was not 1ona in dis )utc. The stye ; porsonality of his successors, 
like for inst?. nco, BLoLmn Sowordno, helped to confim the position 
,, I, 
and influence of "Church Chiefs" in Erbaland. Under this arren-"erient 
or device, the problem of whether chiefs should be involved in the 
rituals with which their chieftaincies were associated was avoided. 
A new situation arose when a person had by necessity to enter 
into political roles but not through a church chieftaincy. Such a 
situation was when Ladapo Ademola in 1920 had to succeed to the 
throne as ; lako of Abeolcuta. He was entitled to the office by bein; ýr 
a worthy member of an i ; fib ; Ru1. irn House whose turn it was to provide 
a rulia candidate. He was the most eliLZi. ble candidate by virtue of 
his upbringing, education and experience. It would be most irses- 
ponsiblo for him to turn the office dom on the ground of his being 
a Christian. There have been many Yoruba Christians who became 0. P 
I 
after hin. The way out of the rituel dilomna, the ray which he 
devicod, and which many have followed after him, was to have a church 
coronation ceremony. Many Christians have doubted very much wihothcr 
there were no other religious ceremonies observed in connection with 
his or other Christian Oba's accession to a throne. The entortaininr 
of such a doubt does not teke seriously the spiritual agony which 
such an Obu must have gone through before deciding to accept the 
chieftain position and before devising a religious ritual that could 
satisfy Christian conscience. 
The casca of Oba I. B. t1cinyele of Ibadan was unique in many 
r- 
i 
regards. Being already an ordained pastor of the 4Uadura Christ 
Ape, st-alic Church and a hi. _r'hly 
devoted roan, he openly repudiated ax, 
direct or indirect semblance of heathen rites at his accession. TIc 
became Oba on his own ritual terms previously acceded to by the c. ýrW: ur_it; 
I 
as a condition of his 'greomont to be made 0bä,. Even he must have , o, -ic 
through many sleepless nichts and reli, rious heart-searching. The o. 1: 0- 
rienco and agony of such Christian 0bä and. Chiefs has boon vicarious. 
1 
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It has boon for the good of the total Christian enterprise, beint; part 
of the stuff which mnnkes a country r ither 'Christian' or 'heathen', 
or just simply 'secular' . But it was not soon as such. 
A third stake started to emerge by the end of our period. Many 
more people sowht for or oven bou, ht chieftaincies for personal end 
political puxposos, some of which were unworthy in themselves. It 
was chieftaincies per se with the status and privileges they entailed 
that people sou, -ht after, not 'pagan' rituals. But they easily got 
such rituals in addition as part of the bargain. Since the Church 
did not enter much into the acpny of Christians in the second stak 
described above, it was not in a position to understand the demand 
of this next situation. There was only a general attack on chiefs 
and chieftaincies with a blanket condemnation of the revival of 
paganism. There was a failure to see that the proper response should 
have boon the creation of appropriate, meaningful and satisfying 
Church rituals with deep Christian symbolism and an exegesis of the 
socio-ethical demands of chieftaincy on a Christian. 
f. Rituals old and new 
Most of the rites wo are dealing with here, it must be repeated, 
are not necessarily directed towards any spiritual being of whatever 
level or rank in a Gradation of spirits or divinities. Failure to 
roco. gAze t: iis has constituted the gravest error of the Church both 
in doalin;; with the Yoruba convert to Christianity and in cvcluating- 
Yoruba rel!; ion. 
It is incorrect to as . =, o that a Christian who reverts to cny 
of these rites has fallen away from God in Jesus Christ to worship 
ire c4Ätf q: -ds or spirits. Rather, the rites are devices for dealin: 
with particular human experiences (inclucLßni levels of psycholory or 
episterioloT, of fecliný, ý or of undorstandinC) which would lead to 
personal adjustment. -k . 
divine ; c? feront is not necessarily brought in. 
To orgy this is not to ;, )erpetu,. to the erronoou:, sug Ostion that the 
yo b,. lmetir not God or. rror: e still, ! sere incapable of knowing God, 
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or that it tras when the missionaries coma that they were introduced 
to the God-idea. Bather, wo cant toe hasiso that from the available 
evidence, tust of the rituals, the performance of which have brought 
Yoruba Christians to fall foul of Church law and practice, have been 
micro-history rituals, systems of ends and moons desigiod to express 
social values and the relationship of such values to one another, to 
effect personal adjustment and encourage social responsibility. 
It is when w; o understand what rituals in traditional societies 
are supposed to do that ne realise the emotional, intellectual en(' 
spiritual teas ion which the first few oeneration3 of converts to 
Christianity must have suffered and what further conflicts must have 
boon brov., jht when the two rlovoncnts of Christian faith and scicr_ce- 
baued education have boon telescoped together into the spaco of -. fo%7 
years in the life of an individual or of the society as a erhole. 
Those who entered into Christianity under those circumstances 
eä: eroisod a groat daxinr- of faith. It vras not for nought that thcT, r 
were called Jnif"; babo. The first Yoruba "people of Faith" (On ýbn; ý'ý ) 
ran a great -risk ancl. exposed then. -, elves to a variety of physical or 
health hazards. In no culture do people ha-idle drought, epidemics, 
crop failure, infertility or evon the crises of "passage" without 
whinh are supposed to do somethings and meant to effect a ch no, 
In a cultur i -, -rith modem scientific sophistication, the ritual nay '1-'o 
the oow, -rr; cf' clouds 
by holicopte: °s, lord queues for mass vaccinati-^ 
a utopian Revolution canpeii, ^n for the uco of fertilizers and 
ipso eticid s, for tnichtly attendance at a physician' s anto-natal 
clinic, iir. tioný. l Youth Service in a military, naval or "Peace" Cox-os, 
etc. They are rituals all the s=o, both expressive and instrumental. 
Yo i ba Chriistians vr"icered faith, with a fire Protestamt CaY V 
conivictttCn that the faitfrrigitcous shall be justified and saved. The 
exfe_Y.! acl miracle of fäitk was that in most cases they were not lot 
doý'rt. 
? here were others, a tx1_cklo to start with but later becomin 
a na-, i$ mow-merit, who fett 3t 
noo: r. sary to do somethin;; and who invc'! ' 
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neu Pi'e1c-based instru ionta]. rituals: loud public prayer in unison' 
consecreatd and blessed water in used beer bottles, incantational 
use of Psalms further stronrthonod with lighted coloured candles and 
incense, with ritual uashina and neuborship in a now "church". Many 
have testified that this newly improvised ritual also works. 
The children or younger conip . triots of representatives of the 
last two groups above come back home from collet-; e with a measure of 
science education only to declare that everything which had gone on 
before p traditional or othoryriso, was more superstitution and a 
delusion. Some interpreted it all as a conflict between Science : nd 
Religion or between RoliCion and Magic. Some others kept their 
Science side by side with a fundamentalist, Bible-thumpirg or faith- 
healin type of Christianity. A small but increasing number of 
others still look up to Science for the now rituals and join the 
crusade for a world changing Christianity for humanization, justice 
and peace. 
6. riDR=TY 
a. The Fourth, 0uost 
In addition to the three primary quests of life to which refcrcncc 
has been nude earlier on, there is fourth to which attention rau 
be called at this stage. Morality is treated in Ifa as the Fourth 
__ i_ Quo st. tie have noted that ruhen a babalavwo has cast his divinatory 
nuts to identify the appropriate Oc1u and discover the fundamental 
psychic forces at cock in the particular situation in hand, he than 
proceeds to rake a scrics of ritual proscriptions. There is a rough 
correspondence bet7een each type of ritual and each of the three 
quests of life. Therapeutic medicine, of courso, i: for those trhoso 
gaest is health. Aware is the more appropriate ritual in the search 
for riches, vioalth, Possossions, honour or popularity. For thosc. 
whoao primary quest in life is fertility and. the perpetuation of thei- 
generations, formal ritual of either the ebö or etutu tyre is the roost 
appropriate pra(lati. c tool in the context of a communion with the 
cncc stors. 
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Morality is the Fourth Cuost, and morality is at the same tine 
a ritual in itself. So, it is both an end and a means towards the encl. 
The ii ortance attached to Morality is such that it sometimes appears 
as if Morality belon-s to a con letely independent school of thouvht 
in opposition to the more materi-listic quests hold in roC, ard by the 
other school. Yet every consultation of the oracle is concluded with 
some practical directive of a moral nature either prescriptive or 
prohibitive that, whatever also it may be, morality has at the sane 
time to be taken as one with the other prcnatic tools of existcnti -i, 1. -ß.:, -,., 
Each of the sixteen bas c questions sot out in Odunosu's I17e . l;., 
has sixr.; en altorn tivo answers. This is like the Odu corpus of thD 
If a system which has sixteen primary Oc'Lu with sixteen subsidiary 
one-". wl' ilc c'nn11 bäbýil io `crdoovours first to master sixteen altcxnz" - 
tivo answers to each of the sixteen primary Odu. At the end of 
each answer in the Oduziocu system, there is a ritual proscription. 
It is notable that the 1 rescrLred rituals in those cases are not 
mace up of riaterial elements. Rather, they are religious or moral, 
even thou ;,, h th zgrd eba is used. T'ie two no st co on examples arc; 
cum-3, lt ebo; Surii 1' obo, raocnin- that prayer or patience is the 
proscribed ritual. All the Pro scribed attitudes or behaviours hover 
round these two a= )S thoty; h in some cases the distinction is not too 
clear whether one or the other is to be classed as a religious or ^. 
morel duty. Of such are the directives that some should cultivate 
having peace of mind (ifokonbale) or trust (iahekelo. The implic. v 
tion here is that daily life end behaviour is a ritual in itself. 
Mn-4- 'f +hP - crrýn+inr, ý however, are distinctively moral in 
connotation, with the om? hasis on personal morality like hope, 
temperance, courage, tact o- rTisdoiaý truthfulness (truth in the iniworC. 
pasts), wratchfu? _ness, endurance or long--sufforirg. Social virtues 
like beneficonoc, loyalty, ki; zdznosst corapassioL- and love are also 
sorse tIrle s prescribed. 
Je have suw; -; osted above -the, '; Odumosu's Irre Lia was probably an 
adapted translation of Napoleon' $ Book of Fate. If this suggestion 1c 
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correct, it is certain that the Book of Fate did not use the 
thouGht-fora: 'Patience is the ritual's The use of this in Odunosu' 
translation becomes than a deliberate calry-over from Yoruba trac. itiona 
relig, ion? But more, it is also a conscious attempt to surjrest to 
Christians using the book for divination that, assunin, ý, - that rituals 
are essential and that 'paC: in' rituals are not permitted to Christions, 
substitutionary -rituals become necessary and they are primarily moral 
in nature. 
Implicit in all theso if; the Principle that morality pay's. A 
person who is in trouble, for oxample, is assured that deliverance 
is near, with the oracular explanation that it is the person's truth- 
fulness in the inward parts which will bring about the dolivoronco. 
The ray a person lives has power in itself for good or for ill. AIs 
habits moron into character, so daily habits re the elements in the 
rituals of living. 
There is a cycle of stories in the Oclu-coypus pointing to the 
primacy of morality as the most essontiol quest in life. The cord 
used for morality in the stories is 
7rß, 
the Yoruba word for character 
(34) 
and for be-in;. In the myths concerned, Iwa is personified and 
\i. \, 
spoken of as the wife of Orunriila, the man of knowled;; e. The 
sit isture-thcrae at tho start of ono of the myths consists of a 
contrast of two typos of character. 
.... r //-;!,; \. Inu Bibi ni l se obirtxin 0t; un; 
Ivra tutu, I7ä idle ni tsc obinrin Orunmila, 
t T! inu 'te d1b ni obinrin A )onnird (Ogbc - Yonu) 
1tI 
"Anaer is the vaifo of Omn, Peaceful Character is the wife of Orünmila.. 
say, Gentleness or Into tod Personality is the spouse of 
\\ `" \\i 
Uöniret ýan' 41 Ai bönnire: n is Oruninilat s cognomen. The phrase 
translated "Into ratod Personality" here is literally the state of 





a more detailed study o 
IV7 
as Being and Morality, see r. 'y 
paper in Kwesi Dicsson and Paul Bll: Uk.. 7orth eds. ), Biblical 
Revelation and Africen Be1i-Lfss Luttorvrorth Press, London, %9. 
pp, 116-136. Sce rklco Stör No. 11 in =: l)pcntix II. 
I, 
a .,.. _. -.. y .. 
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The story tolls hor. Orunmila got Iwa for his wife. It was at 
a time when 01od n, -Y\, the owner of Heaven sent 
Orunrail 
L on an assiri- 
rent to the earth. The assignment was to distribute presents or 
"talent. " to the divinities sojourning on earth. This was apparently 
not an easy assiient, but Orunnila performed it with duo tact and 
discretion. Süxü (Patience), who was the father of I\ (Character), 
was so greatly impressed with Orunmila that he gave his daughter. Iwa, 
to be 'wife to Orunnila. 
Oru mila returned to heaven with his wife. Not long after their 
departure, there was confusion on earth because the earth-diviniti, s 
did not imor. how to use their respective (gifts. They decided to lr - 
a siege against heaven and confront O lodurs . ro himself. .; s they 
at the border post, the sentry of heaven relayed the message to 
Olodunare and the other inhabitants of heaven that there eras twmnlt 
on earth and heaven was being be: iogod. Olodunare consulted 
Orunnila who counselled c and offered to handle the matter hirisulf. 
When via was told what was happening, she counselled her husband no-t. 
to r -o himself because what the situation domunded was other than 
knowledgo, She offered herself to go. 
went to meet the infuriated earth-divinities, was kind en. 
gentle towards thora, persuaded them to return to the earth, and 
herself went back with thorn. Back on earth, the helped to sort thin ;^ 
out. [here she found it tou. r; h,, her father was a help to her. Some 
other versions of the story sug ost that this restoration of order 
was a second assiCnuont on which Orunmila came to the earth and that 
1 
he was accompanied by 
ý4 
. his wife who was of a (Troat help to hire in 
rosolvin[; the conflicts. 
Olodurarre was so impressed with the result of the mission 
Ný 
the role of Ic a, in it that he decided to send Orunnila back to e, xth 
on another assicnmrent, this time to distribute to all the inhabitants 
on earth the garb of Character . so 
1crý). 
In this effort however, 
pruninile was not as successful as on the previous mission. It 171r, rya 
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\ /\\ 
who intervened, riving out his own garb to some as Or nn la was 
r 
giving out the garb of Character to others. Thus, not all the 
inhabitants of the earth have good character because there are those 
who have the garb of ]su. A-d^ra-ma-n I itiva ßba aso Esu wo. "People 
Ii iI 
who are good to look at but who are not of good character have been 
recipients of the C=b of Esu". 
Another episode to which attention needs to be called is one of 
a domestic conflict between Iva and another woman who gras a senior 
wife of Or 
nnilä,. The senior wife did not 'like I and was looking 
for different ways of jotting her into trouble. Both of them were 
_1 taking turns every fifth day in looking after the Ifa shrine of 
O ila. On one occasion the senior wife broke the Ifa divination 
tray in the shrine and made it appear as if it was Ivra who broke it 
during her turn of cleaning the shrine. It teas a dangerous thing to 
-/ do to break a sacred object. In the case of an Ifa divination tray, 
the duo penalty was death. Iwa lmow that it was a plot to got her 
killed, so she absconded. 
Soon after Ina, loft Orunnmila's home, his affairs got into a sate 
of topsy-turvy. He consulted his Ifa oracle and it was revealed to 
hin that this untoward situation was not a result of the broken 
divination tray, bad as that could be, but of the fact that Character, 
Good. Character, had departed fron hire. He quickly divined to kncvr 
what rituil perfomanco would redress the situation. The proscription 
Given was that he should buy a particular type of drui,, invest it with 
special attributes using among other materials, mice, fish and a cock, 
with the invocation of Orr an and Sc1nf o. Ho was then to ;o round the 
vi11agos and towns in the noiGhbourhood, boatinrr tho drum and sinCiný 
Character, Character is our quest 
J: Thatovor anyone may think, 
Character, that is our quest. 
Under all circumstances, 
Civiracter, Character is our quest 
Evan if others are thro'ving stones, 
Character' that is our quest. Icf 1' (w_ a n`La) . 
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Orunnila did exactly as he was directed. Ho wont round with his 
drum for many a day. On his reaching the place where Character (Tcra) 
hid herself, the sound of the drum ant the plaintive lovini strains 
of Oru nilat s sirV; in voice emboldened her to come out. Husband en1 
I 
wife were re-united with rejoicing, and they went back home to 
resume their life to{; ether. 
In those stories, Character is given a separate existence fron 
the person who has it; yet, because it is navao a wife, it is at the 
sane time flesh of flesh and 'gone of bones of the person. 
; Then confusion re i, cd on earth, the story says it was neither 
ý `ý ""` Olo \am re nor Orunr_Zila who went dorn to resolve it. It was Character 
(Iwa) by hers elf or possibly with Or 
nmila, the man of knowled, -o, who 
resolved it. ?o take this as a mythical expression of Autonomous 
Ethics, an indication that not all Yoruba ethics is necessarily 
theononous. 
The episode of the general distribution of the crb of Ch=tictu--, - 
which was frustrated by Esu distributing to some others his ovn. ( r') 
has in it elements of Reinhold Nicbuhr's "Moral Mn in Innoral Sociýtyu' 
tho is to which a nurnbor of other Yoruba stories and epics ms 
expression. 
On the whole, the stories and the eontr^. st drawn between, xi t"-a' 
one hand, Orunriila and his wife as c. m)ral characterization and on 
the other hand, On and his wife as also Esu and his Garb, lends 
support to the suggestion that in whatever other sways Yoruba Orion, 
or divinities may be interpreted (as spirituel beings, nature 
(Uvinities, autochthonous heroes, etc. 
), duo consideration has to ')c 
given to their nature as concretization of human patterns of behaviour 
ond traits of character. This interpretation has been clearly errC 
sisod by those who like Suzanne ? enger, Ulli Beier and Judith Glort ox., 
`- (35) 
have made a mystical entry into the study of the Orisa. Others 
i 
like Professor Idorru, to a less extent, have at least cclaiowlo&od 
the distinctive moral characteristic of a number of the 
Öri a, 
thus 
35, B. G. Judith Gleason (1971). pp. 111-115. 
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attributing to Obatala purity, to Mnr, with a disposition to 
i 36) thievery and drunkenness, end to 
u 
wilynoss and duplicity. 
The story also indicate that Ifa devotees understood the relative 
significance of ritual correctness and moral integrity. Both the 
breaking of the divination tray and o. person's loss of his good 
character could be fraught with adverse circunstances. Of the two, 
however, the latter, which is on the moral plane, was considered 
norc disastrous. Wo could say then that, before Yoruba Christians 
were converted into Christianity, they had learnt from their tradi- 
tional religion to appreciate the fact that moral purity was more to 
be cultivated than ritual purity. It could therefore be said to then 
on the basis of their traditional experience, "Fie ha. th showed thee, 
0 man, what is good, and what doth the Lord require of thee, but to 
do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God". 
(37) 
b. Theononous Ethics 
It is on the moral level that the Yoruba awareness of a personal 
God becomes most evident. God is recoGnizo'l as beine Himself the 
embodiment of all moral virtues, the author of every virtue vre possocs, 
the Father who naturally expects His children to be like Him, the 
Groat One Who sees through the motives and intentions of every human 
act and therefore cannot be deceived, the Rcuardor to each person 
accordin.,, Z to his works, the Powerful One who turns to Good the evil 
that men do to us. There are several stanzas from the Odu corpus 
in the Ifa system, not to speak of proverbs, epigrems, odes Ond 
mottoes, which establish the basis of moral obligation in God the 
Owner of Heaven Olorün), the Groat immeasurable Almighty (Olodu 
Many similar stanzas also specify for man the kind of human behaviour 
which Olodumnxe enjoins for the personal and social well-being; of man. 
God is thought of frequently in a moral frame of referenco. The 
only sonso in which the Yoruba speak of "to knovr God" is in ropoct 
of having a moral sense and demonstratint; it in the relationship 
36.1,;. B. Idowm 1962 , pp. 731,78f, 82f., 89. 
37" Micah 6: 8. 
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between mrin and marl. A person who is rebuked as not knowing God, 
ko mo 01ý, is understood to be one who seems to be incapable of 
showrin. his morel sense in human relations. Such a one is rather 
hard-hearted, wicked, evil, and unkindly in his ways; not showing 
nercy, remorse or pity; not yioldin!; to remonstrations or to proton-- 
tation of another's weakness. This is how a person who does not 
know God is identified. 
In family reconciliation mcetinCs, pioadin with another person 
for cooperation, for femily loyalty, for pity, or for a chan, -e of 
character bras done "in the name of God", or more literally "by Gort" 
and by the ancestors. T. Go f'Olorun ben or Jö: yo,. nitori Olorm 
11 /r, 1I 
are phrases asking particular ways of behaviour "because of God", 
or'tor the sake of God". Jith the com3Z1t; of Christianity, such 
references to the narre of God were no lonL-or made because they r; c. ro 
taken to be an infringement of the Third Commandment. But the 
meaning of 'to know God' remains. 
-i 
It is curiousth_tit E. M. Lijadu, in his first hook on Ifa, to 
which attention has boon called earlier, roundly denied the people' 
perception of God and of morality. The prejudiced can see only uh o 
he wants to sco-; and missionary outlook in those days had its preju(*ic-- j. 
Lack of readiness to acknonlodre the moral sense of non-Christin 
Peoples was one of them. The evidence for a moral sonsitivity was 
clear in some of the Odu stanzas quoted by Lijadu himself, but' ho 
did not at that time see them. The Io Oranmila IdulM in later 
years collected a number of such stanzas which were published as 
part of the worship book compiled by Al, 0. OsiD"a. The instances 
which follow here are taken from that collection. 
(38) 
38. Iwo Adura, ati Orin 1, Zimo ti I'ö 0runmila Adula ro ni Ohun Orin 




Oluboro ku bore luestions upon aucstions 
Oluboro ku bore llnstilors upon onswors 
PI0 
lc 
bore Oro titi lo do 
uI 
can ask questions till I arg red in 
0 ö; -öröj go the eyes 
A dä fun Ajliünna1 It is the oracle for 
__annale 
Dabs, . 1c 
po 
ni 
orun The father of the diviner u7 in heaven 
Öi 
k' a ma _// fi funfun po Oidu He says: Don't cä. 7.1 whito black 
K' a na fi c3u .u pe 
funfun Don't call black white 
K' a ma fi c`wo iroko lac owe oiro Don't say iroko leaves are mango leaves 
/l/ 'ý /" /' IC' a na fii owe eire pö ecre i. roko Or that mango leaves are iroko leaves 
Ifa ni ti a 
ko 
ba so bo Ifa says if you keep this, 
\; 
ar ale Y 
io 
i gho n yin jat^unrlale will be your support fron 
1'orün high heaven. 
3 aT'unmale . Oh, j aj- nna . 
According to the stanza, the lm of ri: Mht behaviour was laid doom by 
! ýjä-n\unnal the king of heaven, who is also the authority behind the 
Ifä oracle. To be able to ens,, 7er the question S7 white is white a_nc. '_ 
black is black is not so irnortant as the honesty which acknorrlod(; ea 
and testifies that white is white and black is black. Morality is 
rospect for and obedience to the laws of nature and the Orders or 
ordinances of Croationc39) 
Yiyo 110 da 
\i /_ - 
ZTi rru caabenu so ni 
.e 10, Puro uro ku sinucru 
Asote ku sinu z ; cre_ ido 
i0 Abe 
Surreptitious unfaithfulness 
Brings surreptitious illness. 
The liar dies on a mound of ashes. 
The truthful dies in o, brass pot. 
39. The literature on the involved history of the conception of 
'Natural Lau' in the ethical systems of different philosophical 
schools and of the Church is immense. See Sydney Cave, The 
Christian 'Jay, ! Tisbot, London, 1949 P- 107f, footnote 3. On 
Luther's teaching of the Orders of Creation, with its criticiýas, 
see oa. cit. 172f. The errors of the conception, as shown in 
Yoruba life, include the perpetuation of a patriarchal conception 
of the Family, the authoritarian conception of the role of the 
Elders, the automatic end inflexible respect required for l. C, e and 
Tradition, and the onbax;; o it sometimes places on the possibilitf 
of social chance. 
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On 1'0runr ila da This was the Oracle which taucht Orunr_nila 
"f -' /" Tdiati 
/ 
yio loko ti otito Ever to stand by truth and uprizhtnoss. \t' ododo f 
Pile stotito, s'ododo So, be truthful, be upright 
Eni ba s'otito 1'01odunaro n; be. Olodunaro is on the side of the tru-hifful. 
.. part fron the repeated emphasis here on honesty, truthfulness and 
into city, morality is seen in this stanza as 'rased on the sanctions 
of reCard And punishLient. God is on the side of the riGhteous. The 
deceitful will be afflicted both spiritually and physically. Even 
the manner of one' s death will be detezrained by whether one has boon 
upright or not. The stanza below begins on the same note. Unfaith- 
fulness, lyinj and deceit have somothin ; about thorn which makes then: 
destructive. Evil kills, 
0: uncle. 0 ^; be 
/I - A_ý" Eke a pa eleY,. ýCe 
0 dale a pa odale 
`Öhun ti a be se nisale ile 
-/1 
0 ju Olodunaro ni to o 
On lo da fun cmokün-s'öle 
Ttoniöbaai, yeko rioWn 
Bi oba aiyo ko r_i o nko? 
i\ \ Oju 0 du-iaro nwo o 
The liaa is killed by lyin; 
The deceiver dies of deceiving 
7hatever is done underGround 
/I 
-\ Is clear to Olodi-maro's eyes. 
This oracle is for the ran who steals 
in the dark. 
: 7Yýo says the kin; does not see hin. 
Suppose the earthly kin, does not see Via«. 
"\ 
Odumrisc sees it all. 
God is the all-seoing who knows the secrota of every heart. He cannot 
be deceived as earthly potentates and law-Givers can be. Behind this 
insistence, that God sees in the dark, is the su;; r°ostion that an 
action becomes more culpable when the subject gets caught. Maybe if 
God himself could not see, the subject nicht have boon able to t 
array with it. But since God can see it oven if no one else can, it 
becomes Guilt. This suggests that the Proud-Benedict distinction 
drorm between Guilt-ethics and Shame-ethics is not altogether valid 
because a senor of shame is a concomitant of a sense of tuilt. 
Hanover, the moral sanction hero can be described suitably as 
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oxo-y)sychic rather than undo psychio. 
(40) 
'*b \. ý\ 
, yc}: u 
Ofun 
Ötito inü s' ocion 




Ni; rbdti nko ri 
eni. 
a ba soro no 
Trio ko oro mi da sinu 
On` 1' to da fun Obälüaiye 
2Jiýb\ati o niiya airi o'aia ba soro 
1 /\ \. _T .. O runila so fun u po 
f /\ --\ 
I// 
Ob o dumaro rl inu 
Honesty is scarce; 
There are not nary good people. 
'. lhon I had no ono to confide in, 
I kept my a Cony inside. 
It is tho Oracle for Obaluaiye 
: then ho had no confidant 
Orunnila consoled him: 
Olodumaro sees the inside. 
Tie nri ika The Earth sees the wicked 
Eniti o ba nse ire ? h^. tever good a man does 
+ /- \/ Ölorun moo God notes it. 
The clause translated '01olýunare sees the inside' is capable of 
another translation in which 'The inside' bocomos a symbol for good 
character. The exprossion then becomes translatable as a contrast 
between God who takes account of the Good deeds of men to re: 7ard thou 
with b'lessinC s, and the. Earth which keeps an eye on the wicked. The 
11eaven/Earth syz bolisn is often found in Yoruba myths whore the Earth 
«, - -d_/ is the row ardor of the evil. The raise-names Ile, orý-re, af'oko-yori, 
III, 10 ,. 
11,1apo Ika.. has rofercnco to the ideas of death and burial in the earth. 
The"Earth punishes the evil with death; as such, it becomes in itself 
a nctonyi for Death. There is practical ;, ° dclance in this stanza for 
behaviour in the total social situation of morality. The moral rar_ 
in cny imaoral society need not fret himself to death. He is 
counselled rather to endeavour to jreservo his moral integrity, 
assurod that recompense coraes to all in the end. 
40, The subject of Guilt and Shore has been discussed at length 
with psychological insights by F. 13. '. 'olbaurn in C. G. Basta, 
Christianity in TMical Lfrica, OUP, 1963, pr. 182-199. 
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c. Autonomous Ethics 
Or, un da 0 Abe 
t 
Eleke re idale on öden= ko de The liar coos for twenty years 
Opuro ro idale osu nefä ko bb 
Otito inu ni lä ni 
Eke ko le 17 
enia 
ý_ woý 0 da fun baba, aua' ew 
u ere A 
T16 Wipe irný 110i; arý'pä j eun 
Otito inu kilo fun u ne 
Bi F-iba ný\ 
Iro a na . ni kehin. 
I 
Su Phon ko ; bar bo 
0p ro titi ookän eio 
jM1 
without a return 
The deceiver coos off for six months. 
It is truth that saves, 
Dishonesty does not pay. 
This is the oracle for the boCo. 7ncd man 
'Jho dishes out false oracles for noney. 
His conscience tolls hin; 
iA liar will suffer at the encl. 
But ho pays no heed 
Then he got into trouble for telli. n. r- 
lies. 
Oran a di. pip a. He was condemned to death. 
Öa 
tripe on nrbacre f' Oloýr^uun Then he says he is fasting for God. 
\ý Enia 
ki j,, bawo fvOlorun No one fasts for God, 
Af' on eni But for his ocm 'head'. 
NIe, eni oran ba ni lgbane It is the man in trouble who fasts. I1 r4 
There is a moral responsibility in the role of a reli ious functionary. 
To use a religious position as a cover for falsehood is immoral. It 
is also a lie to suggest that a religious duty, like fasting, is for 
God's sake. All religious duties originate in self-concern, and are 
aimed at securing redress for man's ills. A false prophet is called 
to examine his moral standing. 
In this connection, tie note that medicine-men have subjected 
themselves to a considerable amount of moral restraint. This has 
been clairaod in relation to the Aso and ^: be typos of medicine. Aso, 
it must be remembered, is a type of medicine which is believed to 
have the ability to empower a person's words. It could be used by a 
policeman to arrest a dangerous culprit. But it could also be used 
r 
for cursing. E*be is the medicine which is believed to have the 
power to transport a person bodily from a dcn; er scone in an emor;; ency. 
Dut it could be used by robbers. It has been sui; ested that it is 
4, 
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for those reasons that the knowledge in either case is generally 
not irass:: d on by those u'ro know. That the fear which leads to the 
restraint is justified is borne out by the destructive military uses 
to which ccientilic research has boon put in contemporary society. 
, 'Lnothcr I2oin-cor is that more and more scientists today are beine 
inhibited from pursuing particular research, the application of which 
they believe could have adverse effects on the prospects of the hursaai 
race. Their Yoruba predecessors have felt the sarge. 
O;, bo bete (Or'bo Ate) 
0,, -be A ate k' . ra ko rý via 
-\ _%, `r /-/ No .; ba, mo to ni iregun Ifa . 1_/ 




. ilor, bon ninu, c imoro n' ikun 
N riu 'ni wo I, rbodu 1terota`, 
Bi a ba to 1fa tan, 
0 ran E sv 
0 är\, --L i' 
® 
maaa ku , 
se ti oron Eu 
\dara 
fi ku? 
Bi ä ba ke Ifa tan, 
_a 
ki I'fe obinrin Avid 
i Is 
A ko pbod reba ä. yä Isor 
zn .1 
ko abödo mu öUinrin ; bore dole kelekele lo fe 




--- ^.. /\ /X/_ Oluwa oni k:. jbi ' ni 1' oro ki a se e 
I riko ti eerin ba to ki tun ; *be' ri no 
" /\ \/ i". ý\/F Orunmila 1'o to llkod, lseda 
, \\ . -. 
V.. 
- / It\ / 
.. raba, .; togiro, Oluwo, Ere! -i, 
/. 
'. no su, Gmo i-o., Do 
surlui 0 
sü 
Orunmila Arbonircrmn nikansoso, 
Oloio-Ibon ni a ko mo eniti co to o ., 
Nie bi a ba to mi tai, nAtuun'ra ni to 
i_ 'Oe X-11 E- e7 0 ti a ba ka fün rii, n' oý; 
T to 11-a to dpi, nr; o tun ara mi to. 
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The Odu-sequence 0ý*bbo late for peace and tranquility. 
'I accepted to be initiated' is the proud claim of an 
If 
a' initiate'. 
'I chose it before I was initiated'. 
Lack of fore-thought, lack of discretion, lack of Good Character 
Those send one back to the Ifa ,; rove thrice over. 
A man who has been initiated still has to keep his discretion, 
and steer clear of the Devil. 
How does the Devil come into this? 
Iah, an Ifa-initiate nay not seduce the wife of another initiate 
Ho may not elope with the wife of a Herbalist 
He may not nrko surreptitious love to the wife of a cult priest 
He nay not plot evil with the wife of a confidant 
He may not conceal the truth in any natter from his Oluwo 
The amass which the Hlephant has trodden upon door not lift up 
its head, afterwards. 
It was Orurimila who initiated Akoda, i lseda 
And a long list of others in succession until now 
But whoever initiated 
O 
ila himself, no one knows. 
Now I have been initiated, I will initiate myself. 
I will carefully observe all the taboos imposed on ne. 
I have boon initiated, I will myself seal my initiation. 
\\ 
0^be Irene is one of the cycle of myths which deal with occasions of 
aI 
initiation. The example quoted above arises from initiation into the 
Ifa Oracle. A series of moral exhortations forms part of the ceremony. 
Je have quoted earlier a case where the exhortation deals with 
practical discretion in life. In the present stanza, the -prohibition; 
concentrate chiefly on the question of adultery. -, lith the centrality 
of the family in Yoruba life it is not surprisin_ to find many Od 
stories on the sanctity of the married life. Virginity was hold in 
high honour. Festivals like the Obitun in Ondo or the Ororere Dance 
i 41) in Igasi near Loko are occasions for moral dedication amonc girls, 
with special emphasis on sexual continence. 
41 , Sec Daily 
Sketch, Ibedan 1/8/73. 
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The troatnent of cases of adultery is an indication of the 
ultimate objective of Yoruba ethics, viz, the good ordering of society 
towards harmoniouz relationship and personal security. Until modern 
times, there was no divorce 'because of adultery'. A woman who was 
expecting a child out of an adulterous relationship had to confess 
at one time or another, and th3 offending r=ian would be fined in the 
courts of the eldors of the community. The fear that she nicht have 
a difficult delivery if she did not confess might encour -e her to 
confess before labour pains. Relatives night help her confession by 
blackmailing, her with the possibility of difficulty at labour. As 
soon as the child was born, relations of the husband would certainly 
look för resemblances in appearances to establish or disprove menber- 
ship of their fanily. If the woman still had not confessed, she 
simply made life more difficult for herself than othor«ise it could 
have been. Confession would lead to reconciliation. lhethcr she 
confessed or not, the child would be welcomed into the family. A 
nano might be given to the child to indicate cry, )tically that there 
was a doubt about its paternity. Such a noble like More (I make a 
profit), thious . 
it gives away the secret that. there was an irregu- 
larity in the paternity, nevertheless establishes the fact that the 
non and his family accept the child as theirs. Socially and 
psychologically, the child has been given a base for personal security. 
The Yoruba have recognised the truth very early that there are "no 
illegitimate children, there are only illegitimate parents". 
d. Custom and Morality 
Ö 
sa Irete 
, ; barn ko l tokoo 
Ö fýenü Abe ale o kan ilea dodo 
/--- ý" 
,% dVIfa fun Isýs0 
/. ( r- //\;. _ 
II\ 
Tiise oo lori Ijobi n'Ife 
gini a nbo n' Ifo k' a to r' ixe? 
The torront has no spado 
But it erodes down to the laterite. 
It is the oracle ofor Custom, 
--\ Custom which in Ifo is brother to 
Lncc stor-re, gard. 




Ise so il a nbö n' Ife Mato dire 
Dabs. Isese, Iya Isese 
Ise so l' a nbo n'Ifo k' 
a 
to r' irc 
,; e perform customary rites. 
Patrilineal and Matrilineal, 
It is observance of customary rites 
which brings us Good things in 
Ifc. 
The first two lines of this Odu-stanza cast a, contomptous look at all 
sophisticated rationalism in antropoloý, ýy which dismiss traditional 
religion as primitive and stupid. It says religion is what religion 
does. To say, because it has no tooth therefore it cannot bite, or 
because it has no spade vie can't see how on earth it can dir, is to 
show one's narrocmoss of ran"'e. Primitive reli;; ion may be inchoate, 
but it keeps tho primitive society toGether, which is exactly what 
it was expected to do. To Give regard to the patrilineal and 
matrilineal ancestors is -, way of assortinC and ensurinG the solida- 
rity and continuity of the clan. 
Customary behaviour may be positive or necative, Negative custom 
is tabu. Custom (Asa) and tabus (I io) are not the sane as Virtues 
I 
and Vices. It is those latter which have personal moral tone, content 
and responsibility for the Yoruba. Yet behaviour which derives from 
ancestral sanctions has its own social and therefore moral significance. 
It is a demonstration of weak perception therefore for scholars 
discussing morality in traditional society to speak as if the natives 
of a traditional society made no distinction between the morally -ood 
and the morally evil(42ý To the Yoruba, asa and evö are morally 
1 
neutral. Asa- speaks bf hoer thin; have always been done in the particular 
society. ao enphasiso that acting contrary to r 
is risly# fraujht 
with the possibility of untoward consequences for the individual or 
for the society of which he forms a part. The contravening; of an ovio 
f 
is therefore not advisablo. That which is not advisable may be strictly 
prohibited with sanctions imposed by the society which may 
have to 
share in the adverse consequences of the taboood act. 
Ivia is different 
frott all thoso. 
42. C. G. Baeta (od. ), (1968), paper by R. Laroche, p. 293. 
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A virtue or vice may have a customary denotation which is not 
necessarily part of the virtue and therefore distinguishable from it. 
Respect for elders is a virtue. To prostrate in Greeting elders is 
a custom related to respect for elders. There are other illustrations 
cr respectful behaviour to elders which are of the nature of custom. 
To give an older the right of way, the ri;; ht to take the only seat, 
to have the big, -or shy-re of a gift, or to adrsinister the sharing out 
if he so chooses are required in society. Not to comply is an offence. 
But these are not the bohaviours to which reference is implied in 
the maxim Önodo ?o n2aepö lehin a ba, &i do nl 
o 
wa pa lehin 
ö ýa 
"A younc person who peels off the bark fron the back of an elder as 
if . from a tree should note that his orrn turn will cane when youn;; or 
pors . Is will do it for him". It is the case of deliberato insult or 
disobedience that the maxim assumes. This is clear from the oraculax 
myth Ika biej1 where some young people Trent to insult some priests 
/\ 
__\ and worshippers of Olodunaro. 
00 Morality and Do-irir: 
Ina has a moral inflexion about it in a deep sense. Itra relates 
to be-ins, both in origin and in the sense of effect. 
(44) 
Morality 
partly originates from a person's way of beint. It is the quality 
of the person's existence that is called morality. Ixia is qualified 
as {rood or had. It is either 
Inia 
rere or Iva buburu. To behave, hu-7a, 
is to Grow a character. This character-L-, rowinz; is conceived of in 
other than the sense of putting in the seed of character, but in 
the further sense of making or causing it to c; orninate. A person 
has a personal moral responsibility to Cor inato and to further the 
,, ro7th in 
himself of ; ^ood character. The question may be asked 
rhotorically from a person, who has displayed behaviour not likely to 
result in good character Ike iwa 1' o nhu yi? - "Do you want to sw gost 
r0 
that this behaviour is germinatinv Character? " In this question, 
44, Soo rar paper in K. Dickson and P. Ellin , north 
(eds. ), off. cit. 
pp. 116-136 for a fuller troatriont of this theme. 
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iua is not qualified as either good or bad. It is taken automatically 
to mean Good character. That is what Character is meant to be. Bad 
character is, by implication, a freak, a development outside of the 
ori;; inal plan, outside Custom, outside the "Orders of Creation". To 
live accord. in;; to the lm7 of be-inr is to live well. 
8. AN IMPLICIT BUT r: NTED CHRISTOIOGY 
Now to zi xnaarize. H. J. Turner has sue,,, sted that Aladura 
preaching; seems to contain "only a rzuted testimony to Christ". 
(45) 
That we have described here as pragmatic tools of existentialism 
certainly have, in the experience of Yoruba Christians, a strong-thou! h 
implicit testimony to Christ. Thon an lýladura experiences guidance 
and illumination either through divination 1iroamg, omens or the word 
of the "prophet", he is in no doubt at all that it is Jesus Christ 
who is active throuGh those moans. Similarly, when healing of body 
and rund is vouchsafed to the sick, the envied, or the oppressed, 
it is Jesus in action. Prayers are ans'icrod and "the nahe of Jesus" 
crocks miracles. New rituals and ceremonies effect personal adjustment 
and encourage social responsibility. Strength is Given in now sitýi : ti ýn > 
to do what is Brood. The Christian's "infant heart conceived from whc; rc 
those blessings flo, 7ed"(4, '') and praise is sunk; to the n=o of Jesus. 
From theso, cre are led to say that the Christolovy of Yoruba 
Christians is a pra(7atic ono, related to felt needs and exporienced 
benefits. Experience from divinatory acts shows that Jesus is 11, 
who Guides. As a Revealer, it is He who reveals to us our future 
both in a limited and in an ultimate eschitolo r. 
Scconda. y, both those who use "rnedicino" and. sone'"1adura who are 
forbidden its use know that Jesus is He srho heals and makes us wholo, 
uho into rates our total personality and makes us food at home in the 
45" H" ýl" Tamer, Profile Through Prec+. chin,, Edinburgh Houso Press, 
1965, P. 79. 
46. Jo seih Addison' s poem bou-inninr; with "Jhon all Thy ' nercio s... " 
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universe in which God has placed us. This is what OrumGila is 
supposed to be doin in the Ifa system. Jesus does it for us and 
accomplishes it in a more excellent ray. 
Thirdly, Jesus is He who hears our prayers and Himself intercedes 
for qs in ouruttor need. Because words have power, our prayers have in 
than the potency to bring our requests to pass; because Jesus is the 
Intercessor, his prayer uttered with an agony which cannot be uttered 
is bound to have plenary potency. 
Fourthly, more than ao can do for ourselves through our rituals, 
Jesus brings all the forces of the universe into hamony with our 
ultimate good, havin. _; been given aN ao which passes all names, with 
all authority on earth and in heaven. The greatest ritual is that 
which He performs through His constant presence and companionship 
with all who trust in Hin according to His last promise after His 
resurrection. 
And fifthly, Jesus is He who teaches and induces us to live at 
peace with all men on the principle of 7 , vo which rules His om life; 
He builds us into a new co, -: imunity of faith and trust, with all good 
virtues. 
Thus, Jesus is known by what He does. To know Hin is to know, 
rC His bcnefits. His roles su;; jrost His praise-n, iios. This is the natur 
Yoruba nay of developing a Christolo_Zr. As such, Yoruba Christolo; ;f 
slides quietly into sotoriolo, -y to such an extent that it can be said 
that Yoruba Christolorr is essentially a soterioloCy. 
The argument of this thesis, so far, can be summarized briefly. 
Two typos of roliCion are encountered in the Yoruba situation. The 
first, described as tho Oro-type, concentrates on established 
practices by which individuals and connunitios aro enabled to face 
the contradictions, dilornas and tensions of life. Tho other, denoted 
as the Isin-type, devotes itself to belief in God and the worship of 
Him. Yoruba tin, ditional rclimion is primarily of the first typo. 
The Christianity brought by the European missionaries is of the second 
type. 
3005 
Those who revortod from Christianity bade into traditional. 
religion went for this precise reason that they felt they still needed 
a ro igion which would holp then to cope with life. This the Chris- 
tianity of the nissionaries did not secri to provide. That ras 7herc 
A, \ -k i\ the Aladura cane in. The task of the Aladura Bras to re-insert into 
the missionary worship of God the customary gays of hclpinv an to 
cope with the clilctuas of life. : 1o have shown in this chapter that 
the rosultont Aladura Christianity fits into the five-point structure 
i 





"In coming; to the analysis of the mutual influence of reli. ri, )us 
chin, re E n3 social ehanne, we approach wvt may well ", e the ce'itr :l 
-oroblem of the scientific stu&y of relitio-i. Je have dellt vit% 
this problem in -almost every chapter, in connection with parti- 
cular questions, but it now requires more direct ins explicit 
examination. It can serve, in fact, as a 'lseful summery of tie 
many princinles we hive used thrcu-'hout this book"* 
J. Milton Yinf; er, The Scientific ýtuiy of Reliý^i_n, 




1. A TYPOLOGY OF RELIGION 
It has boon part of our thesis that there arc certain concoptio-ia 
and christian theological emphases °rhieh stand in direct conceptual 
continuity with ideas in traditional beliefs and religious thought-- 
patterns. These patterns coio to be expressed in Christian i. i a,, os 
and terminology. With appropriate allowances made for the uniqueness 
of the Christian faith and for the awaxonc ss of man's existential 
need, the development of theology can more easily be rapped out than. 
without rareness of this continuity. 
Running through this study is a critical consideration and 
demonstration of the dialectic between five different approaches to 
the study of religion, viz. the theological, the anthropological, 
the sociological, the psychological, and the moral-philosophical. 
The theological or ontological approach has been dominant until 
lately. In recent years, however, anthropologists, sociologists 
and psychologists have turned their scholarship to the inviestigation 
of religious behaviour. In most cases, the result has been a one- 
sided interpretation of the religious phenomenon. 
Theology concentrates mainly on the beliefs or doctrinal olenonta 
in religions. ýIhilo anthropology is to sorge extent open to a consi- 
deration of the nature of divinity and supernatural rolations, its 
approach and emphasis is phenoronological and descriptive, concontra- 
tin(; sometimes on the description of rcli sous rienifostations nnce, 
at other tines on an interpretation of them. Since Durkheira, who 
pointed out that religion consists not only of the elements of belief 
and ; practices but also of the phenomenon of a congregation or church, 
attention has been given to the sociolo6y of religion, the nature of 
religious organizations -nd the influence of religion on society. 
From Schleiermacher in the nineteenth century, through ? illian James 
at the beginning of this century and Freud afterwards, to mention 
only a few, attention has been given to the psychological dimensions 
in the origin and n^. nit, 'Stctirmd 'v. *li, ai, ar7 } , lwin º trig: J), 5 ¢'Kn`-- 
ncZy ical intnrprrtatj . of t9 gloue 
ho] g4 rthivs is yet 
another discipline which has boon undertaken in rolation to religion 
and frequently treated as a part of religion, though the roality it 
deals rrith is siiifioent enough to constitute it an entity in its.. lf 
An investigation of the nature of religion from the perspective of 
floral philosophy reveals other dinonsions of religion than those found. 
throuc*, h the other disciplines. On the whole, each discipline has 
moved along its on tracks much in isolation from the others. The 
intordisciplinary approach in the study of religion is a rooont 
development; its inpact on the study of the history of religion is 
not yet evident. This study has essayed to make a contribution to 
this trend, 
The "historic-al individualities" and tho "hi. Chly complex nature" 
of most xolzgions (; 7ebor) notrrithstind1n , en intordisciplinaxy 
approach to the study of reli'ion should onablo us to approxirnato 
pore closely to-aards a comprehensive typology of the nature of re]_i`-ion 
as distinct fron a typolo r of roli(; ious evolution. 
(I) 
Once obtained, 
a full conspectus of the nature and compotcncos of roli;; ion enables 
us to corn aro tcro or noro religions as to their modalities rind their 
measure of fulfilling their proper roles. This is different from a 
comparison of "types" or stases in the assumed life-cycle of the 
religious grovrth of r_k^nYind. 
R. N. Bellah, in his paper "Religious Evolution", Anerican 
Sociolo-; ical Review, vol. 29 (1964), up. 358-74, attempts two 
different kinds of typology. He outlines five stages of religious 
evolution and identifies a type of religion for each sta` e. T; --(-, 
result is a typology with a temporal reference. That is not the 
kind of typoloMr which we consider 1x portant in this context. 
Hovzovor, it ' is analysis of the "process of symbolization" which 
makes a robs-, ion, Bollah develops another typology which he uses 
to examine the nature of the religion of each of his five ovolu- 
tionary stages. It is this second kind of typology which wo 
consider necessary. 
Ue derive the framework for our typology from an analysis of 
Ifa in Yoruba traditional religion. The way it modifies the typo-- 
3. C7 first by Durkhoin and then by H. Stark and. C. Y. Glock is 
remarkable (See Stark and Glock me can Piety: The Nature of 
Religions Commitment, University of CIIU. ornia Pro so, 1968, 
pp. 11-19, repr rtod in Roland Robertson, Sociolo- of i^ion, 
Penguin, 1969, pp. 253-261). 
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To Durkhoim's trio of beliefs, practicos and con^-roCation, wo 
add experience and morals as constitutive elements in the nature of 
religions. Because wo consider experience as basic, wo g; ive'right 
of precedence to the constribution of Psychology, followed by Theology, 
Anthropology, Sociology and then Ethics. Those five areas, together 
lead its to a fuller understanding than we could have h'd otherwise to 
what religion is and does. 
The five areas of religious manifestations and competences, 
which Tie have described in the case of Ifa as providing a sot of 
pa,, atic tools of existentialisuý roujhly correspond to the respective 
functions which each of the five academic specializations outlined 
above have attributed to religion: Prayer is the activity where the 
individual's religious experience most vividly expresses, articulatos 
and nourishes itself. It is also at this depth that a "conversion" 
experience manifests itself. This is the realm of Psychology. 
Divination, especially vrhen it is based on an interpretr. tion of Zfa 
myths, is the reale in traditional relirion which corresponds most 
closely to ThooloGyr. It is a narrow undorstendin3 of the role of 
divination which sees prediction about the future as its primary task. 
i 
Rather, as far as Ifs is concerned, it is in divination that the 
nature and will of God is revealed; the nature, destiny and duty of 
man is made manifest; and a philosophy of history is outlined. 
Personal Rituals and personal "nedicino", apart from the study of a 
dorlo; raphy of divinities, have occupied the interest and attention of 
Anthropology. . then Anthropology grew into Social Anthropology and 
later still into Sociology, Communal Rituals and Communal 'Medicine' 
started to be seen in their true religious significance for social 
coherence, continuity and stability. Morality and Dthics stands in 
a class by itself. 
These five elements and disciplines have pointed to the different 
functions which religion performs. Firstly, religion stimulates and 
integrates specific experiences in man. Secondly, religion provides 
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for roan an explanation oC tho oxporioneos and ovonts in rani s cncountcr 
with the univ4= or in other words, it provides a world-view which 
enables man to make sense . of his expcricncosi Thridly, rcliaion 
furn. ashes raan with synbolic Mochanisms for xostori. i ortPr and 
resolvin-; the absurdities of life. In the fourth place, reli;; ion 
helps a comrriunity of poople to sustain itscyf in togetherness and to 
maintain or modify the structures of its group existence. The rioral 
function of religion has been left for the fifth place though it 
runs concurrently and operates in interplay rith the others. Religion 
furnishes nan with a system of moral values and provides a guide and 
sustenance for moral action. This function it performs on different 
levels in relation to the other elements and oompetor a of roliian. 
On the level of porsonca religious c)T, ienoo, nor Uty emerges in 
the phenomenon of personal virtues and vices. On the thoistic ind 
doctrinal level, morality puts an =a of ou;: htnoi3s and credibility 
on the issues of orthodoxy, while at the sane tine it invests and 
sustains a sense of values. On the level of personal rituals, taboos 
reveal the presence of the moral dimension to the extent that the 
efficacy of a rite sometimes depends on the observance of a moral as 
Troll as a ritual taboo. In the moral context, Coi rmnal rituals 
depondinC on a cones ogation or an organised collectivity of partici- 
pants and officiants both produce something akin to a corporate 
personality and promote an esprit do corps which generates social 
ethics. - 
2. GODS 
Taking anthropology at this point in a very broad sense to 
represent tocother the various disciplines enquirinc into the consti- 
tutionu1 nature, cultural development, social ordering', und trens- 
ccndontal possibilities of rann, the five approaches outlined above 
ccn be reduced to two, neiely the theological and the anthropological 
perspectives in the study of rclicion or even of theolo(y. The 
anthropolo, ical approach can be said to have been represented since 
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the nineteenth century by Classical Lihoral protestantism. The 
development of the psychological, sociological or ethical perspec- 
tives in the study of religion can than be takon as the flowOriw of 
Liberalism. Neo-orthodoxy on the whole stands for the theological 
reaotion against this. It is not an accident that Paul Tillich, the 
"theologiants theologian" who was described as the one standir; 
upon the boundary between liberalism end noo-orthodoxy, has boon the 
tiontioth century theologian who combined in the most comprehensive 
way with his competence in theology an interest and competence in 
different anthrepo]o. gical disciplines (philosophy, history of religion, 
political philosophy, social anthropology, the corpus of historical 
scholarship, etc. ). 
For Tillich, the anthropo)o gical approach is open to the fase 
method of naturalistic philosophy. This socks to anstiier questions 
arisinC from an analysis of man's natural existence without bearinC 
in mind all the time that it is mants existence itself which is in 
question. On the other hand, the thoolo; ical approach Gets into the 
trap of the supernaturalistic fallacy which sees the Christi= nessar 
as a body of sacred truths that "have fallen into the human situation 
like strongo bodies from a stranr o world" . 
(2) 
Neither of the two 
methods, theroforo, can be used inviolate without mutual self-criticism. 
It was this which led to Tillichrs method of correlation which 
assumed the simultaneous dependence and independence in mutual :r 
dependence of religion and culture, of theologzy and cnthropolo(y, of 
the divine lnswor and man's existential questions to which the ansvror 
is riven. 
(3) 
For traditional religion, as for the roli, ýion of 
Tillich' s contemporary man, the starting-ipoint for "theology" is runts 
existential condition. The resultant product is initially an 
t'answorina-theology" out of which may Crow subsequently a "prAso-nrrscs 
theolo; r" like Karl Barth' s Kor gnatic theology. This is exactly uhat 
has happened with Christianity among the Yoruba in the period under rova. ew. 
2, Pau]. Tillich, stenattic Thoolo r, vol. I, The University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1951, P. 64. 
3, Iii, vol. II, pp. 13-16. 
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3. MAN MVD SO CITY 
One question remains, the pl^. co of the individual and of society 
in religion. The sociolo r of religion received an impetus when 
social anthropologists discovered cases where religious and cosmolo. `ical 
ideas could be taken as a reflection of the people's social system. 
Fron this, Durkheixa developed a theory of religion that the Cods that 
men worship are in fact contrived symbols of socity; in vrorshippin;; 
God man is really worshipping his own social system. For both Durklhoin 
and Radcliffe-Brown, the ultimat value of life and therefore of 
religion is social coherence. The social function of religion is 
therefore not incidental, it is intentional, so the argument runs. 
, -arl Marx has developed this interpretation of religion as part of 
his political philosophy: religious legitimation of poorer has boon 
used by rulers as an opiate of the people and as a means of the pe .: 
subjugation. As such, it would be necessary for the proletariat to 
throw off the yoke of religion as a moans to their liberation. On a 
more sympathetic level, Max -leber has developed the same line of 
argument to demonstrate what the rise of capitalism o7-ad to the 
Protestant ethic. 
': lhile the place of religion in relation to society cannot be 
denied, a balance has to be drawn between this and the relation of 
society to the individual. It is siifiwilt that Peter Berger, a 
sociologist uho vith'Thonas Lucloaann has developed a 
sociology of religion in the setting of a general sociology of 1 of 
lodge, has at the same time noted: 
"Organized roli[; ion and the church are very rauch involved in 
the dichotomization of existence. They belon"Z very clearly tQ 
the private sphere in terms of whit is ronlly ttoaninrful to 
people's lives. And this raises obvious problems for the 
existence of religion in modern society. Of course, people 
dontt soy this very much. They say that rolit3ion is relevant 
to ovorything, politics, business, but I believe that it is riwinlY 
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a rhetorical moaning which it has in public life. It is a 
rhetorical cover over what happens in public life, but the real 
moaning - what religion really means to people -I think is 
prinarily in private life. "(4) , 
Roli;; ion, surely, may play an islportant role in producinG social 
stability; but no individual is roliCious for any such reason. This 
is obvious, but is obscured by the fact that the interpretation of 
a relimion is 7enarally 3`ne fr, _m the point of view 
bf the obserf0U-b& i(-º OL1t 
or of the official priestly participant, or of the personal bcliovinr; 
praticipant. The interpretation of the observer-participant nay 
sometimes --roo Trith the official priestly interpretation, and both 
are nore likely to deal with institutional religion, as can be soon 
in the case of the Books of Kings and of the Chronicles in the Bible. 
But the interpretation of the personal believer is more direct ind 
pulsates with more life, as is the °case with the Book of Psa ms. 
Though the former can soon more rational and objcctivo, yet it do'' 
not rob the latter of its rationality. Its rationality, of course, 
is not necessarily the rationality of an intellectual explanation. 
In chapter VI of this study of the Yoruba, vie have deliberately 
out for and called attention to what the believing participants nai: u 
of their religion. 
Yoruba traditional roligion, in its institutional fort, is 
shown in this study to have boon sociologically conditioned and 
socially serviceable, but its real significance for the active p. rti-" 
: ipants is personal,, subjective, and having to do with the huren 
situation. Christianity as it came through the missionaries was in 
its institutional form affected- by the racial imperialism of the 
Victorian a; e. But at the sane time it demonstrated a different 
dimension in its personal piety, as exhibited in the existential lVo. 
of the missionaries themselves. The seno Christianity stas given a 
modified cultural institutional form in the hrtinds of people like the 
4, Thomas 'dieser (cd. ), Planninj For Mission, Epworth Press, 
London, 1960, pp. 137-138. 
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Rev. E. 12. Lijadu and others. But in the experience of the general;. 
of Yoruba partic .? ants, it was on the personal, subjective, existc_lc:. ý' 
level that the modification took place. In either case, the lina. - 
rsente of the indigenous Ifa, heritage are evident, with a consciouc 
procorvation in the case of Lijadu and others, but in en unconscious 
reversion to type in the case of the 1läduraa. 
The fact has to be acknovz1od od that there are Christianitios 
and Christirnitios. Folk Christianity, or the Christianity of th:: 
people, based vainly on a folk understanding of the Ifa system c.. c:.: 
typical religion and. ziere fully developed by the 1ladu-t, is ; 7h, 
wo have described in the last chapter. 
(5) 
Official, priestly, or 
ecclesiastical Christianity among the Yoruba has not been touched 
upon. The description of this in its various versions can be fou; a-. 
largely in the literature of the Ronan Catholic, to lican, Mothodis; 
and Baptist parent-churches in Europe and : '! erica. The question of 
adlpta-ion towards inc . -cnizat-. on has net boon delibcýa el y4 .w'- 
thou a,; cn ecclesiastical issue. However, the movements which ,, 
have described have not Dassod over the heads of the chruches 
altoßother without influencing the attitude and practices of their 
ner_ibors. In so far as members of those churches have adopted the 
conclusions described in the latter part of this study, they have 
done it without any official approval or cneouraurcriont. Nor-is 
spiritual agony sympathetically understood and appreciated. But f., 
religion frequently spreads in spite of the lack of any official 
-- torship or approval. 
5. lr. iorican sociologists use the word 'folk' to moan 'primitive', 
rura nor-urbanized, non-industrialized, or even traditional. 
"Such a society is small, isolated, non-literate, and homoGenous, 
with as L-:, one sense of group solidarity... Behaviour is trail i- 
tional, spontaneous, uncritical and personal... " Robert 
R -', field, "The Folk Socioty" The American Journal of Sociol . 52, January 1947, p. 293. cf. Horace Miner "The Folk Urban 
Continuun", Arierican Socicýjoaical Review vol. 17, October, 1952; 
Gideon Cjobera, "Foli. and Feudal Sociotics", The hnericm 
Journal of 1010 -M vol LVIII, November 1952. Our use of the 
tom he. Zo is different fr: zra the bnorican usage. Ic use it to 
mean pop". zlar, of the poop: ©, non-official. 
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Folk Christianity among the Yoruba, like the religion of any 
group of Christians say in the Yorkshire more of England or in the 
Bible Belt of America or in French Brittany or in the Saxeny'area of 
Germany or among the audience of Norman Vincent Foal in the city of 
New York, is not nocessarily°the"classical Christianity according to 
Paul, or Origin, or Augustine, or Nelanchthon, or even of John . 7osloy 
or Bishop Gore. The gap between theological scholarship and the 
pulpit has always boon 'ride. Preachers are popularizers. But it was 
the radical change of emphasis demanded by the movement between 
Orthodoxy, Liberalism and Neo-orthodox] which has recently led to 
attention being called to that Gap and the outcry against it. The 
quality of what 1obcr calls "virtuoso religion" has always been 
Jiffo. vpnt from what he described in contrast as "mass religiosity". 
H. :?. Turner made study of preaching texts as used by Yoruba 
li 7 -1 i ladura and came to the conclusion that Liadu. ra preaching would 
produce a folk Christianity. The Epistle of James was the most used 
book: The Greatest emphasis rested on "the conduct of life and the 
securing of blossing". 
(6) 
Our study of preaching texts in Tlostorn 
Nigeria amonG Anglicans and Methodists has not shown any significant 
difference from the result obtained by H. 77. Turner in his study of 
the Lladur-i in the sane areas. This result has been corroborated 
........... 
by Turner himself in a similar study based on Anglican and Methodist 
congregations in Loieestor, Englond. 
(7) 
This is an indication that 
folk religion has some common basic determinants all over the world. 
The additional element in the Yoruba situation which vie have studied 
is constituted by the fact that there has boon a local traditional 
reli;, ion, Ifs which the people consciously regarded as a model and 
archetype. 
Each individual develops for hinself a personal interpretation 
of the re? igion of his adherence. This is partly a process of 
appropriation of what is taucht and what is ritualized, and partly 
also the outcome of M. creative effort to apply and adapt suitable 
6. H. ' U. Turner (1965), pp. 19,62,78f. 
I. Personal eonvorvation in Leicostor, lýpril 1970. 
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elements of the doctrine to one's personal situation with the 
evolution of appropriate practices. This spontaneous process Goes 
on all the tirae, froquontly in ways which -ive support to a theory 
of 'collective unconscious'(Jung) or 'collective representation' 
(Durkhein) and may ultimately crov into a raovcnent. A distinction 
may be noted at this stage between folk or popular roli, -ion c' the 
one hand and a soct on the other. Popular reli ion does not have 
the essential totalitarianism which has boon identified as a hark of 
socts. 
(8) 
A person accepts the tenets and practices of a folk 
roliGion siriply because they accord Grenorally with what ho considers 
to be an appropriate adaptation of the official boliofs and rites for 
his own existential situation. 
Fron this standpoint, it is evident that the most significant 
conclusion to be dr37n fron a careful study of the Aladuraa, for 
oxanple, is not that they somehow qualify to be moo; nizod as "Church" 
as II. W. Tumor claims. Rather, it is that whether or not they fit 
our own definition of a Church, they have evolved for themselves a 
4 
dynamic form of Christian expression which Males for authentic huncn 
living and which at the some tine can be soon to be related to indiro- 
nous rcli; iou3 traditions and culture. 
4. RELIGION MID CHM1GE 
Once an cnthropola, -, ical starting-point has boon ado for 
theoloGy, the exploration has necessarily to proceed beyond personal 
experience and personal existential situations. Or to put it in 
another may, the route of experience has to be followed to its end, 
for manta exporinnco consists not only in what he feels and does with 
his loneliness. Paul Tillich has eripha-sized that all thinking is an 
expression of one or nore of the processes which he sums up in three 
jags: autonomy, hetoonomy and thoonomy. He also suGCosts that those 
saue lws determine the dialectical relationship between culture and 
8. Bryan JJilson, Sccts and_qoc_ ioýt r, London, 1961, pp. 4f, 10. 
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religion in the process of history. 7o May accept this as oa, valid 
explanation of how man nrkes his religion and his culture. The laws 
govern the relationship between religion and culture becauso'they 
have been the laws by which they themselves have been made in the 
first instance. The process by which the laws govern the making of 
society (culture) has been explicated by Peter Berger as an interpre- 
tation of the sociologbof religion in the whole context of the sociology 
of knowledge. With Peter Berger, the process is described as extor- 
nalization, objectivation and internalization. It can then be said 
that these are the laws which govern both social change and religious 
change and the dialectical relationship between the two. Man op crates 
the laws daily on different levels and in various contexts in the 
nulti-dinensional scope of his experience and activities. The process 
is simultaneously cyclic and linear, like a wheel travelling along 
the -round. It is for this reason that we cannot rest content with 
a recognition of the primacy of personal existential interests in 
religious experience, or of cults in the history of religion. 
Christianity has developed over the ages not only as a cult but 
also as culture, insisting that social and political affairs should 
be soon sub specie aetornitatis of revelationis. Charles CochiP*O, 
in his book Christianity and Classical Culture, has shown how in the 
first four centuries of the Christian era the real achievement of 
this faith was that it ovorcauo the predominant social world-view. 
He has described the Pax Augustus which dominated the World of the 
early centuries as the fulfilment and culmination of a lone-ist=dinC 
"effort to create a world which should be safe for civilization", 
and "as the last and not least inprossive undertakinC of what we may 
venture to call creative politics. " But Cochrane ventured to stagiest 
that this undertaking; was soon by Christians to be based on a false 
or even a superutitious idea, and that it was the task of Christianity 
in the first four centuries to attack and defeat the idea. The idea 
was this, "th#$ it was possible to attain a coal of pexla1ont security, 
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peace and freedom throuvh political action, especially through 
submission to the 'virtue and fortune' of a political leader. This 
notion the Christics denounced with uniform vigour and consistency. 
As a substitute, they offered to the world "the locos of Christ as 
the basis of a now physics, a new ethic and, above all, a new locio 
of human progress". The early Christians offered Christ as "a prin- 
ciple of understanding superior to anything existing in the classical 
World. By this claim they wore prepared to stand or fall". That is 
the verdict of Prof. Cochrane about the issue of indigenisation in 
the period fron Augustus to AuCustino. 
(9) 
This classical insight was ono of thoso rediscovered in the 
Rofomation of the Church in the sixteenth century when not only 
Martin Luther emerged with emphasis on justification by faith (a 
private personal religious experience), but also John Calvin inter- 
pretcd the Faith in terms of God's soveroiity over the erhole of life 
in such a way that future politics and cconoratcs were affected. The 
rise of Christian Socialisr_i in the middle of the nineteenth century 
was not unconnected with the theolo ical position of Calvinism and 
the Puritan ideal. 
For our ago in Africa, the triurmh of Christianity will finally 
be found to consist not only in the extent to which native rituals 
are redressed in the gerb of biblical stories and myths, not only in 
the evolution of now rites and associations to replace the ancestral 
ceremonies and secret societies of the past, but rather in the 
revolution which Christian principles and ideas can brinC about in 
our social ideas and political practice. 
The interdependence between reliCion and culture and botween 
the differont approaches to the study of reliCion which ne have noted 
in this thesis becomes a ling-pin in the nethodology for indigonisa- 
tion. The interplay between Christianity and traditional religion 
can be organised tow rds influcncin the direction and. quality of change 
9. Charles Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, O. U. P. 
New York, 1940, pi). v -vi, 474-516 
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within religion and within the totality of culture. 
Different forces are already at work in the process of roligio*-Is 
and social charge. Changes in religion bring about changes in social 
order, and vice versa. In religion itself, there are changes in the 
theological understanding or interpretation of the nature of God and 
of his relation to the world. Roli ious practßtionors have boon led 
within and outside their religions to raise now questions about nun'a 
understanding of his own nature and his place in the world, and also 
about the relationship between religion and morality in the face of 
the evident changes taking place within the systems of morality. 
The place of the ancient myths in religion is being challenged by 
the rise of now "myths" and the emergence of now historical forces: 
There is an increasing tension between the rituals made necessary 
by the now myths and the established rituals which came out of the 
old myths. In this situation, the old rituals have the appearance 
of "magic", and there is an unoasy fooling that a Llagico-religious 
system, even when it develops as a phenomenon of Christianity, is 
out of place side by side with the scientific world-view of modern 
society. 
The process of social change among the Yoruba of Western Nigeria 
as a: ionc other African peoples has boon narked by a steady r_iovencnt 
from the feudal structure of traditional society to the nore hum ne 
social relationships of which broad hints are given even in the Ifs. 
Od corpus as they carte don frort the past. Now political changes 
arc taking place towards a world community much wider than the 
vision and macro-views entertained in the Ile-Ifo myths of the origin 
of the world. The change to and growth within the cash economy in 
an ever-developing world trade system is now irreversible. African 
societies are witnessing the development of a technological system 
in which the exploits of Sjnro or of Or 
n 
bocoric irrelevant fantasies. 
As such, indigenisation today cannot concentrate mainly on a transla- 
tion of the Christian faith into the language of traditional religion, 
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ancient nyths and ancestral culture values. 
Early Yoruba Christians werd apparontly aase of the need for 
Christianity to charge their traditional social outlook. Eiinples 
can be found in a nunber of family or clan praise-nahes which could 
be regarded as no longer tenable after the advent of Christianity, 
and which the Christians therefore did their bast to correct by 
substitution and inventiveness. Two illustrations will be considered 
here. The traditional praise-song of the Onikoyi clan 
(10) 
ariong the 
Yoruba celebrates his valour as a warrior carrying the heads of his 
victims in basketfuls fron the battle-front, so that the here zicntion 
of the word 'basket' would fill anyone outside his lineago with fright. 
Hence, Eso IkoyL, Basket on the way back, nb 
olu, 
the mention of a 
I It 
basket is enough togrighten the coward". Sensitive Yoruba Christians 
of the Onikoyi clan, who did not relish beim; son; -'praised as the 
descendants of the man who frightened all and sundry with a mention 
of his nano or of anything associated with hin, composed a now praise 
song. They rejected Eso Ikoyi, "Basket on the way back" in favour of 
TAT 
"Eso of the Faith, lineage of inward peace; joy and pence like food 
7_77 
to the hungry". iith this, they expressed delight in belonsinG to 
a Lord who fills the heart with joy. 
31 'D 0" 
There is also the classic 0nö il ;o aiiilua ono OA ku ren i, 
Sätide k'otünlä. 'ß. 7e are children of those who have the bell to ring 
early in the noming. Yes. . le are children of Sunday-is-four-dnyd- 
away, the day of preparation is the day after tonorrow". This must 
have boon invented to replace game relation of the child to the gods 
and the days of their worship. Rather than be named after references 
to cult days, Yoruba Christians sang of themselves as belonging to- 
the tradition of those who reckoned days with Sunday as the pivot. 
/ -. /f 10. For praise"naraos of the 0nikö i (0lukoyi) lineage, aee Ulli 
Ucier and Gbaderiosi Iiakarc Yoruba PoctrY Minist of Edu tion 




CoUins, 1967, PP- 59ff. The clause under discussion hexe is 
sQ lcäyi, Dng ? tTbön lý öný; n ti" dý erü b' öiö. 
The nen praise-narre Made by ! hr stians in the o 
hý 
p\rcoss of 
istian indiu; enization is VA ; sd r1ýe. Mbo 
, 
Sno ayo ätan; Wro ti. 
diT) ebT' nirnf enS. 
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,i*: 4 
Yoruba Christians saw themselves as people of a now racer called to 
create a new race. Discerning Christians who love the use of Yoruba 
proverbs have had to do the sane for a number of proverbs and local 
ad cs which carry a definitoly unchristian philosophy of social life. 
The efforts need to be furthered with more vigour. Indicenisation 
should take place on those social and ethical levels too. 
Granted this inperativo, indieenisation is no longer the f, --. noiful 
pastine of a religious olito playing; tho theological word-game with 
esoteric myths. Indigemisation becomes an existential rationalization 
of the social and religious pluralism which characterizes eonteriporary 
African society. It is a combined process of legitixaation and thoraty 
(11 
which relates Christianity to the problems, needs, anxieties and 
practical difficulties of present-day personal and social conditions. 
It is a darinU optiui= which consciously brings Christian beliefs, 
practices and organisation to influence coLirnonly held ideals, stan- 
dards, morals, principles, world-viovrs and social attitude in home 
and family life, at work and leisure, in business and economics, in 
politics and social administration. It is a missionary commitment 
mich strives to make the universal ideals of Christianity become 
the truth or principle of understanding, the way for solving personal 
and social issues and problems, the contents for a personal and 
social philosophy of life. 
(12) 
In a word, indiConisation is throe-dimensional, beinG rooted 
in the past, but relating to the present, in the light of the pull 
of the future. '. Je indiGenise forcrard, not backward; and this is 
Christian mission. 
1 Max ? ebor has given to the tom 'rationalization' a sociological 
connotation which is parallel to what the word indigenisation 
noans in contemporary missionary discussion. Peter Berger has 
further made functional analysis of the term and noted, the roles 
of legitimation and of therapy, which again are the roles we 
claim hero for indigonisation. of. the discussion by Persons 
in his Introduction to Jobar, 1965, pp" xxxiif" See also Peter 
Berger, !1 Rur. iour_ of , knr ols, Penguin, 1970, PP. 50f. 
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1ý. It is necessary at this point to dran out the parallels and 
contrasts botvaen the position taken in this thesis and that 
in the thoittulpaper of Robin Horton, "African Conversion", 
Africa, XLI/2, April 1971, p p. 85.108. 
For one thin, the two interpretations deaa with an 
examination of two different questions. Horton's question is, 
-Thy do Africans convert to Christianity which is a monotheistic 
religion with a morally jealous God? Our question here is, :, hy 
do some Africans (Yoruba) who have boon Christians either revert 
back to traditional religion or tako it in hand to modify 
Christian practice in a drastic way? One deals with African 
Conversion; the other deals with IXrican Indigenization of 
Christianity. 
Secondly, for Horton, the now religious element which 
Christianity brouCht to Africa was the idea of God. This 
raises again the whole question of whether the idea of God was 
now in Africa when the missionaries came. Our interpretation 
here assures that what was really new in the religious messs<; v 
brou t by the missionaries gras Jesus. Certainly, some of the 
people felt they expected that God could have done what the 
missionaries sai/ He did in Jesus. Serie even claimed Jesus 
was known in Orunnila,. Yet the story of Jesus was wholly now. 
Thirdly, Horton suo(, osts that religion is moving from 
o planation, prediction and control to cornunion. In his 
opinion, the place of religion in the future lies in comunion. 
For use comunion, or religious experience is part of a fixed 
five-part typology of religion. Though the ersph- sis may ch=C o 
from time to time and from one individual or aor unity to mother, 
the future of religion lies in its active and pioneering co- 
oper-: tion with the forces in other areas of life to effect social 
change (i. e. control). Communion is relevant to this, as a 
"means of grace". 
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E. M. Lijadu 1862-1926 
l 
Christianity inÖndo reaches the end of its first century in 
1975; and the centenary celebration offers a unique opportunity for 
sober reflection on the grovºth of the work there. It 
is important 
also as offering an occasion to consider some of the problems which 
now plague the whole Church in Nigeria in its growth towards mature 
selfhood during the last third of tk twentieth century. In this 
connection, the story of E. M. Lijädu deserves mote than a passinP7 
reference. He mitht be too easily dismissed casually as a dislo- 
yal son of the Church playing the role of the proverbial bull in 
the china shop of early Ni? erian church life. 
On the contrary, it may well be that Lijadu was a prophet born 
before his time. Precisely as a prophet he is significant not only 
for the Ondo -area or even for An? licinia, in Ni'eria %s a whAo. 
He steaks also to other churches, in relation both t their self- 
support, to the consequent role of the ministry and to the treat- 
ment of those who offer new ideas to the Church. 
Reference has been made to Lijadu in recent publicatirnsl hint- 
ing at his significance in the study of Church growth and in the under- 
standing of Yoruba indigenous religion. It is now necessary to set 
the man and his work in the right perspective in so far as he can be 
regarded as significant in current ecumenical discussion on the minis- 
try, in the study of Yoruba traditional religion, and in the search 
for their selfhood of the churches in Africa. 4part from James Johnson, 
Lijadu is to be seen as the only Nigerian church worker of his day who 
became a genuine CHU3CHMUN, took seriously Henry Venn's policy of a 
self-supporting Church, and tried to develop it in depth and to expand 
it into all areas of Church life. The other workers were simply Church 
hGENT S. Lijadu graduated to become a CHURCHMAN, wholly identified 
with-the Nirrerian church and yearning for it to discover fulness of 
life. 
This study o; feri! y to correct previous studies of Lijadu at - e. t-- lsas4 
four points** Ayand6le gave the wrong date for Lijadu's separation from 
the tnglican church, Fla gowande misintex'preted his reasons for leav- 
ing that church. Bascom wrongly. cited James Johnson as the first to 
record Ifa processes and stories, Vebster uncritically classed the 
Evan? elýst Band with other "1, frican Independent Churches", failing to 
record the donsider: ible time when it e' isted within the Anglican church. 
One of the original settlers in Abeakuta in 183cß was the man who 
later became known as Moses Lijadu. He was a brave warrior. ,s soon 
as he reached the age when members of his age-grade were expected to 
fight in defence of the tribe, he fought in all the wars between the 
Egba and their nei(rhbolirs. But he hard his nrivate problem 3 era. )nal 
burden on his mini. Even when the tribe had settled at . '1b okuta, his 
own battle was not won. He was a polygamist. 
But, though he had many 
wives, he had children by none of them. He supplicated all 
the gods 
and goddesses whom he thought could help 
him in his difficulty, but all 
to no avail. When the missionaries came and announced the existence 
of a more powerful god than those he had known, 
he decided to try this 
new god and see "if the God of the white missionaries could zive 
him 
a child". As if they knew why he had decided to join the Church, 
almost the first thing they told him had to do with his married 
life. 
At least it was this which left a lastin? impression in his mind. The 
condition laid down for his membership was that he must send away all 
his wives but one* 
one of his wives happened to have becomi a Christian before him. 
She was born in 'Waterloo, a small town outside Freetown in Sierra Leone. 
There she was set3t to school and became a Christian. Then she came with 
her father- to , 1t 
dkutä 
amonrr the groups of freed slaves finding their 
way. back from Sierra Leone to the land of their birth from the year 1839 
onwards. The fact that she was given in marriage to this middle-aead 
polygamist, who had no previous contact with outside enlig", itenment or 
with the newly introduces religion of the White Man spoke highly of the 
6. . /2 
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man's transparent sincerity and impressive personality. On beini* 
faced-, with the marriage demands of the new religion which he wanted 
to embrace, it was this woman who stuck to him as his wife in a mono- 
gamous relationship. The others made easier for him what would have 
been a difficult decision to make by choosing on their own to leave 
either in anger that he was converted to the Christian Faith r in 
frustration and impatience that he would not perform the idolatr: "us 
rites which might have assured them of childbearing. 
The years after he became a Christian were years of trial, for 
no child arrived for a number of years after his conversion and the 
beginning of his monogamous life. Then, when he started to have child-- 
ren, they died one after the, )her. According to local beli'. efs, he 
was beine afflicted wi* 
abiku, infantile mortality caused by the 
spirit of dead children. 
The way he bore his trials demonstrated to the missionaries the 
genuineness of his conversion and he was ultimately baptised about the 
year 1848. He developed a love for the word of God and earnestly 
applied himself to learning to read in his own language. His know- 
ledge of the Bible quickly blossomed forth and he became well known 
and highly respected by the congregation and the resident missionaries, 
his pastors, In 1857, w en , preaching station was being otiened in 
Aladi, a village near b okut3, he was invited to go and live there as 
a resident evangelist and itinerant preacher to the neighbouring villa- 
ees. Thus he became a full-time preacher in the service of the Abeokuta 
Native Church. 
In his prayer life, he made a secret vow that if in response to 
his import^nate prayer he was given a chili, the child would himself 
be given to the service of this new God. E. M. Lijadu was the answer 
to that prayer. It did not take the child long to know that he had 
been dedicated before his birth. The Lijadus had ten children, of 
whom four survived them, the oldest of the four being Emmanuel Moses 
Lijadu, the child of promise, dedicated to Christian service before he 
was conceived in the womb. 
Daddy Lijadu, as t 
came 
to be known in later years, was one of 
the many Yoruba Christians whose evangelistic labours have Tine unre- 
corded and whose immense contribution to the establishment of the 
Church in the country has not yet been given the recognition due to it. 
With little knowledge, they did much; with an ina-iequate theology, 
they preached the Gospel and converted many; without previous exnerienco 
of the aIin9M/$t! '4. t&cn of the Church, they helped to establish Christian 
cone- gazions in villages and towns. Their main qualification was 
that they were captured by something new, a liberating faith which they 
believed could transform personal and community life in the war-torn 
and socially disintegrating communities. Seeing from afar a 
land trans- 
formed by Christ and yielding to his rule, they wagered their faith 
against the protests and persecution of the elders of 
the land and 
others who were committed to the old ways of life. 
T)adry Lijadu served in a number of other villages around 6kbeokuta; 
and, when old age later made it impossible for him any 
longer to rro on 
preaching journeys, ha played a sterling role as a 
leadi $z La -reader 
and Church 1 lder in the congregation in St. Peter, s, 
"T? c ýb(o'kuta. He 
died 5: n 1892 at the age of 90. 
E. M. Lijadu was born on May 21,1862 at 0J1'l ,a village some 
eight mikes on the 
;, b4gkütä-Ibadan road. His father was then servinq 
in Ö iF1P 18 a catechist*- Five years before the birth of E. M. Lijadu, 
isýionary author had written a book on the rise of the church in b 
ý'i . The opening chapter noted the start of 
C. M. S. work in 
Abeokuta from 1845 and the spread of the Gospel from that early 
begin- 
ning. "Many a li4ht 
has been carried thence, from ', lace to place among 
the ihbouringt towns end villages. " Then it asserted that the work 
at bi lg was a 
luminary shining more brightly than any whZre else in 
the country. . "In none 
has it burned more brightly them at 0? i le a 
small, ýrican Village . sb gut eight miles from-'Cb o 
ütý. The catechist 
at 0 ielg since 
1851 was one ; yilliam, Moore, and it was as his successor 




Evangelistic work in'b i7le was first started in 1849 by David 
Hinderer when he was unable because of the intertribal wars r, ac*inv in- 
land to proceed towards the North where he had been -posted. It was ' 
Ibadan where Hinderer ultimately made his home for the seventeen years 
later recorded in the memoirs and correspondence of his wife com--ilea 
later under the title, 
"Seventeen Years in the Yoruba Country". But on his journeys, he cons- 
tantly spent time in Ogigl? and helped to establ& sh an environment strong 
with missionary zeal and influence. 
: 9jhen the child grew to school agd, he went to Ibeokutal There he 
came under the guardianship of the Revs. S. W. ')oherty and J. '.. 
Lahanmi and Mr. J. A. 
ly 
auc; han, vho were then connected with St. Peter's 
Church and School, 7ke, `Lb okuta. His personal decision to go into 
missionary service was early taken when in his days as a child in the 
school the resident missionary in Ake, the Rev. Henry Townsend, unex- 
pectedly turned un in the classroom one afternoon and interrupted the 
lesson to ask any pupil who would like to be a missionary ti stand up. 
Six did, and E. M. Lijadu was one of them. From that time, Mr. Town- 
send, would go into the school twice every week to speak to the six as 
a class, to tell them missionary stories and provide them with special 
Bible instructions towards the fulfilment of their avowed aim. In 
later years, Lijadu recalled that the sermon which sealed his pers nal 
commitment to faith and service was one he heard preached in Breadfruit 
Church, Lagos, about this time. The text was Mark 9: 47-48: "if your 
eye causes you to stumble, pluck it out, it is better for you to enter 
into the kingdom of God with one eye than with two eyes to be thr": wwn 
into hell, where their worm does nc"t die, and the fire is not quenched". 
He recollected this incident in the curriculum vitae which he presented 
to CMS to support his candidature for the ministry. The text certainly 
stuck in his mind and was surely determinant in not i few basic de- 
cisions which he later had to take for his life and ministry. 
In 1878, he was admitted into the CMS Training Institution in 
Lafvos where he passed through the hands of different influential 
missionaries of the Yoruba Mission in those days: the Revs. J. B. 
'7ood, J. A. Maser, C. H. V. Gollmer, and h. Mann. In later years, he 
was able to pay tribute to the special love created in him for the 
Classics and Theology by Mr. Gollmer, with whom he was in correspondence 
for many years afterwards. He passed out of school in 1881 and was 
appointed in 1882 as a teacher to Ike school. Two years afterwards he 
was appointed as a repident Native Tutor at the CMS Training Institution 
where he started a friendship with the Rev., To, Harding, to whom in 
later years he dedicated one of his books, Orun tl (sic). 
He was an assiiuous worker. Through private study, he obtained the 
Government 2nd Class and 1st Class Teachet's' Certificates in 1888 and 
1889 respectively. The Finance Committee of the CMS in Lagos asked him 
to teach Yoruba to the missionaries in La? os, a task which gave him 
an onnortunity tD enter into more direct and personal c, ntact with the 
missionaries. In ºu, *ust 1890, he was appointed to the Ond'o Mission as 
a catechist , . and thus started a service to the On o -, )eoole which can- 
tinued without a break until his death in 1926. 
rJhen Lijadu arrived in bndö in 1890, he was a catechist workinv 
under Charles Phillips who was then the vicar of St. Stephen's, 
bnd 
The death of Bishop Samuel kjayi Crowther in ')acember of 1891 led 
to the consecration of Charles Philips and Samuel Ol(iw0lein 
a service conducted in Yoruba in Ibadan. A meeting of 
the Finance 
Committee during the following wee appointed him immediately as pastor 
in charge of St. Stephen's Church, 
bde 
bn. io. Thus, by 1894, Lijadu 
, 
had become the tmedj, ate helper and colleague to Bishop Phillips in 
the work of the ndö area, exercising a non-episcopal leadership over 
the other few agents of the CMS in the 
Öndo Mission., He was t)riested 
by Bishop Phillips on March 1st, 1896 at Hroloya in Lagos. Lijadu 
was happy to recall in later 
years that the service was again in, 





In February 1898, the Finance Committee of the Yoruba Mission 
met in Ibadan. Before it was a petition addressed to it by the "native 
padtvra"; arid . agbbtb'1 later described i the, same letter as "servants of 
the Church Missionary Society" in'bde! ndo'". It pointed out the finan- 
cial difficulty in which the agents had been working owing to the rise 
in the cost of living since 1891. The difficult condition was attribu- 
ted to the fire which in 1891 occurred in the town soon after the an- 
nual crops had been harvested, and which therefore destroyed the whole 
of that year's harvest. The fire was followed in January 1892 by 
a war which broke out between thetbnd6and the neighbouring Ikale 
people, thus nreventina farmers from attending to their farms to make 
ur for the loss sust! ined throueh the fird of the previous year, The 
end of that war opened up the roads and there was an influx of people 
into the town, increasinc, Vie population by an estimated 50% in 1893- 
A boom in the rubber trade in the years 1894-7 meant that most of the 
youno men and the ableboried members of the older male population turn- 
ed their attention from food crops to the new cash crop with the con- 
se'uence that whit food there was became very expensive, Matters 
became worse due to the fact that labour costs also went un. Farm 
labourers who could have been employed by the church workers 
to-work on their food gardens demanded high wades. Load and hammock 
carriers, who were the helpers of evangelists and pastors on their iti- 
neration from place to place, demanded as much as 15/- per load! 
This petition, it must be noted, was written about a situation 
which had been deteriorating for some sevci years, the people expecting 
a respite from year to year but their hopes being shattered by events 
of the succeeding years. Wages of church workers were based on an 
agrarian economy. But cash trading was setting in. The 
andd'O'Peoale 
themselves were happy on the whole with the changes taking mace in 
their community. The rubber trade was doing well. They sold their 
rubber for export and at the same time they did much internal trading 
in gin and rum, in tobacco and gunpowder. The situation demanded that 
a wane-p; -,; ing Church should adjust quickly to changing circumstances 
which the' people in a sense welcomed. 'ghat the petition pleaded for 
was pity and help, the twin factors on which missionary support of the 
work was made to rest. Ui they hoped to met was "increasing their 
monthly stipends by a few shillint's more". The letter quas si? ned by 
E. M. Li jade, J. '7. Thomas the catechist, and E. 1. K4yýdE; the school- 
master in charge of St. Stephen s School. 
By tl,; e end of Jure, a reply arrived to the petition. fated June 
16th, 1898, it announced that a bonus had been granted. But the Rev. 
Tom Harding who wrote it added the fateful words which were to stir the 
thinking of Lijadu on the future -ýattern of his own ministry. Tom 
Harding wrote: 
III altrays feel in such cases, when the money has to come from 
a foreign source and is contributed mostly by people poorer than any 
agents or Christians. in this country, that either the agents should 
practice still stricter economy or make their anneal, where there are 
Christians, to the Christians who are under their ministry. See 1 Cor. 
9: 1ff. In this way, a holy dependence df both Ministries and flock 
of a foreign source supply is created and sustained. I long to see 
things in a real sense Native and not having the appearance of it. 
When will Yoruba have a National Church at our present rate of proce- 
dure? I am convinced we are workin7 on too elaborate and extensive lines 
for our people for many years to take the work, and God will jud"re us 
for it. May He teach and guide us all by his Holy Spirit and make us 
more like our Blessed Master Jesus, '. 
The petitioners, on receiving the reply sent by Harding, wrote a 
letter to their Bishop expressing their "grief and distress" at the 
tone of the reply they had received from a Finance Committee of which 
their Bishop himself was a member. They explained that they had re- 
garded themselves as employees of CMS, and all they had done was lay 
the circumstances affecting their conditions of service htow before 
their employers. 
0 ... 0.15 
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They believed and knew that CMS had its rules and they were cautious 
"to appeal directly to them (i. e. to CM) rather than resort to means 
which wo? 1ll he 4isl+onovr. ble to the Society's rules". They concluded 
their letter to the Bishop by withdrawing the appeal made in February 
and threatening to return the ^ortion of the bonus which they had al- 
ready been aaid. 
The reference to God's judgement in HardinT's reply to the 
Öndo 
petitioners was completely misunderstood and taken as a rebuke of the 
petitioners, and vorse still as a direct curse on them. This will 
beco, ne clearer when later on we discuss the , frican understandin of 
the power of the word, especially as understood by Lijadu. They 
Wrote to their Bishop: "lVe are deeply sorry to know that our appeal 
has exposed us to so much of human malediction and divine wrath as 
the Secretary's letter most clearly indicated .... And we do humbly beg the Committee to know that nothing less than their acceptance of 
this (i. e. the returned bonus) can set our minds fully at rest: for 
we really dread the idea of bringing down God's jud7ement upon either 
our own beloved CMS or on our own selves while the meat is yet in 
our mouths". The word 'malediction' is appositely chosen to descri- 
be their understanding of the usage of God's judgement in the letter 
which came to them. 
Bishop Phillips duly 
ted let 1ugust w is late 
the Revs. James Johnson 
tee resilent in Laios. 
his personal opinion in 
heinp raised. 
forwarded the letter to Lagos and a reply dj- 
r received signed by Bishops Tugwell and Öl Iw1i, 
and Melville Jones, members of the Finance Commit- 
It was emphasisel that Harding was expressinT 
the comments against which objections were 
Those personal views were not necessarily shared by other members 
of the Committee though it was regretted that he had used an official 
letter which he signed as Secretary to the Finance Committee to pub- licise the opinions. Harding's letter was even referred to later in 
the same letter as "unofficial". Such was the embarrassment which the 
situation created for those who had to write this explanation. The 
petitioners were touched with this apparent embarrassment of their 
ecclesiastical fathers and thought it advisable to let the matter lie. 
By the end of 1898, however, the economic situation started to im- 
prove. it least so the petitioners wanted it to be believed; and they 
lost no time in acquaintinR Harding and the Finance Committee with 3e- 
tailed information on market prices and rates of silver exohanRe. 
. Advance noticd was therefore riven in a letter dated 9th ')ecember, 1898, that, owing to the improve? donditions the agents would not want the 
special bonus to extend beyond the close of March 1899. Surely, the 
petitioners were still grieving over the Hardin] statement in the June 
letter, but thought it best on receipt of the Bishop's letter of symea- 
thy and commiseration in August to let the matter rest temporarily until 
a better opportunity would Arise. 
That letter in December started to drive a wedgd between Li a du and 
his co-petitioners. As far as they were concerned, a suitable and sz&f- ficient explanation had been given, and the bonus they craved for had 
been granted. But to propose now that the bonus should no longer be 
paid sounded most unreasonable and was going to creatd further financial 
difficulties for those concerned. To them, Lijadu was pressir. a the 
issue too far. They were interested in cash benefits in return for 
their labours. He was concerned with an ideal for the propagation of 
the Gospel in ,: friea. They even suggested that he was motivated by 
vanity and aride. His brilliant exegesis of the Scriptures and the 
expression of hopes for an fri4saawlead evanRelistie protramme for the 
ultimate redemption of "tfrica was too much far them. They sug-ested 
that he was just showinm off his knowledp-e. How in any case dould be 
pretend that he was wiser/than the Bishbp who had not only been their 
father in God in the bndo Mission for twenty-two of the twenty-four 
years of the Mission, but also whose wisdom and correct interpretation 
of the Vord of God had been acknowledk-ed by the Parent Committee far 
away in En? land by his ap'ointment and consecration as a Bishop, a po- 
sition which was hell by only one European among all other Europeans in the country? 
:.... /6 
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Lijadu started to feel absolutely alone. Those in Lagos who 
were as sophisticated as he would have understood. But he had been 
called of God for a gec*nl Mission not in Lagos but in Ondo . His 
colleagues in the . '5býo%uta Patriotic Society to whom he had delivered 
an impressive address some twelve years back on "The Effects of Forei- 
gn Literature and Science. Upon the Natives of Yoruba Country" did not 
think him vain but rather leaned upon his leadership. His memory went 
constantly back to the sermon he heard preaches in Breadfruit Church 
in Lagos on the text "If your eye causes you to stumble, pluck it 
out.... " His mind dwelt on the Bible passar: e quoted in Harding's ori- 
ginal letter, 'For I would rather die than anyone deprive me of my 
ground for boasting. Yhat then is my reward? Just this, that in my 
pre9chinR I may make the Gospel freQ. of charge, not making full use 
of my right in the Gospel". (1 Cor. 9.16ff). He knew it fell on 
him to live in obedience to his heavenly vision even if others would 
not follow him. ;o he drew up a programme to make himself a self- 
supporting minister amcnz the reople, and submitted it to the i 3ishop 
for advice and for forwar-ling to the Finance Committee in Lagos, His 
letter is best quoted in full: 
UNP: `. I) MINISTRY 
A Scheme propounded by F. M. Lijaiu for beginling a set of Self-suppor- 
ting Fvanmelists for Yoruha]_,, nd. A 
Rt. Rev. Bishop Phillips, 
My T)ear Father, 
By t, heýlýth October 1900, I shall have been already full tin 
years in ade Endo, and as I am looking forward after that, God willing, 
to launch myself forth on a sort of Missionary enterprise, I hereby 
most humbly crave to be RRuided by your aivice and counsel as to the 
best way to attain the object I have in view, - 
Viz. To begin with mysalf a set of self-supporting evangelists for 
Yorubaland. I should here lay b. re my principles an plins before you, 
which are the following: 
I. Principles w', ich give rise to the above idea. 
ý" Christian religion has been brought to tiis our land mainly 
through tngland's goodwill and liberality whence the Church Missionary 
Society have the well deserved honour of being our parent in Goa who 
has hitherto borne unaided the expense and anxiety of the evanTeliza- 
tion of our land. 
2. Owing to the heavy burden which the noble Society has on 
its shoulders now that its field of operation embraces the whole world, 
it calls on all the Churches of its earlier planting to arise to their 
duty and nositicn by becoming self-supporting. 
3. The Churoh in Yorubalind is too slow to real1 e and rise 
up to t'iis her duty ana position and hence Christianity as yet fails 
to become indigenous amonv, us. 
4. From what the Church in Sierra Leone, or in Lagos or in 
Abeokuta, is now as to self-su, port, and from the methods which have 
been tried and are now being tried to see Christianity indigenous, I 
have been led to a permanent conviction that there is yet room 
for other ßn3 new methods to be adopted to inculcate the duty and nrAc- 
tiee of self-support on the Church in Yorubaland. 
5. The new scheme wiich I am hoping to inaugurate with myself 
D. V. in 1901 proposes to combine with the old method of urging the people 
to support their ministers a new one by which ministers may he urged 
to sup ort themselves. 
11. Plans and purposes. My plans and purposes in connection with the 
above principles arc: 
1. To continue missionary labour after the year 1900, Cod willing, 
on a self-supportin? basis, i. e. not receivinc' nay from either the 
CMS or from any native Church. 
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2. This being done, I should feel very happy if the Finance Committea 
should allow me to continue my charge of ; t. Stephen's Church, or if 
this be found impracticable, they should allow me to share the work 
with whomsoever they may appoint to succeed me. 
3. Or if it should nlease them to apportion to me the task of work- 
ing up the stations belongin-, to the Ondo Church Mission under the direc- 
tion of the Bishop. 
4, At any rate, I desire to continue to be a CMS man to carry on 
my future work within CMS spheres where representatives may inspect 
and test it. 
5. My chief aim is to live as naturally as possible among the people, 
work with my own hands as they do, eat what they eat, and be content 
with little while helping the Church onward to self-support. 
6, My strong conviction is that both paid and unpaid ministers are 
-needel here in Yorubaland to make Christianity indigenous among us. 
'Ye have hal the former trisd long enough (nor could it be dispensed with 
entirely at any stage of the Church's existence), but we must adopt the 
latter now and try its effect if ; ve will have Christianity to hecono 
truly ii iveno»s in this country. 
III. 1n--)I. ication. I therefore humbly an-ply to you, dear father, for 
a3vice u-'on this most imrort ant subject on 'ºr1ich I 'lave consulted and 
obtainel the counsel of my dear wife and of my neonle; and which; more 
than that, have been take, many times to God on my knees in prayer. 
`Viii you kindly sound the Finance Cogmittee so as to obtain their 
opinion as to the conditions on which alone they can countenance such 
a scheme as that already brought before you. 
wishing you long life ini prosperity. 
I remain, 
My Dear Father, 
Your obedient servant, 
E. Moses Lijadu 
Ode-Ondo., 
January 14,1899. * 
The year that followed saw a Treat deal of discussion on the sub- 
ject between him and the bishop, between him ani the con3regation who 
had now been involved by the concrete proposal in this letter, bet- 
ween him and his wife. mo the Bishop and to many in the congregation, 
the whole idea sounded impracticable like an idle dream. It was too 
revolutionary and had the spirit of revolt ani disloyalty in it. Even 
the Committee in Lagos could not deal with it, but rather left it to 
the 73ishop to counsel his over-enthusiastic vicar as aright be found 
possible. The Righon or ', is cart did tie best he could to-lecture 
hii on eccelesia'ticsl economics, Aointinrr, out to hi- that no one 
co, 1', i nossilly run a 'Mission on his own, that even the missionaries 
had to fierend or\ the gifts of %many others back in their country. 
""0"no i-v, o'vö hin l+a fi nje I jq", the bishop was reported trc have 
ssi in an eniRram: "The Church can only be run with money collected 
from here and there, from all and sundry''.. Nor lid he fail to warn 
Lijadu that he would be throwing away a sense of security for an un- 
necessary sense of insecurity. On a visit to La-os, the Bishop looked 
for members and friends of the Lijadu family resiient in Lacos who mi'ht 
try to dissuade him from his reckless plan.. 
In Ondo itself, a meeting of the congregation was called to Pet 
the opinion of the. members of) the scheme.. Lxvecially was this neces- 
sary in order to assess the strength of the sunoort to be expected loca- 
lly for one of the alternatives contained in the letter of proposal. 
The question was, should Lijadu be allowed to carry on his work on the 
basis of his proposal within ; t., Stephen's Church, and would this mean 




aid from CMS from that time on? Or, in more general terms, did the 
plan for a self -supnortinc ministry imply self-suurort for the cDnrr°- 
Ration within which the minister wculi work? 
There was a iivision of oninion among members of the conqrecýa- 
tion. There were those who valued their inIenenience and self-respect 
so mmlcb that they clsimed they could not sell it for a mess of 'ota'e 
of rorei'n aid. There were those who fe-red_that a financial burden 
on the conRreration more than already Bein=, borne might scare away 
potential members especially among the poor. This was the majority 
voice, and the conclusion of the meeting was expressed in a letter 
written on the following day, 'ipril 19,1900, for forwarding to Lagos. 
The scripture passage which came easily to hand to express th.: ir mind 
in the letter wes the spirit is willing-, but the flesh is weak4, a 
text which his been echoed many a time in similar lebites in the count- 
ry until the "jtfrican Churches" and the ^, ladura movem'nt came to demon- 
strate that it is possible to build up a congrerration from scratch 
even among the poor without any financial aii and subsidy from outsile 
the country. The letter pointed out that they were few in number in 
the congregation and then quickly added, "But should the Parent Commit- 
tee be disposed to ask Mr. Lijadu to continue amon? us sithout pay, 
that decision would not be ours to take". 
The debate draiz7e3 on for many years. No firm decision could be 
taken for twenty years. The division of opinion within the Ondo congre- 
gation continued. The Bishop saw the proposal ant any decision which 
could implement it as a threat to his authority. Members of the Exe- 
cutive Committee in Lagos were divided among themselves. Bishon Turwell 
who was the diocesan sät on the fence throughout. But Thomas Hardin; * 
who was secretary to the Committee was an enthusiastic supporter of the 
Lijadu scheme. i. lmost none of the %friean members of the Committee 
favourai the nroaosal, though they were compelled by the facts to make 
complimentary comments on it as the ye: drs went on. The London Committee 
was in a dilemma. The Lijadu scheme could certainly be taken as an out- 
workinr, of the Venn policy, but the Committee had tried to back out of 
that noli;, y and had burnt its fingers in the Samuel Crowther eriso'ie. 
However, there xis a measure of mutual respect coupled with Sus^i- 
cion an' ioubt. In the meantime, Lijadu's work grew rapidly along the 
Ondo V-itersirle. There were many conversions, baptisms and confirmations. 
Tie news of the success of the work spread far ani wile, and Lijadu 
h-d a number of indivir? ual suororters in Lagos ani in Fn? lrtnd. 
On Lijadu's sur7estion, all parties c cernel agreed that his 
nominees could train for the priesthood at 
Qvp 
for a nominal fee. It 
was a disagreement on this particular ieveloument which finally lei to 
a severance of relationsbios. Iijadu's eldest son was the first to com- 
plete his training under the scheme. Tie Bishops decided that he could 
not be ordained, bein7 found unsuitable for the Ministry. Lijalu saw 
it as a token of a lack of confidence in 'As work. He took ', is son 
and ordained him. Lijadu's priest's license was withdrawn in Anri1 1920. 
He ordained a number of others subsequently. Some of his congrepºations 
were persuaded to dissociate themselves from him because his ministry 
could no longer be regarded as valid. Those which so dissociated t! 'em- 
selves were taken over by the . ', nalican Ch«rch. 
He was on his way to Lagos to meet his daughter who was returnin? 
from nursing; training in England when he lied in Ibadan on Dec. 13,1926. 
CMS published an obituary in the western Equatorial Diocesan Magazine 
testifying to his evangelistic zeal and successes. More and more of 
the remaining; congregations went over to the Methodist, 1'nalican and 
United Native 1frican churches in subsequent years. Only a handful of 
them remain today in the Tvanpelist Band under the care of his grandson. 
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APPENDIX II. 
Odu-Ifa Translation from T. M. Lijadu's ""Arun jla"" 
1. ýrunmila says "What's going on is ' 
parämila"'; 
and I repeat "7h it' s 
going on is 'pýar*amila". Then he adis: I'llhat a day! hunter from heaven 
meets the hunter fron the earth"I (IAsün-'g**äntan). 
One day, the hunter in heaven sent his wife to the market on earth. 
The inhabitants of the earth did not know her for whom she was. They 
fought her and florº-ed her. ; hen this was goinq on, the hunter :: n 
the earth siwq her holnlessness. Although he did not know whom she was, 
he had conmassion for her, came to her aid and rescued her from those 
whom were bean cruel to her. On her return to heaven, she related 
her sufferings to her husband and how she received kindness from the 
hunter on earth. 
The hunter in heaven sent a message of thanks to the hunter in 
earth and proposed a meeting on a riven date. ! 'then the s:: t d tte came, 
they both met. 'ach of them brougit a kez, of a. alm-wine to entertain 
the other. Havinu" exchanged their jrifts, they sat down to drink torre- 
ther. In the conversation which ensued, each one recounted to the 
other the state of existence on earth And in he, ven respectively. one 
after another, they emptied the dregs at the bottom of each bowlful of 
palm-wine on the same snot on the ground. They decided to enter into 
a covenant and agreed to make the spot where the sediments lay a meet- 
ing point between earch and heaven. To keep other men or beasts away 
from the spot, they dus a pit there and covered it up with dried l, ý. ves 
in such a way that any creature stepping on it would fall into it as 
into a trap. In addition, they covenanted that should either of t'hem 
got to the spot before the other, he should take whatever prey was 
found in the pit, divide it equally into two, take half away and leave 
the remaining half for the other. Different animals got into the tr-p 
on the succeeding days and wer. ) duly shared according to the covenant. 
But one by, the dog of the hunter in heaven fell into the trap 
and the earth hunter w. -. s the first do arrive there; he halved it accoord- 
ingly and took his share away. 'iis friend, the hunter in heaven, was 
shocked with this disalay of indiscretion; she offered a 'ift to 
Lü 
and askei that he should avenge this deed. 
'sü undertook to avenv.: on 
behalf of the hunter in heaven, and he sought~ 
his opportunity. On a 
certain d'y, the mother c: f the hunter on earth was near the spot celiect-- 
ing some leaves, and TP 
ü enticai hor to that pit so that she fell in. 
, 9hereu, )on 'h hastily went to invite the hunter in heAven to c for the 
prey. The unter came and divided the spoil accordingly. He was on 
the point of departing when his friend from the earth arrived to find 
that his mother had become a prey and had been halted. In his sorrow, 
re protested th^t the hunter from the earth could similarly have sn-red 
his mother. fi-ht ensued. It was terrible. Inhabitants of the earth 
and inhabitants of heaven rushe1 in rreat numbers to the scene. they 
stool on either side of the boundary, afraid to Pet near, with the two 
rolling eich other on the ground, znd brandishing cutlasses in between. 
All that the sr. ect-ttors could do was to cry "Let someone separ"{te them. 
'! there can we find a peace-maker? ', here find a reconciler? " Oloium are, 
the Tii. -h Ind Himself, hea"i the din and came "aljn?, sep3rstoi then, 
listened to t'. eir \st;. )ries oni asked them both to 'ging' f^rty c". )wri ý, s loe each. Forty, 0^0j]-, is _x sacred number and etymolo,? ic. olly st-. nls for 
forgiveness -And reconciliation. They brought t'ie fines. Then Olodumare 
joined together the two halves of the deal woman and revival her, -7ivinC 
her back to her son. The spot was marked with forty cowries to sal 
the reconciliation: All the inhabitants of heaven and earth were so 
pleased that they shouted "It is he_tven (or the one of heaven, . )r the 
oWner of heiven) who knows `he way of reconciliation", Hence the nimo 
"dry 13" run (Heaven), mi - (knows), - 11N (reconciling). 
Furthermore, as soon as Olodumare departed, the two men went through 
a ceremony of separation, in which they took a palm-leaf, with each 
holding one side of it : end pulling it apart, saying they would no longer' 
meat for ever. This is the orictin of the ceremony of "splitting the palm- 
leaf,, which is observed where there had been a serious rift in a family. 
/ 
Y17 
Ekiti-bete. This was an oracle for the Earth Game-huntero It was 
a- l so fool'''-'he Heaven Game-Hunter. Both of them were to nerform an , 
, ý, 
ho 
Df four pii: *eons ini ei g-ht hunirei cc, wries (i. e. 200 x 
4) so th-t t, ir 
exi, edition into the forest for -ame-huntinP might be nroniticus. n-ut 
it was only tha Heovs G'ime-Hunwho nerformoýi his -bo, the Firth 
Garne-Hunter did act (trýs\in taut-fn). 
From that day on, the day :: f splittirc' the -alm leaf after a fig-ht, 
t'ze two hunters from earth and fr :m he"iven new met face to face. All 
the same, one would hail the cthar from list-ince on rettin7 tc the 
boundary line. It happened that ýne l-iy, as the hunter fr. -. m he: van 
went a-huntinR, ha foun' five big eg-s under the bush and collected them. 
on reaching the boundary line, he hailed the other and asked him t_ col- 
lect two gib eggs he was leaving him. 's the hunter from the oarth h-ii 
caught no game in the hunt that day, he was very pleased to have at 
least those two bids eg, 7s. He went home and bailed them for his meal. 
The following morning, when the hunter from heaven went for his 
three eggs which he hai not yet coked, he was astounied t: ) find in front 
of each e;; q twenty thousand precious beads. He joyfully took possession 
of them and left the er;? s in position. The following morning; ag;:.. in, he 
hai the same experience. So he lecided to find out what was happening 
with the eggs he gave tu the cther man. He came to the boundary line, 
hailed the other and asked his question from a distance. The conversa- 
tion want like this: "What harpened to those eggs I rave you day hePLre 
yesterday? " I bcile l them fr, r a meal". "How did they taste? " ! 'Really 
tasty. They were good, very good"f, '""Jell then, now I know that vcu on 
earth can never be prosperous, never. " But the hunter from the earth 
responded, '14hýtever we do or not do on earth, prosperity depends on 
heaven. Only heaven k u'vs the way to riches, the way to . prosperity". 
And that is Orunm1 a( run (heaven), m' - (knows), -lä (to become rich). 
(((This is another etymology of t'^e name 9runmila, referring it here to 
riches, wealth 'n3 nropnerity, rather than to 3eliverince into safety 
and peaceful relaticresiip. Both ideas have become alternative senses of 
the verbal particle la. ))). 
3- 
Ajo was the diviner on the earth and kbemo was the diviner in heaven. 
They both a7raeß to meet at intervals on the honni"nrv line between , e-ven 
3n1 earth. the oracle warned them tu perform an so that their --)rýi 
intentions might nA he frustri, ted by une woman in relationship with 
them both. Both of them disreRirded the warning ani lid n: t rerf)r: n the 
e. to seek the "iii of Ifi. "How could one singly wcm-an fail th. -, 1:,. n 
between e. rth\ end heýýven nein - lo,: ked after by such as we ore? ", they 
11 
sneered. (Qbarz-Meji) 
Abemo, the diviner in heaven, had a wife whose name was Obi. C`, i 
had no children, so her husband consulted the oracle. He w-, s iirectc3 
to make an e of a black goat together with twelve thcu--and cowri sf )r 
child-bearin, *, and four pidg, eons and seven hundred and eixhty cowries f. :, r 
riches. ;, bemo performed the bQ for riches but nerrlecte3 that for cri i- 
bearing. 3o his wife could not bear any child. Obi, the wife was s`rrov- 
ful. Ultimately, she 1--ft her husband and rot herself married to Qn, 
the diviner cn earth. 1jo ccnsulted the oracle about his new wife ^nd 
the oracle prescribed the same2 as previously revealed to ". bemo. ,, Jo 
performed the týbq duly and the woman subsequently had a child for him. 
At the annual festival whin the two diviners should meet for joint 
rituals, Obi decided to o Nith her husband to the celebration. There 
Abemo complained that 4jo had seduced his wife, had kept her for : 'ne wh-1e 
year and had had i child by her. "º fizht ensued. Obi stood helpless at 
a distance, simply looking on. As there was no one to separate them, 
they fou? ht ind fourcht almost to the point of loath. Exhausted, they 
both sat down to rest. Thereupon, Lbemo called out to 4jo: "Why have 
we come to the boundary line between heaven and earth to ficht? Why are 
We fiahtinm at a spot where therz is no reconciler? Obi must h_av3 come 
from me in heaven to you on earth to be your wife so that things might 
fall apart on earth and in heaven. " 
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They saw reason an"i agreei to make neýce. They also concerted to kill 
Obi who was tha cause f the fight between them. 5o they lid &n4 left 
her dead holy ., n n tre , by the r:: zd side. 7-3-ich went : )n his iy back hme. 
On the third Jay, Origa was passi-na, " by , and sew the dead beIy cf 
Obi perched on i branch. He revived the body -in3 asked the woman vh .t 
had happenel. Obi told him. Origa felt that in tat case it wju1_ý. not 
help the relationship between the two men shoul"l he keep Obi sliv). ;,: ý 
he put her back in the ha Nhere they kept her and left her Sec i :n t'ze 
tree by the rU idside. 
So now, we have : ýn exnlin. ati. 3n of the custom of splittinr- the kil:: - 
nut (Ob') (((literally, the custom of killinc Ob3I))) at a rec, -ýnciliztion 
gathering. 
4. 
The man who runs away when a fight is threatened is n:. t a ccwarl. 
The beg leav-s s3mo wax behind f--r a hive. The ant leaves grains of sand 
for a nest. This oracle time fir the inhabitants of the earth ani fcr 
the inhabitants rf heaven when they threatened war against each other. 
The sacrifice was to be a bowl of honey and a howl of corn-pap. Only 
the heaven dwellers offered this sacrifice; earth dwellers did not 
(fret -' Sa) 
Soon afterwards, the inh2tbitants of the earth decided to lay sie-ý_- 
to heaven. On reachinrr the ý3te )f heaven, they faun i bowls of c-: rn-nap 
mixed with honey. Not realizing that there was poison also mixed up rrith 
each bowl of corn-pap, they c rý=. edily sat sown to eat and drink. So they 
all lied that ni'ht at the gate of heaven. 
At* day-break, the inhabitants of heaven saw the lend bodies of earth 
dwellers at the gate of heiven and were it first nuzzled what to do. 
They eventually decided to select an3 revive seven dead holies frD; n the 
four corners of the camping ground of the earth dwellers. Theo seven 
were male to carry all the deal bodies away from the gate Df heaven back 
to the earth, the inh)bitsnts of heaven mockinm them '"ith a s^nj': 
""You tasted tha hc, ney, 
That is why you cculdn't fight against heaven; 
You tasted the honey". 
To this sing of derision, the seven laboured hir3 and carried all the 
corpses away. That is why at a Yoruba funeral tol-ay, the corpse is carried 
round the village. It is the dead carrying the deal. 
5. 
"The-hill-rolls-sown-into-the-stream'+ was the diviner who gave an 
oracle to earth dwellers and heaven dwellers as they were zoing cut on 
a hunting expedition, when it was foreseen that there was Toinp to be a 
dispute about seniority as regards how to share the only big rat they 
would kill bn the hunt. Earth dwellers were warned to be very cautious 
in dealing withheaven dwellers; but earth dwellers refused to heed the 
advice, and a fight ensued. 
It was the single animal (ekiri or bdü) which the joint hunting 
expedition killed which led to firzht. Neither side would take )nly a.: ý 
tart; each wanted the whole. Heaven men returned to heaven in anc-er 
and fury in-1 left the game with earth men. On reaching heaven, they 
stopped the rain from falling. Crops on earth withered, men and animals 
started to go without food as there was a famine. In their extremity, 
earth men decided to return the game to heaven, and they went in search 
of someone to make the journey for them. 
They seized on a prernint woman, put the dead animal on her he"d and 
sent her on the way to heaven. On reaching there, Oloiumare had pity on 
her for she cou1N have died of weariness on the journey. Olddumare cave 
her n ra13bish )f water t) carry back with t`ie instruction to pour it out 
on reachintr the earth. She hardly got into her room when the b; by arrived, 
and it was in the !, ool of the w-iter which she hr:. uaht from he-'. ven 
thit 
the baby was Icliverel. u, r . 
frionis heard she h3i returned from heaven 
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and came to greet her "TZelcome from heaven". They came and fcun: l the 
babe and had to greet her for the arrival of the baby too. The sFmr> r 
greeting sufficed as appropriate fcr bath. 
At the birth of a child we look for water to hzthe the chili, but 
a child always brings plenty of water in the coming. Ind when a Yoruba 
woman newly delivered of a child is greeted, the Greeting is 'Welcome 
from heaven", which is a welcome for returning from the a, te of . i3: th. 
6. 
Ho-h'6-made was the diviner who consulted the oracle for the Hawk; 
there were aracul it messar es in it also, for the Ec ret ani the Vulture. 
It was on the day when each of the three o rfere-1 in jealous self-canfi- 
dence to carry the sacrifice of earth-dwellers up to heaven. The Hawk 
started, went up a bit, Rot tired and fell back. The ZRret suffered the 
same fate. only the Vulture was able`to take the sacrifice of earth 
dwellers u7 to hinh leaven. (6sä-1 W. Dri) . 
This is a continuation of the story of the woman who went t::, heaven 
to return the Ping which brou? ht i tragedy on the earth. The Niter the 
woman briiv'ht back became rain, and it raine-1 tumiltously, so that there 
wis a flood which extinguished fire from the earth. Men had no fire to 
cook. They then offered a sacrifice to q, --t fire back from heaven. 3ut 
they needel someone to carry the sacrifice away to he°won. The Hawk, 
the Earet, ani the Vulture voluntered to serve. The Hawk was the first 
to start. Both the Hawk and the 57ret failel. It was the Vulture w'zich 
got the sacrifice to heaven. Fire was riven him in a covertl calahash 
with the in3truction that tho cal bash shouli not touch the Troun'_ until. 
he reached the earth. The Vulture was very tired with the journey. ^n 
rýettin? _to 
a flat rack on the way, he decided to rest awhile. He put 
the cal"ibash on the rock. Suddenly fire flared out of the calabash ? nd 
blistered the Vulture's head. 
Thus arose the saying I'Po-r vulture! it was a goc3 turn he : lard 
to 3o, but he gut a blistered head for it" 
ýöi 
(flote: for the antecedent of this story, see No. 12 below) 
Oloium! r,: with 9runmila locked themselves up t. )gether in a small 
room in hezven. -:, 11 heaven asked curiously ani in consternation: "rho 
will open the 3oor t.; let us in? . 1ho will open the door for us? " 
The 3uikir heard about it ind he went stricht to the door, attemnt- 
inq to oven it. Orunmilaanswered from inside ani asked ',. Vho is that 
knockin-' At the door of Osin hard and lcn7? " The duikar announces 'gis 
identity" 'M "n Or'xnmila answered back, '' tu, obe ja, take heed, Olodumnre 
woul'i lik=e you to ern back. Or have you ever known, or have y, )u evir firne 
into a small room in he-ven before? " The duikar häd to ao 'back. 
r, iu heard about it and went to see if he coull open the door, 
Orunmil-a asked him the same question. Fdu , ý, ibzrz, of ti ja rib' oko was also turned away. So also was asked to ; To back. 
i? bonr n heard and came. But h; too, ärrnr in 
odo .iä 
onile =ýfif n 
was 3180 turntdd 'away. Sc ^1so was Ira o16v kznsoso. 
There was further the cry of iesnýiir in heaven, askinr, -'7ho, f- r 
all we are worth, can ooen the door of Ofin for us? " Ten Fs iun (a s7ecits 
of monkey) offered t. cu. is he t"uched the i, )or, grunmila answorel 
from inside as before, askinr whc. On beine toll that it wis Fun, he 
insulted dun, makincr fun of his face nad h3n1s. rMun replied to him, 
'yes, my face is rough and ugly. , 'uni my eyes are sunken, but thoy are 
sharp enough to see a fruit high u, -) on the tree. Yes, my hands we fla-'y, 
but they are firm enough and they plucke. 1 a fruit for ?l fin himself to 
eat. " 
Qrunrnila was surprisa3 to her the reference 
tell the rest of tho story. £hus wns pun able to 
in a weepy, plaintive tone of voice, he s"an'*: 
an3 urxe1 Sun nit to 




Z, 1u. n is goin7, with them: 
I too, I 'an k 
17here they go, JIM will Ro. (Fji Oabe) 
9" 
One who returns thanks for the kindness of yesterday will redeiv' 
more kindness. This oracle was declared to On, the Head, when he ttiaa 
roiný into the c-mýany of the nether-earth spirits 
(irfinmalp) to split 
the kola-nut for kindness. 
( ;. -Ogbe) " 
The story ts that Olodumare one morning picked a choice 
kolanut and asked the Irtinmaq (nether Earth ')ivin mies) if 
an-,, of them could srlit it for him. First c3meý btun, the Rod of 
iron; he tried and failed. ;o did all the other Irünmale, they 
all tried and failed. Then they sat down there wondoriz if any- 
one else would he able to q. Ccom"- 
plish what they hid failed tc acomplish. At that point, Cri, the 
Fiend, rollet 3lonc,, stopoed, took the kola-nut and split it, to 
everybc ys amazement. Olodumare dongratulated the : lead and made 
him chief a')ove all the irunmal''. 
1s it hinnened, the other irunmele became ; je i1ovs of the TIeji 
sni i fight ensued. In the fiphtin', none had strength enough 
to - efp"tt the 'ie. ad. He knocked them all do un one by one snd flung 
them in diffi r-ant directions gs` he knocked them down 11 
Qtä he 
1un to . ý, io ttvv , '; rinmi to 94 town, P pL( to sin, `Ord ae 101 JOA-pa, ýJ tin to Ire, i An to Iyinie, 7ni arfi nmi to Ile-If 
ýOb 
se oloRo ese" This oracle was ieclared to Qrunmila . v'-, (., n 
he vý nmýö jýt aaiinst all the kings of the e, rth. He 
Iafe -A t ed the a-a and carried away all his coöýr. IIe defa? tý, l 
Aiero, and captured him with all his belonc'in-s. In the same 
way, h3p üefeated all the other kings one by one, -in; 1 started t^ 
to , `Ni ne;: t. 
t1hen the 
wi 
heard of the victories xlreily won oy Qrurmila, 
he went and co lted the oracle for quiJance as to what he cc, uld 
do so th-At grunmil. a would not be able to defeat him. lie guns aske? 
to offer the folowing: rat mc. it in plenty, fishes in plenty ? na 
one bottle of wine. `e performed the ritual accorýiinRly. ^s 4r, vit4 
miles aooroachei, the Owi presented the me-it and the fish 
and the wine. Qrunmia-sat down and ate and drink to his heart's 
sstisfaction. Te became drunk after some time. As Rrunmilz 
lamdrunken, it wis possible for ýw(to defeat him. So, the 
F, wi Dossess all the booty which 9ur nmila hal captured from all 
the kings he hal dete" ? 3. From that -lay and incilent came the 
sýyiný* "rJo kin- 3s Fwi". 
11. 
Hold un a chain, an3 it stinds up straimht and stately 
release your hold on it, and it comes floppily down. This or«cte 
was for grunmila and all the irünmale. It happened that Olo1umare 
zot some ýo'1(4s ready ani asked the ifinmale to carry them to t$: e 
earth. (ok)nr\n-Taunt-An). 
_t, 
Olo1um-Lre on that occasion sent a messenfrer to sum: -ion all 
the irý'rn f to him. Alone of them all except 9runmila Rave the 
messenger anv present, the custom"zry rift acknowlel3in thzt 
the messa-e u ýs ielivýre3 (Vie 9runnila gave him f.. ol 
and drink. H, -ý "-)ve him a le-7- cf e -ic'tei to t alte with him. 
a 
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In return for Qrunmila's kindness and thoughtfulness, the mes- 
senrer t.. 11 him secretly what Ö1ödümare wanted t>em `ll for. It 
was to carry some bundles to the earth. ßut ýrunmila shcul3 
take the warning, not to hurry to take one of the nearer bungles, 
rather, he should abn it cettinn, st one in the bosom of 01o1ümäre. 
Then the Jay came and the irunmal9 assembled, there was =a stimpebe. 
This one got hold of a 'bundle of coins, that one a bundle of 
clothes, and so. on. The messenger took position on a talking- 
drum, warninx'gru! nmils with the Irum to take his ti e and aim ul- 
timately at RettinR tie s-ck of heads close to OleiiumsA. After 
the others had left o tlý. ejrjourney to the earth with the r"buriens 
of wealth and riches, 
grunmila 
leisurely went closer to Ololumirb 
and collected the more -precious sack containing heads and mo ii. " 
for the e rth, followinr* the other, far behind. He overtook the 
other irunmale as they stool on the boundary between heaven ^ni 
earth. Tliev coull not 7o further becau3o the earth was all ccvoorad 
with nntiinr but vi . ter. 
yrünmil3 
t-)ok out a nazi from is slack in'i spread it on the 
waters. He iinrei in again and brouc'ht out a handful of earth- 
1ust which he snrinkle3 on the mat. Phen for the thir. i time he 
dinnei in again and hr:, ught out a hen with five claws which he 
als@ placed on the mat. The chicken startei to scratch the lust; 
and as the . lust sure-i3, the water rece lei . ant solil earth exttn- 
aed. t 
It was'rdlnmila,. u ho mile the solii earth, who first stei- 
pe-1 on to it. Th , nma1 ha-3 t- deliver all that thQy hr., uo'ht 
from heaven to ýrunm , snl he sharel out to them just as it 
pleasel him. Then Qrunmila sang: 
Look, how grana the earth is! 
Being before and being After; 
The earth itself in being. 
12. 
1o Umar was in lire neei, nn3 ýrunmi1a too was in lire 
need. 0] m1r'b divineii for 
Qrunmil? dn3 asked Min trk ", erform 
some Iýj rites. brtCnmilýs himself iivinel for 0lodýmire and aircc- 
te3 him similarly to perform some rites. The unierstaniin? was 
that the rites w,: u11 help them respectively out of their strrits. 
Each one of them iuly nerformfA the ham, with a big roat and 
22,000 cowries as nre. scribei for each by the other. (E i-07be). 
After they had ': ). )th made the qbq as required, they were 
both walking al n7 toeeth^r «ne day when they stumbled find fell 
to. -, ether into i "ieen pit where they remainel for many days, they 
became hungry hecauge they could not get out by themselves. In 
this strait, r1un, a tyme of monkey hennened to be nassinr7 ov and 
he saw them. He wss shccked. Im-ediately, lie climbed uo the trues 
3n-i rluckei several fruit; for them to eat. They ate, until 
they had enough strength to be nelnel out. Even when they were 
out, they were still d, aze3 and weak and coull not dare ns 'ýefore. 
Hence, they went ""n_l 3ocke. t1, emse1v! 9 tin toc! eth. er in a small 
walled enclosure in he. iven. (Fcr the rest of the story, see 8 
above). 13- 
Vie wickej, T-in `as runninc away from the fire ice of ý1ý iim re, 
even though Olodumare did not . rive him . awe ay. Olodumir" shcutod to those standing around and asked thzt he he sto; -)ceß and hr, v7ht back. 
, 
The wicked man ran faster, and there was none of the a3semb- led irunmalp who cculi catch him or stop him until he was run- 
ning passe-cl Qrunmila. It was 4runmila ho there and then tt hold of him and brought him back to Ölo3ümir Who commanded that 
the wicked min be taken into custod}r. 
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That was why'Olodum? 
re 
ireferre3 yrunmila above all the other irun- 
Taie pari rave 
him a status higher than ýieirýs. From that 'Lay ; n, 
grunmila was allowed to sit next to r)loiumare who said to him: 
From this day on, ynu should feel free in my presence. For you 
no more fear, no more crinrinir when you come into my presence" 
14. 
The wind shove causes a rumblinq to the leaves on the tree. 
The storm rustles the leaves of the coce-nut Halm and shak? s 
`them hi ah and low, hare ant there. That is the oracle s; 3c, '.. cen to ýjrunmi1 when all the irunmalh rlotted against him so th, nt they 
, 
duz under? roun1 throu-h his wall from outbýI to rvch his 
inýrin which he oositiono: in his room. (Irosu-'Sa), 
T 
ýr' 
nmil\ did not know early that there was a 'lot beint 
hatched against him. But he tot to know on the occasion when he 
male an eben of a he-post ads he h%i previously been iirectod mni 
had to dig unier his inärin to bury the head of the he-goat there 
in com1le)ion of this 77t 77A which he performed on behalf of 
his irrirr. It was then th.. it h, liscovere3 that a hale had en 
ýuq i}i there fr_)m outside. runmila hastily removed his Iaba- 
Ip- rin an'i located it elsewhere in the 'louse. He then went on 
an d completed his rites. No sooner than he hid finished the 




nmila did not know th^t all the irummnale had conQre- 
gated in the hole leidin? in from outsile. The flood rar into 
the hole lug and all the irunmale were killed oy the flora "vhich 
rushed knt, the`hole which they themselves dug when they plotted 
against Qrunmila. 
15" 
Kakakä i, the oracle for Kimik Kikäki is th oracular 
message for Kimkka. "his wis the or-cle for ýriinm 1 on the oc- 
cision left poiscned bait for him by the irrt of 
Akee 4-nple trea. 
It ha-tenet th'3t tie chil1ren of 
crninmil3 
ini those of Ori ý3 
were in the habit of going together to pluck ant eat the fruit - 
the lkee 1r-le tree. Like all vi7. l r'e c1liliren, where they '1uck- 
tie fruit, there tier would eat it. On one nirticular occasion, 
Or ýa, 
'dot 
it into his he : iii thrt he would do something to cause 
grunmila some pain ind sorrow. So, he went and planted a 7oison- 
ous bait by the iýiýn tree, warning his own chikiren to keep, away 
from the tree on th. it 'articular Jay. ? ýrunm%a did not kn--7 this. 
? gut is his custom wn , he consulted his rin Rt day-break, ind 
',, e was , "iven the OduOgbe-' Ka as the oracle for the day. From 
the Odü, he knew 77--it somethin, 7 was moinaa to hannon by n tree- 
where he or 'gis children or sore other members of his househ-, l. 1 
mi; ht be -)lucking some fruit. So he warned hips children n. -t to To 
near the li*kee pol tree on that day. c`ýrunmila's children heard 
and obeyed, but br's children who had been earlier warned 1, y 
their father lid-not oýeyy. They went to the tree end ate the 
poisoned fruit. When ri \ went : end identified the corpses of his dead children under the "1kee ipnle tree, he moaned and cried in 
anguish that the poison which he planted for someone else h-A 
killed his own children after all. 
16. 
, Oyigi was the oracle for Oyiai. 
pyiri. The manner of sep rture wou13 
el. lers and chiefs of the I1d'si rank. 
s-Anyin at the time when "ge it 
could make n fcol of him. (aka n_º 
N 
Oyioi wag the oracle for 
live a clue is to who were 
This was `thy Uraale 
for 
out with grunmila that no one 
PtirupI"- . 
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sat down one day to 
a friendly converpýign nd each started tp hontest he was wiser 




wisdom, tut, sum \ly 
retorted that in spite of sanyin's acclaimed wisdom he, Qrunmila, 
could make him an element in somebody's qb9, ritual. vhýa. t cne 
affirmed, the other denied and c^ntested. They betted on it 
and agreed that the loser would from that day be regarded as junior 
and servant to the other. 
On the clay, fc4lPwin-, -glqfin came to Qrunmila to consult the 
Ifa, orafle. yrunakila divined, and out came, thp Odu Okanran- 
'turu'gn. 'rünmila, in interpreting it to q1 TfIn, i reiicte-d 
that a bundle of fire-wool '+e brour*)+t to Ql 
in 
s house that day, 
and directed that the fire! 3od must be used in an qbg ritual. 
Ql5(fin laughed it off for no one ever brought a bundle of firewiod 
near Qlcfin s abode, it was taboo. grnn+nila counselled that 
9lö in should set a watch on every annroach to the palace of 
Ql6in. Ind it was done. 
w VP 
Now it happened that one of the wives of 919fin whom the 
gl? fin had rarely visited but who ha: i simply been left by herself 
in seclusion in the apartment nroviled for her by 9,19fin qot fed 
ur with herself and secretly left for the bush to commit suicile 
by banTinp. On Qettinrz into the bush, she met Qs. anyin who had 
one there to fetch some firewood. t, conversation and love-m-akinr, 
ensued, the woman's first real exndrience of sexual relationship... 
She , leaded with Qsanyin to come with her hack into her room in 
the palace, that she would hide him in her room which her hus')ini 
in any case had never visited. They contrived that Qsanyin sh)uli 
', ide in tke h kille of firewood and the woman would that w ýy carry 
him in. 9s nyin aPread to co-operate. Unfortunately, she fell 
into the hands of the eTuards who summarily took the bundle of 
studs from her and carried it to pl fin who at that time had 
prunmila sitting with him there. 
r 
glqfin was surprised and highly impressed,,, ail he quickly 
went in to brjn presents and nledh*es for ''runmila. 1.7hile 9lgfin 
was away, 
ýs 
nyin started to whisper from among the bundle cf 
sticks,. ackno: vledp ns{ ýrGnmila's wisdom, vision and superiority, 
and pleading that 9runRila should) work some facesaviný; devices to 
get him out of his trouble. plcffin returned and presented his 
lifts of appreciation and 
thanks pleýdýine that the Abp ritual be 
proceeded with "Nithcut delay. ýr nmila broke off a' iew ends from 
the sticks and used thosa hits as part of the ritual. Then he 
asked that the bundle itselý sý o ]ýi he carried after him to his 
house. This was done, and c; rünmila wt s left alone with the bundle 
of firewood of course, with 
ýsanyin pVtinp\away inside the 
bundle. brunmila 
. 
yut the bundle loose and Qsanyin submitted him- 




says "1 jat bete'" and I renly '9 jambete'". Then he 
s3yg `the front ler's of bush mi e sound 'm6s sa'; and also the 
wings of little birds sound 'mevew $'. This is the oracle for all 
the trees in the (crest on the day when they had to carry rifts 
and offerings uo to heaven, with Qrunmi1_a f llowinv, then from 
behind, carrying nothin-, taking no rift. (irösin'S. 
). 
Each of the it mlq had a tree sacred, to it. The palmtree, 
for evamnle, is srecially sacr i to%Qrurnmila. en a Jay when 
the trees to3k presents to 01 are ani the halm-tree carried 
none, the other tre, s wSe ea make t'ieir presentations mni 
to '\intout to 016dünare t rurýmlth brought nothing. But, 
plöýiumar answered them '1xi 
( 
^runmila 
had previously completed Tues. 
He hai. 
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He hale They felt ashamed, runmila returned from heaven rejoicing, 
with dancing and sin; inR. This was his sonn,: 
P, 11 the trees dron: 'ed their leaves, 
All of them, save one; 
The oalm-trie alone kept its leaves, 
The halm-tree beccmes an evergreen'. 
18. 
'. gainst him whose lot is to prosper, the machinations of 
man, re all in vain. This was the oracle for Qrunrnila when he 
a n-1 Cqu were to co-o-ernte together in a joint business ventures. 
Equ was determined to work under all circumstances against any 
chance Pf 9 inmila's success and event")al -rosoerity. 
(6wonrinn_me Lb. . 
According to this story, 9rnn! nila a- ved up to a hundred and 
twenty thousand cowries of shed currency. T$u asked that this 
should be entrusted to him and he would trade with it on behalf 
of Qrunmila. But because his motives were not pure, Equ went 
and bought an oll woman to be a slave for 9runmila. The woman iiei 
in a few days' time soon after she was brought in. Orunmila jer- 
sUaded himself to bear it meekly. He buried the oll woman in1 
marked the grave. 
But it so happened that the oil pman was the mother of botli 
the King of Benin and the King of Qyq. Both kings, on being told 
that their mother had been cau-*ht by marauders and sold to slave- 
dealers, started a thorough search for her, ready to nay any 
amount, no matter how high, to buy her back, living or dead. 
And so it was that when it wis finally established that it was 
Qrunmila who bought their mother and had Riven her a decent hurial 
when she died, they -paid him an exceedingly handsome amount of 
money so that they could have the remains of their mother. So,, 
it became a 'rincinle of life enshrined in this saying: "P: painst- 
him whose lot is to prosper, the machinations of man are all in 
vain. '' 
19. 
"then thin-, s came to a oretty poor -)ass in If a, when the 
neo-+le's life was)rcken life a cal abash, a message was sent to the 
Kinm of Qtä in 'ao town to viel-, ) spat things right in Ifs,. He came, 
tried an failed. I similar messa'e went to ärinmi of ýw ; he 
came and trie"! but failed. A ot'^er messa"Te went p Pene ,n the town 4sin, ,. He also tried but fa; le. i. So also gun from Ire, 
and lawoderi the diviner in Im9juhi. They all came but had to 
acknowledge their incompetence to he p res re prosperity in Ife. 
Then the messe went to r. -ti-kekere-s' Rbon (He-who-is-acclaimel- 
to-be-wise-from-infancy). He came, and lirectdd that the leaf 
O1 suer lu, the leaf which binds existence to-ether, the leaf 
which intervrates beine, should oe brought, But no one knew where 
and how to get this important leaf. The 4 e`oole humbly acknowle3-ej 
their utter helplessness; whereupon 
'r4nmila removed his can -fram 
his head and )roluced from inside it a quantity of this 'recious 
leaf. He used it as part of a ritual which oroduced the desired 
result, and Ife became urosperious back. again.. The birds flew back 
into their nests, youn- animals went back into their holes, ani the 
fishes returned to the let- ths` of the rivers. Both man and animal 
shared the new prosperity. (Irhsu-meji. ). 
too 
There is P as lava tree in Ifq, only an old person can climb 
it. All the Ir male have tried, but they have not been able to 
climb it. There is a Iog there, scarincr away those who may like 
to climb it. There is a biq ram there, threatening to ficht any- 
one w7io dares to come near. There is a snake moving around there, 
frightening away v nturinr-- ones. " 
"ý , ýr 
e 
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The tree bears money for fruit, and carries precious beads on its 
bark, half-way up round it are jewels galore; Only Qrunmila who 
knows the aprropriate rituals which is powerful enouch in its 
efficacy will be a'3le to climb it. (Irete-me, ii). 
grunmila did not oo in those days, ani he climbed it suces- 
sfully. On getting' ready to,, go to. attemAt to climb the cassava 
tree, grunmila consulted his irQrin, his Head; to investigate 
what he needed to do so that he could climb the tree which otters 
had not been able to climb. The oracle directed him to offer a 
sacrifice one bi- wrwn of corn-meal, one big calabash full of »am- 
reelinQs, one live rat, and one ear of corn. Qrunmila obeyi, 
carried all t, ese with him to tie tree. On getting there, the 
'watch-do' 
barked, and Qrunmile t'brew the wra-o of corn-meal (äký, 
u 
- 
gko) at the dog; the 'sir-ram essayed to fight, and Qrunm. ila offene, 
'the yam-peelings; the snake snarled at him but he threw the 
mouse toward it; the cock tried to pick at him, but Orunmila offer- 
ed the cock the ear of corn. While they were all eating the food 
given them, grunmila climbed the tree unmolested. The cock waa the 
first to note that grunmila was not the ton of the tree zn1 it 
ere'', sayino,. "Qrunmila is uo on the cassava tree-e-e-e-e-e-e"". 
That is what the cock crows from that time to this. 
21. 
Fire, the diviner of 
? bo;, The Sun; the diviner of OjoQbo; 
The Moon, the diviner of Alatangjr?; and the Rain-Storm, the divi- 
ner in the depths of heaven. These four, Fire, The Sun, the Moon 
and Rain-Storm had a Prcu e against crunmila and concerted twether 
to go and fight him. (Ogbe-'Sat). 
When Qrunrnila heard about the plot of the four against him, 
he consulted 'As oracle (his Head). He was instructed to prepere 
four bowls of Hounded-yam and three -dates of stew and put the3e by 
the side of the read along which his enemies would come to his 
house. rind crunmila lid ss he was "Iirected. Fire was the first 
to pet to the f. nd, and he took one bowl of pounded yam and one 
bowl of stew to accompany it. The ; un came next, and did the same. 
go also did the Moon which came after them. There was left only 
one bowl of pounded vam without stew. Rain-Storm came, and on 
finding that he would have to eat his pounded yam without stew, 
he Tot an7ry about the selfishness and inconsiderateness of his 
covlotters. So be -»ursue-1 t'-, em in `gis fi rv. He over-took them 
one by one, and killed each of them (literally quenched them or c"as'. 
himself over them). Thus the plot against Orunmila failed ani led 
to the iestr, iction of the -dotters themselves. 
22. 
, Th s story concerns Irba 
ým 
. 
Ami is unripe farm-cr, o s. 
I? b ^mi is 200 assortment of such unri1e firm-cro ns. These I'ba 
Emi went round killinu farmers, trilers, market-keepers, mnl311 of er such enterprisers. Then they wantel to kill Qrunmila. 
his habit was, grunmila had consulted his oracle, and he w7s direc. 
ted to offer a quantity of wine which would be mixed up with 
, 
&0I preparation for him to leave at the back of his house. 
(Ogbe-'Sa). 
It was the habit o these mi to go about not in company but 
in singles. So the m came to Qrunmila one by one, and on the 
arrival of each, he would bd directed by Qrunmila to ýºo to the "ack 
of the house to drink the wine of hospitality. Each one who 
drank of the Portion died and was quickly removed to be roistei 
for food. So the; r all died, and grunmila celebrated the lefeat 
of his enemies with a dance-son?: 
2 
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Two hundred spirits ranged against Qlgfin, 
Crushed are they, each one, crushed. 
I've tied un the hands of the spirits, 
Crushed are they, each one, crushed 
Carry on, death, kill them one and all, 
Cr-shed ire they, each one, cr>>shel. 
23, 
you greet me cheerfully, then I are: t you cheerfully. This 
oracle was siii to grunmii-I when the orle) fi`e was mint' to be 
prenired for the nether-earth spirits (iru_nmi )at the back of the 
house of Ajaruwa in Ife-L'Agbo. Orunmila was asked to make nn 
b with two chickens, 'two kegs of water, nl sNfour thousand cow- 
ries (i. e. 2,000 x 2). He complied . (IrrtF untern). 
The or3eal fire in this story was one of the ways in which 
the. inhabitants of old Ile-If? ascertained xhich nether-earth" 
soirits (imalg) deserved to be venerated. A competing imal 
would be is k, -7 to dance in the presence of admiring an: ] wondering 
Ife inhabitants rouni the fire straight across to the other silo 
without falling into the fire or being burnt at all. Achievem, nt 
would be acclaime1, ant acclamation would lead to veneration. 
The song for dancing round the fire was: 
It is burning, 
Let's see who can dance throuqh it. 
The fl. me is iancine, 
Let's see who else can dances 
OR the specific occasion under consideration, the contend ina, 
irnmal one after the other took their turns, ani each fell into 
The fire '? hen came the turn of Qrunmila, who had consulted the 
oracle and had been instructed to make an ebo as above. He carri 
one k{erz of water 'n ; ne shoulder, and the second on the other sho 
der. As he jumped across the fire, he , iropnei the kegs of writer 
on the fire, so that he was not hurt. For this, the Ife peo ale 
a"claimeß him with sin'inr: "Only you, Qrunmila was able to quenc. 
the ordeal fire; Only you". 
24. 
irfinmal one after the other took their turns, ani each fell into 
The fire "lien came the turn of Qrunmila, who had consulted the 
oricle and had been instructed to make an ebo as above. He carried 
one kern of water 'n ; ne shoulder, and the second on the other shoul- 
der. As he jumped across the fire, he , iropnei the kegs of water 
on the fire, so that he was not hurt. For this, the Ife peo ale 
a"claimeß him with sin, 7, inr: "Only you, Qrunmila was able to quench 
the ordeal fire; Only you". 
The great younp geniuses and the ? re it alult geniuses it "nris 
wno c3ns1u1tei ttie oricle for cr»nmiln. It was the3e babal'wo who 
warned grunmils that he was next to be testes whether he woull loe 
able to give the name of the year had been killed by Death r: ne 
after another. Qrunmila consulted his oracle as to how to avrij 
falling Victim to death. He was instructel to moult a clay imice 
anß make its te'th of melon seeds ant war'< into the im"i«e the 
power to act an4 speak -as might be 
instructed. grunmila di. i 
accoriinRly. (Ids-'Gbh). 
There wis a belief that at the and of s passin- year, succeed- 
ing years woull come in a ")rocession from heaven to earth, mnl 
each would nut the mirk of ddath on the man whom each of them wovii 
have to kill later. Those who were marked ')y This Year wouti '. eve 
t, ) die this year. Those who were marked by Next Year would have to 
die next year; each year working id competition to mark his own 
victim. No man would know when his turn would come until death 
would sudienly turn up lependinrr on the ; oar which had marked the 
', erscn as his own victim. 
when the years were wroceeding to Qrunmila's house, they found 
the image he left by the roadside with white sparkling teeth. 
They asked jokingly, "13, arkling Teeth, would you have some kola 
nut to eat? ". 'Vhereunon the image answered in reDly, III have white 
snarklina teeth, yes, but I use them to eat kola-nut of human flesh. 
" s.. / 
'37 
f 
But that is what you twou11 Zia, you This Year, .... . "The Years were 
startlei that so-1eone like that knew their names and could ren- 
rimini tl'em it such an imperious way. So they quickly rar back 
sni they could not oet into Qrunmila's house to mark him for ic"ith. 
T nce the sayincr, "No one is ever killed by the Year he can n me:. 
', 
_, erson can 
be kille l only by the Year whose name he foes not Kr. D, v". 
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0 that one who travels may not travel in a cane being naidled 
by the wicked! This oracle was given to grunmila at a time when 
91 Q/fin laid a lot to test Qrunmila ani cwas determined t. do ýý u. n- 
mila harm should he fail the test. Ql'fin made -a mortar out of 
a : ýAce of yam, made aýcanoe out of some water-yam, carved cut an ee ija outpf the mcý gdun tree, and a grain of corn he male int"i Ln 
alufin odilq. . then Qlcfin was asked why he male these thin? s, '"i: 
said he wantel to trick grunmila and kill him. Vhy? Because 
grunmila had a1 oat impoverished him completely, frequently 
taking away QlpfintspRskseMa ions whenever he came to consult the 
oracle for him. (Iw n). 
91Qfin put all the carvings he made into a 'gig calabash and 
put the lid on. Then he sent a message to grunmila to come an. 
co sult his oracle to declare what was insile the covered cal-bas-i. 
91 fin boasted quite a lot as he put the lii on this calabash as 
to what it would mean for Qrunmila should he fail to identify the 
contents. The wives of Qlyfin were sD concerned for Qrunmila who, 
after all had been of a lot of help to them whenever they had 
difficult child-deliveries. So they sent a secret message to him 
suggesting th-t he should pass by the back of their house on his 
w: y to Cglyfin. He lid so; and as he passed by, he heard them 
sinning, the words of the song giving him a clue as to what 91,4fin 
had in the covered calabash. 
E -e -, e- e 
Someone his male a mortar out of a niece of yam; 
E-e- e-e 
A canoe has been c. arvul out of some water-yarn; 
E-e- e-e 
An e1i ji is made 
%E -e-e-e Aluf nn odide out 
E-e-e-e 
out of mn tree; 
,: ýf - grain of corn; 
nmila was grateful for this heinful infcrm. aticn and . a"ý-nt c, n- Mently to the test-parAde. 
Q unmila was immediately put to the test as soon as he -irri. vel 
at ql in's. Calmly, he asked ?t in what oracle was reveaZrýi 
n ýh. is, iivin. ition that morninT. On being tali that it was Izrý_ i 
guntan, grunmila started to quote the stanza at the begirin_; of 
this story. 4141in was fri? htenel to hear this. So, he asked 
imme-iiately what sacrifice he needed to offer. Qrunmila leman- 
ded a To"it, thirty-two thousand cowries, and two big pieces of 
cover-cloth of 'iah cost, as sacrifice 1Riinst sullen death. 
These thincs were prolucei without much delay. Then grunmila cut in 
and s sked 
for sacrifice igi, inst witchcraft, one big hush tat 
(ewusi), twenty thousand cowries, two more pieces of cover-clothe 
As these were being laid down, grunmila cut in again and Prescri"- 
bed a sacrifice for Ion- life uninterrupted by any unwise kingly 
decisions which couli have tragic repercussions: a sheen, thirty- 
two cowries, five pieces of some high quality of cover cl1 th. 
They were similarly -produces with all speed, and with Q19fin oray- 
i», r hard and fast that Qrunmila might not go further on demanding 
more in sacrifice. It was only '3y Haying heavily for it that gl9fin 
got himself released from the penalty for daring to put 9runmila to 





runmila on another occasion consulted the oracle and I 
dkanrin r d. He was warned to perform a rite so that ho mi-ht 
no bei is e into eating ; poisoned 
food 
at a rally of diviners 
(babalawo). So, Qrunmila made a ritual of a ? oat and thirty-two 
cowries to ward off unforseen evil, and then he 'roceeded on his 
way to Ql? fin's house. On his arrival at Ql9fin's house, Qrunmila 
was offered some G, Orn-beer mixes with some poison. He refused to 
drink it, quoting 3retý-K\nr\sn and singinc : 
Whit is this in 




the keg that is bubbling over? 
in the keR that bubbles over; 
The oracle has warned, 
_'de don't drink of this. 
The merriment DroceeIed. Drinks were being passed round again 
sn'i grunriila wes offere-, some Halm-vine si"ilarly noisonei. T'-iis 
also he r, -fused., sinainq, a similar sonrr. He left the party ani 
vent to his house. He was not there when the party was over änä 
the croup denartei. 
Not long afterwards, a child of QlQ in's fell ill. All the 
babal o except grunmila were invýIte'i to heln. they asked for 
ritual articles in fours, and Q1¢fii com-lies. &s the chili lid 
not itn', rove, Ql? fin rronosel that cr,, nmila a1s3 might 'ne callei 
in, but the other bahalawo decided not to invite grunmila. Tney 
m-ive t"e father further aosurarces that his chill would recover. 
Eventually, however, the chili died on the third 'lay. Qlffin wis 
furious that the rivalry among the babml4o ha-1 resulted in the 
death of his son. tie decided to take it as an o-nortunity t^ 3 ", " 'n- 
strate to the general -public the -ross incomnetence Df t1'epe n-rr is 
diviners and the superior excellence of prixnmila over them. 'ie 
also ought to punish theirs severely for the de. Ath of his s: nj 
decided not to announc:: the child's death, but rather he mn: o 
feast on the followin? day and invited the general 'u'blic _n: t'- 
habalawo along. He cut and , places the heal cf the Bead child ii! 
a big bowl and arran¢ed portions of noun ied yam rolle l utp on t 
of the head. From this '. yawl he asked the bibs to help 
ves to pound yam. Unaware of what was at the bottom of the 
they helped themselves generously to first and seccnd hel, -incs. 
Al? fin then called their attention to the fact that Qrunmiln ', gas 
not at the feast, and asked that he should be specially invit; l t, 
join the p;: rty. 
Qrunmila consulted his oracl whether or not to go an_i -is t. 
whit to do shrul-1 he hive to go* 
trete-Okanran 
was the oracle 
which appeared, and the warninr was that he shoul3 take care what 
to eat before nic-htfill thit day, otherwise he mi7ht eat somethin- 
that was nrt fitting. 'fe went to the party and was invited to 
he1n himself from the bc, wl of pounded yam. Qrunmila storped kn i 
razed, ani rondered anti answered: 
'filmt is this in the bawl? 
It looks very mucli lire 3 to s"ýihne3 by the "world'", 
Vie unten s look very muc', like '-its of human flesh; 1Kete- 
k-anran, This is forbidden food, 
Than cs t0-1r,, 1 te-Okn n 
A68 be sail t'lis, lie w Ilke 1 away an. -I s-it 1monv- the bab '1 vo. 
q1 
fin 
was amazed an i frightened. pie "ýs'ce i Qrunmili to nrescri "e 
an an-ro-rint- ritual. He then took out -ti l sb+olvai to the 
ani the rest of tie assemblel croww -I Vie hea i of the ie vl chi? 1, 
w', ose jeath the ether babalawo had not been able t^ rreiict, nr'- 
vent or 'discover. Then he gave instr, iction that they all of t"-m 
be looked ur in jail. So, Qrumila became a chosen confidant and 




Qrunpila w is Roin2 on a long journey and was tokl e ve hio 
wife. Cnipuna, behind, He consulted the oracle and Otura-meji 
anneare . He went. Soon after he left home, the 
twar ai le 
(members of the Council of Si- Elfers in the town) assnu te"l . ßn3 
defiled his wife, and to cover it up, sold her into slovery. 
They then made a muund to show to Qrunmila to be the rave of his 
wife An die"i when h^ was away. On the dcv that he came bac'-, 
their ran to meet him, br-ke the news of her death, ar. i sou 'bt to 
cons:: "le him. On the followinn day, crunmila ? ot up early, : ýer"- 
formel necessary ritual ablutions an roceeded to consult is 
oracle to enquire how he could fin 
'e 
akother such a beautiful and 
helpful woman is wife. And (stur a-meJ1 aoneare"I again. T", -- -r : clto 
ws internretel to mean that Oninuna was still his wife mn: i w, ul i 
^. -remain faithful to him till o1'- l 'e. T'iis puzzle-I 4runmilo in l 
tried 3 din. The oracle replied in the same vsv. So Cruamilý 
nroceeiei to investigate what ritual he shouli verform, and ho 
was directed to offer one goat and one biq fisli t. - sacrifice tD 
his Head. So he callel two of his servants, Amosü, and 4mcre, 
anß sent them to buys the choicest fish they cýüIT: ossi'ýZy 
from the fisherman, Otosu, by the big river. On arrival there, 
they rejected all the smaller fishes on display and asked if they 
could 'et a very birg one for which the, could pay a very hi-rh 
price. Such a fish was brought and they naid whit w is asked for, 
even without the customary barpºainin' to lover the price. On 
getting the money, the fisherman aided his wife to ao out . ginl have 
a look at those men who woull only buy the choicest fish ant who 
had paid cash down on quoted price without bargaining. To her 
and their surprise, the woman was Onipuna, 9runmila's wife who was 
announced dead, and she also recognise them as the servants of 
her previous husband, Qrunmila. But both she and they kept the 
secret. They returned t- tell crunmila about her, and he arranrc, 
that she should be bought back privately and brought back to him, 
She returned an-I related all that hanpened to her when her husb, n 3 
was eaw"ty, and how she was sul3 away by members of the Council o:: 
Six alders. 
Qrunmila ieciied on a big nsrty to celebrate his return 
and irvited v+p elite in the ccmmu ity. lie tressed himself ur 
c'orseously, and loud uur is the acclamation of lelight when he 
annearei. Then the wife, Onfruoa, similarly dressed, quietly 
a-)nearel, all smiles ant courtesy, carrying drinks which she 
respectfully placed before the invites -zuests. She vent backt 
in ant amain emsrr'ei with nalmwine and kiln-nuts. Back she 1, r<ýnt 
wain, and cam` Zut carrying dainties of different kinds f. r the 
party. The iwzrgf, who hai assaulted her were flabhergasterF: _1 
They cot un onP ry cne an3 1vont to their homes. then they c-+m. 
back eventually, they each brought a ?o it, twelve thjusand 
and a basketful of kola-nuts to ask for Qrunmila's for-iveness., 
9rnnmila then asked them why they first ran away in the first 
instance, ant they replied: 
The wine we s lw in frcnt of us was zecusinp-, 
The Kola-nuts we cuu13 real rais-: A questions about char-, cter. 
The Halm-wine 'til before us presentei is Sues irinumerl'-1e. 
All the offenlinc, elite then knelt before 
forgiveness. And from that time, Qrunmiln 
both mcr31 ind nclitical, over the rulling 
"". / 
Qrunmil-i, heL77inr f 
., r 
assumed full contr. 1, 




Ofiý-si-ta-s was O1ofinls hunter 
Ori -si-ti-sý anot}iex hunter of Qlpfiri 
It m ase, Yet : nether hunter of 91? fin 
Ori-si-ta-si went inti the forest ani shot at an e1=-nhant 
%vent and shot at -in antelope 
Atamat sa 'ilso went in-I s&ýýt A .z tiger. 
11 
The ele-F'ia't s1nct -it h- Ori-si r ýn roun I the f'rest in rain fr ; r; 
the Tun-"shct and c^me and Cell lown 3ect"i in the front 
of glqfin' c ''ouse. Q1rlin';; men orened the inside of the elýj-, hart 
an, _ found there a mysterios cal bash with lil se-ilea or. 
The sntelone shot aý i>y ? rf--si ran round -An] ultimately came 7ni 
dial at the back of Qlýfin s house. Inside the antelo^e w9s f"un' 
a small babe yet undeliv : rc I. As for the tier shot by it. Im Xt se, 
it came and died straight on the door--steps of the house c. f jlfin, 
and inside it were found sixteen palm-nuts for divination. I 
41elin invitdd all the diviners in his realm to consult the 
oracle for him. Fifteen of them came, tried all they could, '-pit 
none cowl find a clue to the -nysteries inside the animals. 
Olofin noted them down as failures and nointe3 out that there is 
one di iner miýssiný. He . asked who it was th t was missing. It 
was 
ýcuýan-m ýi the iiv ner in Ode 1-lere el 
fin. 
ql fin sent a 
messy e that Eaü an-m 
ji shuulA come to him ur^'ently. 
03unda-me ii was the oracular sicn which Erutan had in his 
morning divination cý the diy t". at he was to qet the messt. -, e th tt 
he was wanted by 9l7fin. lie had been instructed to kill a chick3n 
over the ensign of his Tiesd, not to eat the lens and wings of tie 
c c! SP n but to 'ut t'ie, - in his bOre to-et'ier with three wra, s of 
! )7i 1i corn-meal and 'i vs then all to anyone in need whom he mi. rl-st 
meet on his wav out on that day. It was , redicted that if he 14-1 
this, his visit that lay would make him i osn rous. 'aütan 
heard and obeyed. On his ay going to the 9l fin, he mot thr-ýa 
vir? ins washin' clothes at the brook he w. ai t? cross. The n. i; r 
o-e was 4bora,, They were -41 dau? 'titers of Ql9fin hi't no one 
vet th it they would all be Errutan' s wives. 
N. i/ 
autan saw these girls was attrated to them mni stns ,, ad t: - I, have a chat nrith them. In the conversation, he iisc,. )vere'l t',, t 
their father had he-n . cry restless and touchy all diy and h--ii 
sent them to the brook tow3, s clothes without remembering tc -ý__"e 
them their mid lay meal. Equtan immadia-tely took out the f: I in 
his bag and offered it to the girls. They ate it and enjoyed 
i-c very much. : hey were satisfied and happy and the convers-ýtiin 
became freer and loving. In the course of the cDnversiti^n, they 
gave a lot of information about their family affairs, includin' th, - 
s of the hunters and the animals they shot and the : nysteri.: us 
finds which were discovered inside the animals. They elso t, lj 
him about the fifteen : diviners already locked up in dungeon 
their father, and cDncerning ; ne of the wive, of 9 
fin 
who 
been lz`bouring to deliver for three days already. They even 
to he his wives and suTý, estel that he should ask their father t, 
give them to him for wives. 
I; R'utan went on enä lot to Ql? fin's house where he was nske. j t 
consult the Ifa ors le without rielav and interpret whatever mehr-. 
Ssaoe he ha i for Ql in. "üt oc. Qaded to consult immediately 
and out came the ensign of 
öcuda-meji 
again. "Ha! '', he exclaimed, 
, there we h ve three hunters trh6 have each killed a mysterious animal. 
Let the first animal he cut oven and 1 sealed calabash will be found 
inside it. " 
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The calab : sh sh-, uld be taken . ut. 'ßn3 
labour. She should be carried to the 
her stomach sh'u1ß be t(-uchc, l with the 
elephant. le relict a s, (f; n delivery 
heard this ani tremb1A. It was done, 
to her child immediately. 
there is a w, lm-zn unier 
front of 914fin 
's h')ust in 
cilahssh fr-)m insi3 the 
far the woman". Q1.? fin 
anti the woman nave '"Dirth 
Egutan then continued; "'.. 'Je direct that the second animal ýc 
cut; inside it shall be fc, und a small babe Nrw ed up in the , v-m7. 
. This should be taken out And buried in the ground at the plc 
where Qlyfin usually takes his bath. If he washes himself 
on that snot for the next seven days, he will escape sudden d'ý. --Jth 
which otherwise might come on the seventh day". 4l'fin rive 
instruction that is be lone with speel. 
"Then", continued &? utan, "the thirl animal shouted simil'trly 
be cut, and inside it will be fcund sixteen palm-nuts fcr : 'ivin. ation. 
These s ouli be kept in 3 specially prepared calabash with lids 
ani ý1 fin shouli sacrifice tr it annually". 
"And there are some fifteen prisoners locket up somewhere in 
a dunoenn. Thev are to be release's to me. O, I see death. 
I can see is&th cumin? along; ". On hearin. 7 all these, Qlpfin 
st? rted to cet ill with nervousness. His relatives nrostrate1 
themselves before :, 'utin zni hecped him to nrescrihe appropriate 
rituals to war: i off the death threat over 91(fin. 
"There are some three "iris it the brook it the back of 
c14fin's house. Let then be bathed and dressed up. Let their 
father hand then over to the oracle, together with three 7oits ini 
, 2,000 (2,000x16) Cowrie. This is to ward off klgfin's death". 
without any hesitatio_, n, everything was lone as Om-utan 
directed; nothing wis left undone. , Theme fifteen 
liviners 'na the 
three -irls were ta'cen aloer behind ERutan is he returned to his 
house. '! hen tlie, r arrival there, he ^-r"-. nte1 the fifteen diviners 
t -eir freef m and -asked t'iem to c'o hack each t his own home. 
They were amazed is they h-, l th,: )ue-ht that 
t"ut-nnn would autc'm^ti- 
cally mike then his household servants. B, at if he was willincº t^ 
release them as he offered, whit annual or neriodic tribute w. )uli 
he require of them? Not)iing! They were stunned with amazement. 
They pointed out to him th-t). f he hat n-t saved them, they 
would h-ive been killed by Ql fin. He hii saved them from Je-)th, 
coulin't he see th-)t they bJong to him? E-, ut-in then answer .i 
and said thit in token of their apnreciation, all 
he wrulý r,: ýuire 
would be -a simmmle ceremony wh,;: ne«er any one of them was abtut t': 
slau-, hter an animal. On ý'lacinp- the kni. fe on the thý of tnc- 
animal victim, the person should first say It is EQutan-meji 
who kills y: -. 'u"". 
;s fir the three virgins, Egutan-meji kept them as his "uives. 
But he kept in remembrance the heln they rendered him on the lay 
he was going to consult the 'racle for their father, so, early in 
the a; ornine on the day following th. t on which they came tc live 
with him and every d-iy tifterwards, he reetei them thus: 
"Mv Praise to h rn,, My Praise to . 1hoy 
My Praise to . abose" ti 0 if 
That i3 why every babainwo says that every morning. 
29. 
Amrifa (the one who claims to know Ifä) ran off and hid him- 
self in the forest. 'TO wss wnikinr stealthily around in the «sh 
scor after he -ot there he met a hunter who h. d lost his way in 
the forest. The hunter rler: ýe'd with him to show the way back to 
11 the t'wn. ; rnof? diJ. Then he walked further on and s xw in 
woman stan"iin:! 'w her load of firew od, waiting f)r someone tja 
join her lift it from the rrrouni and hebt- to put it on her he .i 





The old woman asked fcr Amgfa's help, but Amgfa answered rzt1i r 
impatiently that he hai his own loaf of fear and anxiety on his 
mind and it would be unwise fcr him to keep stoprinp to bel- 
other neo'ale, otherwise ac might be overtaken by those whom the 
town-Drools mic*ht seal tc: ý lcock round for him and 'ring him back 
into the tcwn t, be killed. The old woman asked for further 
details qnd 4mofq talk his story. "ºhereunon the o11 woman calmed 
him down by explaining thst she hid death under her control and 
th't it w's she who ßi1 been resnonsihle for the death of the 
previous kings )f 
9fa. If the man stonne: 1 tc help her, he needed 
not to worry c-. oncerni. nrr death. 
. Injfi 
. 01 stopred and helped the woman. He even undertook t-) 
carry the bundle of firewood to the town for the old woman. Cn 
the ... ny, as they were w-ilking home, the old woman instructed 
Amofa Lohnt tc i9. He shDull return home confidently, invite the 
children of Ql? fin and ask them to div- the : -round on the .; rave of 
01. in. If they fur roughly where the head of the de? d body lay, and where the stomach and feet respectively lay, they would fiat 
at each point q bi- clay pot like that which a woman uses t: stare 
her irinkinc* x-ter in the house. The -pots, however, wrul i 's filled 
with blood, being the blao. 1 which had been drained frnm eý: ch (l ;f 
and which had been res-)onsi'ble for their ieith. The rants s`hculi 
be carefully excavated, aý s-: ne blood from each -, ot sh ; ul ? ho 
sprinkled on the dying Qlgfs's head, stomach and feet res", cctivý', y. 
New life would. come into his body and he would be well gain. 
Amgfi w1s very hinpy. He thanked the woman profusely, v: r. t 
to his house rand did is he was directed. The remaining 012% 
regained his health and esctned death. 
30. 
wö ju-aw(-lq was the diviner who consulted the oracle for 
Ajibowu, the son of th blacksmith located on the un'er nrirt ,, f the m-rket-place. Pjibowu was very ill. 'ie had aches all over 
the body. He could not move his arms, he could not move his I e'r s. 
The ritual he wAs asked to perform was one he-Boat. lie lit 
perform the first, and then again the second time. He killý-A tt"; 
first he-qo:, t and ate it all ')y himself. He did it the second time 
and again he ws the only one who ate the meat himself. 
Then ; wo ju-awo-lq, the diviner, lookel i; aa. a). n and c^n-, ilte , 
the oracle. The ensi7n which appeared was e-'Sa. And the 
ritial nrescribed consisted of the followin?: one he-7cit n-l 
1,800 cowries (200 x 9). The ritual animal was to lie livi 1;. l 
into nine harts v^ i -laced in nine -pieces of -)roken calih a , h. 
The he., d of the he-goat with 200 co ý. ýP to PO into one ~olece 
broken calabash fir the sake yf ýj; bowul? s 'yea I, the neck of th 
-oat with 200 cowries for A ii'^öwu's head, ind similarly the tw. 
s', o i ? era cne ', ý" one, ini the 
Viihowu heard and obeyed. He left the ritual be nerf.: rr 
meticulously as -ýrescri, e3. /, nä on the following; d, ay, ho w,: -, 
able to (et un, hale 'in1 healthy. Then filled vith emeti; :, h 
started to sin- his srnq of joy: 
MY held which ichel yesterday foes not he today 
I ARýA of i, p, 11, some livi: era ire wiser t'-an ' t'ers. 
My nec which ached yesterday loes not ache today 
'ýs3rü3 i olulü, Eh, some -iiviners we wiser thar others, 
My arm which ached......... 
So he anQ of each part of the body, daclarinc them all N . 001 healthy (pr,, be -'Sa. ). 
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31. 
Knowing-the-technique is the 
in, '-the-technique is the liviner 
Iivinx` forte vl' Fka Not-knovt- 
of nn' Ikanranm, . The wvin-I ..... 
An oracular messar e wes -iven to 9ruvnmila, deman? inc th:, t lie 
sha»i"1 of°er a sacri-, ýice. In answering, he asked, ''have vcu river 
declared an oracle to anyone who later fount it propitious? " 
Viev said "Yes, it was we wvho cons»ltei the oracle for tie lien "laich 
was once mile an eho to and was liter found with many chicks 
of her own followin^ her round'". 
crunmili sni-ne-1 ''is firers in contempt si utinr' "ATever! 
Not me, the illustration you've quotes is that of a biri. I 
QbQ tz); ^at'..: r" wouldn't ass)ciate myself -with -. i '-)ir3 to perform an 
Kn')wing-the-technique- is the diviner Df jl'E1: n 
Not-knowing-the-technique is the ayviner of QnII<A . 
The wind ......... 
They said "Yes, it w-Ls we who divined for the king of I1t: 
when he had a sore fcjt, so sceptic that he could not qo out, 
condined to his house for so long that although he hi thin~s he 
could set to make money yct he became poor, was so or that he 
hid to beg sacrifice of three coats. He did. Then, he ', ecamc: 
exceptionally prosperous., He ranked very high among ^ther kin's -ini 
had free access to the Qlgfin. 
Qrunmila broke in '' Ve; 1 that befits me. Prescribe a ritual 
and I will verform it". (O'u1a-'Sa). 
33" 
2runmila says ' 11urºboh nl` (, when beithen, it gives z soun1). 
I repented it and answera3 P, ue-bohhn' . 
ý el 
Then he said, when they heat he child of O Tun, -lid n't we he-. r 
O'i weak? " I sail 'Yes, b un certainly spoke up". 
gruunmila sad*s A1ur*Lohun, I reneitei it an i 
He askeä 'vw', en q a1ufon's chill was geiten, aid 
ghalufon say somathin?? -' 'Yes" I re-Stiel, 
He sskei if any one should beat the cvºil. i of me 
Sh-uld n't I s^eik? 'Lnd I rerliei, Yet, you are 
answered ' A1. u be , in' 
n't we hear 
ufon certainly s'; r'ke. 
runmila. 
i? ht to s')e-le cat. 
So ýrunmila answerei. 
i? ien, acbeý the Carrier carry my voice to the seas, 
'ýn y)uJ, fI k, please carry my voice to the larºoon. rriyanrinyanrin, 
do carry my voice to the hi-hest heaven 
May what I say today he fulf illel, all throu; h 
What I say todiy will be fulfilled, for surd, 
34. 
N\ 
The cloth ( dun) becomes t)rn and tattered first in the sleavas, 
then in the leas, then all over. 
This was the oracle for Qrunmila. Once upon a time Viere was a 
wholesale plot-against him so much so that it was only dun of 
all his friends who remained loyal to him. 
The cloth 5ecomas torn and tattered first in the sleeves, 
then in the 1e! 7s, then all )ver. This was the oracle for dun on 
the day when that whDlea-ile plot was hatched against crunmila that 
they seized the Im3QF f qrunmila's fioid and dumped it in the 
ieuths of the yea and run; ila hd pend iun to ro to he"Zven 
and net a replacement ^r Kim. (0ý*uV3-! Sa) 
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The antagonism ar, ainst t0runmila was so much 
that when men and 
beasts learn that he had successfully persu,; aded Sun to go to 
heaven to obtain a substitute Calabash of Ifä, they went end 
pleaded with the trees in the nei&hbourin, 7 of their town to j'-in 
in the )lot and thus mike it possible for 7'ýýiun to find a suit 3'° le 
place to ali? ht on when he wauld be desceniinr- from 
heaven. The 
idea was that on condition that fdun could not alight on a traf, 
it would be possi`+le for them to intercept him on his way t 
ýrunmila's house and force him to surrender to them the.. Ifa 
alabash he might brin? back fr. m heaven, They were able t- r*et 
all the trees save one to their side. It wis the palm-tree in 
frönt of crunmila's house. 
On his way back from heaven, ý3un was amazed to find the e^rth 
all vacant, without any trees or shrubs, except the palm tree in 
front of the house of Qrunmila. '7hen he siihtel th,. t tree, he came 
direct over it, held the calabash with both arms close to his chest, 
lowered above-the tree for a moment, then let himself go. 
Although he aid not miss the palm tree, the pressure of descent 
was so much that the calabash got broken and the divination-nuts 
inside were scattered all over. He was so grieved at this that 
he started to wail, saying, "Hah, Existence is lost, it is all 
scattered; existence is lost" But he nossessel a presence of mini, 
and he started at once to pick ur the nuts whicr were scattered 
about. One by one, he ricked them all un. 
"It's not bad after all. 
I have pst the nuts all the same 
I 5ickei them zll up 
This is nest b=id rat all" he s"anq 
S 
Thus, gruinmila was ihle t- replace the livinitory nuts 
wviich his enemies stole. On the fifth day after he trot them, he 
mile a big feast and decked out the nuts in another calabash. 
'Tis enemies (the men) were filled with shame and fear as they Came 
to do oreisance to him. But as for the heists, the'T were still 
fille-i wits jealousy and contemnt. 
crunmil3 decided that he wouli hive to do somethin7 to frighten 
the animals. : Jhen he h :d decided on a nicht when to c. - us-.: thi, _ 
fri? ht, he fore warned dun that something stran'e was goin- t= 
happen, and that T dun needed not fear. Rather, he should it )n 
a bold voice and a bold face. By midnight, Qrunmila stratche: l 
his medicated staff to the hill by the sea, and a big bould3r fro: 
the hill rolled down arid fell into the sea with a big splash 
and thundering. The earth shook, and all the beasts were . afri-hted, 
The elephant ran and lost its tusk, the bush-cow ran and Tot 
itself wedTz: 1 between tree trunks fallin? on one another. The 
beasts of the field died in their thousands. Only dun was not 
frightened that night. Rather than run, he simply answered with 
confidence and pride. 
Who is there to frighten 
Who dares? 
I'd cut off his head with 
I'd break his heal into 




Monkeu cries till today. 
35" 
La imika (; -ion. surrounds me) is the oracle 
4ot ore 




the Year) ttý , bo dý u fo (Mold up the Year-Re 
is the oracle for tiTý? (rain? ) vvYJ 
The oracle is for the inhabitants of Ifs Qy? 'laZbo when they 
jointly drove jrunmila out into tie 'iu, sh. 
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Soon after the obeisance which the hum-ins did for crunmil3 
in story 34 ahove, it bec-me evident that their submission to him 
was not whole-hearted. The relationship became so strained that 
ultimately he was driven out of the town. They allowed that he r is 
eausin¢ a lot of trouble that he would first of all cause s)m 
confusion and then present himself as the knowledgeable one to 
set things right again. They were sure that life would be easier 
for them without him around. 
One morning, Prunmila himself decided to get out of the town. 
He set out ind vent far intc the forest. When he found a suit, able 
spot fCr him to settle down, he built for himself s fairly 
comfortable nloce to ire in. Ever morning, he would say ""Only if 
the house wherein. Al in lives in Ify were like this in which I 
live here would Ife be at peace. But if not, there can't be 
peace for them'". 
In course of time, the adverse effects started to show u' in 
life; the seasons were affected, there was a drought. Wher it 
"rained at all, the rain came in hailstones, The frocs felt the 
thirst the kin's's horses had nowhere to graze, peo? le couli aft 
build houses, women became barren. Yams in the farms did not 
jtow I e: rn Chickens rreU yip but had no feathers. 
't'; dhy are thinF7s like tiiq, for moolviess s". Oke? " they asked of 
one Angt'ier. But ttiey 1-new Vie '' wer tiemselves. It wt s ')ecil, '": 
9r', " nmila was not with 
them. 'Tis ivin- been wit out of the 
town is like t'irnincr .3 clý-tr ; got u'side 
down so that no -. water en 
met into it. So they sent search teams out into the for3st t) 
look for 2runmila. /ith teiirs in their eyes they r ve Qrurn: il i 
the mess-cýne from in, asking, him to return to 1fe rind hel'- 
set thing ri'*ht zr' in. Orunmila sent them back with a mess-3 re 
to the Qlýfin l. ayinc* Sown the conditions on which he doull re ti, rn 
to help. The sacrifice would be two rats with freckled skin, 
two big fishes, two cocks with rich plumes, two heavy hens, t.., v- he- 
goats of wonderous sizes, two po-it s, two f -At rams, two fat t ý- _i 
and 44,000 cowries (i. e. 2000 x 22). All these were -'rooducei and 
presented tu crunmili hefore he ever acreei to co beck with th(am. 
Even then, no improvement was evilent after Qrunmila retvirne. l. ;o 
the nec°ile came to ? 
or 
-again an3 nleided with him to exercise 
his best knowledge or their well-being. Qrunmils asked them for 
adlitional sacrifice, everythin' in t. w-) as before. after he had 
'receives this, then he perform some rituals. ikni rrosrerity 
returned. 
36. (cf. 26) 
X, \\1 
Iretg-!; kanran was 
the divinars ass. -mhled 
the wine they left fcr 
day in or1er to escape 
the or-zcle for 
9runmila 
on 
together in the house of QL 
him. Orunmili was iirectel 
being poisoned on that di, -i. 
te day when 211 
fin and rÖis, n,: d 
to`fas ýor t`ý 
iIreýt p, ýý iran). 
'Elhen the medicine men assmmbled at the Qlpfin'is, they tack him 
into their confidence that they were to poison Qruinmila. ;- t'iev 
poisoned the palm-wine which woull he left for him to drink, they 
also -gut nois:; n on the cover cloth which they intend, 3 that }i a 
should use. They sent a false mess. ar e of fri:: ndshir' to im and 
invites him to a p-rty which they were havinm it the gllfin's. Can 
his arrival . it Ql4fin's h^use, he was offered the noisone1 n. -ii. -. 1-wine. 
He looked at it, 
Ent 
i steady raze on it 111 asked: 
Wh, -tt is this th. zt bubbles 3nl foams in the keg? 
Ah, it is oison thF, t foa, ns in3 bubbles in the keR ýr te_ 'Kaman 
llo, we w. lad n't drink of this today 




After some time, they th-n offered him the other wine frcm 
bamboo-tree. crunmila again looked it, and said as before. 
Now Qltrfin brau, -ht out his If% instruments, spread then ; ut 
an'i asked the assemble3 7rou*) to cons'zlt the oracle concernir? his 
first-horn son AT'lo lav ill. 111 the physicians hid prelictä 1 that 
the child woul". i not -lie. But cn Qrunmila being -asked to rive is 
own interpretation of the oracle concernin7 the child, he prelic- 
ted that the chill would lie, unless Qlgfin's royal tress for 
ceremonial occasions as ']. so the mat sere, d on the floor of the 
', place for the throne rest u'on were surrenlered for -) sacrificial 
ritu a for the child. 
91/1fin immo liztely thiurht he had -another chance to c3rrv 
out the -, oison plot mc"unteI ar -iinst Qrunmil. a, s.:, he asked tip :t Vau 
clots 3ni the mat ', e ^oisonai -*nr1 ý-ivon to him. But as the e i thins were beine brcught out, the bird ) which had serv:: '. 
as crunmila's nromnter cried out : nd warned him not to it :n the 
, royal mat 
nor let himself he touched by the regal clothes. Qrjn- 
mila heeded the bird's instruction and directed that the 1ssemhled 
peo;? le should themselves sit on the mat in3 let themselves )k:; c., vere3 
with , the cloth. fill those who came in contact with the mat ý:,, c. we 
infected by the poison. And 4runmila departed to his h use in 
pe ace. 
R (cf. 26) 
Ir t- kanran was the o acle for Qrunmila in the day when all 
the 1iv n rs went t. the 1 fin s house and ite the pounded yam 
without any discretion. 1runmila w-is instructed to fast for one day 
so that he might not return ashamel from the 
119fin's house on 
thit day. Fastinc' ac i@, todaj? The oracle explained, "Don't , ycu know that it is those who have no sense of shame who eat the neun- 
10 ded-yam which helonr to Cb. Ara-Cfu? (Iretý-aca\'nran) 
nl'fin's first-born chilUtiiei. The one -vhom the physicians 
assured him would not die. Qlofin was very upset and angry. He 
decided immediately that he would use the occasion to punish all. 
the Physicians, including Qrunmila. So he directed that no one 
in his household should show any sinn of sorrow, mnd the death 
must he kept secret to anyone outsiie the h-)usehold. He hai the 
cor-, _e iisnosed of, but it the 'n'irial_, the head was severed from 
the corpse ani '. sent. 
On the day "Nh n ql ffin h: d his next feast, he put the head of 
the child first in -a bir cilabish -Ani then hii pounded-yam he, -Inal 
on it. - He sent and invite i the physicians an i iiviners t.: t'1o 
feist and -laced this sneciiil bowl of , )ouniel yam 
before them. 
9runmil"i was n.: )t the first to arrive. 'nho. ie who ; rrivei before 
him h=id helpel themselves from this howl while Qlifin sat nd 
watched it all. Ne ? ot his 'iards ready to take them all and 
throw them into the lunaech. 3owever, Qrunmila -at last irrig i ßn1 
was invital to help himself from the bowl. Je lookei, nnl looked, 
and asked: 
What is there 
Wh-At is there 
What is there 
regt -gk! nran 
VC, we don't 
I_etg-Okanrai 
in this bowl? 
looks like a top spinned by the world 
looks like bits of human flasht 
eat of this 
i. 
412fin trembled, He asked Orunmila to proscribe the appropriate 
sacrifice. 'This is -1 sacrifice to be ihrýwn away (b 'ýarunü 
grunmil1 answer-3. "A sMa11 roc: t, with 32,000 cowries (2000x16); 
that is the sacrifice to be thrown 1way. Than all these phvsicians 




The materi=i1 for the sacrifice 
and the rhysicianq were handed 
s'ive1 them from Bein: kille-1. 
him, they bowed town before him 
mrunmili released them i11 and 
9 
was produced without any del? y, 
over to 'ruinila. Thus, he 
On theirk arriv-il at his house t? ith 
and olediei their service to hint. 
sent them back to their homes. 
38. 
? rQ f', ori s' ai-oc'o. This was the oracle for Qrunmilti when all 
the irunmale niotted against him, threatening that very eirly th. -- 
followig mmrning they woull fill heavily upon his hcuse! }cl3. 
Qrunmila w is instructed t.: offer 20,0 eggs to ', je arranged ri -ht 
round his house so that the ir6nmal might not be able t9 pre- 
vai3. ovýer him. Orunmila hear and eyed; as a result, tha 
iru nmall had no power to do him harm. (Ika-Gbe). 
The physicians who had nledRed obeisance and service to 
Qrunrnila quickly for? ot that they owe . heir lives to him. They 
went and sought the aid of the Irunmal' to co-overate with them 
against Qrunmila. They all assembled one ni'; ht and besieged 
41runmilats house. They did not notie the e? cs which grunmila 
had arranged round his house. As it happened, during that night, 
these ergs developed roots which went into the ground and spreid 
out, and the ton of tie e -s which remained aoove the rround 
became high mounis surrounding- the house and shielding it, from 
an attack from outside. "then irünmalg saw the mounis, trey were 
surirised and became afraid. C`runnila then ¢ot himself well 
armed and came out against them. All the irunmalq prostrated on 
their faces and ber*ged him for mercy! They also said to him 
nnof a truth, you are the only one who can be described in terms :: f 
a mountain, 'Vho on earth can move a mountain? "'Jho pushes a 
mountain is only wastinr' his strength". From that day, grunmila 
added this one to his nraise-names: Can anyone push a mount-tin? '' 
39 " 
A, person w"lo has npt yet rossessed If(on earth has nit yet 
Rot Ifa in'he ven. This oracle was riven to Qrunmila when the 
whole-earth took charc-es against him to heaven that his aresenc. e 
with them was such n hardship to them on earth. They also ulea- 
ded with Ql roan (God) that -As things were . *oino7 
fron ba 3 t3 Wor ; e, 
he shoul4 r= , pace grunmila with "arother represent itive on e -rtn, The oracle lirected that Qrunmila sýould offer one bundle of 
whips (cut fr: )m branc, es of the atori tree)'"as sacrifice. crün- 
mili heard ani obeyed, then he went to answer-the charges laid 
against him, in he -even. 
On the journey to heaven, 4ruthnila. carried the load of y: 1. s 
on his head moaning as he went about the ingritituie of mznkin4 
(the men on earth). In his self-pity, he met 14 who stoppe9 to 
ask him whey- he was #oinR? what the matter was, and why he was 
carrying a bundle of whi, s. Qrunmila told him how the mep on 
earth have one to laya cDmola ýt against him before Qlqrun 
and how they \id proposed to lorun that Qrunmila be replaced 
on earth. ,,, su was surprised because' he believed that, comnarod 
with himself7Qrunmila was very cool, -patient and level-headed. 
He decided tu accompany Cý. runmii a to heaven, at lest as an ooser- 
ver. The nroceelin"s of the Cýrunmila case might teach him a lesson 
or two in r, eadines3 for the time when similar cQhsýges mit-ht be 
laid uainst him, as surely they would be. So qu took the load 
from 7runmila's head and both of them started to travel toc*ether. 
On their arrival in he-, von saw ever so many elders 
from earth sitting waitin- for gruunnmila's arrival. He was amazed 
and filled 'vith ancer. He went in with the load of whims still 
on his head. ' He carried it u; ) to the front of Oldlümar'. He 
put it 3öwi1 there. He took a few whi-, s from the bundle, walked 
back to the assemblod elders of the earth and started strai-ht- 
, aw3y to whin tham. 
.... /ýJ 
348 
All the inhabitants of the earth sitting in heaven stirtel to 
shout,. calling on Clo3umare to 
deliver them. '"He has even foll:. wei 
us up here to beat us'`, they added. 
r*o and fins out whit 01; 3 mare sent s.. m- of his servo, to 
the matter was. Uter sc, rne ýMme they managed to stop an 
i the 
whole matter went before 01'ý3um 
e. 
ou'vs been treat- Olödumare said to Qrunmila ++g;; this is how y 
ting them on earth? Is this what you call caring? " In 
defence 
Qrunmila explained that it was not he but u who was responsible 
as the Olodum-ir;: coul1 very well. sec ýrh, -+t was 
haD : ening at that 
time in heaven. By th-t time, Esü wes still jumpin-, shouting 
at the ton of his voice, iccusinFani sharply rebuking 
those 
elders from the earth. He said to t-tem "*Why? If you said 
Qrun- 
mile was hard with you on " orth, did you think he would not 
he 
able to do it in heaven"? 
Fr^-p that day it ws seid, "'"Jhoever is able to shave (fi) 
another s head on earth and is 9le t' do it also 
in heaven 
surely ieserver1 to be c&llo i Ifýý'. 
Also from the iay cn, Ololumare ruled that grunmila should 
never ac-ain bri-i' ßs3 Qlonq with him to heaven, and 
th-+t he,, must 
exercise iirect sup 
rvision himself on earth. And Olodumare 
then asked the inhabitants of the earth to -o hack with 7run"n:. l3 
and to cooperate with him. 
40 (cf. 35) 
Honour-surrounds-: fie is the oracle (secret code for Ore 
(Cynerus Heticu+l. atus), ýr_ is the oracle for the swam-). y c*r: ýund.... 
They were the diviners for prunmila when he became so rll 
that it becim-- necessary to let it become known in heaven th-; t 
9runmila was already in his iotape and ewes no lin, rar ý, f much u-_ 
In his annointad task on earth. He was askel to perform a ritual 
with 200 palm-fronds, 200 round cakes of chalk. The ritual 
was to secure th. t old age might became a co-nmon fe"ture all .vr 
the eirth. 9runmil: heard and obeyed., . n1 so it w !s that :. 13 
age became a co-". mon feature. 
S,, then Olodumare heard the renort about 9runmila's old are, 
hesent a messenger to Qrunmila saying If it was true th: t Crun- 
ºnils was as . ßi3 as it h. i1 been reported, he would advice that it 
was time Orunmila should c, me back to heaven. However, befor(: 
Clki'u' mare s messa-e reached grunmila, the latter had ' erformod the 
ritual as he was directed. He squashed the chalk into powder. 
He brake the palm-fronds int-) sm3Uler pieces and 'lipped them int3 
the chalk. lit% the -calm-fronds he ha the doors and walls of 
his house sprinkled with the chalk. It was so muci that teas ý, ';: 
were ? oin? and coming into the house were sprayed with chalk. 
,\\ The messengers from Cieiumnre came and ielivered the messo-a 
to 7r, i, rni1a. He c runmila would 1i'-e t'"e towns neuale, both 
-i-A o1-, to hear t'i3 messi-e Iirect)y fron the meson-ers, 'le 
kept t -e messenners while he sent for t'-e tow^s-neonle. There 
was a bir turn-out. Than the messar*e was delivered. One of the 
chilire : of Qrunmila jum2ed out and asked "hat? that he sh-u1 I 
return to heaven? Why? Look at yourselves, Can't you see 'How 
1l- you yourselves look? " It was then that tie mess'npers became 
aware that both they and all the reonlo were hoary in znpearance, 
just li'-e 9rnnmila himself. They were sucpri, ýse3. 
so the mere nt; ers 
returned to heaven to retort back to 015umere that they could 






was the oracle for Qrunmila, and it was the 
same also fcr all the Irdnmile on the day that they started on 
their way tc the earth. Thera was a dispute amon' them as tc 
who of them should exercise seniority and leaiershin once they 
arrived on the earth. The oracle warned them they had better 
perform a ritual first t, ensuire th t they ever arrived ther-, at 
all. A small n net ; uni 2000 white cowries woull cur. stitnt. j 
the ritna1 mzterills. ßut it was (`Qrunmil. a ilon \ whopQrfor'i ui 
the ritual. The other Irt(nmal? disobeyed (s`kanran-meji). 
The mist-ke which the Irünrnal made was in assuming that 
seniority real i be est ibblishe ult m"itely by the order of 
arrival on earth. That w. is why they were early to he on the way 
rather than wait to perform the ritual before settin? off fr;; m 
heaven. Bot thei di l n: -, t relive ti -t tare was - ? racious le"., ard 
on the way "i iic'^ interce', tel t'-em as they came al. on. the way and 
killet them all one by one. 
As for Qrunmila, he waited patiently in heiven until he C , '- 
pleted the rituals, they he sorted off. As he annroached the 
spot where the leopard w is, a thick clo, ii appeared and it st-.: rte i 
to rain. The rainingg, was sc he-ivy that the leopard went off the 
road for shelter, . and before it came back to the road, 
Qrunmila 
ha"i passed. Vien the leonari returnei t.: ) the roai, however, it 
sniffe, the air and knew 
that someone had passel. So it stirtel 
off in pursuit towards the earth. The leopard overtook Qrunmil; 
only after the litter had arrived on the earth but before he was 
able to go into a dwelling place. The animal jumnei at 7runmit? 
to devour him, but Yrunmila was quick in defence, he threw the 
net over it and then Dvernowered it, tied it up -ani carried it in 
captivity into his house. 
So it w"xs that the first person to see Qrunmiln on earth 
saw him with -a live lecp-ir1, -in3 wh,., n he w-is -jut 
in -A lolrinc 
place it was with s live leonari in his com-inv. Ifis lode-inýz 
place quickly became iientified as the cl'ice where the leon; rd 
lives. Sveryona feirei t. i tre! at it with presumntion, for it wos 
the leongrd's hcuse. In c,; ur=, e of time, grunmilrt was himself nick- 
n3mee "The Leo"oir ", and another phrase was ridded to %iis praise 
names: $The brazen-eyed one, scratched, but not destroyed'". 
It wis because as Qrunii. li carried the leopard along, the latter 
nushý. 3 it-- nails thr ; urh the net and scratched 2runmila's head. 
The marks crn still be seen today on the palm-kernels uses fir 
divination. 
'inl on t`'e first occ. sinn vw', en Qriin-iii_-i . V1s to verform a 
rite i nn l, ehýl f of ', is I+ea1 after "is 3rrivil on the e3rtr, it 
wvIs that 1eo--trd he ki11e. 1 for th^t ritTa3l. 
42w, 
". 
He bends down from his house to the firm, 
then he reaches th; a firm he never bends down, 
He keeps erect from the firm back to his h. )use. 
These threw were at one time annrentice-iiviners uniar 
9runmil-i. 'then Qrunmila wes coin' on a journey, he warned them 
not to use the "Dlanchette ia his absence lest Ol ofin . ^hou13 invite thern to consult the oracle for him. 
No sooner had runmil=: left than these three st irted t:, site 
him. They misinter'reted his motives: fie hated to see them m-, ke 
money or at le-t to he able to maintýýn themselves. He hated to 





He hates to see them ret popular and known in the community as 
competent diviners. He wanted the, to remain annrentices for av^r 
ans treated per-etually as small boys. Many such other inter,, -)ra- 
t: ttions they nu. on Qrunmila's injuction t,: them. ;o they rebelleß. 
They Tot out the nlanchette and started to consult the or-mcle for 
enquirers. "Ileir services were well nstronized. More and more 
oeonle mot to know ti-t even in the a', sence of Qrunmila, some 
a'rnrentices ^f his could serve the neýIs. glýfin q , it to know this, 
ani he s nt a mess3, -e to them invitinc' them to visit him at dawn 
on the following; day. These apprentices were very hapoy believing 
that the pat's tv' fame was prosperity had at last opened sip before 
them. 
They went to ýl fin as requQstei 'Ani consulted the or-. cle 
for him. The oracular sinn was k<-Fü, an oriole of death. 
They were frightened to interi)ret it; yet they lut on a b-'19 
appearance ini ieclmfed that as a sacrifice against the inoen1in^ 
death of Qlgfin, hA needed to produce a live leopard t. ) )e s1m3u^ht- 
tered over tho Ifa sign which had been traced on the planchette. 
on hearing this, 416 fin became perturbed. He aske-] them to remain 
with the Ifs -oehinl a locked docr while he t ave instruction to the 
male population of the taa'vn to vo into the hush and look fcr -a 
live leopard which he could use to remove the dmn'er of kath. 
An exclamation of sur"Drise -ßn1 disbelief echoed through the town. 
What new plot cou? _? this be? 
Was the Qlýfin nuttinc' u°' a device to have the male ^ooru- 
lation of the town killed off? How on earth cru1i they seize a 
leoparl alive? But since they knew that it wis an oracular 
iirdction, some protested th.. t 9lgfin could not he taken as the 
one at fault. It was the diviner or -14viners who must ''o respon- 
sible. So they startot to curse whoever the diviners might be. 
'Towever, Q1 fin insisted that they shouli all go out in 
seirch of i liva lee-oird. They actually saw one, cornered it, 
kept it it usy so th-it it c^, x1d nit escape. But yet it vas nct 
easy to catch it alive. ), uite a numhor of the hunters were tarn 
into nieces 'iy the leopirl is they moved forwirfi in turn to catch 
it. It was a difficult zni perilous task. 
As this was r-inR on, Qrunmila retiirne-1 to the town, herd 
tºie full storv from Ql('fin whc he? ne1 crunmila to interveng- : vit: z his superior wisiom. grunmila c^nsnnlte- 'ig oriclo 3s to wh ýt he could io. Ne was directed to offer z 3: )-, a hilly-goat, af; d 
a net, together with 160 cowries (200 x 3)" 9runmili he-rd and 
obeyed, after the rit")r. 1, 'ie departe-I ani went int ; the f , re.. t to l3oks for a leonar3. ^s socn as he saw one, he threw the r. 1t over it, wranaei it up in thi net and carried it home. in 
was happy with amazement. To hitr, 4runmila was wholly incomnar. z- hle am;; nrr men. He ordsre3 that a pozt and 22,00 cowries he -'iv',: n to Orunmila. 
. Vhen Qrunmila returned t: - his 'louse, he w; s met by his hrýus, _- hold ani crcois of admirers, dancing ani sin¢inr: 
My Lord becam3s a leopard: Meat is what a leopard arts Qrunmila becomes a leorar3 
Meat is ... ", " '7ho would n't fear a leopirl? 
Meat is ... 
If. ýis unique 
Ifs is Itriny 
at with these on the right Elt with those of the left 
Briny- Your me, -it here, 
The arms an'i le? s are eaten 
Anetehi h, --s rc;. tste'i it 




APFENDIX III. YORUBA VERSIONS OF ORUNMILA' S PRAISE-NAMES 
I 
The Yoruba versions of 9rixnmila's praise-names as used in 
this thesis is as follows, compared with its variants s- 
A. Oriki Orunmila (The Yoruba text of Lijadu's version) 
Qruýnmila, Iýleeri Ipin, Ibike ji Ol düaaro. 
ý . -je ju-oogun, ObiriKiti, k pa-ojö ikü-da. 
01hra mi, 
Aunoim 





ba mo o tan, iba se ke. 
Oluwa mi, 01äwä . 1y re; 
Ono o1 egin Ile- pyin. 
0-mo of 9a kan t' o s' ara i dogi-dogi. 
A. NL Oldwa mi, 0 oki 11 mu-id - 'o'u. 
\ý , /7 / ekan ko je k'9kun 9. 'ra, )saka-saka akun. 
Omo_ Osowunml Tapa ti iw wu nini; 
Omo Oso pa 'de m'owo ma 'de m'ese, d nbeere atepa oje. 
Oluwa mi, TgA, Omo iy birikiti inu odo, 
Qno igba t% is' p 3lajla. 
Iku"düdd ätewo" rýýg1 A j'epo maa pon; 
r. 
ö in a ran. 14-iri ilý Ilogbon, A b'oloowu di/wdr11 on A b'olö rd mLa ran. 
01üwa mi, A tö-bä j'ai e*/, 
ýrý, A b'ikü j'igbo. 
Oluwa mil Ajiki, Ogege, -gb t 
i Odudü ti idu on emerý, 
0 
tun on ti ko sunwonse. 
Omo A-1'61ä ti nein mirin-mirin 1'ori ewe; 
Omo A -rin ti nrin Ode-Öwo cakäsäA. 
B. Oriki Ifä (as quoted by James Johnson, p. 21) 
0ä- Heaven is the wise and successful arbiter or reconciler; 
or Heaven knows him who will be saved or how to cave. 
$lodümar' - Olödü, Qmo are (Olodü, the son of Ere) 
Izfori ji - The Being whom death honours and pays obeisance to. 
Oli eýni - The Master of the seventh day festival. 
Oba Olöfý G-sün-l' lä -The ruler who draws blessings and prosperity 
after him, and who sleeps in the midst of honours. 
Nini ti iqe Qmg Qloni - The Possessor, who is the on c. f the greater 
possessor. 
Enrintunde 
- Laughing comes back to the world; or The Being whose Tom- 
advent into the world has brought back the laughter 
of joy and gladness. 
0W - The Being whose advent into the world from heaven filled 
man with joyful and thankful surprise which caused many 
to ask, "Is it Thou who has come? ", Iwo li o va? 
The Being fr.. m heaven whose constant cry to all 
the world is that they should come to Him. 
0wä Alaarun . i'aruAVn - The parent who has given birth to five children 
and has lost none of them by death. 
352 
Olubesan(Olu-li-ibi esan) - The Chief Avenger of wrongs. 
E du - The Black Ono, or The Great One whom, as tradition says, 
troubles have made black. 
Ö Ifa - The palm sacred to Ifa. 
A]ä'iki ti"' ki 
iforibale 
f'enikan - The Being whom all honour with 
daily morning sutationg but who is above paying respect 
to any other being. 
. Abal cdwijo - The Being whose power is so groat that He calls death 
to account. 
Ba b omo - The Father who reflects honour on His children, or 
of whom H-s children may justly be proud. 
Öki 
tibir A-as-oi6 iku- da - The Being who turning-Himself over 
as it were in a struggle, postpones for His client 
the day of death. 
C. Awon Oriki 
Oruýnmila (as quoted by A. 0.0siga, para 143 of his Ipadabo). 




2. Alajogun, jänä 6tä 
3. E1 öri . piep, 
Olojo, . 1äd© 
4. Olowa slyer 
, Qmo J 1e' in I1iÖvin_ 
5. Omo elepe kan t'o nse3 Aran doM1do i 
6. Iku düdü atewo; Orooo 11 j'eno min 
7. Omo Immun birikiti =u igbo 
8. ýsg r Ild I o' bön; A b'olbIwd_diwere mäh ran 
9. A-dü-mäa-danA tün or1. eni ti 
o 
sunwon se 
10. Omo A-rin ti i rin Ode Owo sý ä 
ý. 
The foiýowing point is noteworthy in two of the versions 
quoted above. OLtYJ RRE, cco din to James Johnson, is part of 
the praise-names of if or r 
`' 
a. However, in the version quoted 
by L. M. Lijadu, rünmýlä is descri ed as IBIKEJý OLODÜMARN. 
The question arises, which of the two is correct? Also, ifLijadu's 
version is to be accepted, in wh t sense is br(n ll to be understood 




GLOSSARY OF YORUBA 'VORDS USED 
Aadun 
- ground maize mixed with oil, lit. that which 
is sweet. 270 
Abiku - Children who die in infancy, believed to 
have the habit of returning into the mother's 
womb to be born again; the spirits of 3uch 
children form a guild or "companies" the un- 
born members of which may persuade those 
alreidy born to return unduly into the spirit 
11wold"". It is observed that the incidence of 
Abikü and beliefs associated with the same his 
greatly reduced with improved nutrition, hygi- 
ene and medical facilities. 172 
Abi- ku - tigbo - he wo locked horns with death. 
194 
Abinuku Oba - wives or servants of Oyo Kings who iie on the 
grave of a dead King, 268 
Abiona - the name of a child born on a road. 272 
- Aburo a younger person. 69 
p da fun - 
... / lit. it is divined for .... k1so A dia fun ... / 10 or Ä d1Ifä fun. 101,102. 
Adahunse - a medical practitioner who depends on his 
memory rather than divination for the iden- 
tificstion of the appropriate herbs. 104,233 
, kdolcun - an 
ansestor-cult at Igan-okoto, Egbado, 73, 
71 
Adulawo - one who has a black skin, 137,141 
ý-N- Adura - prayer, 251ff, 261 
gföse- - an incantation the very reciting of which 
sit automatically effects the intention. 259 
'Remo - a secret cult generally performed by the 
"'r-'-- I jebu. 27,73 
paunmü 
- herbs and roots pounded together and dried 
to be used as medicine in a hot drink, 238-9 
_f/ Agbonniregun - 
/ '%. 
a praise - name of Qrunmila 283 
pilerä - lit. the state of the body being unwell. 236 
Aisan - illness, the state of not feeling well, disea- 
se. 236-7 
jiy e. 0-1 - the world, the wicked world. 243f. 
e- a witch, witchcraft, 237,245 
(A inde - lit. waking up and being able to get up, re- 
surrection, 253 
Ala - dreams, 223-225,282 




11 the king of Oyg, lit. the one who owns a 
palace. 65ff. 70,97, 
A1ý(al ääiä) - well-being, peace, 237-8 
Alapako - one who has or deals in planks of wood. 151 
A13segun - a maker of medicines, medical prac titioner, 
-'-" variant of on gegun, q. v. 232 
A19 riddles 94 
AmOmotan (Amoo tan . 
)- Incomprehensible, He who cannot be or is not 
_ 
fully known, 188. 
prla 




Arun - that which destroys, a virulent disease. 236- 
79 242, 
Aj - custom, tradition. 7,8,296 
- our custom. 8 
Ase - an incantation which carries with it aiithori- 
ty, fiat. 251ff., 259ff. 292 
\ 
_,, _ /' Atese a - the ceremony for divining the future of a new- 
born child, 271f. 
Awure - incantation for wishing oneself well. 233, 
251f, 281; 
Ayajo lit. The corr'espondinR date, e. g. birthday. 
105,2524 
Ayän - the cult of drumming and of drummers 275 
Bebälawo - man (father) of knowledge, an Ifa Driest. 75, 
79,81-84,121,122,175f., 182,186f., 222, 
233f., 243ff., 270,281, 
q 
un B-ilo -a chieftaincy for the commander of the army 
277 
Balufon -a cult of new clothes among the I'ebu-Remo, 4 
especially in the Shagamu area, 2 7 
Edumare -a shortened form of Olodumare, q. v. 257,258 
Eegun (egungun) -a masquarade sometimes supposed to be an 
ancestor incarnate.. 27,79,276 
Egbe -a type of "medicine" believed to be able to 
transport its user physically away from a 
scene of danger. 292 
EszLb ogi - lit* the root of trees, roughly interpreted 
as "medicine". 229,230 
Emere - ghosts of dead children, 196 
En (Eniyan) 
-a person, people. 58 
Epý 
-a curse, lit. an act of calling, 259 
Epp - oil, 240 
se (Eshu) E - the divinity of ambiguity and resourceful- 
r ness, usually wrongly translated the devil, 
är_a_ 27,184,187,218,248,285-287 of Flgg b 
Etutu _ _ - specific type of ritual for peace and calm, 
105,249,264-270,281, 
/_ /s. ß \ 
MI alasiw3lu - the herbs for reintegrating personality. 235 
Ewe Asünrun - the leaf of i climber plant used as a laxa- 
tive or as a cure for dysentary. Cassia alata. 
234 
Ewe Ifa - herbs secretly prescribed by Ifa ? eomaar. cy.. 
234 
Ewi 
-a masquarade's song. 94,276 `\ \ Ewö (Eewo - taboo; like the Hebrew word cherem, the 
root of the word is related To that which is 
to be treated with due caution or respect. 
296, 
Ebo -a ritual, usually wrongly translated specifi- 
cally as 'sacrifice'. 105,107,264-270, 
281 
E 
e -a satire 
in song. 94,276 
ERb 
- company, spiritual doubles and mates, ? 70 
fgbe Omo Oduduwa - an Association of the children of Oduduwä 




- an older person, senior. 69 
EEl gb ra 
- another name for 




- the witness at the choice of one's destiny. 
182-3 ( gle ! ', Elerit) 
luku . / e -A secret cult amon- the Ijebu Yoruba, 10, 
Enu-'wä - the gate to the palace. 191 
Ftü - something burnt to powder, gun powder, 239 
Iw1 
- beans, 240 
GGel -a mask cult in which the masks are mainly of 
wood. 94,276 
Gbetu. gbetu -a herbal Rreparition used in connection with 
or Afop q. v. 259 
Gbögböuns -a medicine believed to be ble to cure various 
diseases. 234 Id nä Wo N 0< ý dw 1. - the ceremony connected with the cutting of 
the unbilical cord 271,273 
Ifa -a Yoruba religious system associated with 
the mythical figure r6nnii' and associated 






- primal rites in the Ifs system. 91 
Ifa Awure - incantational myths and rites in the Ifa 
system, 91 
Ifa Ebo - ritual Ifa myths, 91 
TseAn - medical lfä myths, 91 
Tf1 
Tim 
e - divinatory myths and rites, 91 
fa Ologbon - philosophic Ifä myths, 91 7fökanb le 
- peace of mind, 282 
T ba - calabash, 182 
_b_dün - enjoyment, the joy of good health, ? 37 
bäke i .. lit, second calabish, next in rank. 18a 
I bekele - trust, 282 
ý 7--T 
I 31a - hunter's song, 94,276 
N. / 
`jaaq Ogun egba - an ancestor cult among the Iks12.124 -e 
Ij -a congregation, church. 75 0, / '*- \r// 
Ißä Orunmila Adulaw9 
r - 
the church of the black-skinned associated 
with the divinity Orü nmila. 75,130,137, 
rt 141,222,288, 
Ikomo ade - lit. a ceremony for bringing a newly born 
babe outside the house, which also marks the 
mother's release from confinement, 272 
Ilar - palace slaves of 
Öyo, 66,67. 
Ile - the earth, the ground, 291 I= 
- whiteness of the inside, purity of heart., 226, 
Iparunle (Iserum) - the ritual for disposing of the implements 
and 'medicinal' crafts of a member of the 
guild of hunters, 274 
Ire Oke Ori) - the forest hideout which Ogun used as a foundry. 68,71 
.. /4 
356 
Ir nmaalee (Imrzl ) - divinities, 'four hundred divinities' accord- r ing to popular etymology. 183,195,208 eI sin 
Is - the work of serving. 21, 




Isin ile w3 - the traditional religion of our 20 
Isöm-lorko -a naming ceremony. 272 
Itau -a story, history, 94 
-a be-ing, character. 283-298 a 
Iwa 1'äb2 aw re - mbrality or character is supreme over ilican- 
tation. 107 
ave -a book. 223-225,282. Iwosan 
-a cure, looking after or cAring for the sick, 
249. 
t ä 
-a divinity who fights by hureing stones, 1 1- sometimes confused with ängo 6M4 
N. _ý 
_0 -SO - 
the name of the place where an 
o hanged him- 
/ self; lit. he did not hand himself 66 
M3därikan`äa. 
Qfit11 
-a kind of 'medicine' which prevents one from 
being reached by harm 232 
Obitün - Ondo dialect for bride, an annual ritual for, 
girls expecting to be married within a year, 
294 
du 0 - myth, a corpus of myths 74f, 83,86,91,121 _ 222,281,283,314 
pdudüwä - ancestor hr hero believed to be the prQgenitor 
of the Yoruba people 41,42,56,58ff., 62ff. , 67f., 74,8o, 87 
pdu-Ifa -a corpus of Ifa, myths 83,92ff., 121,176, 
179,185 
Ogboni -a secret cult of the elders, with a pro- 
nounced ritual of the earth, 9f, 79,128, 
204, 
qSun - the divinity of hunting, warfare, and iron 
27,55,68f., 73,80,82,274,283,285,314 
olodumare -a Yoruba name for rod Almighty; _-ibsoluto qualities, 28,34,35,50,53,59,60,62, 




- the divinity of the sea, 97,258 
o u'n pl - one who has 'medicine', 232 
` luk 
- lit, my friend 58 
Olu - my Lord, 187 
Oluxia. - chi#f among the babalawo (q. v. ) a senior 
titleholder in the Rboni cult, 294 
Omi IY - the water of life, 236 
Snifä - one who has the 
Ifa or is initiated into the 
_ Ifs cult 204 / 
pniýgb - one who has faith, a believer, a Christian, 6 260,280 
Anise un - medical practitioner (ef. Alaseguun) 232 
ö . un 
- 'medicine' 228-232,249,251,269 
....... /5 
"- 357a 
Oogun aiku - the "medicine"' for lengthening the life of 
the user, 230 
Oogun ajile - fertilizer 230 
Öri - head, 196, 
Ör ýý ýý 
-a bad head, 196,197, 
Öri - ritual performance for the sake of a person's 
head, 266 
Ori Wit - ritual washing of a head, 266 
Orisýi (Orisha) - mythical divinities 34,35,47,52,59,74f. 
8of, 86,286, 
Orisa 0ko - the divinity of agriculture 78, 
pro -- -a 
bull-roarer; a custom or ritual process 
1 which must be done with the knowledge or fear 
that failure to do it would bring dire con- 
sequences, 7f., 14,20,27,37,79,108,117, 
145,155,167,214,199, 
a wizard, 249 
ßbä -a king, 97-98,114,232,278, 
Qbalu lye - another name for the divinity of small pox, 
80,291, 
batala - the Yoruba creator divinity or agent of 
creation 27,29,55,59,62f., 80,259, 
of(? - incantation, lit. the spoken word, 251f, ý-" 253f, 261 
Qjo Äwo - the day of the mysteries, 78, 
Owne of heaven, 27,35,37,78, , li e1 
ý87 d 
1o 
Q - the divinity of the lagoon, 258 
Q1 
i 
wa - he who has a palace, 191f. 
Cm 
hö b-o - an Ife mythical figure who gave himself for 
man and later went to heaven on a rope 196 
Opelg (Awpele) - an oracular system inferior to Ifa 78f. 
ranmn - one of the sons of 
Ödüduwa 62, 
Orunmila - name of the divinity with which the 
Ita 
cult 




- Yoruba divinity associated with the river of 
-l-ý--- that name, much venerated in 
Ös $bö town, 27, 
73,82, 
-a palace 191f., title of a King 
Pyä - Yoruba divinity associated with the River 
----' Niger, 27,65,69, 
ýý / per g un - the leaves of dracaena fragrans 234 
R; rte. -a style of sung eulogy, 256 
gy (Su u - patience, 282 
Singo - Yoruba divinity associated with thunder, 
also claimed to have been a King of ýyo, 27, 
' 29,55,64f, 67ff, 77,82,285,314, 
Seebö kIoogun 2e IL - make a ritual to make the medicine effica- 
cious 107,265 
sonponna - the small-pox divinity, 29 
Souný - king of Ogbomos4 97 
.. /6 
357b 
Tini - an ba (king) of Fd? town, 71f. 




-a prophet or seer, 222. 
. 
ön h (Yemäj 
.)-a mythical divinity believed to be the mother of 
all other divinities , 70180,82,86,218. 
P. S. Individual names of persons and of tribes and places 
are not included in the glossary above. Nor are the words used in the 
quoted Odu-Ifa or other religious hymns included. 
xxxooo000xxxooo000xx xooo000xsxooo000xxxooo000xxxooo000xxxooo000 
V. NOTES ON YORUBA ORTHOGRAPHY. 
Ct. 33 ============ Tom======== SC 
1. The mid-tone. In the text, (pp. 1-317), the tone on 
every syllable is marked, "including the mid-tone", according to 
Convention iii and the reccomG, endation thereon s Re ort of the Yorub a 
Orthography Committee, Ministry of Education, Ibadan, 19 9, page 6; 
also pp. 2-3. 
2. Double Vowels and relevant Tone marks. The use of the tildh 
in the old orthography is now generally discontinued. In its place, 
double vowels are used with the appropriate tone marks, acute or grave. (Report, page 5, soction 11; also R. C. Abraham, Dictionary, pp. xiff. 
It is necessary to call attention here to to issues in this regards 
a) Is Aladura to be written as ! aaadura or as rladu«rä? 
luny people write it as Madura without any tone marks. However, 
as spoken, the lengthening seems to fall on the u. But since the 
prefix alä is formed from the first vowel of adürä with the grave. tone, 
it seems natural to-double the a-. This is the form used by R. C.. tbra}a. 
in his famous Dictionary. Alternatively, the single vowel may be narked 
irith a double accent, thus . la\dura. 
b) However, the tilde in the old orthography answered 
not only for tones but also for elision (the compression or suppression 
of particular vowels or diphthongs). lern m`tan or lym imotan is from 
XA-äimlb-tan (to know but not to know fully). Should this word be 
written as Am m tan, the negative particle 
ýbec9me 
lost and a wrong 
, booý -word 
is suggested -cmotan. Similarly, idawo comes from ids, - and 
wd. The vowel before th and word is slid-=. If we write idä w d, 
the original root-word, awo, is made to become Ks '1dewcis patently 
batter. But this is what was previously abbreviated inrspe©ch to 
idaw .A similar problem is found with bo i which comes from 
bE (the roots of trees). To-write boi (the roots of o i) misleads! 
Another example is mad (r(käh when written as mädarikän (ma-ädri-kän). 
Once again, the double accent seems tobe a better device, even 
in spite of the printdr's need for new accents; 
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